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Foreword

IN the 1970s, as a young Indologist, I dedicated myself to the
comparative study of some aspects of Hindu bhakti and Sufãsm.
For five years I spent the months of the monsoon along the banks
of the Yamunà, going to visit à÷ramas of the sant tradition,
especially in Braj, and khànaqàhs of Ci÷tã and Naqshbandã
derivation. I had the privilege of knowing and be close to the pãr
of the Naqshbandãyya, Shah Abul Hasan Zaid Faruqi, a fine
intellectual with also a surprising wealth of knowledge in yogic
and Vedàntic Hindu spirituality. During my stays in Delhi, I
used to visit the old sufã at dawn, and I still treasure a few
notebooks in which I wrote down the profound and wise teachings
he offered me during our conversations. He often told me that
some Hindu yogins, hailing from Uttar Pradesh and Bengal (?),
used to come in pilgrimage to the tomb of his predecessor Maÿhar
Jàn-ã-Jànàn, situated right in the courtyard of the khànaqàh
where he lived, honouring it with the chanting of hymns and
sprinkling it with petals and water. Despite the profound tie
which united me to Shah Abul Hasan and which lasted till his
death, I never had the chance of meeting a Hindu devotee of the
great Maÿhar within the khànaqàh. The pãr himself, who
remembered with prodigious memory the Mazhariyya
interpretation of øaïkara's Vedàntic doctrine, exhibited a curious
amnesia regarding the precise whereabouts of the Bengali and
U.P. yogins. None the less, destiny would subsequently bring me
in contact with this peculiar sant paramparà quite a number of
times. Around the end of the 1980s, my dearest Indian friend,
Hazari Mull Banthia, an old Jain gentleman from Kanpur,
confided to me quite casually of the existence in his town of a
Hindu sampradàya following a sufã spiritual method. Few years
later, I was drawn to a study of some stanzas in the Mahàbhàrata,
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a research which led me to embark on an archaeological
campaign of excavation in the Farrukhabad District. I thus
discovered that I was treading along the pilgrimage paths leading
to the funeral monuments of Maulana Fadl Ahmad Khan and
Sri Ramchandrji Fatehgarhi. But I had the most welcome
surprise when Dr. Thomas Dahnhardt Þ now my colleague but
in those days one among my most brilliant students Þ came to
visit me informing me that during one of his sojourns in India
he had met with Shah Abul Hasan Sahab. With him he had
discussed at length about those yogins who followed the
Naqshbandã method. Having gone to Kanpur, he was then able
to identify their milieu and to become quite close with them. In
fact, the young researcher had come to see me precisely to propose
this topic as the subject of his research. It looked as if an invisible
hand had been guiding his steps: indeed he was in no way aware
of the antecedents, since on the matter I had been as discreet as
Shah Abul Hasan. The research of Dr. Dahnhardt continued in
India as well as in Europe, especially in Venice, London, and
Oxford, through meetings with the living protagonists and via
the analysis of the fundamental texts of both traditions, i.e., the
sufã and the yogic. In this way, an important spiritual patrimony
of India has been salvaged, which illustrates the intimate identity
of vision on ultimate truths between a ÿindu environment and
a Muslim one. And this ultimately proves how love and knowledge
lead to union, whereas, on the contrary, separation leads humans
to reciprocal hate and ignorance. In the à÷ramas of Purã, Kanpur,
and Mathurà as well as in the khànaqàhs of Delhi, Sirhind, and
Quetta that synthesis which in vain Mogul emperors sought has
truly been achieved.

This book and his author have the merit of unearthing for
the benefit of scholars an important component of Indian culture,
which uptil now has remained practically unknown. This book
and his author have also the merit of opening up a spiritual
treasure which chronicles, politics, and ideology utterly ignore.

Venice, 20 March 2002 Gian Giuseppe Filippi



Preface

THE present study consists of an attempt to delineate the meeting
of two different esoteric currents in a cross-cultural encounter
between Islam and Hinduism on the Indian subcontinent from
the second half of the last century down to the present. Against
the background of the millenary co-habitation of these two major
world-religions in that part of the world, it describes the
particular outer and inner circumstances that made such an
encounter possible, trying, moreover, to focus on the spiritual
history of the traditions involved. Based largely on the data
collected during an eight-month field research conducted in 1995-
6 among the Muslim and Hindu representatives of the Indian
lineage of the Naqshbandiyya generally known as the
Mujaddidiyya, the book seeks to highlight through a concrete
example the possibility of an intense spiritual symbiosis between
India's two main communities that contrasts sharply with the
widespread idea of prevalent social and religious tension.

After ascertaining the social and historical background of
the cultural components involved, viz. a lineage of the
Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya on one side and the contemporary
heritage of the sant-tradition on the other, and furnishing a
biology of single members of this peculiar initiatory chain, the
research concentrates on the theoretical elaborations which, from
a doctrinal point of view, stand at the base of the synthesis
operated by the figures directly taking part in this process.
Special attention is  given to the possible parallels traceable in
the symbols and metaphors traditionally employed by the
respective perspectives of Sufism and Yoga in formulating their
cosmogonical and metaphysical theories. This predominantly
gnostic point of view  is then integrated by a description of the
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methodological aspects arising from this theoretical back-ground.
The concluding part of the study is concerned with a brief
description of different sub-branches within the Hindu
environment which began to develop from the mainstream
lineage over the last fifty years and sharing the gradual process
of cultural absorption and progressive Indianisation of a corpus
of teachings originally pertaining to an orthodox Sunni environ-
ment.
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Introduction

MUCH has been written about the relationship and the reciprocal
influence Hinduism and Islam have exercised on each other over
the ten centuries of their cohabitation in South Asia. The
innumerable works revolving around this topic include a wide
range of studies dealing with one or the other aspect of this
encounter which has so decisively contributed to the formation
of the present-day cultural environment of the Indian sub-
continent.

Especially in the wake of recent developments such as the
destruction of the Bàbrã Masjid at Ayodhyà in December 1992
and the constant political tension between the two newly emerged
nuclear powers India and Pakistan over the Kashmir issue, the
present situation of that area and the division of its societies
along communal lines have attracted the world's attention. Major
stress is thereby laid on the dividing factors which have led to
an increasing distance between Hindus and Muslims over the
last century. If these certainly represent a continuous feature in
the twentieth-century history of the subcontinent, it is
nevertheless equally true that this situation does not reflect the
whole reality and relegates many fertile contacts between these
two communities to the margin of attention.

In the wave of enthusiasm for the secular policy pursued by
the Republic of India after Independence in 1947, many
indigenous scholars had begun to exalt the glorious past of the
India's middle ages during which an intense symbiosis involving
many charismatic personalities on both sides stimulated and
produced some of the finest cultural achievements in Indian
history. These ranged from the development of an Indo-Islamic
architectural style and the distinctive tradition of north-Indian
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classical music to widely acclaimed poetic currents and a richly
blended cuisine, all of which survive in various forms till the
present day and contribute much to the attractive picture of
India's exotic culture.

Less attention has been given outside academic circles to
the often intense spiritual contacts between the elite repre-
sentatives of both traditions, operating from the top and reaching
down to the level of popular understanding, where they have
largely contributed to the creation of a common basis for a
peaceful cohabitation of the members of both religious groups.
It was in this field too that India's extraordinary capacity of
assimilation has given rise to some extremely stimulating
examples of collaboration and synthesis transcending the
numeorus divisions that characterise the religious, social and
ethnic peculiarities of each tradition.

From the thirteenth century AD onwards, the devotionally
oriented bhakti movement provides us with a series of
outstanding saints, both Hindus and Muslims, who were drawn
by their sincere love arising from the depths of their longing
hearts to experience the immutable Divine truth and were able
to bridge the gap between their respective communities by
stressing that common aim all sacred traditions have described
since time immemorial. Culminating in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries with Kabãr and Gurå Nànak, both pertaining
to the nirguõa current that emphasises the unqualified,
transcendent aspect of the Divine while openly mocking the rigid
ritualism of priestly orthodoxy as narrow-minded and
hypocritical, many of these sants, although hailing from the lower
sections of society, were able to maintain a truly synthetic vision
that goes beyond the formal barriers of institutionalised religion.
Basing their teachings on the assertion of an underlying common
human ground, irrespective of the religious and social
background and any erudite expertise in the holy scriptures,
which if cultivated in its purest aspect of love for God and the
world would allow every earnest seeker to experience the
presence of his Lord and thereby render meaningless any
religious discrimination. Their nearness to the people was
expressed  in their poetry using the simple and straightforward
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style of the north-Indian vernaculars used in their poetry. They
there by contributed decisively to the formation of a multi-
cultural and multi-religious society long before modern secular
ideas began to penetrate into the subcontinent from the Western
world.

As a matter of fact, for centuries religious hatred, intolerance
and communal divisions were phenomena largely unknown to
Indian society. If ever, they remained mostly confined to the
sporadic initiatives of zealous rulers or governors eager to
promote their image as firmly orthodox Islamic potentates. It
was with the beginning of the modern age introduced to India
during the colonial period that many indigenous intellectuals
grew up in the imported educational system of their foreign rulers
started to reinterpret the teachings of many religious and
spiritual leaders of the past in a key that contrasted with the
traditional perspective and which was prone to promote a
growing division between the two communities. Although
initially this did not reach down to the hundreds of thousands of
Indian villages where Hindus and Muslims had since long shared
the anxieties and needs of common life, they nevertheless began
to gain ground in the circles of the nascent Indian bourgeoisie.
Later, during the years of struggle for political freedom and
assisted by the increasingly efficient means of propaganda, these
ideas gradually penetrated further down to the masses. This
process of growing division led eventually to the partition of the
subcontinent into two separate nations: an almost entirely
Muslim Pakistan oriented along lines of religious cohesion, and
a secular India whose Western styled Constitution reflects the
concern of its founders to guarantee freedom of expression to its
innumerable religious groups.

The rise of a nationalistic ideology with both communal and
secular dimensions which accompanied India's passage during
the later nineteenth century from a feudal society for hundreds
of years governed largely by Muslim dynasties to a colonial
system concerned with imposing a modern European mentality,
is an impressive example of the impact of this process. It
demonstrates at the same time impressively the loss of influence
of traditional authorities on policy and society. This applies in
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particular to the Muslims most hardly hit by the disastrous
consequences of the 1856-7 War. The dwindling influence of Sufi
leaders on all social classes appears particularly striking in the
case of the Mujaddidiyya, the dominant Indian branch of the
Naqshbandiyya based on the teachings of Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã (1564-1624), the `renewer of the second millennium of
Islam' (hence the title Mujaddid), whose leaders had tried hard
to exercise their influence on the ruling class during the Mogul
period.1 The frequent letters addressed by Shaikh Aþmad and
his successors to the emperor and members of the Court nobility
inviting them to adjust their lifestyle and policies according to
Islamic norms show their concern and involvement in worldly
affairs beyond their immediate responsibilities in the field of
spiritual education. In tune with the particular vision held by
this order which desired to encourage reforms from within the
tradition based mainly on the Sunna of the prophet Muþammad,
its authorities were looked at with the utmost suspicion by the
British rulers as potential reactionaries against their own
concept of a new order.2

As a result and reaction of the impact left by the latter, at
the turn of the present century and on the wave of Muslim protest
after World War I began to gain weight the interpretation among
Muslim intellectuals of the image of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
and his successors as religious, social and political reformers.
In a successive stage, this led to Sirhindã's depiction, in either

1. For Naqshbandã influence on Muslim rulers, see Yohanan Friedmann:
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã: An Outline of His Thought and a Study of
His Image in the Eyes of Posterity (1971), pp. 77-87, and his article:
`The Naqshbandis and Aurangzeb: a reconsideration', in Varia
Turcica: Naqshbandis (1990), pp. 209-20. See also K.A. Nizami:
`Naqshbandi influence on Mughal rulers and politics', in IC 38 (1965),
pp. 41-53.

2. In fact, some revivalist factions of the Mujaddidã branch around
Shaikh Isma`ãl `Shahãd' (1779-1831) and Sayyid Ahmad Barelawã (d.
1831) promoted violent action against all infidels including the Sikhs
in the Punjab, the Maràñhàs in northern India and the British,
organising armed volunteers to fight in the North-East of the
subcontinent and in the Anglo-Afghan wars. For details, see S.A.A.
Rizvi: Shàh `Abd al`Azãz: Puritanism, Sectarian Polemics and Jihad
(1982).
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negative or in positive terms according to their authors being
Pakistani or Indian, as the defender of the Muslims against the
majoritarian community and thereby an indirect forerunner of
the Muslim nationalism which finally resulted in the creation
of Pakistan. But notwithstanding the often highly exalted
political role played by the `renewer of the second millennium of
Islam', it has been correctly pointed out in accordance with his
image in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that Sirhindã
`was primarily a Sufã and must be assessed as such'.3

Particularly disturbing in the image drawn of Shaikh Aþmad
and his successors by some modern Indian scholars is the often
repeated assumption that his behaviour was guided by an
uncompromising and radical Islamic position `trying to disrupt
the peaceful co-existence of Hindus and Muslims'.4 Such a stand
is hardly tenable in view of the existing sources and appears to
be itself politically motivated. It fails to take into due account
the change of mentality that has occurred during the last four
centuries even if it is undeniable that in more recent times some
leaders affiliated to the Naqshbandiyya have been adopting what
are nowadays defined as `fundamentalist positions'. This
contrasts with the attitude assumed by those authorities of the
order who consider themselves as the spiritual heirs of Sirhindã,
as I have experienced during my field research. These generally
refuse to pronounce themselves in public about political problems
and apparently do not nourish any particular aversion or hatred
towards Hindus. In keeping with the traditional attitude
mentioned by Friedmann, they remain rather indifferent to both
questions and prefer to concern themselves with instructing the
ever-decreasing number of disciples in the spiritual sciences and
keeping the Naqshbandã tradition alive.

In view of the prevailing idea of the Mujaddidãs as intolerant
and rigid Sunni purists unwilling to compromise, it may therefore
be surprising that it was from the descendants of Shaikh Aþmad

3. Friedmann (1971), p. 330.

4. S.A.A. Rizvi, Muslim Revivalist Movements in northern India in the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, 1965, p. 330. Cf. also M. Mujeeb,
The Indian Muslims, 1967.
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Sirhindã and his renowned heir at Delhi, Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i
Jànàn (d. 1780), that contacts were established with non-Muslims
which eventually led to an intense spiritual collaboration and
the transmission of the ñarãqa's teachings and methods into a
Hindu environment. This occurred during the second half of the
last century, i.e., at a time when the relations between the two
communities began to be increasingly strained, and, therefore,
furnishes a concrete example of behaviour that openly contradicts
the above-mentioned assertions about the Mujaddidiyya. The
successors of these shaikhs and gurus used to teach their
particular elaboration of a joint spiritual discipline to a mixed
audience of Hindus and Muslims, unperturbed by the growing
unrest and turmoil that has gripped the north-Indian society
over the last decades. They, thus, insert themselves in the
mediaeval sant context set out by their illustrious predecessor
Kabãr to whom they claim affiliation, thereby giving proof of the
perpetuation of this tradition over the centuries until today.

During the eight months of field research I carried out in
India from October 1995 to May 1996. I was welcomed by the
members of both religious groups affiliated to the Mujaddidiyya
at different places in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Rajasthan and
Delhi.  Thanks to their generous hospitality, it was possible for
me to take part at their meetings and satsaïgs, listening to their
oral teachings and participating at the performance of the
techniques used in their daily practice. The natural and
spontaneous openness and tolerance I witnessed among these
masters, who pay regular homage in their prayers to the
ancestors of the ñarãqa Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya include
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, the alleged scorner of Hindus, at whose
tomb they perform annually prayers and meditations, thus,
convinced me of the liveliness of India's spiritual culture and its
continual ability to contradict the common stereotypes of rigidly
erected mental categories.

Attentive reading of the textual sources of these Hindu
Naqshbandãs revealed that their teachings consist of a curious
blend of elements originally pertaining to both the Islamic
background of their Mujaddidã ancestors and that of the nirguõa
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sants, especially Kabãr and his successors in the panth bearing
his name. It, thus, became clear that even a tendentially
conservative environment like that of the Mujaddidãs reacted in
different ways to the challenge of modernity, and that at least
some of its leaders did not perceive any contradiction with the
teachings of the Mujaddid in enlarging their spiritual wealth to
members from outside the Sunni community.

The present study was encouraged by one of the great
spiritual authorities of the silsila at Delhi, the late Shàh Abål
ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã Mujaddidã (d.1993), who first informed me
of the existence of a Hindu branch and who directed me to Kanpur
to search for those people who use to come from time to time to
the tomb of their revered spiritual ancestor Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-
i Jànàn. It attempts to identify the factors that made such a
cross-cultural link possible, from a religious, social and historical
point of view, thereby trying to outline the perspective held by
those who so bluntly disregard the formal divisions between a
doctrine so deeply related to the fundamentals of the Islamic
Dãn and the adherents of India's Sanàtana Dharma.
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1

The Masters of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya Na`ãmiyya

Shaikh Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn (1111/1701-1195/1780)

THE account of this particular branch of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya begins with the figure of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn. First
of all because he played a central role in the eighteenth-century
history of the ñarãqa reunifying several lines of descent derived
from Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.1 Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn thereby
successfully reverted the trend of gradual fragmentation that
regularly occurs in the vacuum left in the spiritual hierarchy
after the death of a charismatic leader. Through his vigorous
character and intellectual acuteness Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn was
capable of revitalising the spiritual and social legacy he had
inherited from his illustrious ancestors in the silsila at a time
when large parts of northern India's Islamic society were facing
threats of ruin and disintegration. In recognition to the important
role played by him, his line of the order became afterwards known
as Shamsiyya Maÿhariyya, providing evidence of the particular
imprint he left on the history of the lineage.

1. For a graphical illustration of the different lines of descent converging
in the figure of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, see W.E. Fusfeld's study: The
Shaping of Såfã Leadership in Delhi: The Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya, 1750 to 1920, PhD thesis, Dept. of History, University
of Pennsylvania, 1981, p. 127. This work provides a detailed analysis
of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's double role as spiritual leader and social
reformer, and provides an account of the subsequent history of his
lineage at Delhi.
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The second reason is that it was an initiatory chain that
developed from Mãrzà Jàn-ã Jànàn which eventually extended
into a Hindu environment splitting from the  main branch which
from its khànaqàh at Shàhjahànàbàd provided its affiliates with
spiritual leadership almost uninterruptedly till the present day.
Hence, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn constitutes the point of departure of
the distinctive lineage we are concerned with and is considered
by its later authorities as the forefather of their peculiar tradition.

There is a third certainly not less important reason that
justifies Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's prominent role in the  biographical
frame-work provided by the present chapter. It bears a direct
relation with the preceding one and consists of the fact that he
was apparently the first among the accredited Mujaddidã
authorities to pronounce himself openly about the Hindu
tradition from an Islamic legal viewpoint. In one of his epistles,2

the learned Sunni scholar and authoritative Såfã leader has
provided a fairly detailed account of the basic outlines of the
Hindu tradition, leading him to the conclusion that Hindus have
had their share in the Divine revelation in the past and that it
was delivered to humanity through prophet-like messengers
(bashãr) including  Ràmacandra and K�ùõa.

If the resulting availability to include Hindus among the
`People of the Book' (ahl-i kitàb) does not represent a radical
innovation in Islamic perceptions of Hinduism, it is  Mãrzà Jàn-
i Jànàn's practical attitude  towards Hindus that constitutes a
surprising aspect of this orthodox Naqshbandã shaikh. Several
indications suggest that he admitted  a number of Hindus  to
enrol among his disciples and some hints contained in his letters
suggest that he provided spiritual guidance to some of them

2. For the original version of this letter, see Kalimàt-i Tayyibàt, Matba'-i
`Ulum, Muradabad, 1891, letter no. 14, pp. 27-9. Its Urdu version, is
rendered by Khaliq Anjum in: Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn ke khuñåt
(1989), pp. 131-4 and Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã in: Hindåstànã
qadãm madhàhib (1986), pp. 9-13. An English version of it has been
proposed by a number of modern scholars among which S.A.A. Rizvi
in Shàh Walã Allàh and his times (1980), pp. 332-4.
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without insisting on their previous conversion to Islam. Although
it is impossible to infer from the few sources at our disposal to
what extent those Hindu disciples were allowed access to the
esoteric teachings of his silsila, their mere presence in his þalqa
indicates that Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn had no basic objection towards
granting initiation (bai`at) to non-Muslims.3

Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's relevance for the present study, thus,
becomes immediately evident, and it is probably more than a
casual coincidence that he is held in high esteem and reverence
among the order's contemporary Hindu members, many of whom
consider his tomb within the precincts of the Delhi khànaqàh
an important destination on the itinerary of their ritual
pilgrimage and a source of blessings and spiritual inspiration.

However, an assessment of the role played by this important
eighteenth-century Såfã leader in the specific context needs to
take into account the socio-political circumstances prevailing in
northern India and especially in Delhi during his lifetime.4 The
rapid decline of Mogul imperial authority following the death of
emperor Aurangzeb in AD 1707 accelerated by the emergence of
non-Islamic regional forces and foreign powers (Sikhs, Jàñs,
Maràñhàs and European colonialists) compelled India's Muslims

3. From the sources available, it is not entirely clear whether this
affiliation of Hindus was subject to any prior condition since any
explicit mention of this topic has been carefully avoided in the texts
at our disposal. As I was told by the present head and sajjàda nashãn
of the Delhi khànaqàh, ÿaórat Anas Abål Naùr Fàråqã Mujaddidã, a
preliminary condition which most probably was incumbent on Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's Hindu disciples consisted in the pronouncement of the
kàlima-i tawþãd, thus, proclaiming the unicity of the metaphysical
Principle and Its projection as Creator. This does not automatically
imply a conversion to Islam as a whole and would probably not have
caused any embarassment for any spiritually inclined Hindu.

4. For a detailed account of the socio-historical circumstances of the
eighteenth century with special regard to Muslim society in the Mogul
capital Delhi, see the first chapters of S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), pp. 3-203.
For an appreciation of the intellectual movements within Muslim
society, see also Muhammad Umar: Islam in Northern India during
the eighteenth century (1993), and William Irvine: The Later Mugals
(1972).
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to confront an unprecedented situation in which a temporal
authority guided by Islamic  principles and endorsing its
traditional values for the maintenance of an Islamic world-order
could no longer be taken for granted. Consequently, a number of
Muslim intellectuals who recognised the danger of a possible
loss of Muslim identity and who witnessed the disintegration of
large segments of this social structure around them struggled
to provide an answer on different levels to this deep crisis,
especially in the old Mogul capital Delhi where these tendencies
were most strongly perceived. Renowned names like Shàh Walã
Allàh Dihlawã (1114/1703-1176/1762)5 and his son Shàh `Abd al-
`Azãz (1159/1746-1239/1824),6 Khwàja Muþammad Naùãr ̀Andalãb'
(1105/1694-1172/1759), and his son Khwàja Mãr ̀Dard' (1133/1721-
1199/1785),7 Shaikh Kalãm Allàh Shàhjahànàbàdã (1060/1650-
1142/1729) and his disciple Maulànà Fakhr al-Dãn Dihlawã (1126/
1714-1199/1785)8 to name only a few, furnish ample proof of the
intellectual vitality that characterised the capital's Muslim
society during that time.

The flourishing of a refined Persian and Urdu literary
culture around the Mogul Court and its aristocracy promoted
and promulgated during the frequent mushà`ira meetings ranges
among the most excellent expressions of this era of incumbing
decadence, which witnessed the presence of such outstanding
poets as Mãrzà ̀Abd al-Qàdir ̀Bedil' (1054/1644-1133/1721), Mãrzà
Muþammad Rafã' `Saudà' (d. 1195/1781), Mãr Taqã `Mãr' (1137/
1724-1225/1810) and many others.9 The steady decline of political

5. For him and his works, see G.N. Jalbani: Life of Shàh Walyullah
(1980), J.M.S. Baljon: Religion and Thought of Shàh Walã Allàh
Dihlawã (1703-1762) (1986), and A. Bausani's article: `Note su Shàh
Walã Allàh di Delhi', in AIO X (1961), pp. 93-147.

6. For him, see S.A.A. Rizvi: Shàh `Abd ul-'Azãz: Puritanism, Sectarian
Polemics and Jihàd (1982).

7. For these two, see Annemarie Schimmel: As through a Veil, and Pain
and Grace (1976).

8. For these two, see Muhammad Umar (1993).

9. For the last two, see Ralph Russell and Khurshidu'l-Islam: Three Mughal
Poets (1991), pp. 37-69 (Saudà) and pp. 95-271 (Mãr Taqã Mãr).
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authority was, therefore, not immediately accompanied by a
sudden interruption in Delhi's cultural life. Rather, it provided
the stimulus for a period of flourishing activity among Muslim
intellectuals that led to a series of unique achievements in
numerous cultural fields.

However, the invasions of Nàdir Shàh in 1739 followed by
that of Shàh Aþmad Durrànã in 1761 gave a decisive blow to the
city's status. The simultaneous dispersal of material wealth
compelled many Muslim intellectuals to migrate towards the
emerging provincial centres in the periphery of the former
empire, such as Awadh in the Northern Gangetic plain and
Golkonda/Hyderabad in the Deccan.

The growing feeling of insecurity which began to pervade
large sections of Delhi's population led to social unrest that
manifested itself in the outbreak of open factional conflicts,
mainly between rival Shi'a and Sunni groups, and was further
fuelled by the inconsistent religious policies of the emperors and
their influential supporters at court.10 Even if these conflicts
were only part of the wider context of a struggle for political
power between the two predominant factions of Shi'a Iranis and
Sunni Turanis of Afghan origin, the sharpness of their ideological
undertone indicates the fragility of the inner equilibrium that
by than characterised the local Muslim society throughout.

In such a climate many people sought refuge in the presence
of spiritual and religious leaders who, from the secluded

10. The son and successor of emperor Aurangzeb, known under his title
Shàh-i `âlam Bahàdur Shàh (r. AD 1707-12) reportedly shifted from
the orthodox Sunni religious policy of his father towards a more or
less open support of the Shi'a faction altering the traditional khuñba
read out in Delhi's Jama Masjid. This strongly offended the feelings
of the Sunni scholars estranging great parts of them from their idea
of the emperor as grant of orthodoxy. On a popular level, the growing
popularity of the Muþarram celebrations to commemorate the
martyrdom of the prophet's grandsons ÿasan and ÿusain, introduced
to northern India from the Deccan, constitute an important example
of the new self-confidence shown by the Shi'a population patronised
by the newly emerging regional dynasty of Awadh.
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surroundings of their khànaqàhs and madrasas, continued to
represent an element of stability and continuity of the old order.11

Many Såfã leaders attentively observed the deepening crisis
afflicting the outside world and perceived the urgency to
counteract its centrifugal tendencies. Hence, they began to
assume a broader role of leadership by expanding their earlier
position of exclusively spiritual preceptors to a more contingent
kind of moral and social tutorship with aimed at providing a
safehaven for people in all sectors of society. This newly emerging
pattern of behaviour accounts for the large following many of
these shaikhs are reported to have attracted into their fold. They
began to enrol an increasing number of affiliates into the rank
of their ñarãqa, appointing innumerable deputies, delegates and
spiritual successors (khulafà') who were despatched to the
remotest corners of the country in order to provide maximum
guidance per outreach through a dense coverage of the territory.
Reflecting the specific Naqshbandã tendency to exercise a
corrective influence on worldly leaders, it is not difficult to
understand how a prominent Såfã leader like Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
perceived it as his stringent duty to follow in the steps of his
predecessors trying to prevent the process of degradation he
witnessed all around.

Mãrzà `Maÿhar' Jàn-ã Jànàn: Life and thought

Like most prominent figures in Indian Muslim culture, Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn claimed descendance from a noble ancestry (ashrafã)
originally hailing from outside the subcontinent. According to
the shaikh's own statements, he descended in the 28th generation
from a family whose genealogy goes back through Imàm Abå
ÿanãfa (d. 150/767) to `Alã ibn Abå òàlib, the fourth caliph of

11. For a more elaborated description of the changing socio-political
situation and shifting of leadership from the worldly to the spiritual
authorities during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries until
the final breakdown of the old Muslim society after 1857/8, see W.A.
Fusfeld (1981), Introduction and chapter 1, pp. 1-52.
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Islam.12 More traceable in historical sources, his paternal
forefathers were members of the Afghan Qàqshàl tribe who
accompanied the Mogul emperor Humàyån on his way from
Kabul to Delhi to reconquer the lost throne of Hindustan.

After Humàyån regained power at Delhi in 1555, the two
Qàqshàl brothers Amãr Majnån Khàn and Amãr Bàbà Khàn
were awarded posts as jàgãrdàr at Narnaul (about 25 miles
south-west of Delhi). Later in the reign of Akbar (r. AD 1556-
1605) some of their descendants were assigned a jàgãr at
Ghoraghat in Bengal in reward for their loyalty during a
series of military campaigns. But this loyal relationship
ended abruptly in 1580-1 when the Turànã nobility in those
eastern regions engaged in a revolt against the imperial
authority and in which Amãr Jabbàrã Khàn, son of Majnån
Khàn, and other Qàqshàls were found to have taken active
part. Once the rebellion was crushed, its leaders were
disgraced.13

Nothing is known about the following generations of the
clan after the loss of its privileged status. The family chronicle
becomes traceable again with the figure of Mãrzà Jàn, the
father of ours who reportedly held a mansab in the army of
Aurangzeb (r. 1658-1707), which led him to accompany the
emperor on his extensive military expeditions to the Deccan.
There, Mãrzà Jàn apparently distinguished himself in
quelling a rebellion through diplomatic ability.14 However,
soon afterwards he decided to resign from his post and to
leave the imperial camp for his native town of Akbaràbàd

12. Thanà al-ÿaqq Amãn dedicates one chapter of his book Mãr wa Saudà
kà daur to Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn (pp. 185-211) providing an extensive
account of the latter's ancestry.

13. Akbar-Nàmà, vol. III, pp. 469-70 and 567.

14. This event refers probably to the rebellion of a Maràñhà faction guided
by a certain Ràjà Ràm inside the fortress of Jinjã (dist. Arcot, Tamil
Nadu) which, from a chronological and geographical point of view,
corresponds to the account given by Maulawã Na'ãm Allàh Bahràichã
in his biographical work on Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn,  Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya,
folio 118. Cf. `Abd al-Razzaq Quraishi: Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn
aur unkà kalàm (1979), pp. 27-30.
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(modern Agra). On his way to the north, his wife15 gave birth
to their only son who was for this reason named after his father
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jàn.16 Gradually, this name evolved into Mãrzà Jàn-
i Jànàn and was eventually adopted by himself, as the signature
on his letters indicates. His pen-name (takhalluù) ̀Maÿhar', used
to sign the verses he composed in both Persian and Urdu, became
an integral part of his name. Adding the title conferred upon
him as leader of Delhi's Naqshbandã Mujaddidã khànaqàh, and
the honorific title of shahãd attributed to him by many Sunni
Muslims after his death, his full name emerges as Shams al-
Dãn ÿabãb Allàh Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn Maÿhar `Alwã Shahãd.17

Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn spent his early childhood in his father's
hometown Agra receiving an education consistent with his social
status. Encouraged by his father, he underwent an intensive
training in the traditional, religious, literary, martial and artistic
sciences typical of his times, Mãrzà Jàn himself providing great
part of the instructions until his death in 1130/1717, when the
age of his son was sixteen.18

It is not clear when and in what circumstances Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn moved from Agra to Delhi, but most likely it took place

15. According to the author of the Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya, Mãrzà Jàn's
wife and mother of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn descended from the ruling
family of the Bahmanikingdom of Bijapur in the Deccan; if this is the
case, their marriage occurred probably during Mãrzà Jàn's stay in
the following of the Mogul emperor in that area. Cf. MuM, p. 19.

16. While the place of this event is mentioned in most authoritative
sources as Kalabagh, a small qaùba in the Malwa region, there are
differences regarding the exact date of birth: according to his two
main diciples and biographers, Shàh Na'ãm Allàh Bahràichã, author
of the Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya and the Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya, and
Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã, author of the Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã, his
birth-date has been mentioned as 11 Ramaóàn 1111/February 1700.
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's own statements in this context slightly contradict
each other and range from AH 1110 (cf. Ghulàm `Alã âzàd Bilgràmã in
Sarw-i âzàd) to AH 1113 (see Khaliq Anjum (1989), letter no. 1, p. 96-
7). Cf. also `Abd al-Razzaq Quraishi (1989), pp. 31-2 and Maulànà
Muþmmad ÿusain âzàd's âb-i ÿayàt, pp. 137-8.

17. Cf. Hindåstànã qadãm madhàhib, p. 4, MuM, p. 12.

18. MqM, p. 260.
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during the last years of his father's life or shortly after his death.
There, he continued his religious education under the guidance
of Qàrã `Abd al-Rasål Dihlawã who taught him Qur'ànic exegesis
(tafsãr) and instructed him in Qur'ànic recitation (qirà'at). He
further studied þadãth and jurisprudence (fãqh) with ÿàjã
Muþammad Afóal Siyàlkoñã (d. 1146/1733), a grandson of Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã and well-known authority in the traditional
religious sciences,19 to whom he remained attached long after
the beginning of his own spiritual career when he himself started
instructing his disciples in the science of þadãth.

Most sources report that Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's inclination
towards the Såfã way of darweshã o faqr emerged at the age of
eighteen following an unsuccessful attempt to obtain the
restoration of his father's mansab at the Court of the emperor
Farrukhsiyar (r. AD 1712-19).20 The emperor was reportedly
unable to attend the Court audience compelling Mãrzà Maÿhar
to leave empty-handed. The following night, the latter had a
dream in which the Chishti saint Quñb al-Dãn Bakhtiyàr Kàkã
(d. 654/1256) called him towards a life dedicated to spiritual
pursuits.21 Deeply impressed by the powerful vision, Mãrzà
renounced any further thought of a worldly career and eventually
became the disciple of Sayyid Når Muþammad Badàyånã (d.
1135/1722), a descendant of Shaikh Sa'ãf al-Dãn in the line of
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, who initiated him into the
Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya.22

Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn remained with his spiritual preceptor
for four years until the latter's death in 1722. During that period

19. For a detailed biographical account of this great scholar, see among
others MqM, pp. 244-6, and Muhammad Umar (1993), p. 140 (notes
to chapter II).

20. MuM, p. 20.

21. MqM, p. 282.

22. For biographical details of this saint whose grave is located within
the precincts of the cemetery at the outskirts of the dargàh of Nizàm
al-Dãn Awliyà' at New Delhi, see MqM, pp. 280-5. For his position in
the spiritual genealogy of the order, see Appendix I of the quoted
work.
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he reportedly made rapid progress on the spiritual path
qualifying for full investiture (khilàfat) and the licence of
initiating new disciples into the order (ijàzat).23 After his master's
death he remained for nearly six years immersed in deep
meditation next to his shaikh's tomb until reaching the  degree
of `supreme sainthood' (wilàyat-i `uliyà), apparently through
hidden guidance by his shaikh.24 Then, one night his preceptor
appeared to him in a vision (rå'ya) directing him to persist in
his quest for Truth and to look for a new living master.

Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn next enrolled as the disciple of Shàh
ÿàfiÿ Sa'd Allàh (d.1152/1739),25 a renowned authority of the
Mujaddidã lineage at Delhi at that time, and of Shàh
Muþammad Zubair (d. 1152/1739)26 a grandson of Shàh ÿujjat
Allàh Naqshbandã and preceptor of numerous noblemen at the
imperial Court. But the master who brought to completion
Mãrzà's spiritual education was Shaikh Muþammad `âbid

23. MuM, p. 20.

24. MuM., p. 20.

25. For biographical details of him, see MqM, pp. 293-7. According to
this biography, Mãrzà Maÿhar was assisted by the spirit of his
defunct master, a method often described by and characteristic for
this order since the its earlier days headed by the Khwàjagàn during
the eleventh to fourteenth  centuries, which include Khwàja `Abd
al-Khàliq al-Gujdawànã, Khwàja `ârif Riwgàrã and Khwàja Yåsuf
al-ÿamadànã. For this pattern of spiritual transmission typical
among Naqshbandã leaders, see: Hamid Algar's article `A Brief
History of The Naqshbandi Order' in Varia Turcica: Naqshbandis
(1990), pp. 6-12, and St�phane Ruspoli's `R�flexions sur la voie
spirituelle des Naqshbandis', in supra, pp. 95-109.

Another example of this way of spiritual transmission outside the
Naqshbandã context is that of the Algerian Såfã Amãr `Abd-al Qàdir
al-Djizàãrã (d.1867) who claimed to have been connected with his
spiritual instructor Shaikh al-Akbar Ibn al-`Arabã through `hidden
initiation'. For a general acknowledgement of this spiritual
relationship with a defunct master, see A.S. Husaini's article `Uways
al-Qaranã and the Uwaysi Såfãs' in MW 57 (1967), pp. 103-14.

26. For biographical details, see MuM, pp. 21-2.
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Sunàmã `Gulshan' (d. 1160/1747),27 another prominent
Naqshbandã authority with a large following who had reached
Delhi from Sirhind following that town's destruction by the
Sikhs.28 The shaikh initiated his disciple into the Qàdirã,
Chishtã and Suhrawardã silsilas, thus, bringing to perfection
his spiritual career and preparing him for his role as an
independent authority.

By the time of the shaikh's death, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn had
spent a period of about thirty years under the guidance of
several prominent Naqshbandã authorities, thus, bringing
together the main lines of descent that had developed from
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã through his two sons and chief
successors, Muþammad Ma'ùåm (d .  1079/1668) and
Muþammad Sa'ãd (d. 1070/1659).29 Having acquired full
maturity as a shaikh and endowed with a solid knowledge in
both religious and spiritual matters  Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn was
ready to fulfil the mission of propagating the ñarãqa 's
message reassumed in the principle of `solitude among the
crowd' (khilwat dar anjuman).30

By the mid-eighteenth century, the order's centre of
activity had already moved from Sirhind, the hometown of
Shaikh Aþmad the Mujaddid. Its core areas comprehended

27. For biographical details, see MqM, pp. 293-7.

28. This former centre of the Mujaddidiyya in Punjab that developed
around the tomb of Shaikh Aþmad was raided by the Sikh armies in
1710 and again in 1758 leading to an exodus of the order's authorities
to Delhi, Rampur and other places. See also Arthur F. Buehler: Sufi
Heirs of the Prophet: The Indian Naqshbandiyya and the Rise of the
Mediating Sufi Shaikh (1997), pp. 170-1.

29. For an assessment of the life, works and role of these two prominent
sons of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, see Yohanan Friedmann's article
`The Naqshbandis and Aurangzeb: a reconsideration' in Varia Turcica:
Naqshbandis (1990), pp. 209-20.

30. For a further explanation of this fundamental principle which in a
sense sums up the attitude of the Naqshbandã shaikhs, see Shàh
Abål ÿasan's treatise Manàhij al-Sair. . . . (Urdu version), pp. 42-4.
See also Qàóã Thanà Allàh Pànãpatã's Kitàb al-najatã `an ñarãqã al-
ghairatã, a gist of which regarding the eleven fundamental principles
of the order is given in MuM, pp. 70-6.
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now the capital Delhi, the provincial centres of the
Rohilkhand including Rampur, Muradabad and Badayun, and
the Punjab.31 It was from Delhi that Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn began to
exercise an influence that eventually reached far beyond the city's
boundaries. His importance as an all-India leader, in a way
comparable to that of the Chishtã shaikhs in the early period of
the Delhi Sultanate, is evidenced by the presence of his khulafà`
and disciples all over the country, from the Punjab and Gujarat
to the Deccan, although he concentrated his efforts largely on
the Afghan Rohilàs who had settled in the ancient land of
Katehar in the north-western Ganges plain.32 His spiritual
influence radiated from Delhi to the various secondary centres
in the periphery maintaining an intense correspondence with
the deputies despatched in those places and was further
enhanced by the transmission of spiritual attention (tawajjuh).33

This concept of action through presence notwithstanding, it
appears from several of Mãrzà Maÿhar's letters that anxious
about the worsening social and political circumstances in the
capital he occasionally left Delhi to pay personal visits to his
chief deputies and trusted friends in places with a notable
presence of followers, like Sambhal, Amroha, Panipat, etc.34 Such
a behaviour reflects the extent to which the impact of the
dramatic historical events that led to an exodus of Delhi's
population towards the newly emerging provincial capitals did
not spare even this charismatic leader.

31. See, for instance, the description of various lineages from Shaikh
Aþmad mentioned in Badr al-Dãn Sirhindã's ÿaóràt al-Quds and
Muþammad Hàshim Kishmã's Zubdat al-maqàmàt, both of which
furnish a detailed account of the developments of the order from
Shaikh Aþmad onwards to the next three generations.

32. For a detailed account of the Rohila Afghans and their rise to power
in the eighteenth century, see Jos J.L. Gommans: The Rise of the
Indo-Afghan Empire, c. 1710-1780, E.J.Brill, Leiden, 1995.

33. For more details  regarding this technique, see chapters 3 and 4 of
the present study. For Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's own references regarding
the transmission of tawajjuh, see letters no. 30 and no. 42 of his
letter collection in Khaliq Anjum (1989), pp. 172 and 191.

34. See letters no. 40 (p. 189), no. 52 (p. 202), no. 74 (p. 235) of Khaliq
Anjum's Urdu rendering of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's letter collection.
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In spite of the large number of disciples,35 Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
reportedly remained very careful in selecting those admitted
into his inner circle. In view of the responsibility involved for
both master and disciple in establishing such a link,36 he is
described as extremely reluctant in granting initiation (bai'at).
Aware of the risks of degeneration implied in enlarging
indiscriminately the number of adherents to the þalqa, he
initially tried to discourage all potential novices in order to test
the firmness of their determination. Once this was ascertained,
he carefullly tested each candidate's suitability before proceeding
to grant full spiritual assistance to the neophyte.37

On the other side, it was, considered equally important for
the aspirant novice to recognise a perfect master (shaikh-i kàmil)
and to distinguish him from other people with apparently
attractive features. Qàóã Thanà Allàh Pànipatã, one of Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's main disciples and successors, very much in line
with the Mujaddidã perspective, writes at this regard:

. . . the criterion while searching for a perfect spiritual
guide should not remain confined to the abilities of
producing extraordinary things (kharq-i `àdat), being
aware of the dangers and distractions afflicting the heart
or the obtainment of spiritual states and emotional
rapture (þàl, wajd), because many of these things can
be attained also from Yogis and Brahmins; therefore,
these matters alone constitute no guarantee for
prosperity (dalãl-i sa`àdat). The real proof and the
distinctive sign by which a perfect master can be

35. Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn himself occasionally refers in his letters to the
growing number of disciples present at the khànaqàh to whom he
had to impart spiritual assistance and tawajjuh. Cf. Khaliq Anjum
(1989), letters no. 27 and 57.

36. For the conventional procedure of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's spiritual guide,
Sayyid Når Muþammad Badàyånã, in enrolling new disciples, see
MuM, p. 21.

37. Cf. MuM, pp. 38-41.
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recognised is his uprightly following of the revealed
Law (shar`) and his acting in perfect accordance with
the Holy Scripture (al-Kitàb) and the Tradition of the
prophet (sunnat). . . .38

This passage reproposes the everlasting problem faced by
many earlier shaikhs, including Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, of
safe-guarding the esoteric tradition from degenerating into
a sort of cheap witchcraft popular among the masses. In fact,
the criterion for recognition of a genuine shaikh, which the
author explains in minute detail in this text, reconfirms
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn as deeply rooted in the Mujaddidã
tradition, for whom a shaikh of uppermost spiritual perfection
(shaikh-i kàmil wa mukammal) acts outwardly as a perfect
follower of the Law as represented by the prophet Muþammad
(ittibà' al-sunnat). All sources agree upon Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
insistence on a minute adherence to the prescriptions of the
sharã`at. He reportedly requested his disciples to point out
to him any shortcoming in his own behaviour which could
contradict the principles of orthodox Sunni Islam.39

Yet another aspect emerging from the above-quoted
statement which puts Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn in line with his
famous predecessor from Sirhind is his attempt to purify
Islam by expelling the numerous indigenous customs, popular
beliefs and superstitions that had crept into many Muslim's
daily routine during the centuries of cohabitation with India's
other traditions. Although certainly more sympathetic
towards the spiritual achievements of the Hindus, he

38. Cf. MuM, p. 35.

39. Shàh Ghulàm `Alã, reports that one day when Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
took his son to his shaikh, a Qàdirã master, he (Shàh `Abd al-Raþman
Qàdirã) happened to be so absorbed by his love for samà` that he
neglected the punctual performance of the afternoon and evening
prayers. The young Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn was reportedly so impressed
by this evident negligence of a Muslim's duties that he later told his
father that he would never agree to become a disciple of a master of
such sinful inclinations. See MqM, p. 262, and MuM, p. 12. For other
anecdotes exemplifying Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's strict adherence to the
sharã`at and the sunnat, see `Abd al-Razzaq Quraishi (1989), pp.
114-25.
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perceived the pure Sunni way represented by the attitudes
and practices of the Mujaddidã family (khàndàn) as the safest
way for the members of his own community. Strictly adhering
to the examples set by the archetypes of perfect behaviour,
Muþammad, his companions (ùaþàba) and early followers
(tàbi`ãn), he extended his missionary effort to the whole of
society, including women, to whom he occasionally even
granted initiation into the order.40

But in spite of the documented evidence that Mãrzà Jàn-
i Jànàn considered himself in many ways as heir and
propagator of the pre-existing Mujaddidã tradition, one can
detect in him a somewhat less austere position than that held
by Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindã.41 Given the scarcity of available
material, it is extremely difficult to draw any exhaustive
conclusion about whether the reasons for this lie more in the
changed historical circumstances or rather in a difference of
individual attitude and character of the two leaders, or a
combination of both.42 Certainly, it is possible to recognise
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's role as more cautious and, therefore,
less prone to advocate radical changes, both from a spiritual

40. See MuM, pp. 41-50, S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), pp. 321-3 and Muhammad
Umar: `Mirza Mazhar Jan-i Janan: a religious reformer of the
eighteenth century', in StI 6 (1969), p. 130.

41. In contrast to many contemporary Såfã leaders, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
did not leave any systematic written testimony of his thoughts and
teachings regarding specific problems, with the exception of his letters
which, as compared those of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, are, however,
very few in number and extremely concise in their content.

42. It would be extremely interesting to compare these two characters
while trying to establish whether the nature of Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã was a primarily intellectual one inclined towards analytical
enquiries as expressed in his numerous treatises and in his newly
formulated doctrines, and the more emotional nature of Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn who produced comparatively little theoretical elaborations but
who was renowned for his tireless efforts in instructing disciples, a
reportedly powerful tawajjuh and an emotionally charged poetry
reflecting the strength of his spiritual rapture (jadhba). Interpreted
in this way, these two personalities incorporate the two
complementary aspects of sulåk and jadhba that characterise the
Naqshbandã way.
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or simply from a social point of view. The way he perceived
the distribution of roles in the pãr-murãdã relationship,
although not his exclusive, and articulates itself in the
emphasis  on bestowing spiritual attention on the subtle
organs (lañà`if, pl. of lañãfa) of his disciples from the very
beginning of their spiritual curriculum.43 And the focus on
the subtle heart-organ (lañãfa-i qalb) as the central essence
of Man's unperishable suprahuman component reveals an
adaption of spiritual guidance restoring it to essentials. The
moving away from the highly intellectual speculations of
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã towards a more practical oriented
approach that stresses a more active participation of the
spiritual perceptor towards an increasingly passive though
receptive disciple, probably constitutes one of Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn's main contributions towards the revivification and
popularity of the order perpetuated among his successors as
the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya and puts him
in tune with the new era the dawn of which he witnessed so
clearly around himself.44

However, most attention has been given by scholars to
the Såfã Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn for his supposed tolerant and
sympathetic attitude towards Hindus and Hinduism in
contrast to the alleged hostility of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.
Here again, caution is needed to avoid both overenthusiastic
interpretations that favour the promotion of the modern ideal
of communal harmony dear to many contemporaries,45 and

43. This is clearly expressed in MuM, pp. 40-1, where the author describes
his masters' peculiar way of granting initiation.

44. This new definition of the master-disciple relationship assumes an
increasing importance in all branches derived from Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn,
be it in the Hindu one described in this study, be it in the strictly
orthodox Muslim branches in modern India or Pakistan. (Cf. more
recent doctrinal treatises like Maulànà Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid
Fàråqã's Manàhij al-Sair wa Madàrij al-Khair or Maulànà Abå Sa'ãd's
Hidàyat al-òàlibãn.)

45. See Murshir al-Haqq's article `Muslim Understanding of Hindu
Religion', in Islam and the Modern Age 4 (1973), pp. 71-7, and
Muhammad Mujeeb's The Indian Muslims, p. 281.
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the dismissal of any relevant conciliatory element in the
thought of this saint towards the problem.46

As a matter of fact, one of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's few open
statements at this regard consists of the already mentioned
letter in which the author comments on different aspects of
the Hindu tradition.47 The content of the epistle which replies
to an enquiry by an anonymous petitioner regarding the legal
status of Hindus from an Islamic point of view, constitutes,
technically speaking, a juridic opinion (istiftà) and reflects
the author's acquaintance with the fundaments of the Hindu
dharma. As implied in the question, the subtle difference
between infidels (kuffàr) and polytheists (mushrikãn)
represents an important point in the context of the letter
since it refers to two different categories of non-Muslims each
being accorded a different legal status. Accordingly, the
author, acknowledging the celestial origin of the Veda and
the direct derivation of the six fundamental doctrines
(dar÷ana, lit. `points of view') which constitute the universal
Hindu doctrine from it, reaches to the conclusion that

. . . all classes of Hindus unanimously agree upon the
Unity (tawþãd) of the Most Exalted God (khudàwand-
i ta`àlà), consider the world to be ephemeral (þàdith)
and created (makhlåq), contemplate its ultimate
dissolution (fanà) and believe in the physical
resurrection (þashr-i jismànã) of the body and the
reward for good actions as well as punishment for
their bad actions. Their custom of worshipping idols

46. Yohanan Friedmann, for instance, after a careful examination of
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's position in his article `Muslim Views of Indian
Religions' in JAOS 95 (1975), pp. 117-26, comes to the conclusion
that `the views of Jàn-i Jànàn . . . really constitute, . . . , a relapse into
conventional mediaeval attitudes if compared with the thought of
such thinkers as al-Birånã and Dàrà Shåkoh.' (p. 121).

47. Kalimàt-i Tayyibàt, letter no. 14, pp. 25-37, quoted in Khaliq Anjum
(1989), pp. 131-4.
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(but-parastã) is not based on the attribution of a Divine
rank on these, but its truth is somewhat different. . . .48

Through this unequivocal statement, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
attributes a fundamentally different position to Hindus as
compared to the polytheists of ancient Arabia and, thus,
discharges the former from the commonly pronounced accusation
of polytheism. If this statement represents, in a sense, the
reiteration of a concept already anticipated by al-Bãrånã in the
eleventh century AD, the Naqshbandã shaikh seven centuries later
assumes a more radical point of view. Recognising the Divine
origin of the Veda and the direct relationship the orthodox Hindu
doctrines bear with it he goes a step further than his illustrious
ideological ancestor by affirming that essentially all Hindus keep
in view the fundamental unity and unicity of the transcendant
Principle that underlies all apparent diversity and in front of
which all earthly creatures are ultimately relative and
contingent.

Though Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn carefully refrains from any
possibly compromising statement regarding the position of
Hindus from a spiritual point of view, he further elaborates on
his concept of truth behind their alleged idol-worship in a
subsequent passage of the same letter:

48. Cf. letter no. 14 in Khaliq Anjum (1989), p. 132. There are numerous
English versions of this letter. I have, however, preferred to propose
my own translation of that letter in view of its importance in the
context of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's thought regarding the topic. Moreover,
the last sentence quoted is missing in the original version given in
the Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã, and consequently all those authors who have
based their translations exclusively on that version (Abdul Wali (1923)
and S.A.A. Rizvi (1980)) have equally left out that part. The version
cited in the Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya found in the India Office Library
in London (Or. 220) includes this sentence and is reported by
Friedmann (p. 218) in his above-mentioned article as well as in the
Urdu translation presented by Khaliq Anjum (p. 132) who based
himself on a manuscript of these letters in possession of the Maulana
Azad Library of the AMU, a supposed part of an older manuscript
version of the Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã.
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. . . the inherent truth (þaqãqat) of their idol-worship
is [their belief] that there are certain angelic beings
(malà'ika) who, following the Divine decree, can divert
their powers towards this created and corrupt world
(`àlam-i kawn wa farad). These include the spirits of
perfect beings (arwàþ-i kàmilàn) who, after the
relinquishment of the relation with their physical
frame, continue to exercise their influence in this
contingent universe (kà'inàt). There are other living
beings who, in [the Hindus'] opinion, are endowed
with eternal life (zinda-yi jàvãd) similar to ÿaórat
Khiór Þ peace be upon him! Þ. Having carved idol-
statues of these, they focus their spiritual intention
on them, through which, after a while, they develop
an intimate relationship (ràbiña) with the inherent
power of that outer representation (ùàþib-i ànÊùårat);
on the base of this special relationship they are able
to satisfy their needs related to this world and the
hereafter (þawà'ij-i ma`àshã wa ma`àdã).49

In this passage, the author's acquaintance with the
intellectual perceptions at the base of the Hindu way of
worshipping becomes sufficiently clear and confirms his
universalistic vision of the world which goes far beyond that
of most Hindus and Muslims who fall short of penetrating
the outer appearances. It betrays  Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
metaphysical perspective that comprehends  the essential
aspects underlying the Hindu doctrines and indicates his
capacity to reconcile the inner values of both traditions
behind their sharply contrasting religious, ritual and social
attitudes. He, thus continues his letter:

This practice resembles closely to the technique of
ràbiña, a method commonly used by the Sufis, which
consists of concentrating interiorly on the figure of
the shaikh thus obtaining the effluence of spiritual

49. Cf. Kalimàt-i Tayyibàt, letter no. 14, and also Maulavã Abdul Wali:
`Hinduism according to Muslim Sufis', in Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society 19 (1923), p. 248.
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grace irradiating (faió) from him. The only difference
[between this method and the way of worship common
among Hindus] being that [the Sufis] do not build any
exterior image of their shaikh. . . .50

Thus, from the esoteric perspective the difference between
exoteric Islam and Hinduism results further reduced and
narrows the distance between the two great traditions to little
more than a formal divergency.51 Not even the act of
prostration (sijda, óaõóavat) in front of these `exterior
representations' of suprahuman powers practised by Hindus
induces Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn to label them as polytheists since,
he underlines,

. . . this custom must be interpreted as a kind of
respectful salutation rather than as an act of worship,
identical to that made to elders in the place of
greeting.52

But however contingent the difference in Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
explanation may appear from an esoteric point of view, there
remains a fundamental issue in the Islamic dogma that
cannot be ignored by an authority of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya. After reiterating in similar if smoother terms
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's idea which admits for the fact that
in accordance to some Qur'ànic verses (9:48, 11:78, 35:24)
great and perfect prophets were sent also to such countries

50. Abdul Wali (1923), p. 248.

51. The method of taùawwur-i shaikh or inner visualisation of the
spiritual preceptor which has assumed a particular importance in
the history of the ñarãqa, has provoked some harsh criticism from the
exoteric milieu which considers it irreconcilable with the orthodox
perceptions of the Islamic law.

52. If this reflects Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's real position towards the question
of respectful prostration, its legitimacy remains, however, confined
to Hindus alone while it is still considered unlawful for Muslims. In
fact, a well-known anecdote in the Mujaddidã hagiography tells us
that Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã refused to prostrate himself in front of
the emperor Jahàngãr and protested vehemently against this un-
Islamic custom at the Mogul Court. For an interesting controversy
regarding this topic, see MnS, pp. 47-9.
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as India whose mention can be found in the Vedas, Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn concludes:

. . . after the advent of our messenger (ÿuhår-i
paighambar-i mà) who was the final seal of all
legislators (khàtim al-mursalãn), whose Law has
abolished the laws of all easts and wests until the
end of this world, he is now to be obeyed and followed
by everyone. Therefore, from the advent of the prophet
till the present day (1180/1766), whosoever does not
follow the tenets of the true faith delivered by him
(mu`taqid) is an unbeliever (kàfir).53

This passage sets the limit that separates the rightful believer
from the infidel in the conventional terms crossing which would
be equivalent to depriving Islam of one of its most fundamental
pillars. Hence, notwithstanding some surprising concessions to
a non-Islamic tradition, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn remains faithful to
the orthodox line adopted by his famous predecessor at least in
dialectic terms. On the other hand, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's position
must be considered the closest an orthodox Muslim can come
towards the recognition of another religious tradition without
causing irritation among the orthodox exoterists. The difference
with Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã lies hence, less in a new position
vis-�-vis Hindus than in a more explicit elaboration of some
particular doctrinal points which testify Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
partial interest in some aspects pertaining to their holy
scriptures. A great number of them had been translated into
either Arabic or Persian by that time and were easily available.
It is also possible that Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn received additional
oral information from his Hindu followers or other authorities.

Maulawã Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã reports another
interesting anecdote providing further evidence for Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's acquaintance with some aspects of the Hindu
doctrine. In the course of a discussion held in the presence
of ÿàjã Muþammad Afóal, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's teacher,
someone present in the þalqa told about a dream he had of a
desert engulfed by an immense fire. Inside the fire appeared

53. MnS, p. 133.
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K�ùõa while at the edge of it stood Ràmacandra. Those
present interpreted this dream as symbolising the fire of hell
but Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn argued for a different, more
sophisticated interpretation. In his opinion, it would be illicit
to refer to the ancient sages of India as infidels in the absence
of any concrete scriptural basis; indeed, the Qur'ànic verse
that sanctions that to every country there has been sent a
warner, makes it likely that also the country of the Hindu
and had witnessed the dispatch of a Divine messenger
(bashãrã) or prophet (nazãrã) holding the rank of a walã or
nabã. Ràmacandra, who was born at the beginning of the
creation of subtle beings (jinn), at a time when people were
endowed with longevity (`umrhà-yi daràz) and extraordinary
powers (quwwathà-yi bisyàr),54 was able to lead the people of
his time on the `way of sulåk` ' (nisbat-i sulåk). However,
K�ùõa, who  in the Hindu holy texts is mentioned among the
last in the series of these outstanding personalities, appeared
at a time when the life-span and the inherent spiritual powers
of humanity had notably diminished. Consequently, argues
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, K�ùõa instructed his contemporaries in
the `way of Divine attraction' (nisbat-i jadhbã), in tune with
their nature and temper. The frequent indulgence of this
prophet in both vocal and instrumental music (ghinà wa
samà`) must be considered as a proof for K�ùõa's adherence
to the way of Divine attraction.

In the context of the dream, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn interprets
the fire in the desert as an allegory for the heat of passionate
love (`ishq-o muþabbat). Hence, K�ùõa, associated with love
from which the state of spiritual rapture arises, appeared
inside the fire while Ràmacandra, associated with the cool
tempered way characterised by inner perception and
austerity, appeared at the margin of the fire. According to
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's biographers, ÿàjã Muhammad Afóal was

54. MnS,p.133.
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extremely pleased with the interpretation (ta`bãr) of his favourite
disciple.55

Although this story has frequently been quoted by scholars
concerned with the figure of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, the importance
attributed to it has remained restricted to the implicit recognition
of Ràma and K�ùõa as prototypes of Indian prophets prior to the
advent of the prophet of Islam. Even if Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
repeatedly insists upon the necessity of silence in this regard,
the idea of his quiet approval appears plausible in consideration
of the above-mentioned interpretation. However, the signifi-cance
it contains shows other important elements, especially in view
of the subsequent developments in the ñarãqa that developed from
him. The most striking element consists perhaps in Mãrzà Jàn-
i Jànàn's assimilation of Ràma and K�ùõa to different moments
in the history of humanity. Such a statement requires some
awareness of the place these two Divine messengers hold in
Hindu mythology. It presupposes  moreover a certain familiarity
with the closely connected theory of the avataraõa, that
contemplates the ten terrestial descents (da÷àvatàra) of the
Hindu god Viùõu sent to mankind in order to re-establish the
cosmic equilibrium put in danger by the rise of power of the
asuras that represent the power of darkness and ignorance. This
is then closely related to the traditional cyclical conception of
time within the present manvantara or human cycle,
complemented by the theory of caturyuga, the four major cosmic
eras that sanction the history of the Universe, at which Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn briefly hints in his letter.56

55. Cf. Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã: Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya dar faóà`il-i
ÿaóràt-i ñarãqa-i Mujaddidiyya, OICL, Ms. Bm. Or. 220, folio 43a-
43 b, and also Abdul Wali (1923), Appendix B, pp. 248-9.

56. There is general if not unanimous agreement that Ràmacandra, the
semi-historical son of king Da÷aratha of Ayodhyà and hero of the
Hindu epic Ràmàyaõa by Vàlmikã, is considered as the seventh
descent of Viùõu. He accomplished his mission in a period
corresponding to the third of the four cosmic ages or yugas, while
K�ùõa, eighth in the series of ten avatàras, is supposed to have
sanctioned the beginning of the actual kali-yuga which marks the
final and most unstable of the four periods. It would be extremely

®
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In addition to this, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's interpretation of
the dream associates Ràmacandra with the `way of sulåk'
and K�ùõa with the `way of jadhba'. Both conceptions are
closely interconnected elements of the Naqshbandã
methodology and related to the idea that occasionally the
ñarãqa needs to be adapted to the particular requirements of
each period in order to facilitate the access to the Divine
mysteries to a larger number of contemporary individuals.
According to the orders authorities, this is achieved by
anticipating at the very beginning of the spiritual journey
what in other initiatic orders can be reached only at the end
of it.57

The Naqshbandã tradition claims that it was through the
intervention of al-Khiór, the anonymous guide of Moses
mentioned in the Qur'àn,58 that many of the order's leading
authorities have received spiritual guidance and inspiration
for the introduction of new methods. Among these, the
gradual shift towards the jadhbã  element becomes

interesting at this regard to analyse the content of the Yoga-Và÷iùñha,
included as part of the Ràmàyaõa, with that of the Bhagavad Gãtà,
part of the second of the great epics of Hinduism, the Mahàbhàrata.

57. These two complementary stages correspond to the active and passive
aspects assumed by the disciple during his inner journey (sair al-
bàñinã), in this case either considered as sàlik (he who crosses the
spiritual path, sulåk, gradually as a traveller, from maqàm to maqàm,
through his own efforts or mujàhadat) or as majdhåb, a term which
in the technical context of the Naqshbandã doctrine assumes the
meaning of `he who is attracted by the grace of God or of his shaikh
towards the Goal'.

58. Cf. Qur. 18:60-82. This enigmatic figure is often included among the
four immortal prophets, along with Enoch (Idrãs), Elias (Ilyàs) and
Jesus (`Isà). For these, see A. Schimmel: Mystical Dimensions of Islam
(1976), p. 202.

Al-Khiór is said to have quenched his thirst at the `spring of eternal
life' (chashma-i àb-i þayàt) and possesses particular prophetic
qualities related to a special kind of knowledge. For him, see Irfan
Omar: `Khidr in the Islamic Tradition', in MW 83 (1993), pp. 279-91.

®
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increasingly important with the progression of time.59 Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's letter associates al-Khiór with the subtle power
coagulated in the Hindu idol-statues.

Although these are little more than veiled hints (ishàrà)
and as such must command caution in interpreting them,
they  betray the degree of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's insight into
some peculiar aspects of the Hindu doctrine suggesting not
only his interest in these subjects but perhaps also the
perception or his side of a subtle link established between
the two esoteric traditions involved. Since the episode is said
to have taken place during the lifetime of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
spiritual director ÿàjã Muþammad Afóal (d. 1146/1733), it
results that Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's acquaintance with these
Hindu matters predates his completion of the Naqshbandã
path, and it is possible that he had by that time already come
into contact with some members pertaining to the sant-
environment living in and around Delhi. He may have indeed
acquired most of these notions during or shortly after the
death of his first shaikh, Sayyid Når Muþammad Badàyånã,
a period for which very little information is available. While
the absence of concrete evidence must dictate caution, it is
indicative that among Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's Hindu
descendants at Kanpur, most of whom pertain to a Vaiùõava
devotional tradition, Ràmacandra and K�ùõa occupy the rank
of highly revered divinities, placing them in line with the
sant tradition.

Interestingly, such a concilatory position is not seen as
implying a radical departure from previous Mujaddidã
positions in the eyes of later authorities in the order. This
appears clearly from a comment made by the contemporary
head of Delhi main Naqshbandã khànaqàh, Shàh Abål ÿasan

59. The best known of these is probably Khwàja `Abd al-Khàliq al-
Gujdawànã (d. 606/1220) who is said to have been revealed the method
of silent recollection (dhikr-i khafã) by al-Khiór. For details, see `Abd
al-Rahman Jàmã's Nafaþàt al-Uns, Marijan Mol�'s article `Autour
du Dar� Mansour: l'apperentissage mystique de Baha' al-Din
Naqshband', in R�vue des �tudes islamiques 27 (1959), pp. 35-66, and
St�phane Ruspoli (1990), pp. 98-107.
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Zaid Fàråqã Mujaddidã (1324/1906-1412/1993). In one of his
numerous writings, he mentions his meeting with a group of
Hindus who had come to visit the tomb of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
seeking to derive spiritual benefit from it through contemplation
(muràqaba). Recalling Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's alleged hostility
towards Hindus, this venerable Såfã saint and orthodox heir of
his spiritual line observes:

If the revered Mujaddid had felt an absolute aversion
(nafrat) towards all Hindus, he would have certainly left
instructions to his successors and descendants at this
regard, who in their turn would have acted accordingly.
Neither has he left such instructions nor did those
respected ones act in such a way. . . .60

The author then describes in some detail the  encounter with
those Hindus and concludes with two sentences from Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã's Maktåbàt which read:

The second group has to be concerned with love, and for
some reason they are loved. . . .61

And further:

. . . it is possible that the inner truths of the infidels
might in a certain way have partaken of the beloved-
ness which may be the cause of the attain ment of Divine
attraction of theirs. . . .62

In the eyes of this contemporary Naqshbandã saint, Mãrzà Jàn-i

60. Cf. Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã: ÿaórat Mujaddid aur unke nà-
qadãn (1977), p. 223. See also Marc Gaborieau's article covering a
detailed recension of this book: `Les prot�stations d'un soufi indien
contemporain. . . .', in Varia Turcica: Naqshbandis, pp. 237-67. It is
noteworthy that the Pakistani translator of the book by Shàh Abål
ÿasan, Miyan Mir, has left out the entire passage in his English
version. Hence, the quoted opinion acquires even more importance
in this context, since it is by no means possible to attribute any secular
tendencies to our Såfã author who, at the contrary, does not hide his
critical position towards these modern interpretations.

61. Mak. III:100.

62. Mak. III:121, quoted by Shàh Abål ÿasan, op. cit., p. 223.
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Jànàn's attitude is therefore perceived from a perspective of
continuity. Concluding in this line of thought, he finally asks:

. . . and why than should have those who go back to [his
teachings] (mutawassilãn) have conferred spiritual
initiation on Hindus?63

The author thus makes the point that if the authorities in  Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's line themselves did and do not perceive any contra-
diction in this tolerant attitude towards Hindus with the
traditional principles of the ñarãqa, why should it be a inferred
by others from outside?

On the other hand, there are numerous examples of
seventeenth and eighteenth century Chishtã shaikhs, including
Shàh ̀Abd al-Raþman Chishtã (d. 1095/1683),64 Shàh Kalãm Allàh
Shàhjahànàbàdã (1060/1650-1142/1729)65 and Shàh Fakhr al-Dãn
Dihlawã (1126/1714-1200/1784),66 who have shown a certain
readiness for similar kinds of inter-communal consi-derations.
But while the Chishtiyya is generally credited  with a `tolerant,
open-minded and deep-rooted' attitude of tolerance advocating
a peaceful co-existence with Hindus,67 and prone to promote
communal harmony without incurring into strong criticism from
the orthodox, the Naqshbandiyya is generally associated with a
rigidly orthodox Sunni interpretation of Islam that does not allow
for any concessions towards other communities, let alone with
Hindus.

According to Yohanan Friedmann, who echoes in modern

63. Ibidem, p. 223.

64. For details on this figure, see Roderic Vassie: ß ̀Abd al-Rahman Chishti
and the Bhagavad Gãtà: `unity of religion' theory in practiceû in The
Legacy of Mediaeval Persian Såfãsm (1992), pp. 367-77.

65. For him, see S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), pp. 358-70, and Muhammad Umar
(1993), pp. 54-66.

66. For him, see Muhammad Umar (1993), pp. 66-70.

67. See S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), p. 358, K.A. Nizami's Some Aspects of Religion
and Politics during the thirteenth century (1961), and also Muhammad
Habib: `Shaikh Naùãr al-Dãn Chiràgh Dehlawã' (1950).
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scholarly terms the opinion of the traditional shaikh at Delhi,
this image became dominant only in more recent times and
culminated with the appropriation and projection Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã and his teachings as the ideological
forerunner of the two nation/seperate Muslim homeland
theory in the first decades of the present century. As such, it
remains the prevailing tenet among many contemporary
scholars who variously interpret this alleged position
according to their own point of view.

That tolerance towards non-Muslims from above did not
necessarily imply a departure from orthodox Sunni positions
is amply demonstrated by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn and many of
his contemporary Såfã authorities, who in other occasions
took a decisively unfavourable stand towards Muslim
adoption of Hindu rituals and customs.68 It is a rather
interesting characteristic of the eighteenth century that if
from an esoteric perspective we find a number of outstanding
figures ready to narrow the gap between Muslims and non-
Muslims, on the other side the exoteric antagonism between
Sunnis and Shã'as kept growing and was fomented by those
same authorities that pronounced themselves in favour of
more elasticity towards Hindus. The declared aversion of
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã towards Shã'as impressively
documented in his small but influential treatise titled Radd-
i Rawàfió,69 anticipates the views of his heir and successor
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, but also of the Chishtã shaikh Shàh Kalãm
Allàh Shàhjahànàbàdã, himself the author of a treatise
bearing the same title, who pronounced himself openly

68. Cf., for instance, the waùiyatnàma of Shàh Walã Allàh, and also MuM,
pp. 41-4.

69. The term rawàfió, lit. `deserters', was applied to the Shi'as because
of their alleged desertation of the son of `Alã ibn ÿusain, Zaid, when
he reproached them for their speaking against the Companions of
the Prophet (ùaþàba). The use of this term by the shaikh, thus, reflects
the ongoing dispute between the two largest factions in Islam. The
Urdu version of this treatise has been published under the title Risàla
dar kawà'if-i Shã'a, ed. by Ghulam Mustafa Khan, Rampur, 1388/
1965.
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against granting initiation to Shã'as.70 Most plausibly, this
attitude can be explained by rapidly growing influence of Shã'a
culture in India under the successors of Aurangzeb. Originally
dating back to the times of Akbar and Jehàngãr,71 it received a
further boost from the openly declared inclination of those Moguls
like Muþammad Shàh (r. 1718-44) and Aþmad Shàh (r. 1748-54)
towards Shã'a doctrines and customs and led to the emergence
of an influential Shã'a political class headed by leaders like Safdar
Jang and Mãrzà Najaf Khàn, who notably reduced the power of
the Sunni Turrànã party both at the centre and in the provinces.
The Rohillà war in 1748 which opposed many influential Sunni
nobles like Intizàm al-Daulat and `Imàd al-Mulk72 who
supporting the Rohillà faction, to the alliance of Safdar Jang
and the Maràñhà leader Såraj Mal,73 certainly contributed to
create an atmosphere of tension between the members of these
two religious groups which reached all the way down to the
popular level.

It is against this socio-political background that the position
of many of Delhi's Såfã leaders must be understood, even more
so as the established Såfã orders, though far from denying a

70. See S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), pp. 369-70, who quotes the Maktåbàt-i Kalãmã,
Delhi, 1315/1897-8, compiled by Maulawã Muþammad Kalãmã, pp.
13 and 76.

71. While the former began to encourage the recruitment of great a
number of Irani officials for imperial service, it was the latter who,
through his marriage with the daughter of his Iranian treasurer
Ghiyàth Begh, Miþr al-Nisà in AD 1611, sanctioned the beginning of
a period of increasing influence of Iranian Shã'as at the Mogul Court
and on its politics.

72. Significantly, both officials at the Mogul Court were devoted disciples
of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, as emerges from a number of letters the latter
had written to them urging them to remain faithful to the respect
towards darwishes and faqãrs. See, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's letters no.
60-5.

73. Cf. Richard B. Barnett: North India between empires: Awadh, The
Mughals and the British 1720-1801 (1980).
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honorific rank to `Alã ibn Abå òàlib74 and his two sons ÿasan
and ÿusain, attributed a supreme importance and veneration
to the prophet of Islam and his Companions.75 Significantly, in
one of his letters, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, in line with his conciliatory
attitude regarding many fundamental issues, while answering
the question about what to think regarding the controversies
between Shã'as and Sunnis pertaining to the Companions
(ùaþàba) and members of the Prophet's family (ahl-i bait),
carefully avoids open controversy and limits himself to affirming
that this does not figure among the essentials of orthodox Islam.
Although he later confirms the fault of the Shã'as (referred to as
nufus-i khabthiya, lit. the `corrupted souls') in denying the
outstanding role of the Companions and family members in the
prophetic mission, his attempt to maintain moderation indicates
the delicacy of the topic in an environment loaded with social
tension and of prevailing anarchy.76 Nevertheless, the caution of
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn cannot obscure the fact that his personal
convictions were determined by a strong anti-Shã'a feeling arising
out of his strict adherence to the Sunna and hostility to the
infiltration Shã'a customs imported from Iran.

In later years, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn repeatedly hints in his
letters at his worsening health and the growing difficulties
encountered in pursuing his activities in Delhi. In 1183/1769
he, decides to migrate to Rohilkhaõó, traditional stronghold of
the Mujaddidiyya and its Afghan allies. But disappointed by
the lack of response encountered to his efforts, he remained

74. It is sufficient to remember that in most Såfã genealogies `Alã is
considered as the immediately successive link after Muþammad. This
testifies the enormous importance attributed to him in the spiritual
hierarchy and in the spiritual genealogies of the Såfã orders. Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn himself traces his ancestry back to the fourth caliph of
Islam.

75. Cf. Khaliq Anjum (1989), letter no. 20, pp. 149-51 for Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn's stress on the necessity to follow the example of the
Companions of the Prophet.

76. Khaliq Anjum (1989), letter no. 18, pp. 145-6.
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attached to the city where he had spent most of his life and to
which he remained emotionally related through the presence of
his family and intimate friends (`azãzàn wa aqàrib).77 He spent
the last years of his life in seclusion in his khànaqàh at Delhi,
focusing his attention on the instruction of a restricted number
of disciples.

His health steadily deteriorated, as results from a letter
addressed to Mãr Muþammad Mu`ãn Khàn, one of his disciples
at Panipat, in which he remarks:

 . . . my weakness has become such that I am constrained
to impart my teachings while lying down; though no
pleasure is left in my life, the life of a Såfã is a God-sent
blessing (ghanãmat), both for myself and for others. . . .78

Elsewhere he asks his disciples not to expect any more replies
to their letters being too weak to write and even to reach the
nearby Jama Masjid for the Friday prayer.79

During the month of Muþarram 1195/1780, a group of Shã'a
mourners carrying some ta'ziya icons in procession through the
streets of Delhi, happened to pass by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
khànaqàh.80 Consistent with his temper, Mãrzà reportedly made
some sarcastic remarks to his followers criticising this Shã'a
custom as a ̀vain action of heresy and unlawful innovation'. These
words reached the ears of some members of the procession and
soon a wave of outrage swept through their imàmbàràs and
maþfils.81

In the night of 7 Muþarram 1195/January 1781, three men
appeared at Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's residence pretending to have

77. Letter no. 54, p. 204.

78. Letter no. 56, p. 207.

79. Letters no. 31 (p. 175), no. 35 (p. 181) and no. 51 (p. 201).

80. For a description of other Såfã authorities regarding the growing
popularity of ta'ziya processions during Muþarram, see Shàh `Abd
al-`Azãz's Sirr Al-shaþàdatain and his Tuþfat-i ithnà'-i `Ashariyya.

81. MuM, Part II, pp. 37-8.
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come to pay homage to the renowned shaikh. When they came
before him, one took out a pistol and shot him in his breast. All
three managed to escape without being recognised, and though
none of them was ever arrested, there is little doubt that the
men belonged to an extremist Shã'a faction which had vowed to
revenge the shaikh's offensive remarks.82

 Although seriously wounded, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn remained
alive for another three days during which he reportedly declined
any medical treatment from a European (firangã) doctor offered
to him by the emperor Shàh-i `âlam II (r. 1759-1802) and asked
for his aggressors not to be prosecuted since he himself had
forgiven them.

On the evening of the 10 Muþarram1195/6 January 1781,
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn eventually succumbed to his injuries and was
buried a few days later in the precincts of a mansion situated in
the Chitli Qabar Bazar acquired shortly before by his wife.83

That site was to become the place where his disciples under the
guide of Mãrzà's official successor, Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã
(1156/1749-1240/1824), established the new khànaqàh of the
Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya which exists until the

82. The only reliable source that seriously questions the religious identity
of the attackers is Muþammad ÿusain âzàd's âb-i ÿayàt (pp. 144-5),
but apart from his tadhkira styled biography written about one
century after the actual event had taken place, it seems too obvious
that his intention as a Shã'a is to discharge the blame for this action
from the Shã'a community. Moreover, as Quraishi has shown, âzàd's
version is mainly based on a distorted interpretation of a passage
from Qudrat Allàh Qàsim's Majmå-i Naghz (op. cit., p. 75). Even Rizvi,
himself a Shã'a and certainly not suspectable of great sympathies for
the leaders of the Naqshbandiyya, admits: `. . . he was certainly a
Shã'a fanatic from Iran', in op. cit. (1980), p. 341.

83. In his waùiyatnàma Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn expressed the desire that his
burial should be accomplished according to the Sunna of the Prophet
in every smallest detail. He also showed himself disgusted for the
hawelã acquired by his wife vividly requesting his family members
not to be buried there. This testament was handed over to his khalãfa
Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã who took over the responsibility of
supervising the construction of his master's maqbara. For further
details, see MqM, pp. 157-9.
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present day at the same location under the name of Dargàh-
i Shàh Abål Khair.

Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã (1153/1740-1218/1803)

The death of Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn left a void in the
leader-ship of the Naqshbandiyya in Delhi at a time of
increasing crisis and instability in the city's political and
cultural environments. Although he had been largely
successful in building up a network of deputies elsewhere,84

the staunch Sunni Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn apparently had made
no arrangement for his succession at his  headquarter in
Delhi.85

Apart from Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's biographers Shàh
Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã and Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã, two
other disciples are noteworthy among his main successors:
Qàóã Thanà Allàh Pànãpatã (1138/1725-1225/1810), a
prominent scholar of fãqh and þadãth who had studied with
Shàh Walã Allàh Muþadãth Dihlawã before undertaking the
spiritual path first under guidance of Sayyid Muþammad
`âbid Sunàmã and later with Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn. After
completing his spiritual education at the age of 18, he
returned to his native town of Panipat while maintaining
close contacts with his spiritual perceptor. Qàóã Thanà Allàh
Pànipatã was among Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's most intimate and
estimated disciples and was appreciated for his virtuous
character and extensive knowledge. Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
himself repeatedly  went to stay with him at Panipat and

84. Shàh Ghulàm `Alã reports that the number of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
khulafà' was uncountable, impossible to mention all of them. MqM
p. 388.

Nevertheless the author gives an extensive account of 45 khulafà,
introducing each of them with a short biographical note (op. cit., p.
394-473). Muhammad Umar lists 76 khulafà' cf. (1993), pp. 81-3.

85. This uncharacteristic negligence might be attributed to his ideal of
following the ways and customs of the Prophet in every detail, as
Sunnis believe that the Prophet did not clearly appoint any of the
members of his community as his successor.
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later entrusted him the care for his wife and insane son after
his death.86

Another of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's eminent khulafà' was
Maulawã Ghulàm Yàþyà `Aÿãmàbàdã (d. 1186/1772), native of
a small place close to modern Patna who spent most of his
time at Lucknow. Initially admitted into the Qàdiriyya by a
descendant of Shàh Pãr Muþammad Lakhnawã (d. 1085/1674),
he started his discipleship in the Naqshbandiyya through
Mãrzà Maÿhar, and after obtaining khilàfat and ijàzat
returned to Lucknow to propagate his master's teachings.87

Apparently, a dispute arose in the aftermath of Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn's death between two of his other main successors,
Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Batàlwã and Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã,
which eventually saw the former prevailing.88 Shàh Ghulàm
`Alã, the author of the Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã, was born in 1158/
1745 in the Punjabi town of Batala. He arrived at Delhi as a
child accompanied by his father who sought an adequate
education for his eldest son. After studying þadãth with Shàh
`Abd al-`Azãz, in 1180/1767 he enrolled as a disciple of Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn with whom he remained for the remaining period
of latter's life. According to the sources, the Shàh Ghulàm
Alã contributed notably to the establishment and widely
diffused the reputation of the Delhi khànaqàh attracting
scholars from all over the country his fame reaching far
beyond India. After his death in 1240/1824 he was buried

86. MqM, pp. 390-3, S.A.A. Rizvi (1980), pp. 558-73, `Abd al-Razzaq
Quraishi (1989), pp. 87-9.

87. A prolific author of religious works, his most famous treatise is the
Risàlat-i Kalimàt-i ÿaqq, apparently written at the instance of Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn, which deals extensively with the problem of the waþdat
al-wujåd vs. waþdat al-shuhåd, in which he strongly defends the
doctrine of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.

88. Fusfeld mentions the existence of a manuscript written by Na`ãm
Allàh Bahràichã and commented upon by Shàh Ghulàm` Alã whose
content reflects the uneasy feelings between these two leaders. This
manuscript is in possession of Prof. Nizami, ex-professor in the History
Department of the AMU. See Fusfeld (1981), p. 153.
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next to his shaikh in the very khànaqàh over which he had
presided for almost half a century and which under his leadership
had become centre of esoteric teaching known throughout the
Islamic world.89 While Shàh Ghulàm `Alã took upon himself the
task of establishing a permanent basis for the silsila at Delhi, it
was the concern of Maulawã Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã to
guarantee for the continuity and diffusion of the ñarãqa in
Awadh.90

Sayyid Maulawã Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã was born in
1153/1740 in the small provincial headquarter of Bahraich91 in a
family that claims descent from the caliph `Alã through Ghàzã
Salàr Ma'såd that gained them the title of mulk from later

89. One of his prominent disciples and deputies was the Kurdish shaikh
Maulànà Khàlid al-Kurdã (1193/1776-1242/1827) who introduced the
Mujaddidiyya in the regions of the Ottoman empire where it gained
wide acceptance and importance under the name of Khàlidiyya. He
spent a year from 1810-11 at the Delhi khànaqàh headed by Shàh
Ghulàm `Alã before returning to his native town of Sulaymaniya and
later proceeding to Baghdad and Damascus where he lies buried.
For his role as spiritual guide and his influence on the rise of Kurdish
nationalism, see Joyce Blari's, Butrus Abu Maneh's and Martin van
Bruinessen's articles in Varia Turcica: Naqshbandis, pp. 289-370.

90. It is important to point out that notwithstanding the presence at
Delhi of other outstanding personalities linked to the Mujaddidiyya,
like Shàh Walã Allàh and his sons Shàh `Abd al-`Azãz (1721-1823) and
Shàh Rafi' al Din (b. 1749) as well as Khwàja Muþammad Naùãr and
his son Khwàja Mãr Dard (1721-85), the founders of the ñarãqa-i
muþammadiyya, it was the genealogic line Mãrzà Maÿhar inherited
through Shàh Når Muþammad Badàyånã which was considered the
silsila's most authentic line of descent. This link was further enhanced
by Mãrzà's relation with other Naqshbandã shaikhs, all of whom
descended directly from one of the Mujaddid's sons.

91. This small centre close to the Nepali border is mainly known for the
tomb and dargàh of Ghàzã Sàlàr Ma'såd (b. 405/1015), nephew and
commander-in-chief of Maþmåd Ghaznawã's army who is locally
venerated for his miraculous deeds by both Hindus and Muslims.
His dargàh is the centre of a big annual fair when thousands of
devotees of both communities gather around his tomb. For more
details, see Christian Troll: Muslim shrines in India: their character,
history and significance (1989), pp. 24-33.
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Islamic rulers. His father, Ghulàm Quñb al-Dãn `ârif Kàke
reportedly was a locally renowned zamãndàr of high rank (ra'ãs).92

For his traditional education, Na`ãm Allàh was at first entrusted
to Muþammad Roshan Bahràichã with whom he remained until
1171/1757. During that year his father took him to Lucknow, the
capital of Awadh and emerging centre of learning during the
time of the Nawàbs between the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, where he received training from various religious
authorities such as Maulawã Khalãl.93

In 1186/1772, shortly after completing his religious
curriculum, he met Muþammad Jamãl, one of Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn's khulafà' at Lucknow. On the insistence of Na`ãm Allàh,
he initiated him into the ñarãqa providing him with the first
elements of spiritual guidance.94 The desire to meet Mãrzà Jàn-
i Jànàn induced him in 1189/1775 to seek his master's permission
to reach Delhi presenting himself at the service of the prominent
shaikh.

The biographies tell us that when he first introduced himself
to Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn with the request for spiritual initiation,
the latter enquired about his name to which he replied: `People
call me Maulawã Na`ãm Allàh'. Hearing this, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's
temper roused by the pride in the young man's tone, and he
ordered him to get out of his way, since there was no need of any
Maulawã in his khànaqàh. Na`ãm Allàh though humiliated by
the harsh treatment remained steadfast and decided to stay on.
Some days later, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's eyes again fell on the young
scholar from Bahraich and in the same angry tone he asked him
why he was still there. Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã humbly inclined
his head in repentance and apologised for his misbehaviour
begging for the master's pardon. As a result' he was eventually
forgiven and officially admitted into the order.95

92. MqM, p. 420.

93. Ibid.; cf. Tadhkira-i `ulamà'-i Hind, pp. 528-9.

94. Ibid., p. 421; cf. also Nuÿhat al-Khawàñir, vol. 7, pp. 507-8.

95. Dibàcha-i Ma`målàt-i Maÿhariyya by Shàh Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã,
pp. 10-11.
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Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã remained with his spiritual
preceptor for about four years during which he wholeheartedly
dedicated himself to the spiritual discipline. His devotional
rapture (jadhba) is said to have reached such a degree that he
not even read the letters from home in order to avoid distractions.
Under the expert guidance of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn he finally
reached the highest degree of spiritual realisation (maqàm-i
`aliyà), attaining to the reception of khilàfat and ijàzat.96 On
advice of his master, he than chose to return to his native land
to provide guidance to the seekers of Truth over there. It is said
that the very day he took leave, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn blessed him
with the words: `Today, you are returning to your country as
Maulànà Na`ãm Allàh! May God bless you and enable you to
enlighten the world (munawwar-i`àlam)'.97 He than presented
his newly appointed khalãfa with the three volumes of the
Maktåbàt-i Rabbànã, underlining the special favour this gift
implied and asking him to read out these letters for the guidance
of his future disciples after the afternoon-prayer (namàz-i ̀ aùr).98

Back at Bahràich, his father assigned him some land for the
establishment of a small spiritual retreat (zàwiya). However, the
Na'ãm Allàh soon decided to move to Lucknow where he started
his missionary activity in an area called Bangàlã òolà providing
the funds for the erection of a mosque and a small attached
shelter for himself and his disciples.99

Praised by his followers for his patience and trust in God,
Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã began to exercise his role as spiritual

96. Shàh Ghulàm `Alã reports in Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã (p. 420) that Mãrzà
Jàn-i Jànàn was so impressed by his application that he told him the
progress made by him in four years was equivalent to that made by
others in twelve.

97. MuM, p. 88.

98. Ibid., p. 87.

99. MqM, p. 421. In letter no. 33, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn expresses his
satisfaction about this transfer and encourages his khalãfa to remain
confident of the success of granting profit to as many people as
possible. Once more he insists on the necessity of following the sunnat
for an eventual reward in this world and the next (pp. 177-8).
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preceptor while maintaining contact with the khànaqàh at Delhi.
After the death of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, he together with Shàh
Ghulàm `Alã and Qàóã Thanà Allàh Pànãpatã took over the
responsibility for the legal and administrative transactions
leading to the institution of the Delhi khànaqàh.100 He died
in his native Bahraich in 1218/1803 where he lies buried in a
small tomb (maqbara) situated at the outskirts of the modern
town.

His literary heritage includes two biographies (tadhkira)
of his spiritual guide Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, the Ma`målàt-i
Maÿhariyya and the less known Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya.101 A
hand-written copy of the Qur'àn by Shàh Na`ãm Allàh is
preserved by a spiritual descendant in his line, Shàh Manÿår
Aþmad Khàn, at the latter's residence in Bhopal. The present
sajjàda-nishãn at the family's residence at Bahraich, that
includes a nearby mosque and the former khànaqàh, Maulànà
Aghràÿ al-ÿusn, still preserves part of the private library
and belongings of his ancestor which include two precious
relics attributed to Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn: the plain robe worn
at the time of his assassination, sprinkled with his blood,
and the bed-stead (càrpàã) on which he is said to have taken
rest. Although it is difficult to asscss the authenticity of these
objects, I have been assured of their genuineness by the head
of the Naqshbandã convent in Old Delhi, who continues the long

100. MqM, p. 157.

101. The first one furnishes, together with Shàh Ghulàm `Alã's Maqàmàt-i
Maÿharã,  the most systematic, detailed and renowned biographical
account of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn and its  original Persian version, apart
from a number of manuscripts some of which are kept in the old
library in Bahraich, was first published at Kanpur in 1275/1859 under
the title Ma`målàt-i Maÿhariyya-Maþbåb al-`ârifãn, Nizami Press,
Patkapur (Kanpur). Other editions followed at the turn of the century
from the same town and editor.

The second text is a kind of supplementary biography-cum-malfåÿàt
of the founder of the Shamsiyya Maÿhariyya branch of the
Naqshbandiyya and exists, according to my knowledge, in three
ascertained manuscript at Bahraich, Aligarh Muslim University and
London (OIOC/IOL, Ms. Bm. Or. 220.
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going tradition paying regular visits to Bahraich in occasion of
the `urs of Shàh Na`ãm Allàh which is celebrated in a simple way
by the order's local affiliates.

Shàh Muràd Allàh Thànesarã Fàråqã Mujaddidã (1166/
1752-1248/1833)

Considered in most genealogies as the principal khalãfa of Shàh
Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã,102 Shàh Muràd Allàh descended from a
noble family of the small Punjàbã town of Thanesar (now in
Haryana about 120 miles north of Delhi).103 Claiming descent
from the caliph `Umar Fàråq, the family bears the title Fàråqã
(Fàråqã al-nasb).104 His father, Maulànà Qalandar Bakhsh,
reportedly a person of high rank in his hometown, was a devoted
disciple of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn who paid regular visits to his
khànaqàh in the Mogul capital. He was later appointed khalãfa
by the illustrious master105 and despatched to his native place
to act as deputy of theñarãqa there.

From his childhood, Shàh Muràd Allàh occasionally
accompanied his father on his visits to Delhi. There, he was
allowed to attend the þalqa of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn's intimate
disciples and honoured with the latter's spiritual attention
(tawajjuh). At the time of the Sikh wars against the Afghan Shàh
Aþmad Durrànã and his Rohillà allies (AD 1762-8), Thanesar like
many other centres of Muslim culture in the region suffered

102. Apart from the genealogies produced in the various hagiographies
compiled by later disciples of that particular silsila, it is noteworthy
that also the later edition of the Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya in Persian
edited from Kanpur presents a list of the masters who constitute the
initiatic chain down from Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn for the following three
generations, including the members mentioned in the present study.
See MuM, pp. 158-9.

103. For details on him, see also Tadhkira-i 'ulamà'-i Hind, pp.490-1.

104. MuM, p. 90.

105. Cf. Muhammad Umar (1993), p. 82.
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attacks from the invading sikh armies led by the Budha Dal,
during one of which Maulànà Qalandar Bakhsh was killed.106

Left as an orphan, the young Muràd Allàh was forced to
abandon Thanesar and to migrate to Lucknow107 where he
continued to receive his religious education from a number of
local authorities while living with the family of his maternal
grandfather.108 Some sources inform us that it had been the desire
of Muràd Allàh's late father that his son should receive training
in the traditional medical sciences (al-tibb) that would  enable
him to carry out a respected profession. The boy was, thus
apprenticed to a series of local doctors, but lacking the required
enthusiasm he was eventually sent back home with the
recommendation to his grandfather to look out for a spiritual
preceptor.109

But when Muràd Allàh's own desire to undertake the
spiritual path grew stronger, Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn had already
passed away. Hence, he decided to make his way from Lucknow
to Bahraich to meet Shàh Na`ãm Allàh with the quest of being
initiated into the ñarãqa. The shaikh, however, at that time

106. For a detailed account of the tumultuous events in the Punjab during
that time, see among others Qàóã Når Muþammad's eyewitness
report, the Jang-Nàma (English translation by Ganda Singh,
Amritsar, 1939) and Når al-Dãn ÿusain's Life of Najãb al-Dawla. An
outline of the events in the second half of the eighteenth century is
also provided by S.A.A. Rizvi (1982), pp. 9-74.

107. The available sources do not furnish any information about the fate
of the other family members, nor do they mention any date for the
Shàh's transfer from the Punjab to Awadh. Since we know, however,
from the same sources that Shàh Muràd Allàh died in 1248/1833 at
the age of 82 according to the Islamic lunar calendar, his date of
birth most likely falls in the year 1166-7/1752-3, so that his age at
the time of migration to Lucknow cannot have been more than 12
years. This would agree with the reports of his hagiographers who
state that Muràd Allàh was still a student at that time.

108. See the excerpts of a discourse held by O§kàr Nàth on Sunday, 6
July 1975 at Kanpur, typed and edited along with a series of other
discourses by his disciple B.K. Singhania at Delhi (p. 270).

109. Ibidem, pp. 270-1.
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already lived at Lucknow forcing Muràd Allàh to return there
accompanied by a group of local devotees and was finally
successful in enrolling as the Shàh's disciple.110

After a total period of twelve years with his master, he
was appointed as his khalãfa in Lucknow and entrusted with
the correction (islàþ) and guidance (hidàyat) of a number of
his master's disciples. At the time of his death in 1218/1803,
Maulànà Shàh Na`ãm Allàh is said to have transferred the
`crown of full successorship' (tàj-i khilàfat-i khàùù) to his
favoured deputy advising him further to concentrate his
spiritual attention on the most perfect among the sublime
stations of the sulåk.111

After the death of his shaikh, Shàh Muràd Allàh stayed
for some years in Bahraich in order to supervise his
preceptor's disciples there. Later, however, he entrusted these
to Shàh Bashàrat Allàh Bahràichã, a khalãfa and son-in-law
of Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã who had spent several years
with his master at Delhi. Although it was reportedly painful
for him to leave his master's tomb, Shàh Muràd Allàh finally
decided to return to Lucknow for the sake of the local spiritual
community of which he reportedly took care for a period of
about 40 years.112

According to Maulànà Muþammad ÿasan, the author of
the ÿàlàt-i Màshaikh-i Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya, Shàh
Muràd Allàh was married to a girl from Ronahi (dist.
Faizabad) whose nephew, a certain Shàh Walã Allàh, became
a favourite of the Shàh. Although too young to be introduced
as his disciple, the pãr had him taken care of by his chief
deputy, Shàh Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã, who appointed him

110. Gulzàr-i Muràd, tadhkira of Shàh Muràd Allàh Thànesarã by Bashãr
Fàråqã (1988), p. 8, and ôamãma-i Màshaikh-i Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya, a later appendix to the biographical work by Maulànà
Muþammad ÿasan, written by Maulànà Shaikh Faól Aþmad Khàn
(1943), p. 3.

111. Ibidem, p. 9.

112. Nuÿhat al-Khawàñir, vol. 7, p. 469.
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his official successor and caretaker at Bahraich and Lucknow
before retiring himself to a life of seclusion in his hometown
Nasirabad.113 Some sources inform us that Shàh Muràd Allàh
spent also some time in the former capital of Awadh, Faizabad,
to which he was linked by parental ties. There he took shelter in
the cell of the local patron-saint òàñ Shàh situated in the
eponymous mosque in the centre of town.114

According to the later, revised editions of the Ma`målàt-i
Maÿhariyya which the Hindu sources along with the author of
the ôamãma seem to follow, the shaikh's death occurred on
Saturday, 21 Dhã'l-Qa`da 1248/14 April 1833 in his khànaqàh in
Lucknow's Qandahari Bazar at the age of 82.115 His body was
buried within the precincts of what was later to become the
mausoleum of his successor Karãm Allàh Shàh in a popular
neighbourhood in what is now a densely populated area in the
centre of Lucknow. An annual festival on the occasion of his death
anniversary is organised by the present sajjàda-nishãn when a
number of influent Naqshbandã authorities of different local sub-
branches derived from the shaikh use to meet for a two or three
day maþfil.

113. The present sajjàda-nishãn at the modest tomb of Shàh Muràd Allàh
in Lucknow, Bashãr Fàråqã, claims to be a direct descendant of Shàh
Walã Allàh in the sixth generation. The short biography of Shàh Muràd
Allàh, a booklet titled Gulzàr-i Muràd, shows that one of the author's
main aims is to establish a link between himself and the Shàh through
Shàh Walã Allàh. The genealogy he produces seems authentic, but
apparently the successors of Walã Allàh played no significant role in
the spiritual history of the order although parts of the tradition are
still preserved with the present caretaker. Significantly, Bashãr Fàråqã
has received his initiation from Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã, the
head of the Delhi khànaqàh until 1993, a fact that indicates the
survival of the ancient links to the present.

114. Along with the mausoleum of Nawàb Shuja al-Dawla (r. 1754-75),
son and successor of Safdar Jang, and that of his wive Bahå Begum
Shàh, this mosque with its peculiar architectural features and
extremely colourful painting represents one of the most noteworthy
building of that town.

115. MuM, p. 90; Gulzàr-i Muràd, p. 16.
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Among the unspecified number of Shàh Muràd Allàh's
successors, two are mentioned unanimously in all sources: Shàh
Ghulàm Rasålnumà Kànpurã (d. 1318/1900) popularly known
as Dàdà Miyàn whose tomb and dargàh-cum-mosque complex
still contains a functioning small madrasa in the Begumpur
neighbourhood of central Kanpur,116 and Maulànà Shàh Abul
ÿasan Naùãràbàdã, the chief khalãfa of Shàh Muràd Allàh and
next link in the mainstream silsila in Awadh.117

Sayyid Maulànà Shàh Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã
(1198/1784-1272/1856)

With this prominent shaikh, the spiritual centre of this lineage
shifted to yet another place of emerging importance at the times
of the later Nawàbs. It provides evidence for the ñarãqa's peculiar
characteristic to be active not only in those places where its
presence was supported by a favourable socio-religious climate
(as in Rohilkhaõó during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries under the rule of Najãb al-Dawla118)' but
also in those centres of Muslim power which did not provide

116. The present khàdim at the dargàh, Abål Barakàt informed me that
the spiritual line of his ancestor was extinguished and passed over to
other branches of the Mujaddidiyya in Awadh, mainly through
disciples of Shàh Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã. He himself, as well as his
brothers and forefathers, were mainly concerned with running the
madrasa established by the Shàh and meant to provide basic
education for children from indigent families of the area, and with
the upkeeping of the dargàh. Interview on 24 January 1996.

117. MuM, p. 90 (Urdu version) and p. 159, ôamãma . . . , p. 4., Såfã Santmat
kà Naqshbandiyya silsila (1984), vol 2, p. 169. The Gulzàr-i Muràd,
most probably in order to stress the legitimacy of the present line
leading to the present caretaker of the maqbàra and author of the
biography, mentions also the name of his ancestor Shaikh Ilàhã
Bakhsh úiddiqã among his khulafà'. The author of the tadhkira of
Shàh Muràd Allàh points  out that in 1305/1887-8, Shàh Ilàhã Bakhsh
appointed the author's paternal grandfather, Shàh ÿakãm Karãm
Allàh, as his khalãfa providing also a khalãfatnàma at this regard
(Gulzàr-i Muràd, p. 17). The latter lies buried next to Shàh Muràd
Allàh.

118. For a detailed account of this Afghan leader, see Når al-Dãn ÿusain:
A detailed history of Najãb al-Dawla, OIOC, Add. 24, 410.
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such a favouable environment. The task of the order's leading
authorities there was to guarantee the integrity of Sunni orthodoxy
representing a point of reference for the common local population
(al-`awàmm) while providing spiritual guidance to those qualified
for entering the initiatic path (al-khawàùù).

In our specific case, the developments in Awadh which saw
the rise to power of the Shã'a dynasty of the Nawàbs in the first
half of the eighteenth century constituted yet another symptom
of the growing influence of the Iranian nobility in different parts
of the subcontinent.119 The spread and growth of Safavid-style
Shã'ism challenging the long established Sunni hegemony over
most parts of Muslim India was perceived as a concrete danger
by the Naqshbandã leaders from as soon as the times late sixteenth
century with Khwàja Bàqã Billàh (d. 1012/1603), and was further
pursued by his renowned disciple Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã. It
gained renewed actuality during the reigns of the later Mogul
emperors Bahàdur Shàh and Shàh-i `âlam II, and reached its
apex with the rise to power of Mãrzà Najaf Khàn AD 1708-82 at the
Mogul Court in Delhi who was a fervent Shã'a and a staunch enemy
of the Afghan Rohillàs.120

It is in this context that the despatch of one of Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn's closest khulafà` to Lucknow must be interpreted as part
of a conscious attempt to create an influential outpost of the order
in an area where the Sunni establishment was under threat from
the growing influx of Iranian Shã'as. The frequent shifting of Shàh
Muràd Allàh between Lucknow, Faizabad and Bahraich, all major
centres of Awadhã culture at that time, also seems to have been

119. For a detailed analysis of the various factors leading to the rise of
Shã'a power in Awadh, see J.R.I. Cole: Roots of North Indian Shi'ism
in Iran and Iraq (1988) and Muhammad Umar (1993), pp. 177.

120. His alleged involvement in the assasination of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn,
although never definitively established, has since formed an essential
part reported by all Naqshbandã hagiographers.
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motivated by the desire to maintain a foothold in these places of
emerging Shã'a intellectual culture.121

It appears, therefore, more than a coincidence that the main
heir of this tradition in that area and khalãfa of Shàh Muràd
Allàh Thànesarã hailed from the small but important qaùba of
Nasãràbàd (dist. Rae Bareli), about 50 miles to the east of
Lucknow, which flourished under the patronage of the Nawàbs,
in particular Aùaf al-Dawla (r. AD 1775-97).122 The tolerant and
generous policy of this ruler encouraged a great number of
influent local Sayyids to adopt Imami Shã'ism, developing
Nasãràbàd into a renowned centre of Shã'a clerics, such as Sayyid
Dildar `Alã (AD 1753-1820) and his son Sayyid Muþammad
Naùãràbàdã (AD 1785-1867), the chief mujtahid of Lucknow from
1820 to 1867 and staunch adversary of the Sunni community.123

Maulànà Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã bin Maulawã Når
al-ÿasan bin Maulawã Muþammad Mahdã ÿusain came from
an influential family claiming a genealogy that goes back to
ÿusain son of `Alã.124Notwithstanding its ancestry, his family

121. Faizabad, the first capital of the Nawàbs, became shortly again centre
of political power in 1756 during the reign of Shuja al-Dawla (r. 1754-
75), under whose rule it developed into an important intellectual centre,
renowned for the scholarship of tradition  physicians. Cf. Cole (1988),
pp. 55-8.

122. Like many other places in the area, Nasãràbàd along with the
neighbouring town of Jais rose to prominence through the settlement
of the Sayyid class of `Ashrafã Muslims made wealthy by generous
land endowments received from earlier Islamic rulers and influent
zamãndàrs in many parts of the Gangetic plain. The Nasãràbàdã
Sayyids who trace their ancestry back to the line of Sayyid Najm al-
Dãn al-Sabzawàrã, an alleged companion of Ghàzã Sàlàr Ma'såd of
Bahràich, began to convert to Shã'ism under the Mogul emperor
Bahàdur Shàh, and under the patronage of the Nishapuri house of
Awadh. Cf. Cole (1988), p. 77.

123. Cole gives an extensive account of the role these two scholars played
in the formation of a well organised Shã'a clerical class in Awadh and
also mentions the sometimes rather aggressive stand the latter took
towards Sunnis and Såfãs. (op. cit., pp. 146-59).

124. See Nuzhat al-Khawàñir, vol. 7, p. 12; Tadhkira-i 'ulamà-i Hind, pp.
74-5.
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did not follow the example of many local Sayyid clans of adopting
the Shã'a creed and remained faithful to their native Sunni
tradition. Born in 1198/1783-4, Sayyid Abål ÿasan was sent by
his father to study with a series of learned authorities in
Nasãràbàd, Salon, Rae Bareli and finally Lucknow where he
completed his studies in þadãth, jurisprudence and theology at
the age of 18 with the highest attainments (dastàr-i faóãlat) from
the Firangã Maþal, the one important Sunni oriented institution
left in the Awadhã capital at that time. It was during those years
that the young Sayyid came into contact with a group of  Shàh
Muràd Allàh's disciples who awakened his interest for the path
of spiritual realisation. Notwithstanding his direct links with
the family of Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã Þ his father Maulawã
Når al-ÿasan had married one of the latter's daughters125 Þ he
was not in time to enrol as his disciple since the Shàh passed
away shortly afterwards in 1218/1803, not, however, without
recommending his nephew to his khalãfa Muràd Allàh.

As a result, the young Sayyid made the vow of allegiance
(bai`at) to him and spent the following sixteen years at the feet
of his shaikh in the Lucknow khànaqàh.126 The young disciple's
extraordinary qualification allowed him to progress so rapidly
under the guidance of Shàh Muràd Allàh that his master urged
him to confer his spiritual attention (tawajjuh) on his own
disciples, the power of which was apparently of unusual intensity.
Abål ÿasan soon gained the highest degree of spiritual licence
(ijàzat-i muñlaq) taking over many of his master's disciples and
leading them to the stages of fanà wa baqà.127 All sources agree,
moreover, on his capability to lead all  those who looked at him

125. B.B. Basuk: Lakùya vedhã va§÷àvalã ke santon kà sà§sk�tik jãvan
paricaya (1992), p. 113.

126. ôamãma . . . , p. 4.

127. These two complementary stages of the spiritual journey are
fundamental to the doctrines of all Såfã orders and correspond to
closely related degrees of inner realisation. Their meaning will be
analysed in the next chapter including the concept of tawajjuh, which
assumes a key importance in the doctrines of the later Naqshbandiyya
and is an essential pillar in the master-disciple relationship.
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with right determination (iràdat) and firm persuasion (`aqãdat)
to their goal.128

In keeping with the Naqshbandã tradition and on the basis
of his authority as an `àlim, and maulawã, Shàh Abål ÿasan's
disciple and khalãfa, ÿàjã Aþmad `Alã Khàn, confirms his
master's rigorous orthodoxy and adherence to the Sunna when
he metaphorically refers to him as `holding the Qur'àn in one
hand and the ahàdãth in the other,...'.129 His biographers
invariably stress his endeavour to act in strict accordance with
the precepts of the revealed Law (al-Dãn) and the Traditions,
expecting his disciples and followers to conform to these
principles. In the initial stages of a disciple's apprenticeship,
regular morning sessions dedicated to the study of the exoteric
sciences (`ulåm al-ÿàhir) were as much part of his daily routine
as the punctual leadership of the five canonical prayers in the
mosque, each followed by a prolonged meditation session during
which he used to grant his tawajjuh to a restricted number of
disciples residing in his khànaqàhs at Lucknow and Nasãràbàd.

The importance Shàh Abål ÿasan attributed to his role as
authoritative leader of a Såfã-Sunni faction is reflected in his
spending most of his time in company of his numerous disciples
or simple followers, including his meals and afternoon rest. He
thereby enabled a great number of people to benefit passively
from his presence. It can be interpreted as part of an attempt
to exercise his influence on large sections of Awadh's
increasingly insecure Sunni Muslims. It is exactly in this
combination of powerful spiritual authority for his þalqa with

128. It is important to notice that the shaikh's spiritual attention  reaches
the disciple through the contact established by the means of the
eyesight. Obviously this sort of contact occurs on a subtle level beyond
the modalities that regulate the gross reality to which the common
senses apply.

129. It might be worth to recall that also in the sources consulted for the
present study, the traditional title of `àlim is gradually replaced by
the more recent term maulawã.
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that of a learned scholar for the pious ones and a centre of
charitable refuge for the needy that we recognise a typical
Mujaddidã attitude ever since Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn. Since very
little is known about the doctrinal elaborations of the Sayyid
from Nasãràbàd, it is rather the increasingly extroverted
attitude turned towards all sections of the surrounding world
(al-khalq) which characterises the shaikhs during the early
modern period and which becomes particularly evident in the
earlier period of Shàh Abål ÿasan's life that is most striking.130

The use of tawajjuh as an important means both of propagating
reorming efforts and of raising members of the ñarãqa to a
higher degree in their spiritual quest constitutes an
unequivocal sign of this tendency and will assume  even greater
importance with subsequent shaikhs.131

This public democratisation of the order goes along with
Shàh Abål ÿasan's biographer's picture of a contemplative,
amicable and mild character (jamàlã) that stands in contrast
to the impulsive, hot-tempered and often awe-inspiring
characters (jalàlã) of many of his predecessors. Confident of
his subtle power of persuasion, the Shàh reportedly never
reprimanded openly any of his intimate disciples but preferred
to take a paternal attitude by saying:

130. That this attitude represents a gradual adaption of the role played
by the shaikh rather than a radical departure from the positions
held by traditional Naqshbandã authorities is, thus, noted by one of
the lineages's later Hindu masters: `None of the Naqshbandi masters
has changed the ñarãqa till the present day, nay it is by the means of
this ancient order that, having captivated the people's hearts through
their affectionate love, they continue to exercise their duty without
any tie, bestowing the essential thing to the heart of all. This task
involves multiple risks and dangers, this is why great care has been
taken by them, and Khwàja al-Naqshband has put the entire
responsibility for it on the shoulders of the pir, so that he may do
most of the work for the murãd . . . ', in Discourses . . . , p. 288.

131. For the first time, we find numerous hints pointing towards the
assumption that a single glance can bring the murãd to the highest
station of the path, an element that from now on will accompany the
descriptions of most later authorities, especially in the Hindu context.
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If my company (ùuþbat) does not leave its effect on them,
what can a mere verbal reproval (naùãþat) do. The real
faqãr is the one who infuses his colour into the disciple's
heart rendering him similar to oneself.132

In fact, the greatest munificence (karàmat) attributed to the Shàh
was that whosoever took part of his company repented within a
few days for all transgressions commited in the past (`amàl khilàf-
i shar`) complying instead with the example set by the master.133

Although this sounds like an stereotyped attempt by his
hagiographers to exalt their shaikh's virtues, in line with the
Mujaddidã vision, it fits well into the general picture and reflects
the prevailing anxieties of his times.

The high rank Sayyid Abål ÿasan occupied in the Mujaddidã
hierarchy is confirmed by the statements attributed to his shaikh,
Shàh Muràd Allàh, who did not hesitate to recognise the
superiority of his talented disciple.134 He used to send many of his
own followers to the Sayyid accompanied by the words:

Maulawã Abål ÿasan is pre-eminent to us in several ways:
first of all, he descends from an authentic ÿusainã Sayyid
family; secondly, he excels us in the knowledge of the
exoteric sciences, thirdly, he equals us in the esoteric
sciences and fourthly, he never committed any major
offence (gunàh-i kabãra).135

As a sign of reverence, Shàh Muràd Allàh handed over the affairs
of his khànaqàh at Lucknow to his successor and transmitted to

132. ôamãma . . . , p. 6.

133. Ibidem, p. 3.

134. Due to this central importance in the history of the Na`ãmiyya (the
Awadhã branch of the Mujaddidiyya), he bears the title of quñb al-
Zamàn, denoting a very elevated position within the Såfã hierarchy.
For the different degrees in the Såfã hierarchy, see M.E. Blochet:
�tudes sur l'�soterisme musulman (1979).

135. Gulzàr-i Muràd, p. 17.
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him in the most intimate way (rå ba rå) the whole spiritual
wealth of the silsila and the responsibility of its affairs.136

During the following years, Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã
remained the silsila's undisputed leader in Awadh. Refraining
from any involvement in the political activities promoted by his
fellow-citizen Sayyid Aþmad Barelwã (AD 1786-1832),137 he
dedicated himself entirely to the strengthening of the spiritual
network in Awadh travelling to many places (Faizabad, Ghazipur,
Sultanpur, etc.) in order to supervise the activities of his deputies.
During the last year of his life, together with a number of selected
disciples he retired to his native Nasãràbàd  where he immersed
himself in prolonged contemplation in almost total seclusion. In
those turbulent years preceding the British annexion of Awadh,
he handed over the responsibility for the khànaqàh at Lucknow
to the nephew of his spiritual guide, Shàh Walã Allàh, to whom
he entrusted also the esoteric education of his son Miyàn Hàdã
ÿasan.138

136. This particular ritual usually takes place shortly before the death of
the old pãr and marks the passage of authority to his chosen successor.
During the rite, the pãr orders his khalãfa to sit in front of him while
reciting the names of the authorities included in the order's chain
(khatm-i khwàjagàn), accompanied by that of different Qur'ànic verses
and other devotional formulas. Finally, the master puts his breast in
front of that of the disciple taking his right hand and embracing him
intimately.

Interestingly, some sources add that while accepting the spiritual
leadership from his shaikh, Shàh Abål ÿasan passed on all material
donations (futåþàt) involved to his disciple Shàh Walã Allàh, a relative
of Shàh Muràd Allàh. MuM, p. 92.

137. For details regarding this eccentric disciple of Shàh `Abd al-`Azãz as
well as his famous contemporary, Shàh Isma'ãl Shahãd, regarding
their political interpretation of the Naqshbandã doctrine and the
derived inglorious jihàd-movement fought mainly against the Sikhs,
see S.A.A. Rizvi (1982), pp. 471-541, and Aziz Ahmad: Studies in
Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment (1964). For a traditional
Naqshbandã position in their regard, see also Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid
Fàråqã Mujaddidã: Maulànà Isma'ãl Dihlawã (1983).

138. ôamãma . . . , p. 7. Nothing precise can be gathered from the sources
regarding the successive history of the khànaqàh at Lucknow, but it
appears likely that it was destroyed during or shortly after the 1857-
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The last great regional leader of the Mujaddidiyya in Awadh,
though having been at the head of a tight network of deputies
resched as far as Gorakhpur and extended even into Bengal,
died retired from the world on Monday, 1 Sha`bàn 1272/May 1856
in Nasãràbàd where he is buried in a simple tomb in the ancient
graveyard of this now forgotten village.139

While the geographical distribution of most of his deputies
tend to indicate a movement towards the eastern periphery of
Awadh, ÿàjã Aþmad ̀Alã Khàn, apparently was one of the leading
successors of Sayyid Abål ÿasan in western Awadh after the
dissolution of the khànaqàh at Lucknow. He constitutes the next
link in the spiritual chain examined in the present study.
Remembered by his biographies as a passionate poet, to him
are attributed the following verses in honour of his deceased
pãr, engraved on the latter's tomb-stone at Nasãràbàd:

Oh Abål ÿasan, chief of the Naqshbandi order
to whom none of the  ñarãqa's other authorities could
reach
when he passed away the angels of the hidden world
recited:
One of the sworn ones of God, a man of Truth, has met

This Lord.

Maulawã Sayyid Abål ÿasan, shaikh of his time,
when, by the favour of God, he took his place in the abode

of heaven
I did not count him as dead, he exchanged this world for

paradise

8 War and its inmates either dispersed or killed. Only very vague
information was available to me at this regard from the present
sajjàda-nishãn who resides close to the tomb of Shàh Muràd Allàh,
Bashãr Fàråqã.

139. The date of death given by Cole in the footnote on p. 234 of his work
as 1768, apparently based on Rahman ̀Ali's Tadhkira-i ̀ulamà'-i Hind,
is incorrect.
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where his ultimate desire was to reside;
when the end of his days came closer, the repenting

angels requested him:
He who has changed his mansion, come home, from earth

to Heaven.140

Maulànà Khalãfat al-Rahman Aþmad `Alã Khàn Màå
Rashãdàbàdã (d. 1307/1889)

Unlike his predecessors, Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn hailed from a
humble social background in a small village close to the qaùba
of Kàimga¤j in Farrukhabad district. The political turmoil
during the 1856-8 War had considerably diminished the position
of the Mujaddidiyya in Awadh and was further aggravated by
the disappearance of its most authoritative figure, Sayyid Abål
ÿasan Naùãràbàdã, leading eventually to the order's split into
several minor branches of merely local importance in the region's
periphery.

The figure of Aþmad `Alã Khàn exemplifies in a way the
order's dispersal from Awadh's major urban centres, now under
direct British colonial rule, and its survival on a reduced scale
in the rural areas away from the centres of political power.
Interestingly, these centrifugal tendencies that took the ñarãqa
from the cosmopolitan centres of cultural and intellectual life to
small towns and villages coincide with a shift of the authori-
tarian leadership held by members of upper class `ashrafã
Muslims claiming noble descent to those from a more humble,
indigenous social background. Consequently, for the first time,
the hagiographical sources concerned with this shaikh lack the
customary eulogising accounts of the master's ancestry.

Aþmad ̀Alã Khàn's father Shàhàmat Khàn, himself affiliated
to a local Chishtã pãr claiming descent from Shàh Mãna Lakhnàwã
(d. 874/1470), reportedly led an austere and detached life earning

140. ôamãma . . . , p. 8. Reportedly, A favourite couplet often recited by
Shàh Abål ÿasan was the following : Dil-i man dànad o dànam-o
dànad dil-i man.
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his livelihood through occasional employment. The limited
resources of his family notwithstanding, Shàhàmat Khàn took
great care in providing an adequate education for his son.
Apparently well versed in both Arabic and Persian, the young
boy is said to have acquired considerable skills in the art of
reciting the Qur'àn and the investigation of subtle theological
problems. A passionate poet throughout his life, Aþmad `Alã
claims authorship of two poetry-collections and of a small volume
titled Muþàsaba-i Kàbul containing a series of inshà passages
in praise of the Afghan fighters against the infidels during the
first Anglo-Afghan War (1839-42).141

Like most Naqshbandã biographies and hagiographies, the
sources underline the great importance Aþmad `Alã Khàn
attributed to meticulous adherence to the tenets of the Islamic
Law and the Sunna of the Prophet fuelled by an aversion for all
illiterate Såfãs (fuqarà-i jàhil).142

An interesting anecdote informs us about the encounter that
allegedly inclined him towards the spiritual path. While at
Lucknow as a student, Aþmad ̀Alã Khàn frequently came through
a place called Ku'a Khaira which was attended by a faqãr who
used to keep a number of dogs with him. Moved by his orthodox
zeal, one day Aþmad ̀ Alã Khàn approached the faqãr objecting to
his habit of allowing those impure animals near him. The faqãr
remained outwardly unimpressed. All of a sudden, the young
Aþmad `Alã Khàn began to feel ashamed for his disrespectful
behaviour and apologised to the saint who replied: `It was not

141. Only fragments of these manuscripts have survived, some of which
are preserved with Shàh Manÿår Aþmad Khàn, a descendant of Shàh
Aþmad `Alã Khàn's khalãfa, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn, at his residence
in Bhopal. Moreover, a small treatise entitled Fatwà-i Aþmadã dealing
with some aspects of the importance attributed to the adherence to
the Sunna from a Naqshbandã point of view have been attributed to
him.

142. ôamãma . . . , p. 9. Although this sounds as the usual stereotyped
statement, it nevertheless acquires some importance in the socio-
historical context of pre-1857 Lucknow. It also provides some clues
as to the future development of the silsila.
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for you to pronounce those words'. The effect of this answer on
the young student was apparently devastating. Overcome by a
wave of forgetfulness of himself (be-khudã), he experienced
according to the notes of his disciple Faól Aþmad Khàn a state
of delight and inner happiness (lazzat wa masarrat) and his
breath kept flowing with the rythm of the words Allàh hå. When
he recovered from this state of spontaneous spiritual rapture
(wajd), the young scholar apologised once again to the unknown
saint only to receive the same reply that again plunged him into
the previous state, now even more intense than before. The faqãr
finally embraced him whispered into his ears: `Let your breath
not flow in vain', and left the scene.143

After staying for some time with a Chishtã shaikh from the
Gorakhpur region a certain Amãr `Alã Khàn Chilaulã, Aþmad
`Alã Khàn came into contact with Sayyid Miyàn Afóal Rà'ãpurã,
a contemporary khalãfa of Sayyid Abål ÿassan Naùãràbàdã at
Lucknow, who was impressed by the fervour of the young student
and kept him at his service. He later recommended him to his
pãr, but not yet feeling prepared for the task, the young Aþmad
`Alã Khàn refused the offer.

Annoyed by this reluctance, Miyàn Afóal sent him away with
the warning that all pleasant states he had so far experienced
would soon vanish. It happened exactly as predicted, and once
again repenting his mistake. Aþmad `Alã Khan sought refuge in
the dargàh of Shàh Mãna Lakhnawã. During that same night he

143. Ibidem, pp. 10-11. It is noteworthy that this key event in the life of
Aþmad `Alã Khàn is related by his biographer using the traditional
Såfã terminology we know from the previous descriptions. Yet
another much later Hindu source, clearly based on the former,
employs an entirely Hindu terminology to describe the same event.
These substitutions, from now on a regular pattern encountered in
the Hindu sources, provide an extremely useful means for further
doctrinal considerations and constitute an important key for the
understanding of the gradual shifting to a new cultural environment.
See LVV, p. 119.
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had a dream in which Shàh Mãna144 directed him to a place where
an initially unknown person kept waiting for him with the
promise to restore his lost wealth. After that very dream repeated
itself for three consecutive night he eventually decided to meet
Sayyid Abål ÿasan at Nasãràbàd and ask him for discipleship.145

While at Lucknow, Aþmad `Alã Khàn began to earn his live
as a teacher of Arabic and Persian in different local madrasas
while remaining attached to the þalqa of Sayyid Miyàn Afóal
Rà'ãpurã who had been entrusted with the supervision of his
master's khànaqàh following his retreat to Nasãràbàd.146

According to his biographer Faól Aþmad Khàn, Shàh Aþmad
`Alã Khàn spent a period of altogeher four times forty days of
isolation (cilla)147 with his spiritual perceptor at Naùãràbàd
during which he received intense spiritual training. Finally, his
shaikh honoured him with full spiritual authority (ijàzat-i
muñlaq) outwardly marked by the handing over of the traditional
headwear (dastàr), dress (kurta) and rosary (tasbãþ).148 He was
than ordered to return to his native place to start teaching and
spreading the message of the ñarãqa on his own authority.

Aþmad `Alã Khàn spent the remaining thirty-five years of
his life at his native village of Mau Rashidabad leading a simple
life as a teacher in the local madrasa and as a private tutor for

144. According to other sources, it was Shàh Abål ÿasan himself who
appeared in this nocturnal vision to his future disciple.

145. Discourses . . . , p. 293.

146. After the death of Miyàn Afóal, the khànaqàh's trust passed to Shàh
Walã Allàh Lakhnawã, the nephew of Shàh Muràd Allàh Thànesarã
and khalãfa of Sayyid Abål ÿasan who nevertheless kept a close eye
on its affairs while passing prolonged periods at the place.

147. Rather unusual in a Naqshbandã context, this may indicate an
initiation to the methods of the Chishtiyya as part of the spiritual
discipline imparted to Aþmad `Alã Khàn which were since long part
of the patronage of the Mujaddidã shaikhs.

148. ôamãma . . . , p. 11.
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the offspring of the leading local families. In 1303/1886, he set
out for Arabia to perform the þajj during which he met, among
others, Shàh `Abd Allàh Abål Khair Fàråqã Mujaddidã149 who
was reportedly very impressed with his spiritual achieve-
ments.150 On his way back from the Hijaz in úafar 1304/December
1886-January 1887, Aþmad `Alã Khàn visited Sirhind where he
spent a period of forty days at the tomb of Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã. During those days, he reportedly dedicated himself to
contemplation at the grave of the ñarãqa's illustrious ancestor
and is said to have received blessings from the `lord of the tomb'
(ùàþib-i mazàr) and other renowned authorities of the silsila.151

Two years later, on 9 Rabã` al-Awwal 1307/4 November 1889,
Shàh Aþmad ̀Alã Khàn died at an advanced age in his hometown
Mau Rashidàbàd. There, his grave is found inside the cemetry
of the locality today called Kuberpur, just outside the ruins of
the old congregational mosque.

The written sources still extant tell us very little about the
activities of the Maulawã during the years after his appointment

149. Shàh Abål Khair Fàråqã Mujaddidã (1272/1856-1341/1923) was a
descendant in the ninth generation of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã through
his nephew Sa'ãf al-Dãn and the latter's lineage perpetuated at
Rampur. His father, Shàh Aþmad Sa'ãd (1217/1802-1277/1860)
following a period at Lucknow and Rampur, was appointed head of
the Delhi khànaqàh in 1834, shortly before his father left India for
the þajj, until 1858 when he was forced to migrate to the Hijaz in the
aftermath of the violent events that followed the 1857 War. Along
with his father Muþammad Umar (d. 1298/1880), he grew up in the
þaramain before taking over again, in April 1889, the leadership of
the Mujaddidã khànaqàh at Delhi until his death in 1923. He was
the father of the renowned late Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã
Mujaddidã, until recently the head of the Delhi seat of the
Mujaddidiyya and biographer of his father Shàh Abål Khair,
Maqàmàt al-Khair (1409/1989 reprint).

150. The reverential attitude that shines through the mention of Shàh
Abål Khair in these sources and the weight attributed to his
judgement meant to increase Maulawã Aþmad `Alã Khàn's reputation
suggest the recognition of the Fàråqã lineage at Delhi as the ultimate
spiritual authority at that time after the extinction of the Na`ãmiyya
line at Lucknow.
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by Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã, nor do we learn much about
his disciples, with the exception of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn
through whom the silsila was to continue. The few written
sources left by him, while confirming his scholarship, do not
contribute any valuable information about his role as spiritual
guide. A limited number of biographical ancedotes handed down
by his successor Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn are too strongly
hagiographical in their contents hardly containing any useful
material, and also the later Hindu sources do not reveal anything
substantial about the later stages of his life.152

From the few reported events, it emerges nevertheless that
with the generational passage from Sayyid Abål ÿasan
Naùãràbàdã to Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn, the lineage was reduced
from a position of regional importance well connected with the
overall Mujaddidã network to a rural offshoot of limited
importance in the oerall history of the ñarãqa.153

This contraction reflects the devastating effects the 1857-8 War
had left not only on Awadh but on the entire north of the
subcontinent marking the formal end of almost seven centuries
of uninterrupted Muslim rule over these areas. This turning
point which sanctioned the penetration of modernity into north-
Indian society considerably weakened the position of all

151. The spiritual experiences the Maulawã went through during that time
along with a collection of biographical and esoteric notes regarding
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã have been described by him in a small treatise
bearing the title Tuþfat al-Mujaddidain, preserved with Shàh
Manÿår Aþmad Khàn at Bhopal.

152. Most of the described events, from the conversion of a money-lender
(såd-khor) who allegedly repented for his bashful behaviour of taking
interests to his rescue of a local Shã'a Imàm whose ship happened to
run into heavy waters during the pilgrimage-journey, are of quite
ordinary nature and draw a picture of a locally respected authority
typical for India's rural environment. The Shàh entertained, however,
contacts with other Naqshbandã authorities and with many local
saints affiliated to other orders. See ôamãma . . . , pp. 13-14.

153. The district of Farrukhabad, despite its strong Afghan presence, never
constituted a significant centre of Naqshbandã activities.
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traditional Islamic institutions. Significantly, the Naqshbandã
headquarters at Delhi and Lucknow, always looked at with
suspicion by the British authorities, suffered badly from the
repressions that followed the rebellion and both were abandoned,
that in Lucknow permanently and that in Delhi until AD 1889,
forcing their leaders into a prolonged exile.154

But notwithstanding a certain presence of authoritative
leaders, Awadh unlike Delhi, Rohilkhaõó and parts of the
Punjab, could at no time be considered a stronghold of the
Mujaddidiyya. The introduction of ñarãqa in these areas goes
mainly back to a number of deputies of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, such
as ÿàjã Muþammad Yàr,155 Mãr Ghulàm Yàþyà,156 Ghulàm
ÿasan,157 Muþammad Jamàl158 and Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã.
Only the latter held the rank of a central authority whose
influence radiated over a large surrounding area. His successors,
Shàh Muràd Allàh and Shàh Abål ÿasan, both charismatic
personalities endowed with the required qualities for
authoritative leadership were able to expand the order's presence
even in increasingly difficult circumstances. But after the death
of the last recognised quñb al-zamàn in AD 1856, none of his
successors was able to fill the void at the top of the regional
Mujaddidã leadership. This eventually led the split into a number
of isolated sub-branches in different parts of the region which
began to develop in dependently on a local scale where they often
survive until the present day.159

154. For a description of the events in and around the Delhi khànaqàh
during that period and the reaction of its leaders to it, see MqK, pp.
32-85.

155. For him, see Kalimàt-i Tayyibàt, letter no. 50.

156. For him, see Muhammad Umar (1993), p. 82, MqM, pp. 416-19.

157. MqM, pp. 402-3.

158. Bashàràt-i Maÿhariyya, folio 1a. It was he who first introduced Shàh
Na`ãm Allãh into the ñarãqa.

159. Apart from the silsila examined in the present study, I traced three
more surviving spiritual descendants of the order who claim
legitimacy through different khulafà' of Shàh Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã,
none of them, however, bearing any relation with a non-Muslim
environment; two of them are found in Tanda and Jalàlpur in

®
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The khànaqàh at Lucknow that had served as the principal
base of the Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya in the region for the past
three generations was entrusted to the quñb's closest disciples
and successors, at first to Sayyid Afóal Miyàn Rà'ãpurã and later
to Shàh Walã Allàh Lakhnàwã. The latter fell victim to historical
circumstances, his fate remaining hidden in the darkness of the
following years. Deprived of that vital point of reference, the
leaders of the numerous secondary branches had to rely on their
own inherent authority in their respective zones of influence,
although it appears that later renewed contacts with the re-
activated headquarters in Delhi provided some opportunities
for re-establishing the old links.160

In this context, the relation between Sayyid Abål ÿasan
Naùãràbàdã and his khalãfa Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn acquires
particular importance since it contains an essential element for
the further development of the lineage. This is testified through
a number of letters the former has written between 1270/1853-
4 and 1272/1856 to his deputy at Kàimga¤j containing specific
spiritual instructions. Along with more general pieces of advice
on doctrinal issues, these include hints at a special task entrusted
to the Maulawã which certainly constitutes a so far unparalleled
depature from the principles of the ñarãqa. In one of his letters,
Sayyid Abål ÿasan writes:

By the grace of God, through your most intimate essence
a new world will be illuminated. Some from among the
Hindus (ahl-i hunåd) will come to enjoy your company . . .
and since they possess the qualities [required for this
task], do not refuse them this uncomparable treasure [of
our spiritual heritage]. . . .161

Faizàbàd district, descending of Shàh Bakhsh Allàh Nàgpurã (d. 1298/
1881) and Chand Shàh òanóawã, and one at Madarpur (dist.
Azamgarh) through ÿaórat Naùãr Allàh Ghàzãpurã.

160. See MqK, pp. 188-200.

161. Makàtib-i Sayyid Shàh Abål-ÿasan, letter no. 1. Cf. also ôamãma . . . , p.
11.
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In another letter, he adds referring to the same point:

. . . this matter will constitute the proof of your being a
pole of divine instruction (quñb al-irshàd); . . . if your
particular spiritual attention (tawajjuh-i khàùù) will
reach the infidels and the transgressors of the right path
(kuffar wa fàsiq-i ràh-i mustaqãm), they will attain to
the perfection of true faith (kàmil al-ãmàn). . . .162

It thus emerges that it was the ̀Pole of Awadh' Sayyid Abål ÿasan
Naùãràbàdã who shortly before his death decided to assign a
singular role to one of his successors that was to go far beyond
the cautious approach initiated by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn. This
assignment was meant not only to allow non-Muslims, and
specifically Hindus, significantly still defined as ̀ infidels' (kuffàr),
to enrol as disciples into the order and therefore to benefit
passively from the spiritual influence of its masters, but included
the rather explicit invitation to hand over the spiritual authority
inherent in one of its legal representatives to members of another
community thus enabling them to perpetuate it independently
among themselves.

Though the reasons for such a decision, purportedly based
on a supra-human intuition (kashf) granted to Sayyid Abål
ÿasan, remain within the realms of speculation in the absence
of any further explicit evidence by the author of these letters,163

it is noteworthy that some of the order's contemporary Hindu
leaders affirm that the Sayyid accompanied his instructions with
the claim that to confer spiritual blessings (waÿãfa) on Hindus

162. Ibidem, letter no. 3. Cf. ôamãma . . . , p. 11.

163. Significantly, not only I found the order's contemporary authorities
extremely reluctant to grant me access to the sources related to this
delicate topic, but they were also unwilling to give any clear and
direct answer to my questions trying to play down the significance of
the event and seeking refuge in vague statements about the universal
values of spiritual truths.
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would mean to return a lost treasure to its original source and
should therefore be considered as a natural development in the
ñarãqa's history.164

Notwithstanding the implications such a statement could
have if corroborated by further evidence, it is important to bear
in mind that these instructions were directed to one among the
secondary successors of the Mujaddidã tradition in Awadh and
represent a so far unique example of its kind among the
numerous other sub-branches that developed in that area and
elsewhere at the time. For a correct assessment of this
phenomenon, it is thus essential to attribute its importance not
so much to any alleged general degeneration or radical overall
change in the order's established principles as such, but to the
fact that one of the silsilà's eminent authorities in the line of
Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, in spite of his undisputed orthodoxy in
religious matters, felt no contradiction in assigning to one of his
deputies the task of introducing `infidels and trasgressors of the
right path' into the order, going so far as to authorise their
promotion to the rank of directing authorities. It should moreover
be noted that in order to reduce the risk of a possible failure of
what we prefer to define as a bold experiment that could seriously
jeopardise the continuity of a regular chain of initiatic
transmission, the main line of descent was guaranteed through
the deputyships of the Sayyid's many khulafà` at Lucknow and
elsewhere. This clearly counters the possible objection that would
deny the validity of this affair by playing down the whole event,
judging it as a sign of degeneration of a minor branch at the
periphery of the order's mainstream history and therefore void
of any real interest. The inherent authority of Sayyid Abål ÿasan
as the quñb of his time and his conscious choice of one of his
intimates (though not only successor) for this purpose suggest

164. This discussion emerged during an interview held with the present
leader of the silsila at Kanpur, O§kàr Nàth Saksenà, in the occasion
of the annual bhanóàrà held in memory of Mahàtmà Raghubar Dayàl
on Vasant Pà¤camã, 24 January 1996, and was later confirmed also
by some Muslim authorities in the same line. See also the textual
references in Discourses . . . , p. 158.
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that neither an over-valuation of this issue for the general
situation and further prospects of the Mujaddidiyya
Maÿhariyya nor an underestimation of it aimed at reducing its
significance would represent a correct assessment.165 Our
account of later developments will be helpful to further
understanding of the curious example of Hindu-Muslim
cultural symbiosis that was to develop here from an esoteric
point of view.

However, Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn, a reputedly orthodox
Sunni scholar, was not able to fulfil the directions received from
his master. The ôamãma-i ÿàlàt-i Màshaikh-i Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya informs us in a strongly hagio-
graphical tone about the Maulawã's deputyship conferred on
his disciple during the last years of his life:

When my spiritual guide ÿaórat Aþmad `Alã Khàn
bestowed the honour of his licence (ijàzat) and
deputyship (khilàfat) on this humble servant [Shàh
Faól Aþmad Khàn], he put the first of these letters
[written by Sayyid Abål ÿasan] in front of me and
asking me to read it. Accordingly, this humble one read
out the letter. When I had gone through it, he told me:
ßFaól Aþmad, these directions could not have been
fulfilled by me!û I replied: ßNow, if the Most Highest
God wishes so, they will be manifestedû. The ÿaórat
replied: ßThe time has come for me to reach the edge of
the hereafter, only little time is left and nothing
significant is going to happen anymoreû. When this
worthless one listened to these words, he began to weep
but was interrupted by the master's immediate reply:

165. It is noteworthy that the last great shaikh of the Mujaddidiyya
Maÿhariyya at Delhi, Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã who mentions
the Hindu Naqshbandãs at Kanpur in one of his books and who was
the first to inform me about their existence, takes a rather neutral if
not very sympathetic stand towards them; the very fact that they are
mentioned is highly indicative in that context of defending Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã against the alleged anti-Hindu position of this famous
Indian Naqshbandã leader. Cf. ÿaórat Mujaddid aur unke nà-qadãn,
p. 223.
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ßThis is not the time for weepingû. At once, my heart
turned cheerful and merry. He went on saying: ßThese
will not remain empty words, now they will manifest
themselves through yourself. . . .û

Thereafter, my revered master continued: ßUntil today,
your role has been easy and comfortable, but from now
on I will consign you a difficult and burdensome
command (amr-i `azãm wa fakhãm), if you will cleave to
it you will become famous along with the prophets and
saints, otherwise you will drag this very khirqa [viz.
himself, Shàh Aþmad ̀Alã Khàn] into the regions of hell.
. . .û

Listening to these words, this humble one began to cry
and asked for forebearance, but his master consoled him
reminding him that God would make the task easy for
him. He than recited some prayers for the sake of his
disciple and presented him with the blessed objects
(tabarrukàt) of the order's ancestors, including some
former belongings of Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã and
his letters with the words: ßEvery shaikh offers his
tabarruk to his khalãfa. For your good fortune, you receive
also the blessed ones of Sayyid Abål ÿasan. . . .û166

The responsibility of granting Hindus access to the order's
mysteries had, thus, to wait until the next generation without
having been accomplished by Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn to whom it
had originally been entrusted.

Maulànà Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn Rà'ãpurã (AD 1838-1907)

Maulànà Faól Aþmad Khàn was born in 1838 in the small village
of Rà'ãpur Khàs, about four miles west of qaùba Kàimga¤j on
the road to Kàmpilya, the ancient capital of the kingdom of
Pà¤càla, in Farrukhàbàd district. His family belonged to a clan

166. ôamãma . . . , p. 11.
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of Qilzàã Afghans tracing their ancestry back to Sultan Maþmåd
Ghaznawã (d. AD 1030).167 His father, Shàh Ghulàm ÿusain Khàn,
was affiliated to the khalãfa of a Chishtã shaikh called Shàh
Walã al-Dãn Kashmãrã. In line with his family's martial traditions,
he had been in the service of a high-ranking Mogul military
cmmander.168 His mother was a disciple of Afóal Miyàn Rà'ãpurã,
the khalãfa of Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã at Lucknow who
originally belonged to the same village.

While studying at an English medium school at Kàimga¤j,
Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn acquired his traditional Islamic
education partly from his father partly from Maulawã Aþmad
`Alã Khàn. The biographies relate that since those early days,
the Maulawã and his wife felt a deep affection for the young pupil,
and after the premature death of their only son his wife
reportedly was so distressed that her husband advised her to
consider Faól Aþmad as her adopted son.169 While still a toddler,
Fazl Aþmad Khàn thus, established an intimate relationship
with his teacher and underwent intensive training in the
religious sciences under his guidance. Finally, in 1867, at the
age of 29, he was initiated into theñarãqa by the Shàh remaining
at his service until the latter's death in 1889.

During that period Shàh Faól Aþmad renounced govern-
ment employment as a school master and preferred to stay close
to his spiritual perceptor while giving occasional lessons and
living mostly on unsolicited offerings (futåþàt) received for his
services.170 Only after the death of Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn he

167. For the genealogy of the family, see LVV, p. 125.

168. Mahàn Såfã Sant ÿaÿrat Maulànà Faól Aþmad Khàn Rà'ãpurã: unkã
dhàrmik evam sàmpradàyik ekatà, Sarvoday Sahitya Prakashan
(1981), p. 23.

169. LVV, p. 124.

170. His financial situation was extremely tense as emerges from an
anecdote related by the same Faól Aþmad Khàn which describes his
great hardship when unemployed and the miraculous intervention
of his master's prayers to save him. Though meant to exalt the
Maulawã's miraculous powers, the story throws some light on the
economic difficulties of his family in spite of its noble ancestry. See
ôamãma . . . , p. 13.
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decided to move from his nattive village to the district
headquarters of Farrukhabad where he was offered a post as
Persian and Urdu teacher at the local Mission School.171 It was
there that he met his future disciple Ràmcandra Saksenà who
was to become the first Hindu initiated by Shàh Faól Aþmad
and through whom the instructions of Sayyid Abål ÿasan
Naùãràbàdã were eventually to become true. Gradually, an
increasing number of Hindus were attracted into his sphere of
influence, attending his company (suþbat) and enrolling as his
disciples.

This unconventional behaviour soon saw the Shàh exposed
to open criticism by the local Muslim authorities which began
to harass him publicly. It is reported that one day he was beaten
up by a group of young Muslim scholars. Other sources inform
us that a Muslim mob once threw pieces of rotten meat through
the window of his habitation.172

Probably due to these difficulties, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn
decided at last to leave Farrukhabad and to return to Rà'ãpur
where he continued to practice as teacher and to receive his
numerous disciples for spiritual instruction.173 Early in 1325/
1907, his health began to deteriorate, compelling him to
interrupt his daily routine for medical treatment at Kanpur.
When all attempts to  check an advanced cancer proved futile,
he returned home to spend his last days among his dear ones.
He died in the early evening of 22 Sha`bàn 1325/30 November

171. Apart from the governmental employment at the school, Faól Aþmad
Khàn used to teach Arabic and Persian in the madrasa of the Muftã
of Farrukhàbàd. In change, the måftã assigned him a small dwelling
(koñhã) adjacent to the madrasa, Mahàn Såfã Sant . . . , p. 29.

172. LVV, p. 125; JC, p. 26.

173. From one of the Shàh's letters written to Ràmcandra we know that
in Muþarram 1316/May 1898 he had been at Delhi visiting the dargàh
of Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn. See JC, p. 38.
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1907 in the presence of a number of Muslim disciples and was
buried at the top of a small mound just outside the village.174

Although the present study will remain focused on the Hindu
disciples of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn, it is relevant to mention
the considerable number of his Muslim khulafà'. The biographies
list a total of seventeen officially invested deputies out of which
fifteen were members of the Sunni community, most of them
living within or in the immediate surroundings of Farrukhabad
district.175 Out of these only three are of any further relevance
for the history of the lineage. However, the considerable presence
of local Muslims among his deputies leads to the conclusion that
in spite of the readiness to disclose the esoteric teachings of
the ñarãqa to a limited number of Hindus, Shàh Faól Aþmad
Khàn was aware of the importance to gurantee the continuity
and survival of the order's original socio-cultural setting in the
Islamic environment and that his Muslim affiliates were
apparently ready to accept his unusual attitude in spite of the
opposition from other sides.

A few days before his death, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn
reportedly invested his younger brother Wilàyat ÿusain Khàn
as his main successor, thus, ensuring the continuity of the silsila
in its Islamic context.176

174. The grandson of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn and present authority of
the Muslim lineage, Maulawã Shàh Manÿår Aþmad Khàn (b.1344/
1925), has in recent years ordered the construction of a mausoleum
for his grandfather and other close relatives, including other attached
facilities for the annual `urs held during the Easter days in memory
of the saint.

175. From the diary of Ràmcandra, in possession of his grandson Dinesh
Kumàr Saksenà at Bareilly, cf. also LVV, p. 126.

176. LVV, p. 126. The biographical sources tell us little about Shàh Faól
Aþmad's family. He was married to a woman who gave birth to two
sons and two daughters before she died at a relatively young age.
The eldest son, Niyàz Aþmad Khàn, though too young at the moment
of his father's death to receive initiation, is said to have received the
Shàh's blessings while praying at his tomb. He later left Rà'ãpur for
Bhãlwàrà (Rajasthan) where he acquired some notoriety as wandering
saint known under the name of Nabban Miyàn Jalàlã, but nothing is

®
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Together with Wilàyat ÿusain Khàn,177 the responsibility
of perpetuating the order's tradition than fell to Shàh `Abd al-
Ghanã Khàn (1283/1867-1374/1953) who had been granted access
to the silsila by Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn and was later entrusted
to Shàh Faól Aþmad Khan for the perfection of his spiritual
curriculum.178

known about his spiritual affiliation. According to other sources, he
was  cursed by his father to lead a life of continuous unrest after
buying some sweets with stolen money. He reportedly died in a forest
near Ajmer. The Shàh's younger son, Maþmåd Aþmad Khàn, born in
1316/1898, was only nine when his father died. Hence, he received
his traditional education from his uncle Wilàyat ÿusain Khàn before
joining his sister's family at Gwalior where he worked in the local
army's hospital. In 1931, he obtained ijàzat and khilàfat from his
father's younger brother, but died unexpectedly three years later at
Gwalior. His son, Manÿår Aþmad Khàn (b.1344/1925) received
initiation into the order through Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn following
a pilgrimage to the dargàh of ÿaórat Mu`ãn al-Dãn Chishtã at Ajmer.
He is still alive (1996)  and holds  the rank of one of the ñarãqa's
leading spiritual authorities maintaining intimate contacts with the
order's contemporary Hindu leaders.

177. Wilàyat ÿusain Khàn received instruction in Arabic and Persian first
from his mother and later from Shàh Ahmad` Alã Khàn who issued
him with a diploma and certificate of authority with distinction
(dastàr-i faÿãlat) in this subject. In 1892, he passed the teacher's
training exam for Arabic, Persian and Urdu from the Punjab
University at Lahore but continued to study the traditional sciences,
especially fiqh, from different authorities while posted at Kanpur
and Bijnor. In 1894 he was appointed teacher at the High School of
Muzaffarnagar and two years later moved to Bijnor where he kept
teaching until his retirement. After his investiture by his elder brother,
he started propagating the ñarãqa in that area where he is said to
have had more than 500 disciples. Reportedly an authority in both
exoteric and esoteric domains, he is described as a rather ascetic
character with a great passion for fasting and praying.  During the
last years of his life he returned to Ràã'pur where he died on 28
Muþarram 1356/7 April 1937. His only son and successor, Ghaffar
ÿusain Khàn, lives at present in Malerkotla (Punjab) as a retired
teacher, cf. Dhàrmik evam sàmpradàyik ekatà ...., pp. 77-9, LVV, pp.
129-31.

178. `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn was the only son of ÿajã Muþammad ÿasan Khàn,
a Pañhàn teþsãldàr at Kàimga¤j. Since his early childhood, his father
sent him to Aþmad `Alã Khàn for his religious education, but in 1883

®

®
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Through these two authorities, the leadership of the ñarãqa
remained, therefore, in accordance with the traditional custom,
with those who were linked either through direct blood relation
or through an intimate tie that provided the required conditions
for a reliable guarantee for the survival of the tradition. After
the death of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn, all his Hindu disciples
including Ràmcandra Saksenà significantly continued to pay
their respect to these two Muslim deputies.179 Moreover, we
learn from the Hindu sources that just as Ràmcandra and his
younger brother Raghubar Dayàl were admitted into the ñarãqa
through the intervention of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn, so did
their younger sons turn to Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn for their
vow of spiritual allegiance receiving periodical guidance from
him.

The figure of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn emerges thus as
representing another exceptional stage in the special
development of this Mujaddidã branch after Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-
i Jànàn and Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã. His initiative led
to a new type of development in the history of the ñarãqa, for it
was his unheard interpretation of the conventional attitudes
of many of his predecessors that paved the way for a close
association of Hindus with this allegedly conservative and
puritanical Sunni order. It comes therefore as no surprise that
the all Hindu hagiographies praise him as their ÿuóår
Mahàràj, and their leaders pay regular homage to his tomb in
occasion of the `urs held every year to commemorate the
anniversary of his departure from this world.

The way many Hindus connected with the Naqshbandiyya

he became his spiritual disciple as well. Though described as highly
intelligent, he could not reach perfection during the six years spent
with his first master and was, therefore, entrusted to Shàh Faól
Aþmad Khàn from whom he received in 1897 full deputyship of the
ñarãqa and entrusted to his Hindu disciples to his guidance. See
Mahàn Såfã Sant . . . , pp. 70-1.

179. Dhàrmik evam sàmpradàyik . . . , p. 85.

®
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through this sub-branch conceive his attitude is character-
istically resumed in the following paragraph by one of the more
sober biographers, Bàl Kumàr Khare:

. . . possibly, ÿuóår Mahàràj [Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn]
was the first Såfã saint of the Naqshbandã silsila who
has divulged the secret spiritual science (gupta
àdhyàtmik vidyà) pertaining to the Muslim saints
without any religious discrimination. Though he himself
adhered to the Islamic faith he was completely free from
any religious bias. He never indulged in any kind of
controversy regarding different religions nor did he ever
reprimand anybody for his religious affiliation.
Whenever he came across any sort of criticism of any
religion, he felt extremely displeased and tried to avoid
the company of such persons. He used to say that the
spiritual component (ñarz-i råþàniyat, àdhyàtmikatà kã
paddhatã) is every human being is only one, while the
manners of social life (ñarz-i mu`àsharat) can be
numerous. He paid equal respect to all sacred traditions
and used to repeat that spiritual life is free from all
institutional boundaries pronoucing himself against any
exterior noise and battle. . . .180

Such an attitude of religious tolerance, although not altogether
unprecedented among other Såfã authorities in the past, goes
beyond the ñarãqa's proposed aim of preserving the Islamic ̀umma
through emphasis on the prophetic principle. This becomes clear
from the concluding part of the paragraph quoted above:

. . . one of his Hindu disciples had adapted the Islamic
manners and way of life. . . . When this disciple reached
[Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn] in that habit, the Shàh
reprimanded him: ßNow you do not comply with my work.
I will not allow any blame on my role of religious devotee.

180. Ibidem, p. 33.
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Remain as you have been before! One should lead
exterior life in accordance with the tradition inherited
through birth. . . .û He did not like any religious
conversion. Asserting the distinction between exterior
social life and interior spiritual life, ÿuóår Mahàràj often
recited the following verses [of Kabãr]:

jàti na påchai sàdhu kã, påch lãjiye j¤ànA

kàm karo talvàr se, parã rahan do miyànAA

Do not ask about the caste of a sàdhu, ask for his
knowledge
accomplish your task with the sword, leave the sheath
where it is.181

From other sources we learn that Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn's first
foremost Hindu disciple, Ràmcandra, at some stage felt ready
to convert to Islam, but was strongly discouraged by his shaikh
from doing so. Khare relates this anecdote in the following way:

. . . Once a fellow Muslim disciple of Làlàjã úàþib
[Ràmcandra] told [Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn] that no
spiritual progress could be achieved on the Naqshbandã
sulåk without adhering to the tenets of the Islamic law.
While in the presence of ÿuóår Mahàràj, the Mahàtmàjã
replied that in this case he was ready to embrace Islam.
Hearing this, the eyes of ÿuóår Mahàràj turned red out
of anger and he left that place immediately. After
sometime, he returned and asked Làlàjã úàþib: What
sort of reprobate told you this? Having calmed himself,
he explained to Làlàjã that spiritual knowledge does not
depend on any particular religious observance
(madhhab), since pure spirituality lies far beyond the
religious sphere.182

181 Ibidem, p. 33.

182 Ibidem, p. 33.
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Such a stand clearly reflects the shift from previous positions
like those held by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã and Mãrzà Jàn-i
Jànàn towards Hindus or non-Muslims in general inasmuch
as it makes a net distinction between the exoteric and esoteric
aspects of the Islamic tradition. Such a view would be less
surprising in exponents of the wujådã point of view, like many
Chishtã or Qàdirã shaikhs than in a spiritual authority of the
Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya whose entire doctrinal edifice
had been built since Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã on a shuhådã
position that contemplates the integration of the tenets of the
Islamic Law with the inner truths (þaqà'iq al-bàñinã) of the
initiatic path. The implications of such a radical change of
perspective in the order's doctrinal perceptions as handed over
to the Hindu disciples will require a thorough investigation in
the light of the teachings handed down by the contemporary
Islamic authorities as well as those transmitted by the Hindu
offspring of the ñarãqa.

Whatever these may finally turn out to be, Shàh Faól
Aþmad Khàn in his way accomplished the instructions received
by Shàh Aþmad `Alã Khàn and began to share the initiatory
secrets safeguarded by the masters of the Naqshbandiyya with
members of the Hindu community. From that day onwards,
the relations between the Muslims and Hindus of this small
branch of the ñarãqa were to remain intimately linked.

Mahàtmà Ràmcandrajã Mahàràj (AD 1873-1931)

With Ràmcandra Saksenà, the history of this lineage shifts
decisively into a new cultural context, from its original religious
embedding in the Islamic tradition to the larger framework
represented by the Hindu dharma. Though lacking the
intellect-ual characteristics of Bràhmaõical orthodoxy, this
environment brought about a series of interesting doctrinal
and social adaptions. From that moment onwards, this extra-
Islamic offshoot, though maintaining intimate contacts with
the parallel Såfã leadership, began to develop on its own lines
and transmitted the secrets of Divine knowledge (brahma-
vidyà) to an increasing number of Hindu disciples whose
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religious and social background called for cautious doctrinal
adaptions and reformulations while leaving its original integrity
intact.

This tendency becomes evident in the course of the following
generations when the degree of the ñarãqa's success and survival
as a living exoteric tradition was to depend largely on the
intellectual capacities and the authoritative charisma of every
single member admitted into the spiritual chain to grasp its
underlying esoteric truths and to transmit them through
adequate verbal formulations without losing sight of the natural
differences of perspective involved in the two different traditions
received.

First, though, a brief biographical introduction to the
foremost masters in the order's Hindu genealogy, selected from
the enormous amount of hagiographical material produced by
their followers, will be useful in providing the outer frame of the
picture.

Ràmcandra Saksenà was a member of a wealthy and influent
Kàyasth family whose ancestors originally belonged to the small
town of Adhaul near Delhi.183 During the reign of the Mogul
emperor Akbar (r. AD 1556-1605), four brothers of this clan were
reportedly endowed with a number of jàgãrs in areas today
situated in the Mainpurã and Farrukhàbàd districts of the fertile

183. According to some traditions, the Kàyasths (the term is derived from
the Sanskrit kàya and sthà, literally bearing the meaning of `situated
in the body', `incorporate', referred to the paramàtmà) originally
descend from a common ancestor sprung from the union of a kùatriya
father and ÷ådra mother. His name was Citragupta, the legendary
scribe at the service of the god of death, Yama, incharged of writing
down the good and bad deeds of every single human being and
presented to the judgement of his Lord at the moment of death.

Hence, derives the Kàyasths' traditional occupation of scribes and
clerks in government service, especially during the times of the Mogul
empire, an occupation that made the acquaintance with the languages
of the ruling class, Arabic and Persian in a first moment and Urdu at
a later stage, as well as many of their customs necessary leading to
their close affinity with different aspects of Islamic culture.
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Doàb between the rivers Ganges and Yamunà, and settled down
in and around the town of Bhågràm, the modern Bhogaon. The
eldest of these four, known by the name of Sambharãdàs,
apparently was granted a jàgãr of 555 villages, along with a
golden sword, a dress (khil'at) and the conferment of the title of
`Caudharã' inheritable by the future generations of his clan.184

One of his descendants in the twelfth generation, Caudharã
B�ndàvan Bàbå, left his hometown Bhogàon after it suffered
widespread devastation in the 1857 upheaval and settled with
his wife and two sons Haribakhsh Rày and Ulfatã Rày in the
Nitga¤j neighbourhood of Farrukhàbàd.185

Ràmcandra's father Haribakhsh Rày, although described as
an upright character that allowed him to rise to the rank of
local customs superintendent (cuïgã), dissipated much of the
family's fortune he had inherited on his pleasures. The debts
left after his death compelled his sons to sell their ancestor's
land and possessions at a forced auction at Mainpuri, reducing
them to a life of relative poverty.186

According to the hagiographies, the births of Ràmcandra on
Vasant Pà¤camã, the 4 February 1873, and of his younger brother
Raghubar Dayàl two years later were propitiated miraculously
through the blessings of an unknown Muslim saint confered after
living offered a dish of cooked fish by Ràmcandra's mother, whose
pious character induced her to offer charity in the form of ̀hidden
gift' (gupta dàna). In sharp contrast with the worldly inclinations

184. This honorific title (from the Sanskrit cakra+dhàrin, literally the
`discus-bearer') denotes usually a chief of a village, of a caste or of a
particular profession and as such bears a distinctive kùatriya
connotation as a minor reflection of the cakravartin, the universal
monarch in traditional Hindu conceptions. As such, the ancestry of
Ràmcandra Saksenà bears some evident elements pertaining to the
kùatriya environment, although probably due to some ritual offences,
this caste is nowadays considered in a social context closer to the
vai÷ya environment.

185. Prem Bahadur Sharma: Bhogàv: atãt se vartamàn (1989), p. 77.

186. Ibidem, p. 78.
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of her husband, she is described as deeply imbued with a spirit
of devotion that led her to spend much of her time in domestic
worship and the recital of Tulsidàs' Ràmacaritmànasa.187

Reportedly, she felt great veneration for Kabãr whose verses
(sàkhã) she used to sing to her sons in the cradle.188

Ràmcandra and his younger brother thus spent the first
years of their life in relative comfort in the devotional atmos-
phere of this strictly Vaiùõava household. Following the sudden
death of their mother in 1880, the care of the two brothers was
entrusted to an old Muslim servant living with the family. After
the vidyàrambha ritual that marks the beginning of apprentice-
ship for young Hindu upper caste males, Ràmcandra received
his basic education in Urdu and Persian from an old Maulawã
who also instructed him in the skills of poetry, a passion he
would preserve for the rest of his life. Later on, at the age of ten,
he entered the Mission School at Farrukhàbàd where he obtained
his English medium degree in 1891.189

A few months before his death in the same year, Haribakhsh
Rày arranged the marriage of his two sons. Due to the severe
financial constraints missing fom the adverse judgement in a
lawsuit over his father's debts Ràmcandra was compelled to give
away almost all the family's belongings and accept a minor post
as clerk in the Collector's Office at nearby Fatehgarh.190 As the
family's eldest male member, the responsibility for the
maintenance of his younger brother and his cousin K�ùõasvaråp
fell on him, their life abruptly plummeting from its former
comfort to a struggle for mere survival.191

187. JC, pp. 2-3.

188. JC, p. 5.

189. JC, pp. 16-17.

190. LVV, p. 143.

191. K�ùõasvaråp was the younger of the two sons of Haribakhsh Rày's
brother Caudharã Ulfatã Rày who was the administrator of the family's
possessions. He was born in 1879 and along with his elder brother
Ràmsvaråp adopted by Haribakhsh Rày after their father's death in
1884. Since that time, the family used to live jointly at Farrukhabad.
After five years as medical officer at Ratlàm (M.P.) from 1915 to 1920,

®
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From his student years, Ràmcandra reportedly spent much
time in the company of a certain Svàmã Brahmànanda, an old
Hindu sage affiliated to the Kabãr-panth who lived by the Ganges
near Fatehgarh. From him Ràmcandra not only received some
general notions regarding the Hindu dharma but was also
granted formal initiation into the Kabãr-panth, a fact of great
importance for his future role as spiritual authority.
Interestingly, the sources inform us, moreover, that the Svàmã
used to meet regularly Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn to whom he
reverentially referred as the `quñb of Farrukhàbàd'. The latter
was then living near the local madrasa.192

In the same period, Ràmcandra compelled to look for his
own accomodation, happened to rent a small room near the same
madrasa. The episode of his first encounter with his future
shaikh has been described at great length by his hagiographers,
for it constitutes the point of departure of the Hindu paramparà
that was to develop from him:

One day [in 1891], Mahàtmà Ràmcandrajã Mahàràj was
late on his way home from the office when suddenly a
violent thunderstorm broke out accompanied by heavy
rain. It was winter and his clothes were completely
soaked. When the Mahàtmàjã, according to his daily
habit, passed in front of the Maulawã's residence, he
respectfully conveyed his greetings trembling all over
his body. The Maulawã asked him with great affection:
ßWhere are you coming from in this storm and under
this rain? Come on, change your clothes and sit with

he became a doctor at Ajmer and Jaipur where he settled down with
his family. After receiving bai`at from Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn and
khilàfat from his cousin Ràmcandra in 1931, he began to spread the
teachings of the order in Rajasthan where he died at Jaipur in 1958.
For notices on him, see LVV pp. 164-9.

192. JC, p. 18; JC, p. 14; LVV, p. 143.
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me. Meanwhile I will prepare the brazierû. Soon
afterwards, the Mahàtmàjã returned to the Maulawã who
covered him with a warm quilt. Then the Mahàtmà all
of a sudden lost his senses, and without any hesi-tation
the Maulawã disclosed his entire [spiritual] wealth
through a flight of subtle energy (÷akti pat) to the heart
of Ràmcandrajã, thus fulfilling the wishes of his venerable
spiritual master ÿàjã Aþmad `Ali Khan according to
whom one day a Hindu boy would come to meet the Shàh
who was to bestow this Divine knowledge on him, since
this science originally belonged to the Hindus.193

The meeting radically changed the life of Ràmcandra who from
that day remained strongly attracted by the Naqshbandã saint.
Quite remarkably, his hagiographers describe the nocturnal
vision he experienced immediately after this first encounter in
terms very similar to those that charactrise the premonitory
visions experienced commonly by Muslim novices prior to their
affiliation to a spiritual master: the young initiate appears in
an assembly of saints, all in luminous shape, in the midst of
whom a radiant throne descends from above and on which is
seated the shaikh immediately concerned with the initiation into
the order, in this particular case Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn. The
future spiritual guide gets up from the throne and introduces
the new disciple to the other members present in the assembly
who are in fact the order's prominent leaders.194

The sense implied in this kind of premonitory night vision
(rå'ya) points to the establishment of a spiritual link (nisbat)
between the master and the novice and is traditionally valued
as the unfolding of the `spiritual seed' implanted by the shaikh
into the disciple's heart proving that it has fallen on a fertile
soil.

193. Bhogàv Þ atãt se vartamàn, p. 79. For details, see JC, pp. 20-2.

194. JC, p. 22.
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From that day on, Shàh Faól Aþmad began to direct his
spiritual energy (tawajjuh) on Ràmcandra during the latter's
regular visits. It was, however, not until four years later, on 23
January 1886, that the young Hindu received his formal
initiation (bai'at) into the Mujaddidiyya.195 Such a gap of time
between first contact and formal enrolment is uncommon in
this order. It must be attributed to the exceptional
circumstances of the inter-religious passage involved in the
relationship between master and disciple, particularly in view
of the continuous spiritual attention (tawajjuh) Ràmcandra
received from his Muslim preceptor during the span of time
prior to his initiation clearly meant to prepare  the inner ground
of his future successor.

In his diary, Ràmcandra describes the change that occurred
in his life following the encounter with the Naqsbandhã shaikh:

The very first light of spiritual guidance (hidàyat) has
been infused into my heart while I was still in the womb
of my mother. The heat of this luminosity nourished
me for seven years [until her death]. O Merciful One!
Your mercy did not leave me for long without assistance,
nay on one blessed day of my nineteenth year, my whole
being has been delivered to Your embodied mercy, the
spiritual guide of the order (hàdã-i ñarãqat) and sun of
knowledge (shams-i ma`rifat) [Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn].
. . .196

It is noteworthy that apart from his religious education in
accordance with the customs of his castle, Ràmcandra mentions
no education in the sacred science of the kind expected from a
twice-born Hindu. On the other hand, the eloquent Urdu style
and the choice of vocabulary used in his writings betray the
typical familiarity of a Kàyasth Hindu not only with the
language but also with the religious background of his Islamic

195. JC., p. 30.

196. Quoted from the diaries of Ràmcandra, in possession of his nephew
Dinesh Kumàr Saksenà. See also JC, p. 24.
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masters. His doctrinal authority and knowledge appear to have
been largely derived from his spiritual affiliation to the Kabãr-
panth and the Naqshbandiyya. Important for an analysis of his
later doctrinal elaboration, this association should be understood
in the context of his social background as a member of the north-
Indian Kàyasth community that for centuries had entertained
close contacts with the ruling Islamic class and the connected
Muslim culture much more favourable for such a link.197

Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn had clearly kept observing the young
Hindu for some time before choosing the moment to establish
the contact that would fulfil the desire of his master. In his diary,
Ràmcandra writes:

The very first day, [of our encounter] my [spiritual]
director whispered into my ear: ßYour life has been
inclined towards the way of Truth since long before, for
this reason It shall be revealed to you. And you yourself
shall relate the Truth to others. Relate the Truth, relate
the secrets of the [Divine] principle in such a way as to
make its transmission and the refuge your sword. Take
the help of the shade to create your own display and do
not rely on anything but the Pure Essence (dhàt-i
muñlaq)û.

After giving me such a hint, my director did not leave
me on my own, but he himself acting like a shadow
provided me for a period of sixteen years with his inner
and outer attention. He ordered me to keep always apart
from the outer tenets of the ñarãqat, and finally entrusted
me with the task of spreading his mission to the
people. . . .198

197. In fact, the social decline of Ràmcandra's family whose fortunes were
closely related to those of their Muslim chiefs, coincided with the
formal end of Islamic temporal power during the late nineteenth
century and the contemporary loss of many acquired privileges under
European colonial rule.

198. JC, p. 24.
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Ràmcandra Saksenà, thus, became the first Hindu disciple of
Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn, who thereby accomplished the task
Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã had entrusted to his khalãfa half
a century earlier. He thereby opened the gate for the
establishment, within the context of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya, of a new tradition of Hindu-Muslim relationship
that during the next century was spread over many parts of
northern India.

On 11 October 1896, after only ten months of intensive
training following his initiation, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn
conferred full licence and deputyship (kullã ijàzat o khilàfat,
pårõa adhikàrã or àcàrya padavã) on his Hindu disciple, thus,
laying the foundation for the perpetuation of the silsila in
Ràmcandra's predominantly Hindu environment.199

At the end of 1896 Ràmcandra was transferred from
Fatehgarh to Aligarh, a village in Farrukhabad district situated
on the northern bank of the Ganges, as deputy inspector (nà'ib
naÿãr) of the local tax-revenue office where he remained posted
until 1903.200 It was during this period that he began to put in
practice the instructions imparted to him by his shaikh providing
guidance to a growing number of Hindus in the area and starting
to organise his spiritual sessions (satsang) as an independent
authority. In accordance with the Naqshbandã principle of
khilwat dar anjuman (`solitude amidst the crowd'),201 he spent

199. JC., p. 30.

200. In spite of the shift in power from the Islamic government of the
Moguls to European colonial rule, Ràmcandra and his fellow Hindu
disciples, almost entirely hailing from the Kàyasth background, were
able to preserve their traditional employment in the local
administration, albeit on a reduced scale. The family exemplifies the
effects left by these altered social patterns on this community, and
the loss of prestige in their forced adaption to the new circumstances
implied. For a detailed case study of the  north Indian Kàyasths who
migrated  in search of employment to Hyderàbàd, see Karen Isaksen
Leonard: Social History of an Indian caste: the Kàyasths of Hyderabad
(1994).

201. A similar principle in the Hindu terminology is g�hastha-yogã,
denoting those who exercise their role of spiritual perfectioners among

®
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the day at his office and dedicated the evening to the instruction
of his disciples.202 During these initial stages of his mission,
however, he limited himself to the transmission of his inner
spiritual power (tawajjuh), a technique peculiar to the
Naqshbandãs that consists of the infusion of the shaikh's subtle
energy to the inner state of the disciple who has to surrender
himself completely to his master in order to derive passive benefit
from it. This method had gained increasing importance in
the ñarãqa over the last three centuries as a means to facilitate
the spiritual progress of the desciple during the initial stages of
his initiative itinerary and was to become the dominant feature
of imparting their teachings among the Hindu authorities.203

One of Ràmcandra's later disciples present at the ritual
conferment of khilàfat during which the Saksenà master had to
give evidence of his capacity as a special instructor describes
the effects of his master's tawajjuh in the following manner:

ÿuóår Mahàràj [Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn] told the
Mahàtmà: ßMy son Pattulàl, confer your tawajjuh to all
these people and answer any of their questions. May
God grant you success. . . .û The Mahàtmà began to
bestow his tawajjuh upon us. At the beginning, I began
to feel a strange sort of happiness (ànanda), than
gradually my mind was emptied of all thoughts; finally,
nothing remained except the remembrance of the
Supreme Being (paramàtmà). Then, all the great
masters of the silsila appeared in front of me. Slowly,
luminosity began to appear until finally nothing but pure
light subsisted, everything around me vanished from my

the people, according to an ideal that comes close to the bodhisattva
in Mahàyàna Buddhism as superior to the arhat of the Hãnayàna
doctrines. For an episode meant to illustrate the superiority of the
g�hasthã above the sa§nyàsin, see JC, p. 233.

202. LVV, p. 147.

203. See infra chapter 2.
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sight, heaven and earth, all disappeared in a unique
radiant light that was accompanied by a charming
sensation of love and attraction. All of us were in a state
of inebriation (mast), and the echo of a very alluring
sound reached my ear. Our mind became restless. I felt
my body's desire to burst and to immerse my innermost
self in that source of light. . . . A little later, this condition
changed and the light gradually disappeared. Neither
any awareness nor any unawareness remained in that
state that was beyond any possible description. . . .204

This typical description of the impact left by the spiritual power
of a Naqshbandã saint on the inner states of a novice is found in
similar versions in many treatises by the order's authorities and
resembles very closely Ràmcandra's own experience during his
first encounter with his master. It constitutes a constant feature
of the immediate effect a disciple experiences with his shaikh
and follows the established Naqshbandã principle of first inducing
a direct spiritual experience (þàl) brought about by the master's
intention before providing any sort of doctrinal preparation and
intellectual elaboration of the sulåk. It is, however, significant
that although Ràmcandra was licensed to transmit his tawajjuh
to other disciples, it was not until many years later that he began
to initiate new disciples on his own initiative. Only in 1914, that
is to say seven years after his master's death did he begin deliver
instructions regarding the different stages of the spiritual path
derived from the Naqshbandã doctrine but integrated with
elements pertaining to the Kabãr-panthã background.205

This is not the place for an account of Ràmcandra's
adaptations of traditional Naqshbandã teachings and methods
from an Islamic into a Hindu context. Obviously, however, such
a task required fundamental changes in doctrinal perspective

204. LVV, pp. 146-7.

205. LVV, pp. 148-9.
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and technical applications. Deprived of the homogeneous frame
of the sharã`at which provided both a formal code of social and
ritual behaviour as well as an essential element in the esoteric
vision of the Naqshbandã shaikhs, the process of spreading the
ñarãqa's teachings to a large segment of non-Muslims, without
regard to their social origins and intellectual capacities, implied
an increasing democratisation or wider divulgation of at least
parts of its message. Faithful to his master's recommendation
that all new Hindu members should stick outwardly to the
religious and social customs they had inherited by birth, the
Hindu Såfã master elaborated a new code of outer discipline
(yama-niyama) based on elements pertaining to the Vaiùõava
traditions of his own Kàyasth background,206 which included such
regulations as abstaining from the consumption of wine and
meat, avoid gambling and the performance of daily prayers
(sandhyà) and ritual ablutions (÷auca).207

That this newly established relationship between a
Naqshbandã shaikh and a Hindu disciple was unfavourably
perceived in some conservative Muslim circles in Farrukhabad
has already been mentioned. Similar objections, though not
reaching the degree of intimidation faced by Shàh Faól Aþmad
Khàn, were apparently also raised against the Kàyasth master
by some of his Hindu associates, especially by some members of
the priestly caste. One of those who reportedly raised strong
objections against this cross-cultural relationship was a certain
Màtà Prasàd, an old friend of the family and active member of
the ârya Samàj who repeatedly tried to dissuade Ràmcandra

206. Although the Kàyasth community has been noted throughout India
as a `heavily Islamicised one' (K.I. Leonard (1977), p. 14), their
domestic religious observances, style of life and relationship with
other high caste Hindus (i.e., the Kannaujiyà bràhmaõas) clearly
indicate their integration into Hindu society.

207. Santmat Prave÷ikà, pp. 2-5. Vegetarianism and abstinence from
liquor, though typical of orthodox Vaiùõavas, were not largely diffused
among Kàyasths, who are renowned for their drinking habits and a
diet including most kinds of meat.
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from maintaining contacts with members of the Muslim
community.208

But the main obstacle Ràmcandra had to face during the
initial period of his missionary activity consisted rather in the
indifference shown by most people in his entourage towards the
message he tried to deliver, as appears from some of the letters
written to his shaikh in 1899.209

The Shàh's reply indicates his master's attitude towards the
problem:

Nowadays, the pãr-murãdã relationship is not left even
by name. This is not due to the people's shortcomings,
but the result of our own failings. . . . To meet a veracious
disciple (murãd-i ùàdiq) is as rare as meeting a phoenix,
and the very same can be said about a true pãr. God
forbid, there are only very few devoted and self-sacrificing
people left. What shall we do? If the time does not suit
you, suit yourself to it! . . . So, if you are able to, do not
defame the honour of our respected spiritual ancestors
and arise to treat God's creatures with kindness,
affability and comprehension. Even if people show
aversion to this, pray for them, for the devil has
overcome them. They deserve compassion. . . .210

208. According to an episode, the paõóit once tried to force Ràmcandra to
consume an intoxicating drink (bhang-tanóàã) prepared on the
occasion of a Hindu festivity. Later the paõóit was reportedly
converted to Ràmcandra's message and even attended his satsang.
Cf. Bhogàv Þ atãt se vartamàn, p. 80.

209. This attitude betrays Ràmcandra's anxiety to spread the message of
the  ñarãqa entrusted to him by his master and reflects the radical
departure of this particular silsila from the traditional pattern
followed by previous generations of Naqshbandã masters: The
cautiousness in enrolling only those disciples sufficiently qualified
for their arduous spiritual task is replaced by the desire to reach out
to the greatest number of people. Such an attitude indicates the
process of divulgation pursued by the last authorities of the order.
This typically modern development is associated with the
requirements of survival of the esoteric orders.

210. JC, p. 36.
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The shaikh, thus, makes clear that in these difficult times the
old principles governing the spiritual tradition can no longer
be taken for granted, and so it is necessary for the directing
authority to adapt to prevailing outer circumstances in order
to preserve the tradition and save those who have fallen under
the sway of negligence and devilish aberrations (shaiñàn unko
maghlåb kar liya hai) from going astray.

This may appear to dismiss the basic principle through
which in the past the aspirant's spiritual qualification was
carefully ascertained by the presiding authority of the order
as an essential criterion for an eventual admission into the
ñarãqa. It is nevertheless possible to recognise here the practical
application of the vision set out by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
and Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn which makes the effort to reform society
a pivotal duty of the Mujaddidã shaikh. In this sense, the maxim
`if time does not suit you, suit yourself to it' assumes a central
significance in this particular sub-branch and furnishes a key
element in the positions assumed by its leaders in the wake of
the profound changes brought about by the arrival of modernity
and the connected weakening of traditional values in Indian
society. The passage from Islam to Hinduism, though
smoothened by the acquaintance of the Kàyasths with several
cultural values, pertaining to the Islamic  tradition left a deep
impact on the order's  subsequent developments. But the
sources justify the assertion that the seeds of such adaptations
had been already sown in the original Islamic environment of
the order. It may also be assumed that the contacts between
Muslims and Kàyasth Hindus through the employment of the
latter in the court administration of the Moguls and other local
dynasties had permitted earlier contacts between Kàyasths and
the Naqshbandã environment, perhaps as early as Shaikh
Aþmad's time.

The developments of this lineage during the next fifty years
also need to be considered in the context of the relative closeness
of the Kàyasths to the colonial rulers. With the imposition of
the colonial ideology perpetrated by the European rulers, the
country's entire civil and military administration passed under
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direct British control and the Indian employees of this huge
bureaucratic machine were those most directly exposed to any
sort of cultural expression linked with the new mentality.211

Though explicit reference is not found to support the idea of
Ràmcandra's direct involvement in any of the various social and
religious reform movements that flourished at the turn of this
century in both Hindu and Islamic cultural environments, his
strong opinions in favour of the abolition of caste barriers and of
the remarriage of Hindu widows (vidhavà-vedàn) appear to be
influenced not only by his relation with a Muslim environment,212

but also reflect the ideas promoted by the numerous social reform
movements and political parties, i.e., the ârya Samàj and the
Indian National Congress.213

In 1898, Ràmcandra's wife, Brija Rànã Saksenà, hailing from
a pious though impoverished family of Kamalainpur in
Shahjahanpur district,214 gave birth to their eldest son Jag Mohan

211. K.I. Leonard's work shows an increasing participation of Hyderabad
Kàyasths in public activities and organisations which were to a large
extent influenced by a Western or at least Westernised mentality
though with slightly different aims: Urdu and Persian literary
activities and the already mentioned ârya Samàj and also particular
Kàyasth associations such as the All India Kàyasth Conference (AIKC)
organised in 1887 by Munshi Kàlã Prasàd with the purpose of unifying
the Citragupta Kayasths of northern India. See K.I. Leonard (1977),
pp. 198-9 and pp. 200-2.

212. The only reported relation with a political association I have come
across in the sources examined hints at the participation of
Ràmcandra and some of his family members at the annual meeting
of the All India Congress Session held at Kanpur in December 1925,
a political movement to which the order's current authorities and
family members still adhere. Cf. JC, pp. 103 and 369.

213. For an acount of the ârya Samàj and other associations with similar
purposes and aims, see Kenneth Jones: ârya Dharm, (1976) and the
somewhat outdated but still interesting account of J.N. Farquhar in
his: Modern Religious Movements in India (1918).

214. She died in 1955 at the age of 85. For further information on her and
the rest of the family, see JC, Appendix II.
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Naràyaõ.215 In 1903, Ràmcandra was transferred from Aligarh
to Kàimga¤j as treasury accountant (siyàha-navãs) allowing him
to remain close to Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn until the latter's
death in 1907.216 Earlier that year, when the Shàh's physical
conditions worsened and he decided to go to Kanpur for medical
treatment, Ràmcandra remained close to his master visiting him
there every weekend by train.217 Back at Ràipur, a few days before
his death, the shaikh summoned his Hindu disciple and deputy
at his death-bed and advised him to regard Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã
Khàn, his khalãfa-i khàùù, as his future guide and point of
reference in spiritual matters.218 It appears, therefore, that in
spite of the authority vested in Ràmcandra after his investiture
as khalãfa, as a non-Muslim he still relied on the ultimate
authority and expertise of a Muslim master of the ñarãqa and
could not yet claim total independence.

In 1908, shortly after his satguru's death, Ràmcandra was
transferred from Kàimga¤j to Fatehgarh where he remained
posted until his retirement in 1929 and where he lived until his

215. Jag Mohan Nàràyaõ, though his father's only son, never attended
any school but received education at home from his father; he was
later offered several jobs by members of his father's satsaïg, but
contented himself with running a small shop at Fatehgarh. He
received his initiation into the order from Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn,
but never assumed a prominent role in its spiritual hierarchy. From
his third marriage in 1923, he had two sons, Akhile÷ Kumàr (d.1974)
and Dine÷ Kumàr. The latter lives at present with his wife and
children at Bareilly where he works in the Railway department. See
also LVV, pp. 208-9, JC, Appendix IV.

216. JC, pp. 44-5. During that period he reportedly covered the three miles
separating Kàimga¤j from Ràipur daily on foot to pay homage to his
shaikh.

217. JC, p. 49.

218. A curious hagiographical anecdote tells the story of a Såfã master
from Farrukhàbàd who disapproved of the Shàh's unconventional
behaviour towards Hindus and is said to have cast the evil eye on
Ràmcandra depriving him temporarily of his spiritual powers, but
who later repented from his wicked behaviour. This confirms that
until the end, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn had to face a stiff opposition
from parts of the local Muslim community. Cf. JC, pp. 45-8.
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death in a house spacious enough to hold the growing number
of satsaïgãs who used to gather around their master.219 It is
reported that during those first years after his master's death,
Ràmcandra paid regular visits to Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn at
Bhogàon or Mainpurã while directing his own aspirant disciples
to the Shàh for initiation. But encouraged by the latter's
insistence he gained confidence and gradually began to assume
the responsibility for doctrinal instruction and technical
teaching. With the continuous increase in the number of those
who began to consider him as a saint endowed with extraordinary
capacities, he finally overcame his reluctance and in 1914, at
the age of 41, began acting as an independent spiritual
authority.220

During the next fifteen years, Ràmcandra's daily routine
closely reflected that of his spiritual predecessors, including
regular teaching sessions from seven to half past nine in the
morning and from six to ten in the evening, interrupted by his
working hours in the tax department. Occasionally, he travelled
around the United Provinces providing supervision to his
disciples.

After his retirement in 1929, most of the day was dedicated
to the instruction of his disciples and the compilation of a series
of books, treatises and articles in Urdu dealing with different
aspects of the spiritual discipline.221 These provide a precious
source of information about the way this first-generation Hindu
master conceived the teachings received from his Naqshbandã

219. He later bought this mansion which his family's descendants still
own. At present (1996), it is inhabited by the widow of Ràmcandra's
grandson Akhile÷ Kumàr (d. 1974).

220. JC, pp. 59-63. It appears from the biographical notes on Ràmcandra
that this very slow process of recognition after the initial distrust
was accelerated by his positive influence on the bad behaviour of
many local boys that aroused the curiosity of their parents and other
residents.

221. In 1928, he began to publish a monthly review from Fatehgarh called
`Farrukhsiyar' which until his death in 1931 continued publishing
articles and essays  on spiritual and social problems.
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shaikh and provide evidence for the degree the process of
Hinduisation had already assumed during that initial period. It
is important to note that since most of these writings date to the
final period of Ràmcandra's life, they can be regarded as the
sum of his doctrinal elaborations.222

After two years of intense activity, in May 1931 Ràmcandra's
health began to worsen leaving him considerably weakened. After
undergoing âyurvedic treatment at Lucknow and Kanpur, he
returned to Fatehgarh where he expired on 14 August 1931.223

The next day he received his last rites (antyeùñi) in accordance
with Hindu custom on the banks of the Ganges at Fatehgarh
where his ashes were strewn into the river after cremation.

It is difficult to establish the exact number of Ràmcandra's
disciples or to assess the diffusion of his teachings calling for
moral reform and spiritual emancipation among large sections
of Hindu society. The lists contained in his biographies give the
names of up to 65 disciples. Most of these lived either in the
immediate surroundings of Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad, in the
neighbouring districts, such as Etah, Shahjahanpur, Hardoi and
Kanpur, or to places bearing some direct relation with his own
family's history, like Jaipur and Lucknow.224 It is significant that
in spite of the expressed intention to open up the esoteric
teachings to all those who felt naturally attracted to it,
independent of social or religious background, his influence
remained largely confined to members of his own community.
By far the most common names appearing in those lists are
Saksenà, ørãvàstava, Bhañnàgar and Kul÷reùñha, all of them
belonging to the twelve sub-castes that constitute the north-
Indian Kàyasth community. They show the extent to which the
social affinity continued to represent a determining factor in the
contacts of Ràmcandra.225 Those among his intimate disciples

222. Chapter 3 of the present study will examine their content trying to
assess how far these works reflect an adherence to the original
Naqshbandã doctrine he received and how and why it has been
modified or adapted.

223. JC, pp. 62-3.

224. LVV, pp. 155-7.
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who were granted the highest degree of licence as spiritual
authorities ijàzat-i ta'amma or pårõàcàrya padavã) include apart
from his younger brother Raghubar Dayàl, his nephew B�ja
Mohan Làl, Dr. Chaturbhuj Sahày Kul÷reùñha of Mathura, Dr.
K�ùõa Làl Bhañnàgar of Sikandarabad and Ràmcandra of
Shahjahanpur.

Mahàtmà Paramsant B�ja Mohan Làl Mahàràj
(AD 1898- 1955)

According to the hagiographical accounts, the birth of Raghubar
Dayàl Saksenà's (d.1947) eldest son B�j Mohan Làl occurred on
31 March 1898 following Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn's blessings on
his wife Jaya Devã, after the young couple had long been
unsuccesful in begetting a child.226 It appears also that from  birth
he was chosen by the Naqshbandã shaikh as the designated heir
in the Hindu line of spiritual transmission. Due to the family's
lack of resources, the child's care was entrusted to Ràmcandra
who was responsible not only for his secular education at home
and later at school, but who also first introduced him to the
esoteric discipline.

225. Most non-Kàyasth disciples were bràhmaõas often influenced by
modern ideas, like those promoted by Dayànand Sarasvatã in his ârya-
Samàj, sharing to some extent the ideas against casteism and many
Hindu social customs. A number of Ràmcandra's disciples are said to
have been former followers of the ârya Samàj.

226. Jayadevã was convinced by her mother to perform a pilgrimage to
Ràme÷varam and pray there for a son. When she and her husband
were about to leave, the Shàh allegedly offered her a cup of blessed
water to drink. Ten months later, she gave birth to her first son who
was to become the heir of the Hindu paramparà after his father.

This strongly hagiographical episode illustrates the religious attitude
prevalent in the family of these Hindu saints and their Ramaite
tradition, and the greater stress they laid on their new personal
connection with the saints of the Naqshbandiyya. See, Bhogàv Þ
atãt se vartamàn, p. 85 and LVV, p. 197.
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We know that B�ja Mohan Làl shared his father's fondness
for classical Indian music and that he was a capable singer who
accompanied his self-composed religious and devotional hymns
on the harmonium; he often was joined by his father playing the
tablà during the meetings with their disciples.227 But his main
interest reverted around the painting (citrakalà), especially of
Hindu religious motifs and divinities. He dedicated much time
to this skill and worked for some time as a teacher at the Art
School of Gwalior state before being offered a permanent post in
1925 as police officer in Kanpur which he was to retain until his
retirement in 1951.228

When B�ja Mohan Làl grew older, Ràmcandra presented
him to Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn who initiated him into
the ñarãqa and instructed him for about three years in the
teachings and methods of the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya
Maÿhariyya.229 Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn then reportedly had a
dream in which he was ordered by his master to put his cap on
the head of his young Hindu disciple, the conventional
metaphorical image among Såfãs for assigning the rank of

227. Bhogàv Þ atãt se vartamàn, p. 86 and Roshan-i Chiràgh, pp. 7-8.

228. According to the hagiographies, his High school qualifications allowed
him to be offered a place as police officer (thànedàr) at Kanpur, but
his uncle Ràmcandra wanted him to start from a more humble
position so he renounced this offer but was later promoted due to his
honesty and application. This hagiographical report appears doubtful
in the light of his high income. See LVV, p. 200 and Roshan-i Chiràgh,
p. 11.

229. No exact date is mentioned in the hagiographies, but his presentation
to Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn's main successor suggests that it had
certainly taken place after the latter's death in 1907. Interestingly,
we are told that during the initiation rite he was given the Islamic
name of Muþammad Sa`ãd. This indicates the extent to which the
relation of this Kàyasth family with the Naqshbandã shaikhs
superseded its preexisting Hindu traditions. In fact, one source points
out that it was Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn's main successor who
intervened during the preparations for the pilgrimage stressing the
futility of such customs, for ̀Allàh is present everywhere and unlimited
in His wishes to bestow His mercy on anyone He likes at any place
and at any time'. See Roshan-i Ciràgh, p. 2.
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khilàfat to a disciple. This premonitory dream led, in autumn
1928, to the conferment of ijàzat o khilàfat by the Naqshbandã
shaikh of Bhogaon, followed in January and July 1929 by that of
Ràmcandra and his father Raghubar Dayàl respectively.230 At
the age of 31, B�ja Mohan Làl had thus inherited and unified in
his person the authority and responsibility of the entire Hindu
lineage assuming leadership of that paramparà while his father
was still alive.231

An extremely interesting hint relating to the ritual
conferment of khilàfat by Ràmcandra emerges from the
accompanying message to him from the latter:

By the grace of the Almighty, today I have been relieved
from the weight of my responsibilities. This assignment
(amànat) has now been entrusted to you. From this
moment, the ñarãqa's charge will remain on your head. . . .
All the links and licences (nisbat wa ijàzat) this sinful
servant has attained to in the Kabãr-panth, Nànak-panth
and from various Muslim saints along with their
respective skills are handed over to you. . . .232

This short passage contains the only explicit reference to
Ràmcandra's link with non-Naqshbandã spiritual traditions,
although their influence is reflected in numerous ideas and

230. LVV, pp. 198-9 and JC, pp. 10-12. The rapid succession with which
all three contemporary shaikhs passed their authority to the order's
young leader reproduces precisely the established hierarchy from the
top downwards in the leadership of this Naqshbandã sub-branch. This
is even more important if considering that B�ja Mohan Làl was the
son of Raghubar Dayàl and, thus, had already supplanted his father
during his lifetime.

231. This prominent position exceeding that of his father is outwardly
reflected in the assumption of leadership of his father's satsaïg and
the annual bhaõóàrà at Fatehgarh established by Ràmcandra in 1923.
In his waùãyatnàmà, Ràmcandra also entrusted his son Jag Mohan
Nàràyaõ to the guidance of B�j Mohan Làl for further spiritual
instruction.

232. JC, p. 11 and LVV, p. 199.
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references found in his works. We have already mentioned the
early contacts Ràmcandra reportedly maintained with Svàmã
Brahmànanda, the saint affiliated to the Kabãr-panth who
apparently entertained regular contacts Shàh Faól Aþmad
Khàn. Although the biographers maintain silence about the
nature of the relations between the Svàmã and the Naqshbandã
shaikh on one side and the Svàmã with Ràmcandra on the other,
from the information contained in the passage quoted above it
may be inferred that notwithstanding his authority in a branch
of the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya, Shàh Faól
Aþmad Khàn maintained regular relations with an authority
pertaining to the rather ecumenical Kabãr-panth, a fact that
has certainly contributed to his openness towards Hindus and
the connected desire to confer to the Naqshbandã teachings a
universalistic, superconfessional dimension. It may also be
inferred that Ràmcandra had direct access to the teachings
and methods of the Kabãr-panth and Nànak-panth from a living
authority of these two spiritual lineages, the only way through
which a licence to further transmit the doctrine and
methodology annexed to it and a regular spiritual link (nisbat)
could be accomplished.

Apart from these two initiatory traditions whose adherents
shared a tolerant attitude attempting to fill the gap between
Hinduism and Islam stressing their common elements, it is no
less important to note that the khilàfat conferred by the
Naqshbandã shaikhs on their Hindu disciples includes the link
(nisbat) with other Såfã orders as traditionally held by the
leading authorities of the ñarãqa, including the access to some
specific methods currently used by the members of these orders.
In fact, there are some elements which bear evidence of an
influence of Såfã orders other than the Naqshbandiyya on their
teachings.

B�j Mohan Làl's first marriage was arranged while he was
still a student with the daughter of a respected Kàyasth family
of the town of Tirva (dist. Farrukhàbàd). After her premature
death in 1927 followed by that of his daughter Suùamà a few
month later, on his uncle's advice he married again in 1928.
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øakuntalà Devã Saksenà of Farrukhàbàd remained with him
for the rest of his life and later had some say in the affairs of
the satsaïg after receiving initiation into the ñarãqa from Shàh
`Abd al-Ghanã Khàn besides some spiritual training from
Ràmcandra.233

After receiving full investiture of the three masters of the
silsila in 1928-9, B�ja Mohan Làl assumed a leading role in the
order's spiritual affairs. All newly initiated Hindus were either
delegated directly to him or were ultimately sanctioned on his
explicit approval.234 The importance of his role was further
enhanced after the death of Ràmcandra two years later when
the centre of the Hindu branch of the Naqshbandiyya moved
from Fatehgarh to Kanpur and many of his older disciples began
to attend the circle of Raghubar Dayàl and his son there.235 A
few months before his death, Ràmcandra summoned his designed

233. B�j Mohan Làl attributed great importance to that marriage from a
spiritual point of view since øakuntalà Devã used to assist the female
members of her husband's satsaïg. She and her husband had a
number of children of whom O§kàr Nàth and his younger brother
Devendra Nàth are still alive. The latter at present holds the rank of
the order's foremost spiritual authority. øakuntalà Devã died in 1974
at Kanpur. See Roshan-i Chiràgh, pp. 9-11 and JC, pp. 386-7.

234. During the great satsaïg at Kanpur in January-February 1929, when
Ràmcandra conferred his khilàfat upon him, he officially handed over
the responsibility of initiating new members into the ñarãqa,
instructing his successor in the correct procedure of this important
ritual. On that same occasion, B�ja Mohan Làl admitted two new
disciples into the order, Bàbå Durgà Svaråp and ørã Gaïgà Prasàd,
both from Kanpur. The lengthy description the sources offer us of
this event reveal that the method adopted still followed closely the
original Naqshbandã ritual. Cf. Roshan-i Chiràgh, pp. 13-18.

235. The death of Ràmcandra led to the gradual dissolution of the satsaïg
at Fatehgarh. His son Jag Mohan Nàràyaõ never appeared suffi-
ciently qualified for the task of spiritual leadership, while his
numerous disciples began to organise their own circles in other places,
in many cases going beyond the authorisation inherent to their degree
of inner realisation and often altering considerably the doctrine and
methods in base of their own criteria.
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successor from Jhansi to Fatehgarh to stay at his side and
transmitted to him privately the last details and subtle points
of the spiritual teachings and methods he himself had previously
received from his shaikh.236

The activities of B�j Mohan Làl during the next years were
divided between his family's home at Kanpur, the seat of the
order's main satsaïg led by his father, and his various postings
at Fatehpur, Jhansi, Etah and Lucknow. The continuous
transfers which coincided with his emergence as charismatic
propagator of the message inherited from his predecessors,
contributed to the paramparà's rapid expansion during the
thirties and forties and resulted in an unprecedented increase
in the number of adherents. On his occasional visits to Kanpur,
Raghubar Dayàl presented his son with those selected disciples
who qualified for formal initiation, the official rite then being
performed by his son.237 Among these, Bàbå Prasàd Dayàl
`Pe÷akàr' of Urai and Prof. Rajendra Kumàr Saksenà of Lucknow
in 1932 are regarded as Raghubar Dayàl's closest disciples.

In 1938, after the completion of the new mansion at ârya
Nagar acquired after his appointment as police officer at Kanpur,
the whole family went to live there jointly. On the insistence of
Raghubar Dayàl, B�j Mohan Làl succeeded in being transferred
from Fatehpur to Kanpur where he took over the leadership of
the spiritual community built-up by his father. However, the

236. He proceeded similarly with Dr. K�ùõa Làl Bhañnàgar of
Sikandaràbàd, one of his oldest and most intimate disciples who
throughout his life maintained close contacts with B�j Mohan Làl.
These two must be regarded as the main successors of Ràmcandra.
See JC, pp. 410-14.

237. A significant change between the old Såfã pattern and its Hindu
derivative consists in its reinterpretation of an esoteric order reserved
to the intellectual �lite into a mass-movement with immediate appeal.
This change accounts for the great number of followers able to derive
some benefit from their presence in the satsaïg without having been
granted waÿãfa. Only a far more restricted number of these were
later recognised as qualified for effective enrolment, though this was
an essential departure from former customs.
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family did not stay together for long. A year later B�j Mohan
Làl decided to leave with his family for a small flat at Phålbàgh
in the centre of Kanpur where he continued to supervise his
satsaïg until 1944,238 the year in which, in collaboration with
Bàbå Prasàd Dayàl `Pe÷akàr', he began to publish a collection
of his uncle Ràmcandra's letters under the title Ràm Sande÷a
(`The Message of Ràm').239

Later that year, he was transferred to Bulandshahr for about
six months using the proximity of this town to the capital Delhi
to organise his satsaïg at there. It was there that the first Muslim
disciples began to attend his circle asking B�j Mohan Làl for
initiation into the silsila which had started its movement
eastwards from Delhi two centuries earlier with the disciples of
Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn.240

B�j Mohan Làl kept being transferred to different places
including Hamirpur, Unnao and Fatehpur until he was finally
posted at Lucknow where he was to remain posted as Police
Head Officer until his retirement in 1951. In all these places,
but above all at Fatehpur where he spent a total of eleven years,
he attracted a large audience of devoted disciples. Only a few
were part of his inner circle receiving effective training in the
spiritual discipline while most were simple followers who were
attracted by his charming character and appealing social

238. The break may have been caused by the jealousy of his younger
brother, and is perpetuated in the continuing rivalry between their
respective sons. Without any need to go into further details of this
querry of which I was a direct witness during my stay at Kanpur in
winter 1995-6, it may be noted that these symptoms of apparent
decadence do not diminish the spiritual authority of B�ja Mohan Làl
and his son and successor O§kar Nàth, but may throw some light on
the Sufi guide of Irina Tweedie, the co-founder of the Golden Sufi
centre at London who unfortunately has contributed very negatively
to the image of this order in the eyes of both Indian and Western
scholar.

239. Its first edition was published in 1944 from the Tandari Press,
Kanpur.

240. The first among his Muslim disciples was Dr. ÿasan Aþmad `Abbàsã,
a former principal of Delhi's Tibbiya College. He left India in 1947
and spent the rest of his days in Lahore.
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message, a fact that underlines how the double function inherent
to the Naqshbandã shaikhs was perpetuated among its Hindu
authorities.241

After the death of Raghubar Dayàl in 1947, B�j Mohan Làl
to whom his disciples referred respectfully as ÿuóårwàlà,
remained the undisputed authority in the order's Hindu
environment being second in the initiatic hierarchy only to Shàh
`Abd al-Ghanã Khàn Bhogàonvã who died in 1952 leaving his
only son Shàh `Abd al-Ghaffar Khàn (d.1957) as his successor.242

Although the satsaïg at Kanpur was formally kept alive by Jaya
Devã, the widow of the deceased Càcàjã,243 the number of its
attendants gradually diminished in the absence of a central
figure there while some of the closer followers began to attend
the gatherings organised by B�ja Mohan Làl at Fatehpur. In
spring 1949, the latter contracted a serious desease but recovered
after being sent to the hill station of Nainital in the Kumàun
region of the Himàlaya.

In 1951, his wife øakuntalà Devã fell seriously ill and was
sent to Lucknow for medical treatment. By the end of that year,
B�ja Mohan Làl retired from his government post settled down
in Lucknow with his family in the house of a local devotee decided
to dedicate the remaining years of his life to the instruction of
his disciples, the organisation of the satsaïg and of the annual
bhanóàrà. From late 1951 to early 1955, Lucknow became thus

241. Roshan-i Chiràgh, pp. 27-8. A detailed account of his activities at
Fatehpur is given in form of a hagiographical diary his close disciple
øiva Pratàp Naràyaõ, published and edited under the title Yàdon ke
ujàle (1973).

242. The official succession of Raghubar Dayàl by his eldest son was
sanctioned officially on the thirteenth day after the former's death,
the day on which orthodox Hindus celebrate the rite of piõóadàn for
the soul of the deceased, when following the indications  received in
a dream by his closest disciples, the dastàrbandã or `making of the
turban' rite was celebrated by a number of chosen people and family
members, conferring upon him the rank of fully recognised deputy.
This rite is usually celebrated during the life of the predecessor and
under his direct supervision. See JC, pp. 522-3.

243. She passed away in June 1950 due to injuries incurred after falling
from a rickshaw (sic!). Cf. JC p. 529.
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after again a century once after a century the centre of the
Mujaddidiyya where people from Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Bihar used to flock to attend the
company of the silsila's last prominent saint. These were the
years of the order's greatest popularity during which B�j Mohan
Làl undertook numerous journeys to the many places where his
followers were concentrated, assisting his appointed successors
Þ and instructing his many followers in the basic principles of
his method. The strong authority of this last outstanding figure
of the Hindu lineage enabled him to check the centrifugal
tendencies that had arisen after the death of the two saints of
the previous generation, successfully keeping the widespread
community of followers united under his authoritative
leadership. The great bhaõóàràs held in Lucknow in 1951, 1952
and 1953 held under the patronage of Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn
and his son Shàh `Abd al-Ghaffar Khàn,244 were probably the
greatest meetings ever in the history of this ñarãqa. They saw a
large number of devotees, including many Muslims, attending a
three-day programme which included public lectures on the
Hindu epics by bràhmaõa priests, and on the Koràn and on
Maulànà Jalàl al-Dãn Råmã's Mathnawã by Muslim scholars.245

In early summer 1954, after the annual bhanóàrà at
Fatehgarh, B�ja Mohan Làl went with about a hundred disciples
to Rishikesh where they remained for nearly two weeks on a
spiritual retreat. During those last days, a meeting of three or
four hours was held every afternoon in the course of which he
delivered to a selected audience detailed instructions about the

244. The old Shàh was at that time no longer able to attend the meeting
but gave it his blessings.

245. Although the hagiographies claim that this programme was fixed
according to the hidden instructions of Raghubar Dayàl, the
authenticity of such claims is highly questionable and the whole thing
appears rather as a contribution to the secular constitution of the
newly born Republic of India to promote communal harmony among
the masses in accordance with the prevailing ideology of the Congress
Party in power. In fact, the meetings of 1952 and 1953 were to remain
the only ones of such type.
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essential principles, methods and spiritual secrets (asràr-i
råþàniyat, àdhyàtmika rahasya) of the order.246

This and the following gatherings at Lucknow and Bhogàon
were to be his last important public appearances. In early
January 1955, B�j Mohan Lal set out for what was to be his last
journey that took him to Shajahanpur, Bareilly, Muradabad,
Delhi247 and finally Bombay where he died from the conse-
quences of protracted tuberculosis in the evening of the 18
January 1955 while being immersed in meditation amidst a
group of local devotees. His body was brought back by train to
Lucknow where he was offered the last rites (namàz-i janàza,
antyeùñi) by a Muslim divine and than cremated according to
Hindu custom.248

After his death, the leadership of the ñarãqa passed over to
O§kàr Nàth (b. 1933), B�ja Mohan Làl's eldest son andÊùàþib-i
waqt at his grandfather's residence at Kanpur till the present
day. However, this posthumous decision taken by the most
intimate disciples shortly after B�ja Mohan Làl's death could
not prevent the unfolding of the gradual process of dissolution
and dispersion of this once numerous circle. The absence of a
distinguished successor among the disciples and devotees of
ÿuóårwàlà again left a void which inevitably led to splits further
fomented by factional tensions and the individual ambitios of
some disciples. A number of minor satsaïg assemblies
nevertheless has survived in different parts of the country. In
the âryà Nagar quarter of Kanpur, at Raghubar Bhavan, the
former residence of Raghubar Dayàl, many of the original
traditions appear to remain very much alive, and are perhaps
merely awaiting for a prosperous moment for their outer
resurrection.

246. Roshan-i Chiràgh, pp. 50-1.

247. On that occasion Brij Mohan Lal led a group of devotees to pay homage
to the tombs of the Naqshbandã saints and ancestors of the silsila,
including Khwàja Bàqã Billàh, Shàh Når Muþammad Badàyånã and
Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn. Ibidem, p. 53.

248. Ibidem, pp. 62-4.
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2

The Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya

Maÿhariyya at Delhi

Continuity in the Tradition

AFTER the death of Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn in 1195/1781, the
leadership of the Maÿhariyya branch of the Mujaddidiyya fell
on Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã (1156/1743-1240/1823)1 who
established the new khànaqàh around the sepulchre of his shaikh
in the heart of Old Delhi.2 Except for the period following the
1857-8 War when his later successor Shàh Aþmad Sa'ãd Fàråqã
Ràmpurã (1217/1802-1277/1860) along with many other leading
Muslim authorities were forced into exile seeking refuge in the
holy territories of Arabia, this place has remained for the last

1. Apparently Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànan did not indicate his chief khalãfa at
Delhi, leaving his disciples to dispute the issue after his death.
According to the biographies the position was disputed between Shàh
Ghulàm `Alã and Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã, with the former finally
prevailing over his alleged rival. For biographical details regarding
Shàh Ghulàm `Alã, see the ôamãma-i Maqàmàt-i Maÿharã by Shàh
`Abd al-Ghanã Mujaddidã, an appendix to the famous Maqàmàt-i
Maÿharã, the Jawàhir-i `Alwiyya by Shàh Rauf Aþmad Ràmpurã and
the Manàqib-i Aþmadiyya wa Maqàmàt-i Sa'ãdiyya by Shàh
Muþammad Maÿhar.

2. According to tradition, the foundation of this khànaqah rests on the
spiritual influence (baraka) attributed to the tomb of the head of the
lineage posthumously irradiating its blessings to the surrounding
environment. This explains the enormous importance attached by
the monastery's inmates to reverential greetings of the founder's
sepulchre in their daily devotional routine.
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two centuries one of the most important Naqshbandã centres in
the Indian subcontinent.3

During the six generations from Shàh Ghulàm `Alã to Shàh
Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã (1324/1906-1414/1993), its spiritual
leaders of this ñarãqa have continued to consider themselves as
legitimate representatives of the authentic Mujaddidã lineage,
perpetuating the spiritual heritage handed down by their
illustrious predecessors.4 Faithful to established Såfã custom,
many of them have compiled treatises whose topics range from
the discussion of general theological and juridical questions to
the explication of the most subtle points of the esoteric doctrine.5

These works, which provide evidence for the author's
scholarship and expertise, are usually circulated only within the
restricted circle of adherents to the author's spiritual lineage.
In view of the subtle issues they deal with such restrictions
applied naturally to the interior sciences (`ulåm al-bàñin) of the
spiritual path and its numerous stages including its methods
and techniques.

Especially from the twelfth century AD onwards, the
compilation of works dealing with taùawwuf gained increasing
importance, and there is hardly any recognised shaikh who has

3. Other centres of Naqshbandã presence are mainly concentrated in
the urban areas of Rohilkhaõó, the Punjab and Sind, but most of
these nowadays look to Delhi as ultimate point of reference.

4. A summary account of the ancestors of this lineage from Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã up to Shàh Abål Khair Fàråqã Mujaddidã (d. 1341/
1923) is presented in the voluminous  Maqàmàt-i Khair written by
the last great Såfã leader of the khànaqàh, the recently deceased
Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã who provides detailed accounts of the
lives of his father and of himself (second Urdu edition of the original
version in Persian, 1989, pp. 34-150). For a study of the institution of
the khànaqàh and the role played by its earlier leaders, see W.E.
Fusfeld: The Shaping of Sufi Leadership in Delhi: the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya, 1750-1920, Ph.D. thesis, University of Pennsylvania,
1981.

5. The compilation of such range of topics covering the entire sphere of
the traditional sciences serves the purpose of reconfirming the double
exoteric and esoteric authority inherent in the shaikhs of this silsila.
For a comprehensive list of these works, see again MqK,  pp. 22-5.
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not left a written testimony to his knowledge in the field of the
esoteric science and the related methodology as developed in
the various orders.6 Later on, it become equally a custom among
Såfã leaders to send letters to followers unable to attend the
þalqa of their shaikh. These letters, known as maktåbàt, often
contain precise instructions on subtle spiritual issues and
doctrinal clarifications, and their posthumously assembled
editions often constitute our major source of information
regarding their teachings, as the cases of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
and his sons as well as that of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn impressively
demonstrate.7

These letters, along with the records of oral teachings
imparted by the shaikhs to their disciples known as malfåÿàt
and the more recent ma'målàt genre containing synthetic
abridgements of doctrinal and technical aspects, constitute the
main source available to the `profane' scholar concerned with
this field of investigation. Although the presence of a living
master leaves open the possibility of gaining direct access to
this source of knowledge, these authorities are often quite,
understandably reluctant to disclose their treasure to outsiders
and even if some of them are ready to reveal a certain amount of
information to the academic investigator, a full grasp remains
far from easy. Their essential meaning necessarily remains
beyond the comprehension of the uninitiated whose

6. Interestingly, the Arabic term ñarãqa, derived from the root ñaraqa
implying the meaning of `to beat', designates in the taùawwuf context
both the beaten track followed by the disciple who walks in the
footsteps of his spiritual preceptor and the methods used for this
purpose. It therefore comes close to the Hindu concept of yoga which
describes at once the aim to be reached and the tools employed for its
achievement.

7. Apart from the famous Maktåbàt-i Rabbànã which contain in three
volumes the letters of Shaik Aþmad Sirhindã and the 88 letters written
by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn collected by an anonymous editor under the
title Kalimàt-i Tayyibàt, other important collections include the
Makàtãb-i Ma'ùåmiyya, containing the letters of Shaikh Aþmad's
eldest son and chief khalãfa, Khwàja Muþammad Ma'ùåm (1007/1599-
1079/1668). Another collection hitherto less studied includes the
Maktåbàt of Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã, edited by his disciple Shàh
Rauf Aþmad and author of his master's malfåÿàt, entitled Durr
al'Ma'àrif.
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understanding remains confined to the realm of what the
members of taùawwuf refer to as `discoursive knowledge' (`ilm-i
þuùålã) if the risk of distorting their meaning is to be avoided.

After these preliminary observations, we shall now
investigate to which extent the teachings of the spiritual
authorities of the Maÿhariyya8 at Delhi reflect the heritage of
their spiritual ancestors, especially that of Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã who so largely contributed to crystallising a coherent
and substantially unprecedented doctrinal perspective on the
`Divinely inspired science' (`ilm al-ladunnã). Since the description
of the special features of this ñarãqa, the fundamental principles
it rests on and the methods it employs as depicted by earlier
authorities of the order (buzurgàn-i ñarãqat) along with the many
innovative aspects elaborated by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã in his
works9 has already been exhaustively undertaken by a number
of scholars,10 it would be of little interest to reiterate these once

8. The explicit reference to the Maÿhariyya lineage within the mainstream
Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya is important in so far as it distinguishes
itself from the line of Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã (1114/1703-1176/1762),
a contemporary of Mãrzà Maÿhar's at Delhi, which was later
perpetuated by his two sons Shàh `Abd al-`Azãz (1159/1746-1239/1824)
and Shàh Rafi' al-Dãn (1163/1749-1233/1818) Þ both contemporaries
of Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Þ who are part of the same spiritual family
(khàndàn) and whose descendants are still present in Delhi.

9. Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's principal work at this regard, apart from
the Maktåbàt is a treatise entitled Mabdà o Ma'àd in which the shaikh
describes in great detail the various degrees of the inner path. A
similar though extremely concise work is the Ma'àrif-Ladunãyah, (`The
Divinely Inspired Knowledge') whose title hints at its distinctive
esoteric character.

10. Among the numerous works on this topic, we may mention Dr. Burhan
Ahmad Faruqi's The Mujaddid's Conception of Tawþãd (1947), a
pioneering work which remains, however, limited to the explanation
of the assets and implications of the doctrine of waþdat al-shuhåd,
Y. Friedmann's Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã: An Outline of His Thought
and a Study of His Image in the Eyes of Posterity (1971) and J.G.J.
terHaar's Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã (1564-1624): follower and heir of
the Prophet (1990), along with a series of articles dealing with aspects
of Naqshbandã doctrine. See also the recent work by A.F. Buehler
Sufi Heirs of The Prophet: The Indian Naqshbandiyya and the Rise
of the Mediating Shaykh (1997) for an interesting analysis of the
changing role of the Shaikh in modern terms.
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again in detail in the present context. The following chapter is,
therefore, designed as an outline of the doctrine and the
methodology of the more recent shaikhs of the Delhi khànaqàh,
namely Shaikh Abå Sa'ãd Fàråqã Mujaddidã (d. 1250/1835),
successor of Shàh Ghulàm `Alã, and author of the Hidàyat al-
òàlibãn wa Marqat al-Sàlikãn,11 and Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid
Fàråqã (d. 1414/1993) author of the treatise Manàhij al-Khair
wa Madàrij al-Khair.12 Both works were compiled with the
explicit purpose of providing the order's initiates with a detailed
though easily comprehensible account of the doctrinal
background, rules and methods of the ñarãqa. While the former
consists of a first-hand description of the author's experiences
during his apprenticeship at Delhi which was successively
corrected and approved of by his shaikh, the second work
represents a compendium of the esoteric doctrine of the
Mujaddidiyya, based on the author's elaborations and integrated
by passages quoted from other great authorities of the order
including the instructions he himself had received from his father
and spiritual guide Shàh Abål Khair.13

11. According to its author, this work was compiled at Lucknow between
1225/1810, the year of his arrival at the khànaqàh of Shàh Ghulàm
`Alã, and 1230/1815, on the insistence of some companions of the order.
I base myself on the printed bilingual edition (Persian/Urdu) of Dr.
Ghulam Mustafa Khan, Karachi, 1377/1958. Some passages of it have
been quoted in English translation by Mir Valiuddin in his
Contemplative Disciplines in Sufism (chapter 7, pp. 109-36),
unfortunately without due indication of his source.

12. This work was originally published in Persian in 1376/1957 from
Qandahar (Afghanistan); however, to meet the needs of the shaikh's
numerous followers in India and Pakistan less acquainted with that
language, it has been translated into Urdu by one of his disciples,
Muþammad Na`ãm Allàh Khayàlã. This Urdu version was approved,
edited and published from the Delhi khànaqàh under the abbreviated
title Madàrij al-Khair in 1404/1989. References to all passages quoted
from that treatise refer to the Persian version followed by the reference
to the parallel Urdu translation.

13. The works which the author lists in the preface of his book (pp. 6-7/
17-18) as authoritative sources on this topic include, apart from the
already mentioned works attributed to Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, the
Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya by Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã, the äóàþ al-
òarãqat, the Rasà'il-i sab'a saiyàra and the epistles of Shàh Ghulàm
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The first part of the following chapter is mainly concerned
with the description of the spiritual journey (al-sair) and the
presumptions it is based on, i.e., the constitution of man
perceived as a reflection of the Universe and includes a detailed
description of the all-comprehensive ̀science of the subtle centres'
(`ilm-i lañà'if). The second part will then focus on the techniques
employed in order to achieve progress on the path from one stage
to another. The chapter thus, tries to illustrate how the esoteric
tradition of the Mujaddidiyya has been preserved in the orthodox
Islamic environment of the Delhi khànaqàh after the beginning
of the modern age. It is also intended as a preliminary base for
the later discussion of the sàdhanà developed by Ràmcandra
Saksenà and his descendants and will therefore help to
understand how far these have remained in accordance with
parallel developments in the original Islamic setting.

Man and his role in the universe

The authorities of the Mujaddidiyya base the entire edifice of
their esoteric doctrine, including their conceptions regarding
mankind (al-insàn), its nature and the position it holds in the
realm of creation (al-kawn), on the subtle hints contained in the
two most authoritative sources of Islam, the Koran and the
prophetic Traditions (al-aþàdãth).

This topic has always occupied a fundamental position among
the tenets of the ahl-i ma`rifat for it determines the point of
departure for all those human beings who, in imitation of the
nocturnal ascension (mi'ràj) accomplished by the archetype of
perfect human behaviour, the prophet Muþammad, wish to
undertake the inner path that leads towards the restoration of
the `perfect Man' (al-insàn al-kàmil), viz., the perfection of the
human condition. For this reason, Shàh Abål ÿasan dedicates
considerable space in the opening pages of his work to this topic
beginning with an extensive quotation from Maulànà Jalàl al-

`Alã, the Hidàyat al-òalibãn by Shàh Abå Sa'ãd, the Maràtib al-wuùål
by Shàh Rauf Aþmad and a work titled Anhàr al'Arba' by Shàh Aþmad
Sa'ãd.
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Dãn Råmã's Mathnawã,14 followed by several Koranic verses and
prophetic Traditions, all meant to emphasise the essentially
supra-human origin of Man, his intimate participation in the
Divine nature and the eminent position he occupies among the
creatures (al-makhlåq).

The Koran affirms:

Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: I am about to create
man from clay: When I have fashioned him and breathed
into him of My spirit, fall ye down in prostration unto
him.     Þ Koran. 38:71-2

This verse, is interpreted in the sense that, descending from its
archetype Adam, mankind is endowed with a composite nature
consisting of a spiritual or `heavenly' (råþànã) and a physical or
`earthen' (jismànã), element. Man thereby participates in the
formal creation of Allàh (al-khalq), represented by the clay,15

while maintaining a close link with the informal, purely

14. Cf. Mathnawã, vol. IV. This passage has sometimes been interpreted
in a modern fashion, emphasiSing its apparent agreement with the
evolutionary theories of the Darwinian type, but I would rather plead
for an interpretation in a key similar to that implied in the ̀knowledge
of the quintuple fire' (pà¤càgni-vidyà) as described in the Chàndogya
Upaniùad which plays a role also in the doctrinal elaborations of the
Hindu masters of the lineage.

This masterpiece of the celebrated Persian master Maulànà Jalàl al-
Dãn al-Råmã (604/1207-672/1273), along with the Futåþàt al-
Makkiyya of the Shaikh al-Akbar Muþy al-Dãn Ibn al-`Arabã (560/
1165-638/1240) was and still is considered a standard work in Såfã
circles, for it combines coverage of an enormous range of topics
comprising the whole Såfã doctrine from a gnostic point of view with
the elegant beauty of its Persian verses. As we learn, for instance,
from the malfåÿàt of Shàh Ghulàm `Alã, the Durr al-Ma'àrif (cf. note
taken on 9 Rajab 1231/1816), it has been a common practice among
the masters of this order too to hold regular lectures and lessons on
the Mathnawã, and even the Hindu descendants of the order
frequently cite verses from it.

15. It should be noticed that the reference to Adam's nature in relation
to the element earth does not imply his been exclusively creation
from this element; rather, as we know from later Såfã doctrines also
found in other traditions, the physical component of man is imagined
as being constituted of four or five basic gross elements (`anàùir-i
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transcendent dimension of his Creator (al-Khàliq) through the
infusion of the spirit (al-råþ) into the physical frame.16 It is this
essential link that confers upon Man the sublime degree of
dignity that renders him superior to all other creatures, including
the angels (malà'ika) who were ordered to bow down before him
in token of reverence.17 God's reviving Spirit is, moreover,
described as having come into being instantaneously (Koran,
17:85: `. . . the Spirit is from the Command of my Lord.', and also
Koran, 36:82: `Verily, when He intends a thing, His Command
is, ßBeû, and it is!'), that is to say without any temporal succession,
on a single order of the Lord (al-amr), analogous to the
manifestation of light (al-når) and the logos at the beginning of
the biblical Genesis.18 But this cosmological vision needs further
specifications. Again the author draws from the primary source
of the Islamic tradition that states:

We did indeed offer the Trust to the Heavens and the
Earth and the Mountains; but they refused to undertake
it, being afraid thereof. But man undertook it. . . .

Þ Koran, 33:72

This verse further enhances Man's superiority in the world since
he is charged by his Cherisher with the responsibility of His
deputyship (al-khilàfat), that is to say Man is entrusted with
the privilege and burden of acting as a governor on behalf of his
Lord. If previously Man was described as pre-eminent to all other
living creatures including the inhabitants of the celestial regions,

arba`, pà¤cabhåta), namely earth, water, air and fire (the fifth element
included in other traditions is represented by the ether). The explicit
mention of only one element, earth, the grossest of the four, must be
symbolically intended to include the others, since it indicates the
extreme limit of downwards projection and, thus, stands for the
expansion of the entire physical world; hence, the image of kneading
the clay that is given form by the Divine artisan.

16. It is interesting to notice the resemblance not only in Islam but also
in circles of many other esoteric traditions between this second part
of the creative act and the transmission of the spiritual influence
(baraka) from master to disciple in the course of the initiatory rites.

17. Cf. also Koran, 32:9 and 15:29.

18. Cf. Moses I:3.
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this verse summarises Man's position as superior to the two
poles of creation, symbolised respectively by Heaven and Earth.
The former indicates the superior regions of the Universe
populated by various groups of subtle beings, while the latter
represents the realm of form down to the grossest level (al-àkhir
al-farsh). These two are connected by the mountains which,
though their lofty elevation, metaphorically represent the vertical
axis linking these two dominions.

In order to confer upon man the dignity of bearing the task
of deputyship, it is said that when God witnessed the impo-tence
manifested by the single parts of His creation, He moulded him
at last from the particles of the entire Universe symbolically
represented by the clay as allegorical image of the primordial
substance (al-fiñrat), to become the most perfect of all beings
containing the possibilities of the entire cosmos and therefore
truthfully representing the `essence of all contingencies'
(khulaùà-i mumkinàt).19

Hence, derives the image of Man conceived as a microcosm
(`àlam-i ùaghãr) which on a minor scale reflects everything
present in the complementary image of the Universe conceived
as a macrocosm (`àlam-i kabãr).20

All that exists in a distinctive and particularised manner

19. This idea is contained in the symbolism of the world-revealing cup
(jàm-i jahàn-numà) described as holding the essence of the Universe,
an image very popular in Såfã poetry. Cf. MnS, p.12/24:

dar justan jàm-i jam-i jahàn paimådan
råze na nishastam wa shabe na ghanådam
ustàd chå wuf jàm-i jam bashunådam
khåd jàm-i jahàn-numà-yi jam man bådam.

In the search of the measuring of cup of the world
I could neither find prest during the day
nor could I find sleep during the night
until I realized that my inner self (essence)
was the holder of the cup of the world.

20. Cf. Koran, 41:53: `Soon will We show them Our signs in the furthest
regions of the earth and in their own souls . . .'.
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(mufaùùal) in the world is found in an abridged and
compendious way (mujmal) in the constitution of Man.21

However, in addition to these there are a few qualities which
pertain exclusively to the human condition. These comprehend,
according to the Mujaddidã shaikh, the faculty of analysing and
reasoning (nazr o istidlàl), the faculty of discrimination (tamãz),22

the variety of language (anwà'-i þarf) and the skill of
craftmanship (ùana'àt).23

The mention of these distinctive specialisations makes it
clear that Man must not be conceived as a mere conglomerate of
particles bearing a distinctive existence in different parts of the
Universe, but that he has been endowed, moreover, with series
of specifically human qualities which enable him potentially to
carry out the role of God's vicar and to regain his pivotal position
lost after the fall from paradise. Hence, man is described as
`adorned with the crown of knowledge' and as `holding in his
hands the keys of the treasure-house of Divine wisdom'.24

Other hints further qualify the relationship between God
and the world. Again, these are based exclusively on quotations
from the Koran and from the Traditions. They contain elements
which are important in Islamic theology (kalàm) as well as in

21. MnS, p. 12/25.

22. This faculty becomes particularly relevant if contemplated from the
perspective of man after his fall from paradise following his
disobedience to the Divine order, which implied a reduction from a
vision of primordial unity to that of duality. It is noteworthy that the
Vedànta too attributes to the faculty of discrimination (viveka) a very
high rank indispensable for those who want to recognise the Reality
beyond things.

23. MnS, p.13/26.

24. Obviously, this sort of knowledge refers to a dominion beyond the
realm of creation and hence participates in a major measure at the
Divine knowledge (al-`ilm), one of the main attributes of Allàh. This
point has given rise to many discussions among the theologians who
are restricted to an exclusively exoteric point of view in contrast to
the Såfãs who, hold the keys to the treasury of wisdom (mafàtiþ-i
khazàn).
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the elaborations of both Ibn al-`Arabã and Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã, such as the affirmation of the absolute independence
of God (kamàl-i istighnà) on one side and the absolute dependence
of His creatures (fuqarà') on their Creator on the other.25 This
dogmatic sanction is of utmost importance since it creates the
link with the doctrine according to which everything that exists
in the world owes its existence to the theophanies of the names
and attributes of God (tajalliyàt-i asmà' o ùifàt). The most
elaborate though not the only expression of this concept is found
in Ibn al-`Arabã's doctrine of the `unicity of existence' known as
waþdat al-wujåd. It develops around the concept of the quintuple
planes of existence (tanazzulàt) through which the Necessary
Being (wàjib al-wujåd) reveals Itself in a gradually descending
order of degrees of existentialisation in the realms of creation.26

One of the sources frequently cited by the adherents to this
doctrine to support its validity consists in the famous þadãth
qudsã:

I was a hidden treasure, hence I longed to be known;
therefore I created the world so that I should be known.

This passionate desire of the Necessary Being (wàjib al-wujud)
came to be considered as the primordial determination (ta'ayyun-
i awwal) of the Divine Essence in Its undifferentiated state (dhàt-
i aþadiyat), and was hence also referred to as `deter-mination of
passionate longing' (ta'aiyyun-i þubbã). In accordance with the
doctrine expounded by the Shaikh al-Akbar, Shàh Abål ÿasan
identifies the focal point on which this desire is directed with
the `reality of Muþammad' (þaqãqat-i muþammadã) or `spirit of
Muþammad' (råþ al-muþammadã).27 To avoid any possible

25. Cf. Koran, 29:6: `. . . For Allàh is free of all needs from all creation.'
and Koran. 35:15: `O ye men! It is ye that have need of Allàh . . . '. For
a detailed discussion of this topic as exposed by the two renowned
shaikhs, see terHaar (1990), ch. IX, pp. 117-36.

26. For an extensive discussion of this theory in base of Shaikh al-Akbar's
elucidations, see A.E. Affifi: The Mystical Philosophy of Muhid Din
Ibn ul Arabi (1964) and the more recent works by the American
scholar William Chittick: The Sufi Path of Knowledge (1987).

27. MnS, p.14/27-8. This focusing on the transcendent principle of creation
identified with the essence of the prophet of Islam is further evidenced
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confusion between this `Muhammadan principle' and the
historical founder of the Islamic faith, one pertaining entirely
to the transcendent sphere (tanzãha) while the second intervenes
in the immanent sphere (tasbãþa),28 our Naqshbandã authors turn
to another important tradition often quoted by Ibn al-'Arabã and
other great authorities:

The relation between me [Muþammad] and Adam was
that of the spirit and the body. . . .

I was a prophet when Adam was between spirit and clay.
 Þ Ibn ÿanbal, IV, al-Tirmidhã, manàqib 1

and again

Verily, I was the first among the prophets to be created
and the last to be deputed.        Þ al-òabarã: Tafsãr XXI

The significance of such preliminary considerations consists not
only in the author's intention to prepare the contextual
framework for the following discussions, but aims moreover at
focusing the attention on the immediate goal that must be
envisaged by the novice determined to undertake the journey of
spiritual realisation.29

by this þadãth al-ùaþãþ: `Allàh turned to His beloved and said: ßOh
my dear! If you had not been I would not have created the heavens
and I would not have brought into existence My Divine Beingû.'
(related by Abã Imàma, Abå Huraira, Al-Tirmidhã and Allama
Qasñallànã, Mishkàt IV, bàb-i faóà'il).

28. It is obvious that in order to fulfil his role as prophet (nabã) and
legislator (rasål), Muþammad had to bear a relation with the
transcendent order too, a relation established through the archangel
Gabriel (Jibra'ãl) who acts as mediator between the two spheres and
hence as transmitter of the Koran. But on some particular occasions
God is said to have spoken directly through His messenger, as
transmitted in the þàdãth qudsã, in spite of the fact that Islam, unlike
Christianity, denies categorically the possibility of prophets having
a double nature and stresses the entirely human nature of
Muþammad.

29. As far as I have been able to clear my doubts in regard during a
meeting with the author of this treatise during Ramaóàn 1411/
February 1991. For most other clarifications and comments on this

®
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The whole sphere of existence comprised in the macrocosm
is referred to by the Mujaddidãs as ̀sphere of universal possibility'
(dà'ira-i imkàn)30 since it contains the total sum of the
possibilities in the realm of creation pertaining to the past, the
present and the future. This sphere is ideally divided into two
parts along the equatorial axis, each representing a peculiar
existential condition termed for the sake of convention as ̀ world'
(`àlam). The upper hemisphere corresponds to the ̀world of order'
(`àlam-i amr) and has received this denomination because it was
brought into existence on a single order of God (amr) without
any temporal succession (muddat) as sanctioned by the verse

Verily, when He intends a thing, His command is: ßBe!û
and it is.        Þ Koran, 36:82

This realm is essentially identical with the ̀world of light' (`àlam-
i når) that came into being with the first determination of the
råþ al-muþammadã. It designates  the supra-individual states
and contains the principles (uùål, pl. of aùl) and inner realities
of all those possibilities of manifestation (þaqà'iq-i mumkinàt)
which have already appeared in their formal existence in the
lower hemisphere in the past, do bear existence in the present
or will bear it in the future, representing their inner imperishable
core (al-bàñin).31 The `world of order' is moreover said to

doctrinal section I am indebted to the nephew of the author and
present head of the Mujaddidã khànaqàh at Quetta (Baluchistan),
ÿaórat Abå ÿafs `Umar Fàråqã; cf. MnS, pp. 15-17/29-31. A more
complete explanation of this complex relationship as described by
the shaikhs of the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya would require an
ample treatment of the whole doctrine known as waþdat al-shuhåd
as expounded by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã in his works; cf. Y.
Friedmann (1971), Muhammad Abdul Haqq Ansari (1986) and
terHaar (1990).

30. This term has often been translated as `sphere of contingencies' (see
terHaar (1990, p. 95) which is equally correct as it indicates the
contingent nature of everything included in that dominion in respect
to the Absolute Being (wujåd-i muñlaq) of Allàh. Circle or sphere are
analogous terms, for the latter is nothing but a projection of the former
into the third dimension.

31. All those contingent beings which are still to descend into the
individual manifestation (implying the passage from potentiality to

®
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comprehend the realm of the spirits of all beings (`àlam-i arwàþ)
prior to their descent into formal creation.

Its  has been defined as `not positioned in space' (là-
makàniyat), a characteristic which along with the above mentioned
absence of time leaves it beyond the co-ordinates that govern
the ordinary world pertaining to the realm of form. On the
contrary, time and space represent the modalities that determine
the lower hemisphere, termed `world of creation' (`àlam-i khalq)
which, according to our author, bears this name because unlike
the former it is subject to the creative process (takhlãq) that
involves numerous causes (asbàb) and imperfections (`ilàl). It
was brought into existence according to the laws of gradual
development (nashw wa irtiqà') as expressed in the Koranic
verse:

Your Guardian Lord is Allàh, Who created the heavens
and the earth in six days. . . .        Þ Koran, 7:5432

Since these two represent the limiting conditions of all individual
creatures, it can be said that this hemisphere comprehends the
whole dominion of individual existence further subdivided along
the levels of gross (kathãf) and subtle (lañãf) creation. Affirms
Shàh Abål ÿasan:

The individual souls (ashkhàù) and the bodies (ajsàm)
of all contingent beings are collocated in the world of
creation, the same way as the Throne of God (`arsh), the
well-preserved Tablet (lauþ-i maþfåÿ), the pen (qalam),
paradise (jannat), hell (dozakh), the fix stars (kawàkib),
the heavens (àsmànhà), the earths (zamãnhà), the angels

effective act) are said to correspond to the Divine archetypes (al-
mithàl) and constitute, form an analytica point of view, a particular
dominion within the boundaries of the `world of order'. These occupy
an important position in the theories of the Shaikh al-Akbar and
their mention by the Mujaddidã author shows the acceptance of these
concepts even in the shuhådã doctrine.

32. These days cannot be intended on a par with our human days but
refer to a much vaster cycle of time, as hinted at in the verse: `. . .
Verily a day in the sight of thy Lord is like a thousand years of our
reckoning.' (Koran, 22:47).
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(firishta), the genii (jinn), men (ins), all animals (jam'-i
þaiwànàt), plants (nabatàt), air (hawà), water (àb), fire
(àtish), earth (khàk), heat (þaràrat) and cold (baraudat)
one part of it. . . .33

Hence, all categories of beings which populate the different
regions of the universal share this major condition of individual
existence in act. To complete the picture of this traditional
cosmological concept, the `world of creation' is further divided
into two parts along a horizontal line: the superior dominion
described as extending from the Throne of God (al-'arsh) down
to the horizon of the sky (àsmàn-i duniyà) comprising the lower
heavenly regions is called ̀world of sovereignty' (`àlam-i malakåt)
characterised by the subtle or psychical level (nafsã), while the
inferior part extending from the horizon of the sky down to the
shoalest parts of the earth, called `world of human sovereignty'
(`àlam-i mulk), is characterised by the gross state that determines
the physical bodies and corresponds to the world perceivable
through the senses (þawàùù).34

The upper limit of the `àlam-al-khalq consists of the Throne
of God representing the projection of the creative principle that
determines the existence of the Universal Possibility in this
world, while the immediately adjoining limit of the `àlam-i amr
consists of the subtle principle of the heart-organ (maqàm-i aùl-
i lañãfa-i qalb) the reflection of which resides in the cavern of the
heart inside the human body. The ideal line which separates
and simultaneously links these two hemispheres is referred to
as barzakh, a Koranic term that indicates the line which
separates and unites two oceans (majma` al-baþrain), one

33. MnS, pp. 15/29.

34. The fact that the author attributes to both dominions the common
denomination of `corporeal world' (`àlam-i ajsàm) indicates that the
term `body' is intended in a broader sense of an aggregate endowed
with form, implying an entity composed of a number of parts or
elements that confer a particular outer shape (ùårat) on the plane of
existence in question. Only in this sense can one talk of a `body of the
angels' which implies that, though of subtle nature, their formal
vehicle too consists in a combination of elements of which fire and its
luminous quality is the dominant one.
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containing salt water and the other sweet water.35 According to
Shàh, Abål ÿasan it is the barzakh itself as summerising these
complemen-tary points of view. We derive, therefore, that
according to the rigorously inverse analogy established before,
what appears biggest because all-encompassing (al-muþãñ) in
one dominion, viz., the Throne, corresponds to the smallest of
all possibilities if contemplated from its complementary
perspective.36

According to traditional cosmology, every creature in the
realm of immanence (`àlam-i khalq) necessarily has its
immediate cause or principle in the transcendent realm (`àlam-
i amr), corresponding to its higher degree of reality between the
dominion of contingency of the mere creature and the essen-tial
one pertaining to its Creator. In an esoteric perspective, the whole
Universe represents therefore the stage for the display of the
irradiations of the names and attributes (jam'-i tajalliyàt-i asmà'
o ùifàt) of the one Necessary Being, Allàh. Every contingent
creature depends either directly or indirectly on the irradiation
of one among the unlimited number of Divine attrib-utes. The
distinction between direct and indirect dependance stressed by
the authors takes us to the peculiar Mujaddidã doctrine according
to which the world does not represent a real descent of the Divine
Essence into an increasingly contingent realm of existence, as
propounded by Ibn al-`Arabã and the followers, of the wujådã

35. Cf. Koran, 18:53. In Islamic theology this term denotes the realm
where the souls of the deceased ancestors reside during the interval
that occurs between death and the day of resurrection (qiyàmat), for
it separates the two dominions of life on earth and in the Hereafter.
For a discussion of the deeper implications of this term in taùawwuf,
see Titus Burckhardt's article: `Concerning the Barzakh', in Review
of Comparative Religious Studies (1971), pp. 24-30.

36. This allows us to conclude that the Throne and the principle of the
heart actually refer to one and the same reality which, according to
the point of view, assumes the quality of one of these two entities.
This is further corroborated by the assertion that what occupies the
highest rank in the world of creation holds the lowest rank in the
world of order. The barzakh, thus, acts as a mirror-like plane of
reflection which inverts the image of the presences in one dominion
and their derivates in the other.
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doctrine, but only a reflection or shadow (ÿill,`aks) in descending
intermediate degrees of God's absolutely transcendent Reality.
This change in perspective has important implications for the
way the Såfãs of this ñarãqa describe the initiatic journey.
Accordingly, Shàh Abål ÿasan writes:

. . . the principles of the common creatures, because of
their languor, want of capacity and lack of strength cannot
bear the radiance of the irradiations of the names and
attributes; they rather develop a relationship with the
shadows of these attributive irradiations (tajalliyàt-i
ùifatiya) reaping benefit from the lights of those reflections
which confer upon them the power to fly and eventually
reach the top of the veils of all radiances. . . .37

This paragraph describes the situation of the vast majority of
common creatures, while for those who occupy a higher rank in
the hierarchy of existence things are slightly different:

. . . as regards the principles of the pure and sacred souls
of the prophets and angels Þ peace be upon them! Þ
because of their purity of nature, power of lustre and
height of auspiciousness, they are not in need of any
assistance on account of the reflections . . . nay they
depend directly on the integral amount of irradiations.
. . .38

The innate difference between those beings who inhabit the
cosmic regions is, thus, sanctioned by their relatively lesser or
greater adherence to the essence of the transcendent Principle
(al-ÿaqq). It is up to the elected ones alone to undertake the
difficult path which will eventually lead them back to the original
state of `nearness to Allàh' (qurbiyat) hinted at in the Koranic
verse:

. . . We are nearer to him than his jugular vein.
Þ Koran, 50:16

37. MnS, pp. 17/31.

38. Ibidem.
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The constitution of the human being in the light of the

science of the subtle centres

After establishing the principles that sanction the role of
mankind in the universe, it is now necessary to analyse how the
analogy traced between macrocosm and microcosm is reflected
in the constitution of the human being. With this we enter more
specifically the Mujaddidã teachings which propose an extremely
elaborated picture in this regard. Although principles regarding
some of the fundamental tenets of these teachings can be traced
back to earlier Såfãs such as âlà al-Dawla al-Simnànã (d. 736/
1336),39 it is in India with Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã and his
successors in the Mujaddidã lineage that there developed in great
detail what came to be known as the ̀science of the subtle centres'
(`ilm-i lañà'if).

Curiously, this important aspect of Mujaddidã doctrine has
been little studied by modern scholars. Their interest has
remained mostly confined to the socio-historical role of the
Mujaddidã leaders and has preferred to focus rather on the
position held by the waþdat al-shuhåd vis-�-vis the purely
unitarian view of the waþdat al-wujåd.40 This appears even more
surprising in view of the fundamental importance this science
assumes in the Indian context with its rich indigenous spiritual
tradition based on similar presumptions. Elaborated by the
`Renewer of the second Millennium of Islam' and his successors,41

this science has become one of the central aspects around which
the ñarãqa's entire doctrinal edifice develops. While the available
information does not allow any precise determin-ation of a direct

39. This prolific Såfã author is sometimes described as the precursor of
Sirhindã's waþdat al-shuhåd because of his theories which stress
God's absolute transcendence, as described in his Arwah li ahl-i
khalwa. He elaborated the idea of seven subtle centres (lañà'if) which
apparently bears some resemblance with that of the Mujaddid. Cf.
Henry Corbin: En Islam iranien, part III, pp. 274-355.

40. One of the very few exceptions is Marcia K. Hermansen whose study
of  Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã (d. 1176/1762) includes some attention
to his version of this science.

41. For example, Mak. I:34, 58, 115, 196 and 257, Mabdà o Ma'àd (Urdu),
pp. 183-6.
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influence of the Indian or the Iranian environment on the
development of this science, it nevertheless constitutes a most
interesting feature of the order with interesting parallels to the
cakra-vidyà known in Tàntric Hinduism. Indeed, the ̀ ilm-i latà'if
is fundamental for the Hindu initiates of the silsila who found
no difficulty in adopting it from their Muslim preceptors while
integrating it into their own doctrines bearing obvious signs of
the indigenous environment. Its importance for the followers of
Shaikh Aþmad in India and elsewhere42 is reflected by the
considerable space dedicated to it in most doctrinal treatises,
since it is on the subtle components of the human organism
described by this science that the techniques taught by the
shaikhs are meant to act. The subtle centres, thus, bear an
inextricable relation with the Mujaddidã sulåk.

According to Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's grandson Shaikh ̀Abd
al-Aþad,43 Man's eminent position in the world derives from his
potential ability to perceive inside himself through the `inner
vision of knowledge' (dãdah-yi bàñin-i ma'rifat) the subtle realities
pertaining to the dominion of the Sacred, in accordance to the
Tradition: `Who knoweth his own self knoweth his Lord!' In the
epistle titled Kahl al-Jawàhir he writes:

One should aknowledge that Man who is a microcosm
(`àlam-al-ùaghãr) is composed of ten constituent parts
whose origin lies in the macrocosm (`àlam-i kabãr), an

42. For a mention of the seven subtle centres of the Mujaddidã doctrine
outside the Indian subcontinent, see the Kitàb mustamil `alà thalàth
al-ñarà'iq, ascribed to a Syrian Såfã master close to `Abd al-Ghanã al-
Nabulåsã (d.1143/1731) who was affiliated to both the Naqshbandiyya
and the Qàdiriyya, see Angelo Scarabel: Il Kitàb Mustamil `Ala Talàñ
Tarà'iq in RSo, 53 (1979), pp. 95-119.

43. Shaikh `Abd al-Aþad, micknamed `Shàhgul' (d. 1108) was the son of
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's second son and khalãfa Khwàja Muþammad
Sa'ãd (1005/1596-1070/1660), a renowned spiritual authority with a
considerable following in the western Punjab. The initiatory chain of
Shaikh Imàm `Alã Makànwã (1212/1797-1282/1865) of Makan-i Sharif
(dist. Gurdàspur, Punjab) goes through him back to the Mujaddid.
The insertion of this letter in the malfåÿàt of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn
suggest it was this shaikh who first gave a detailed account of the
ten subtle organs which has since been accepted as the established
doctrine by all the successors.
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expression that designates the sum of all existing things
pertaining to both the world of creation and the world of
order: among these, five pertain to the world of order,
the heart (qalb), the spirit (råþ), the secret (sirr), the
hidden (khafã) and the most hidden (akhfà), while the
other five pertain to the world of creation, viz., the soul
(nafs) and the four gross elements (`anàùir-i `arba). . . .44

Shàh Abål ÿasan specifies that the five subtle organs pertaining
to the `world of order' constitute the inner aspect of Man (al-
bàñin) while the five subtle organs pertaining to the `world of
creation' represent his outer aspect (al-ÿàhir).45 Though from a
different perspective, the science of the subtle centres, thus,
reaffirms that the human being partakes of both, the individual
level represented by the four gross elements that compose the
gross body and the soul or psyche (nafs) contained in the `àlam-
i khalq, and of the essentially supra-individual or spiritual realm
of the `àlam-i amr.46 However, the spiritual components of the
amr bear a strong relation with the individual elements directly
derived from them:

When the glorious and most high Truth [=Allàh] desired
to confer upon the frail structure of Man the dignity of
the Trust and of His viceregency, He ordered that the
five components of the world of creation be enforced and
ennobled through their principles which are the five
subtleties of the world of order; He thus established a
relationship of affection between every principle or root
(aùl) and its branch (far`) alighting them from above the

44. Quoted from Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã's Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya
(p. 76) which relates large parts of Shàh `Abd al-Aþad's epistle in
the chapter dedicated to the ten subtle organs (pp. 76-81); this epistle
is cited also by Shàh Walã Allàh in his Intibàþ fã salàsil-i awliyà',
pp. 61-4.

45. MnS, p.17/32.

46. Shaikh Aþmad in Mak. I:34 considers, against the philosophers, the
faculty of reason (al-`aql) along with the psychical aggregate it governs
as belonging to the realm of individuality contained in the world of
creation, for it is through the five senses that it maintains a relation
with the surrounding world; as such, it is defined as the nafs-i nàñiqa,
the rational faculty, comparable to the Hindu concept of manas.
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Throne and implanting each of them inside the [human]
breast which is the palace of knowledge and wisdom
whence irradiates the light of the true faith. . . .47

The reference to the Koran already mentioned in connection
with the ̀ offering of the Trust' (cf. Koran. 33:72 and 41:53) shows
that the shaikhs of the Mujaddidiyya perceive the science of the
subtle centres as being directly derived from the primary source
of Islamic revelation. This is corroborated by the entirely Koranic
terminology used in this context. It demonstrates the close link
between the subtle parts of the two dominions and sanctions
the superiority of the spiritual component over the temporal and
individual one and reiterates the relation between the principle
and its derivate as being one of cause and effect. The nature of
this relationship, exactly like that of the primordial
determination of the pure Being in the realm of existence, is
defined as one of love and affection (`ishq), associated with the
infusion of the Divine spirit into an earthen frame during the
act of creation. The location of this spiritual treasure inside the
human organism is indicated as the breast (ùadr) in further
Koranic references (i.e., 29:49, 40:19, etc.) which mention the
breast, or the heart-region, as the place where the signs of
knowledge become manifest for the elected ones.48

The exact location of these five spiritual organs (lañà'if-i
khamsa) can vary slightly in the descriptions given by the order's
authorities, but the shaikhs of the Maÿhariyya branch unani-
mously adhere to the pattern elaborated by Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã.49 Accordingly, the lañãfa-i qalb is located on the left
side of the breast, two fingers beneath the nipple, in

47. MnS, pp.17/32; cf. also MuM, p. 77.

48. Cf. Koran 96; this sårah describes the opening of the breast of
Muþammad by the two archangels that sanctioned the beginning of
his prophethood.

49. Interesting graphical plans of the disposition of the subtle centres in
the human breast according to the old scheme introduced by Khwàja
Bahà al-Dãn al-Naqshband together with the new one introduced by
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã are given by the hagiographer of Maulànà
Sayyid Ghawth `Alã Shàh Qalandarã Pànãpatã, Maulawã Shàh Gul
ÿasan Qàdirã, in his Tadhkira-i Ghauthiya (pp. 146-8), which includes
also a detailed description of each single lañãfa (see Appendix II).
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correspondence with the vital corporeal organ which the masters
refer to as `pinecone heart' (qalb-i sanawbarã) because of its
resemblance to the fruit of the pine-tree whose shape resembles
to a reverse triangle turned (maqlåb).50 The lañãfa-i råþ,
associated with the element air (bàd, hawà) occupies the same
position on the right side of the breast. The lañãfa-i sirr, associated
with the element water (àb), is located on the left side of the
breast between the heart and the exact centre of the breast. The
lañãfa-i khafã, associated with the element fire (àtish), is on the
corresponding right side, while the lañãfa-i akhfà, associated with
the earth (khàk), regarded as the most beautiful and perfect of
all spiritual organs and nearest to the Divine presence, has been
located in the very centre of the breast.51

To each of these subtle organs is attributed a particular
colour conventionally described as yellow for the qalb, red for
the råþ, white for the sirr, black for the khafã and green for the
akhfà.52 Along with the subtle organ of the soul (nafs) located on
the forehead between the two eyebrows53 and that comprising
the entire physical frame (qàlib) composed of the four gross
elements, these represent the seven subtle centres (lañà'if-i sab'a)

50. It is important to note that the Arabic term qalb derives from the
root qalaba with the meaning of `to invert, to turn', with the intrinsic
implication of a sense of inversion. It is noteworthy that in other
traditions too, the geometrical symbol of the heart is represented by
an inverted triangle pointing towards the ground. This symbolism is
closely connected with the analogy between the two main dominions
of the Universe and the reflection, from amr to khalq, of the images
or celestial archetypes (mithàl).

51. MnS, pp. 17-18/32-3, MuM, pp. 77-9, HdT, pp. 8-9, Majàlis-i ÿabãb,
pp. 174-8.

52. According to Shàh Abål ÿasan, it is to these subtle organs implanted
by Allàh into the human breast in order to implement His desire to
create Man similar to Himself that the verse `On the earth there are
signs for those of assured faith, as also given in your own selves: will
ye not then see?' (Koran, 51:20-1) refers.

53. According to many Sufis, the nafs is located at a distance of about
two fingers below the navel, while Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã situates
it on the forehead. This apparent disaccordance led some authorities
to the conclusion that while its root lies below the navel its head
extends up to the forehead, thus comprising the entire intermeditate
domain.
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whose gradual purification enables the spiritual traveller (sàlik)
to traverse the stations of the initiatic path.54 Through this
process the initiate seeks to achieve the reintegration (fanà) of
all seven subtle centres into their immediately superior
principles that has become necessary because the five subtle
organs lost their original luminosity during their descent into
the world of creation caused by their link with the concupiscent
soul (nafs-i ammàra) which is contaminated by its attachment
to worldly objects. It, therefore, aims to restore their original
situation and state of radiance in the `pacified soul' (nafs-i
muñma'inna), a return which if interpreted from a different angle,
corresponds to the re-conquest of the primordial condition of
mankind's common ancestor Adam when `the angels laid down
their head in prostration acknowledging his excellence and
eminence'.

Each of these five subtle organs is said to bear a relation
with one of the degrees of sainthood (wilàyat) leading step by
step to the vision of the pure Essence of Allàh (mushàhada).
Simultaneously, each of these five degrees is also related to the
essential nature of one of the `prophets of right determination'
(anbiyà'-i ulå al-'azm). During his passage through each subtle
centre, the disciple is said to be guided by the prophet who
governs and thereby, characterises that particular station. The
initiate, thus, follows in the footsteps of these spiritual archetypes
who have paved the way for those who are ready to follow them,
thereby being endowed with the intimate nature of these
prophets (al-mashrab).55 Every subtle centre is, moreover,
associated with a particular irradiation (tajallã), corresponding
to one of the major Divine attributes which reflect different
aspects of the Truth contained in God's Essence. According to
individual capacity, every disciple partakes of one or more of
these degrees during his ascent (`uråj) towards the peak that
will grant him contemplation of the Divine essence (al-dhàt).

54. Cf. MnS, pp. 52/76.

55. This idea of following the footsteps of those who have shown the path
bears some resemblance to the Buddha in his role as tathàgata (lit.,
`he who has thus walked'), or to the Jain tãrtha§kàras (lit. `preparer
of the ford').
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The lañãfa-i qalb, the nearest to the realm of creation and
considered as the barzakh itself,56 is related to the irradiation of
the `attribute of creative action' (tajallã-yi ùifàt-i takwãn wa fa`l),
qualified as one of the additional attributes of God (ùifàt-i ióafiya)
on which depends the existence of all possible beings.57

Whosoever acquires the perfection of this subtle centre presided
by the prophet Adam and considered as the root of all the
remaining centres will ultimately transcend any attachment to
his own individual way of acting and instead accomplish
everything in harmony with Divine action.58 This stage
corresponds to the `extinction of the heart' (fanà-i qalb) and
constitutes the result of the process of spiritual realisation
termed as `cleansing of the heart' (taùfiya-i qalb) during which
the disciple must concentrate his efforts on cutting his
attachment to the transient world while focusing on God alone.
The Mujaddidã teachings saction that the subtle heart is
intimately connected with the `subtlety of the soul' (lañãfa-i nafs)
which covers with the innumerable veils created by the
numerous sensual impulses received from the outside world the
direct vision of the essence of the heart.59

In order to correct the relationship between these two subtle
centres, many later authorities have advised their disciples to
consider the `purification of the soul' (tadhkiya-i nafs) as an
important process leading to the transmutation of the carnal

56. With due precaution, it could be argued that the principle represented
by the Throne of God on a macrocosmic level in the `sphere of
contingency', is represented by the spiritual organ inside the human
heart on a microcosmic plane; it is this sense that justifies the analogy
between the cosmic mountain (jabal al-qàf, Mount Meru) with the
cavern in the heart indicated, e.g., the Gospel's mustard seed
(Matthew 13:31-2, Mark 4:30-2, Luke 13:18-19) and the seed in the
Upaniùad said to be smaller than the smallest particle.

57. According to Shàh Abål ÿasan, the abode of the heart-principle is
also referred to as `the greater heart' (qalb-i kabãr), or the seat of the
all-comprehensive Truth (þaqãqat-i jam'). Both terms hint at the heart
as the symbolic centre of Being.

58. MuM, p. 77.

59. The root of nafs is nafas, literally, `to desire greatly, to esteem', an
indication of the state it commonly refers to.
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soul (nafs-i ammàra) which is pervaded by vices and distractions
into a ̀ soul pervaded by peace' (nafs-i muñma'inna) which reflects
its inner purity outwardly through virtues and laudable
qualities.60 So, the purified soul outwardly reflects the brightness
irradiating from the inner perfection of the heart. Major attention
is given nowadays to these two subtle centres regarded as pivotal
in the human organism. Many shaikhs maintain that the
purification of these two alone is sufficient for the average disciple
since it includes in principle that of the remaining subtle organs.

Such an attitude, however, seems to be the result of a
simplification and reduction of the original method due to the
peculiar circumstances of our epoch in which few people possess
the capability to traverse the entire sulåk. However, on the basis
of their own achievements, all great shaikhs of the Delhi lineage
of the Mujaddidiyya, while admitting for this possibility in
principle, give preference to the original method as taught by
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã which embraces the complete journey
through all seven subtle centres.61

The lañãfa-i råþ whose location in the `àlam-i amr lies above
that of the qalb, is associated with the prophets Noah and
Abraham. Its utmost perfection consists of the adherence to the
irradiation of God's affirmative attributes (tajalliyàt-i ùifàt-i
thubåtiya). The disciple who has reached this second level of
sainthood is said to be freed from all individual limitations. He,
thus, remains completely connected with the attributes of his
Lord.

Similarly, the lañãfa-i sirr which lies one step higher is related
to Moses. Its inner reality bears an intimate relation with the
irradiations of the essential qualities of Allàh (tajalliyàt-i
shuyånàt-i dhàtiya) which are one step closer to the pure Essence
of God.

The essential nature of the lañãfa-i khafã constitutes the

60. For a discussion of these two phases of the spiritual process, see Mir
Valiuddin (1980), chapters I and II.

61. Cf. MuM, p. 77.
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fourth level of sainthood and is characterised by the prophecy of
Jesus. Its full reintegration establishes the contact with the
irradiations of the negative attributes of the transcendent plane
(tajalliyàt-i ùifàt-i salbiya-i tanzãha) and refers to the degree of
non-existence (`adam) as complementary to that of existence
(wujåd).

Finally, the fifth and most subtle among the spiritual organs,
the lañãfa-i akhfà which is the nearest to the pure Essence (dhàt-
i pàk)62 and is situated at the exact centre of the human breast
(wasañ-i sãna), is associated to the `seal of prophethood' (khàtm
al-nubuwwat) Muþammad, considered the most perfect of all
prophets.63 The intrinsic nature of this subtle organ is connected
with the irradiation of the universal reality (tajallã-i shàn-i jam`)
which the order's authorities describe as a barzakh between the
plane of absolute transcendence (martaba-i tanzãhã) and that of
Pure Unity (aþadiyat-i mujarrada).64 It represents for the
Mujaddidãs the entrance gate to the degree of `major saint-hood'
(wilàyat-i kubrà). In the language of the wujådãs, this
corresponds to the level of union (ittiþàd) and unification (jam`).
Here the ascending ̀ journey towards Allàh' (sair ilà Allàh), comes
to an end. Now the disciple will turn to the lañãfa-i nafs, trying
to rectify its corrupted state caused by the impressions left by
the innumerable sensual desires and distractions, in order to
achieve the definitive extinction (fanà) and permanent
realisation (baqà) that will ultimately confer upon the disciple's
inner state a lasting state of peace (iñmãnàn).

Hereafter, attention will be focussed on the subtle essence

62. It must be noted that in the Mujaddidã terminology, there can be no
question of identity between the Necessary Being and the contingent
possibilities but only of proximity (qurbiyat) and of utmost proximity
(aqrabiyat).

63. The hierarchy, thus, sanctioned among the prophets coincides with
the chronological succession of their mission, cf. Koran, 2:253: `Those
messengers We endowed with gifts, some above others. . .'. It should
also be pointed out that the association of Muþammad with the source
of all realities underlines his image as source of all spiritual bliss
(baraka), the main reason that all spiritual orders of Islam trace
their genealogy back to him.

64. MuM, p. 39 and MnS, pp. 20/37.
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of three of the four primary elements pertaining to the realm of
creation, namely the elements fire, air and water. This further
advancement implies a gradual return to the outer world of form
until the sàlik eventually reaches the refinement of the subtle
essence of the grossest of all elements, i.e., earth. His return to
the world will be brought to perfection through the attainment
of the prophetic perfections (kamàlàt-i nubuwwa). The ultimate
stage of the path will lead to the synthesis of the subtle organs
of both dominions in an all-integrating subtlety (hai'at-i
waþdànã) which comprehends the entire physical frame (qàlib).

This in sum is the path of gradual spiritual realisation
conceived from the perspective of the science of the subtle centres
as handed down by the authorities of the order till the present
day. Its completion guarantees the attainment of the highest
degree of perfection contemplated by the ñarãqa and is reached
by following the instructions left by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã to
his successors. The multiplicity of tracks implied in the
knowledge of the various subtle organs is said to facilitate the
task of aspirant adepts taking into account the different degrees
of their individual qualifications and natures. The existence of
such natural hierarchy among human creatures, including saints
and prophets, is corroborated by a Divine sanction found in the
Koran:

To each among you have We prescribed a Law and an
open way. If Allàh had so willed, He would have made
you a single People, but to test you in what He hath
given you. . . .     Þ Koran, 5:48

But it is important to bear in mind that the assimilation of some
major prophets to each of the quintuple degrees of sainthood
cannot imply the identification of the seeker with the perfections
of their essential nature, an impossibility in terms of Islamic
orthodoxy which the authorities of the ñarãqa repeatedly stress.
Such a position would be in open contradiction with the teachings
of the Imàm-i Rabbànã according to whom the rank of
prophethood (nubuwwa) constitutes an infinitely higher degree
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of perfection as compared to the degree of sainthood (wilàya).65

In the shuhådã perspective, it rather indicates the initiates
participation at the shadow (ÿill) or reflection (`aks) of the
prophetic perfection in question or, in other words, the murãd's
effective assimilation of one of the manifold qualities
characterising that particular prophet.66 The qualitative
difference between the two consists, according to our shaikhs,
in the fact that while the nature of the prophets is in relation
with and nourished by the totality of the respective Divine names
and attributes, their spiritual heirs are related and nourished
only by the shadows and single points on the rays of their
irradiations. Hence, the individual's inner constitution is
determined by only a fraction of these attributes and only those
who can participate in the reflection of the prophet of Islam
(muþammadã al-mashrab) will be capable of crossing the
`straight royal highway' (shàhràh-i mustaqãm) that leads through
all five subtle centres up to the degree of Unity connected with
the total sum of Divine attributes, at the very source of their
irradiation.67

Since the essential function of the prophets and messengers
is to convey a new Divinely revealed message to the world and
its people, besides their innate spiritual perfections they too must
participate in the elements of creation outwardly symbolised
through their physical body. But only those few people endowed
with exceptional spiritual insight are able to distingu-ish the
prophets from other human beings, while most remain limited
to the perception of their outer appearance altogether similar to
that of common people. It is to the former that the verse `. . . .
They are the Party of Allàh. Truly, it is the Party of Allàh that
will achieve Success' (Koran, 58:22) refers, in a sense that may

65. Cf. Mak. I:95, 108, 260, 301 and II:46.

66. Makàtib-i ÿaórat Shàh Ghulàm `Alã Dihlawã, quoted in Qàfila-i ahl-
i dil, p. 126.

67. In this sense, Muþammad's central position among the prophets and
legislators is analogous to the central position held by the nafs among
the elements of the khalq and that of the akhfà among the spiritual
components of the amr. Cf. Ibn al-`Arabã's idea that every walã is a
heir to the prophethood of a particular prophet.
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here be compared to those who have achieved the purification
of their subtle organs. After being admitted into the company of
the saints (awliyà Allàh), they contemplate the inner truth of
all creatures through direct connection with the source of the
Divine names and attributes which partakes of the radiance
that illuminates the Universe as a reflection of the primordial
når-i muþammadã.

The stages of the path in the light of the science of the

subtle centres

The different stages (darjàt, maràtib) of the initiatory journey
described by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã and his followers are so
intimately related to the subtle organs that both must be dealt
with simultaneously. This close interrelation indicates the extent
to which the science of the subtle centres (`ilm-i lañà'if) permeates
the entire doctrine of the order as the core around which
everything else revolves and as the link between the ñarãqa's
speculative (`ilmã) and operative (`amlã) aspects. Any attempt to
describe the single stages of the inner journey, depicted as
`spheres' or `circles' (dawà'ir, pl. of dà'ira), must, therefore,
include some further aspects of this science from a different
perspective. Hence, the subtle centres can be seen as signs of
the Divine presence in the world shining through the
innumerable veils of the soul which prevent man from witnessing
the Divine Truth.68

The spiritual journey as conceived by the Mujaddidãs consists
of two major phases. The first is ascending (`uråj) during which
the disciple accomplishes an upward ̀ movement' (þarkat)69 away
from the apparent multiplicity of creation towards a unitarian

68. Cf. Koran, 41:53. It is curious to note the parallel between the
luminosity of the seven subtle organs and the seven colours of the
rainbow which, as we know, are produced by the refractions of the
colourless light of the sun, the luminous source that illuminates our
world, in the intermediate space of the atmosphere.

69. In Mak. I:144, Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã stresses the fact that the terms
sair and sulåk are more or less synonyms; both denote rather than a
movement in space a qualitative movement from a lower stage of
spiritual realisation to a series of progressively higher stages.
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experience achieved through a synthesised vision. This part of
the journey is called `journey towards Allàh' (sair ilà Allàh). By
the end of this phase any individual consciousness (anàniyyat)
whence arises the idea of being separated from the principle of
generation will be annihilated (fanà). Once he has reached this
stage, the spiritual traveller will be in contact with the source of
the determinations (ta'ayyunàt) of all contingent creatures and
will recognise the existence of the world as being a mere shadow
of the names and attributes of God, the only One Necessary Being
(wàjib al-wujåd). This part of the initiatory process is called
`the journey in Allàh' (sair fã Allàh) because of the disciple's co-
presence (ma'iyat) with God during this stage which signals the
perfection of the ascending phase. At the same time it preludes
to the beginning of the second, descending phase of the spiritual
journey (nuzål). That phase is referred to as `journey from Allàh
with Allàh' (sair `an Allàh bi Allàh) and implies an apparent
return (rujå`) from the Divine station towards the contingent
reality of the world. It reaches its perfection when the adept,
now endowed the with the innermost vision of Divine wisdom
(þikmat-i ilàhã) penetrates the inner reality of every single object,
of every single act accomplished by every single creature. This
part of the path is called the `journey through things' (sair dar
ashiyà').70

The first two phases of the ascending journey lead the murãd
to the realm of the `saints living in seclusion' (awliyà'-i `uzlat)
while the last two phases of the descending journey are said to
open to the traveller the gates to the realms of the `saints of
social entertainment' (awliyà'-i `ishrat).71 These subsequent
stages in the disciple's spiritual development are closely inter-
connected with the process of transmutation that uses the subtle
organs as ground for action. For this reason and in virtue of the
analogy between microcosm and macrocosm it is possible to

70. For a detailed description based on Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, cf.
terHaar (1990), pp. 93-4.

71. The connotations of ̀ ishrat suggest analogies with the Hindu tradition
important for the Kàyasth initiates of the order who consider this
condition an essential ingredient of their spiritual discipline.
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assimilate this interior process to a journey through the realms
of the cosmos.72 It is in this sense that the return of the lañà'if
from the spatial extension of the cosmos towards their contraction
and finally extinction in the principles of the `world of order' is
at first described as a `journey from the cardinal points' (sair-i
àfàqã) and successively as the perfection of the `journey through
the inner selves' (sair-i anfusã).73 In fact, the journey through
the first of the seven spheres leads the `traveller' through the
`sphere of universal existence' symbolically indicated by the four
cardinal points which govern the spatial extension of the latter.
Whenever any of the subtle centres is awakened through the
use of precisely focussed techniques and thereby becomes aware
of its origin, it `bursts out into a flame of passion and takes
flight towards its heavenly principle so as to unite itself with
it'.74 In the terminology of the Mujaddidãs this is called the
`opening of the gate' (fatþ-i bàb).

The luminosity of the subtle organ continues to increase until
it is perceived by the initiate as bursting out of its seat inside
the body and departing in the guise of a column of light that
continues to grow until it eventually reaches the world of order.
The utmost perfection of the sair-i àfàqã includes the return of
the five subtle organs located in the human breast plus the nafs
to the intemporal reality of the celestial world (`àlam-i quds)
through the central and most elevated of all five subtle centres,
the lañãfa-i akhfà situated in the very centre of the breast.
According to the shaikhs, this transcendence of the spiritual

72. Cf. the work and description of the alchemists in the hermetic
tradition whose efforts rested on the subtle transmutation of a series
of elements into a higher order; the spiritual degree of a Såfã like Ibn
al-`Arabã was described as the station of `red sulphur' (al-kibrit al-
aþmar).

73. The mention of these two journeys derives directly from the famous
verse: `Soon will We show them Our signs in the furthest regions of
the earth (fã'l-àfàqã) and inside their own souls (fã anfusikum)'. (Koran,
41:53).

74. MnS, pp. 23/49. Interestingly, this `extreme passion' that develops
inside the subtle organ is described as a bright flame; the disciple is
said to be pervaded by a `strange feeling of heat' throughout his body.
Both indicate the superior and inferior aspects of the subtle state
represented by the element fire.
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faculties from their individual wrapping to a supra-individual
state first assumes merely the degree of a provisional state (þàl)
and only later that of a permanent station (maqàm).75 At that
moment, the individual aggregate of the initiate represented by
these very subtleties and governed by the mental faculty residing
in the nafs, truly reaches the degree of extinction (fanà) described
by the Koran as a `death before death' (måtå qabl an tamåtå).76

Once this stage is attained to, only the physical body remains
present in this world as an outward sign of the initiate, so that
common people are unable to distinguish it from other
creatures.77

The representative function of the gross body (jism-i kathãf)
is then said to be governed by the `pinecone-heart' (qalb-i
ùanawbarã), an obvious symbolic analogy between the lañãfa-i
qalb as barzakh and axis of the macrocosm on a spiritual level
and its vital function in the body of the microcosm, which
guarantees the link between the residual elements of the physical
body and the spiritual components now reunited with their
heavenly principles. The prophetic tradition `Verily, the heart of
a true believer is placed between two fingers of Allàh' (Mishkàt
al-Tirmidhã, part II, bàl al-istighfà) and many others are
interpreted by Shàh Abål ÿasan in this sense.78

In one of his letters, Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã strongly rejects
the opinion of Shaikh Shihàb al-Dãn `Umar al-Suhrawardã (AD

1145-1234) expressed in his `Awàrif al-ma'àrif that the

75. In Såfã terminology, the þàl designates a momentarily acquired state
of spiritual realisation from which it is still possible to fall back to
the previous condition, while a maqàm corresponds to a definitively
acquired stage of realisation which cannot ever be lost.

76. Again, this case refers to the most perfect degree of extinction put in
relation to the prophet Muþammad and, hence, associated to the
lañãfa-i akhfà.

77. During my stay at the Mujaddidã khànqàhs at Delhi and Quetta, I
was repeatedly told of the special faculty of the order's masters to fix
and capture with a single glance the inner state of those sitting in
front of them thus enabling them to recognise their degree of spiritual
qualification and the progress made in the discipline.

78. MnS, pp. 25/42.
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supranatural inspiration (ilhàm) descends upon the saint's
pacified soul (nafs-i muñma'inna) concentrated in the place of
the heart. He stresses instead the fundamental role played by
the heart itself, citing the renowned Tradition `No doubt, the
body of âdam contains a lump of flesh Þ if it is healthy the
entire body is sound, but if it is corrupted the whole body is
corrupted'.

After the reintegration of the possibilities contained in the
`sphere of contingency' along its four horizons,79 the Naqshbandã
doctrine teaches that the final extinction of the five subtle organs
in their principles and the connected entrance into the `journey
of the inner selves' (sair-i anfusã) take the disciple to the `sphere
of minor sainthood' (dà'ira-i wilàyat-i ùughrà), defined also as
the ̀ abode of the manifestation of Divine unity and of the secrets
of co-presence' (maþal-i ÿàhir-i tawþãd wa asràr-i ma'iyat) or as
the `sphere of shadows' (dà'ira-i ÿalàl).80 The journey through
this realm is described by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã (Mak. II:99)
as lying beyond that of the horizons and inner selves since it is
only beyond them that it becomes possible to reach the shadows
or reflections of the Divine names contained in the `selves in
guise of the horizons' (anfus-i àfàq), considered as the `sovereign
of all reflections' (sultàn al-adhkàr). This means that the disciple
no longer contemplates the world in its single forms and their
inner realities, but through a unique Divine reflection resulting

79. This explains the inverted position of the heart since every reflection
casts an inverted image; cf. Mak. III:31 in which Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã defines the ̀world of the celestial archetypes' (`àlam-i mithàl)
as a mirror for the beings in the formal dominion who derive their
existence from the reflection of their spirits in the `àlam-i arwàþ.

The term `horizon', previously translated as `cardinal points', evokes
the idea of an imaginary line along which heaven and earth
apparently meet. The etymology of the word (from the Greek horizein
`to delimit') implies a linear extension along one level and, thus,
complements a vertical extension which denotes a qualitative
succession; the latter is associated with the axis that leads to the
higher planes of this world and finally beyond towards the future
worlds.

80. MnS, pp. 47/71. Cf. also HdT whose author points out that the ̀ journey
along the cardinal points' regards the reintegration through the ̀àlam-
i khalq while the sair-i anfusã leads through the stages of the `àlam-
i amr (p. 26).
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from his co-presence (ma'iyat) with its very source. The
immediate principle of the shadow of the first sphere is, thus,
reached and those capable of proceeding further must now focus
on the original principle of those reflections, and so on. This
movement of successive links (musalsal) from principle to
principle until arriving at the source of all principles (`ain-i uùål)
determines the journey indicated by the Shaikh as one whose
course begins in the sphere of minor sainthood and goes on until
the attainment of the final Goal.

It is said that at this stage the disciple is pervaded by the
sense of encompassing all six directions of space (shish jihàt).81

He who attains to the co-presence of the principle regains inside
himself the link with that central point of the Universe which
provides access to the superior states along the vertical axis
passing through that centre and which is possibly identified with
the maqàm-i amr along which the prophets receive their
heavenly communications. There, the purification of the heart
(taùfiya-i qalb) reaches such a degree that it can no longer be
disturbed by any sensual perception pertaining to worldly affairs
(waswasa), but remains continuously immersed in a feeling of
intense longing for the sole object of its attention. In the language
of the Såfãs, the process leading to this inner state is hinted at
as `cleansing the mirror of the heart from the dust and rust of
forgetfulness'.

But the authorities of the Mujaddidiyya warn their followers
of the dangers that can be possibly encountered in this station.
The murãd ruins the risks of being overpowered by an excessive
enthusiasm and state of inebriation (sukr) caused by his
confusion and inability to distinguish between the principle and
its reflection. We know of many renowned Såfãs who have lost
control over themselves in the state of fanà often uttering
senseless and apparently blasphemous sentences (shaññàþàt).82

To avoid these dangerous slips, the disciple is strongly
recommended to remain prudent and attentive, in order to check
the state of enrapture caused by the sudden witness of the

81. HdT, pp. 14, 28.

82. Cf. Mak. I:95, 100, 152 and II:95.
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dissolution of contingent existence in the shining light of the
attributes of the Necessary Being.83 Only he who has truly
achieved the extinction of his individual condition (khudã) is
really beyond any blame and reproach (malàmat), ready to join
the company of the saints of Allàh and qualified to be included
among the mad lovers of the Lord (`àshiqàn-i majdhåb).84 It
applies exclusively to those who have traversed the `sphere of
minor sainthood' and its accompanying journey through the
reflections of Divine names and attributes; for all others, it is
strictly forbidden to pronounce any such phrases pertaining to
the degree of ̀ unicity of existence' (waþdat al-wujåd) and Divine
unity (tawþãd).85 This danger, liable to be further increased by
devotional music-sessions (samà') and poetic recitals, can
promote an inconvenient sense of emotional participation in these
states which is described as provoking inner heat. Such
descriptions reflect the typical Naqshbandã aversion for anything
which might provoke an emotional imbalance in the murãd's
nature and underlines the importance attributed by the ñarãqa's
authorities to a sober, purely interior process of spiritual
realisation.

This is, however, far from being the abode of Unity (maqàm-
i tawþãd) experienced at the stage of minor sainthood at the end
of the `journey through the details' (sair-i tafùãlã). Those who
have arrived at this degree of Unity must, therefore, try hard to
advance to still higher levels until they attain the point of
resolution (nuqña-i ijmàlã) which corresponds to the primordial
determination (ta'ayyun-i awwal) of the Divine being, identified

83. MnS, pp. 49/73.

84. In very similar allegorical terms to those used in the øaiva context of
the Hindu tradition, Shàh Abål ÿasan affirms that `the fire of
passionate love has reduced one's individual existence to ashes and
the flame of love has incinerated the existence of this world and the
harvest of life'. (MnS, p.45).

85. This is why the prophets characterised by a high degree of sobriety
(ùaþw) invite us to the continuous contemplation of the Truth
expressed in the formula of the shahàdat, Là ilàha illà Allàh, with
its obvious reference to a projection away from multiplicity and
towards Unity.
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with the `reality of Muþammad'.86 Rather, the `sphere of minor
sainthood' constitutes the beginning of the determination of all
possibilities (mabdà-i ta'ayyun-i mumkinàt), with the sole
exception of the prophets and angels whose intimate reality is
determined by a yet more essential participation in the Divine
presence. Irrespective of their natural constitution, each
individual receives its particular determination through a
continuous effusion of Divine grace (fuyåóàt, pl. of faió)
manifesting itself in an indefinite number of names and
attributes in the contingent world, which simultaneously
represents also its limit.

To illustrate this concept, Shàh Abål ÿasan quotes the
widely known Såfã maxim ̀The roads and paths that lead towards
God are as numerous as the souls of His creatures',87 which in
his opinion refers to these very points of reflection. Through the
extinction and permanence reached by the subtle organs at this
level, the individual actions (af'àl), attributes (ùifàt),88 essences
(dhàt), negative attributes (ùifàt-i salbiya) and virtues (akhlàq)
of the initiate and of all other possibilities reveal themselves to
the murãd as ultimately possessing no real degree of existence
(ma'dåb). They, thus, vanish from the initiate's sight, and he
perceives every action, attribute, negative attribute and virtue
as manifestations and effects (maÿàhir wa athàr) of the
reflections and attributes of the one and unique Truth. Here
the `journey towards Allàh' ends and the traveller enters the
`journey in Allàh' (sair fã Allàh) that begins in the third of the

86. The use of a terminology identical to that of the Shaikh al-Akbar
reveals the analogy of concepts behind the different doctrinal
formulations with the wujådã one maintaining a more metaphysical
perspective focussed on the non-dual Principle if compared to the
Mujaddidãs who deliberately contemplate the principle always in
relation to its derivatives.

87. MnS, pp. 50/75.

88. Following the list of al-Ghazzàlã (450/1058-505/1111) in his Iþyà al-
'ulåm al-Dãn, the author sanctions as the most important of these
hearing (sam'), vision (basr), power (qudrat), will (iràda) and speech
(kalàm), which correspond to the first determination of God's essence
into attributes.
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seven spheres, the `sphere of major sainthood' (dà'ira-i wilàyat-
i kubrà).89

While minor sainthood is associated by the Mujaddidãs with
the saints characterised by a state of inebriation and unification
of existence (tawþãd-i wujådã), major sainthood is said to
correspond to the nature of the great prophets, characterised by
a state of sobriety (ùaþw) and lucid awareness (hoshyàrã): it is at
this stage that prophethood was revealed to them, i.e., it is there
that the prophets received their particular indivi-dualisations
(ta'ayyånàt) in accordance with their peculiar prophetic function.
Those qualified to ascend to this sphere transcend the level of
reflections and, thus, come into direct contact with the Divine
names, attributes and intrinsic qualities (asmà' o ùifàt o
shuyånàt). Only then will the initiate attain the ̀ unicity of direct
vision' (tawþid-i shuhådã), because only from this stage it is
possible for him to witness the difference between the reflected
existence of the contingent creatures based on the sum of non-
existences (`adam) that cast their shadow into the realm of
contingent existence (wujåd) through the veils of ignorance.90 A
new sense of apparent duality (thanainiyyat) arises in the
consciousness of the initiate as he becomes aware of the difference
between the reflected immanent reality of contingency and the
original transcendant Reality of al-ÿaqq, summarised in the
difference implicit between the stages of co-presence (ma'iyat)
and extreme closeness (aqrabiyat).

The subtle organ most directly involved at this stage of the
alchemical process is the lañãfa-i nafs, for it is on this plane that
the transmutation of the sensual soul (nafs-i ammàra) into the
pacified soul (nafs-i muñma'inna) through the control and
eventual arrest of the thought current is said to be completed.
Therefore, the Mujaddidã doctrine identifies the place of descent

89. Cf. MnS, pp. 68/95; HdT, pp. 44-52.

90. HdT, p. 46. For a detailed discussion regarding the difference between
tawþãd-i wujåd and tawþãd-i shuhåd, see Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã:
Mak. I:272 and II:1. Cf. also Mir Valiuddin's article `Reconciliation
between Ibn al-`Arabã's waþdat al-wujåd and the Mujaddidã's waþdat
al-shuhåd' in IC 25 (1951), pp. 43-51, terHaar (1990), pp. 119-20,
Friedmann (1971), pp. 62-7 and Faruqi (1947), pp. 85-140.
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for the effusion of the Divine grace (mawrid-i faió) in this sphere
with the lañãfa-i nafs located on the forehead while the remaining
subtle organs participate only passively at it. Since the superior
part of the nafs is assimilated to the rational faculty located in
the human brain, it is with this organ that the inner effusion of
major sainthood will maintain contact until the stage is brought
to conclusion. Once the nafs is permeated by a state of peace
and stability, it will ascend to the abode of contentment (maqàm-
i rióà), the tenth and last of the stations of the spiritual journey.
This process is referred to as `sitting in the royal gallery of the
breast (aiwàn-i ùadr)', because for the Mujaddidã shaikhs it
indicates the highest ascent of the subtle organs in the course of
the sulåk. In keeping with the descending perspective typical of
the shuhådã doctrine, however, they warn their disciples against
a premature belief in perfection since the total extinction of such
base qualities as lowness, mutability and arrogance depends also
on the purification of the four primary elements rather than
exclusively on that of the nafs and is therefore obtained only at
a later stage. This assertion implies that the total purification
of the nafs (tadhkiya-i nafs), the quintessence (khulàùa) of the
other four elements, still has to await further refinement. Hence,
the saying attributed to Khwàja ̀Ubaid Allàh Aþràr (d. 895/1490),
that it is easy to pronounce the words Anà'l-ÿaqq, while it is
extremely difficult to eradicate completely the anà or ego.91

After completing this stage, the initiatory path leads the
disciple into the sphere of supreme sainthood (dà'ira-i wilàyat-i
`uliyà'), also referred to as `sainthood of the sublime assembly'
(wilàyat-i malà-i a'là). It is considered the stage where the
determinations of the angels originated, and this accounts for
their essentially luminous nature. The intensity of light is such
that that those who enter this sphere are said to remain dazzled
at first by the sun-like brilliance of its shining rays.92

91. For him, see H. Algar, `The Naqshbandã Order: a preliminary survey
of its history and significance' in SI 44 (1976), pp. 137-9, and Jàmã's
Nafaþàt al- uns (Urdu edition 1994), pp. 641-7.

92. It is to be noted that the close affinity between the angels of the
Semitic religions and the gods (devatà) of the Hindu tradition, the

®
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These rays are described as consisting of the essential names
and attributes of Allàh's pure Being, establishing an interesting
relation between the seven solar rays and these sevenfold Divine
attributes and the corresponding names in classical Islamic
theology which qualify God's essence.93 In this sense, the source
of these rays Þ metaphorically indicated by the sun Þ is identical
to the pure Being, with the rays emanating from It corresponding
to Its names and attributes. Gradually, these rays are said to
disappear from the sight of the murãd who, attracted by the desire
for the only Aim of his quest, penetrates beyond the veils of these
irradiations until he reaches the `picture-gallery of the
irradiations of the Essence' (nigàrkhàna-yi tajalliyàt-i dhàt).

There, he has reached the level of the purification of the
first three primary elements, viz., air, fire and water, as a result
of the descent of the Divine effusion on them. The elevated states
of the five spiritual organs expand from the breast to the whole
body, thereby indicating the beginning of the re-descent of the
elements pertaining to the world. If this apparent descent
outwardly implies that the individual develops an increasingly
intense relation with the attributes that characterise the human
state (basharãyat), yet inwardly he is permeated by the celestial
nature of the angels (malakiyat). In the metaphorical language
used to describe the supra-individual states of existence, Shàh
Abål ÿasan reiterates the descriptions of his predecessors when
he defines the overcoming of the extreme limits of this sphere as
`the final flight towards the Sacred abode' achieved through `the
strength of the two wings consisting in the manifestations of the
Divine names of Huwà al-Õàhir (`He is Apparent') on one side
and Huwà al-Bàñin (`He is concealed') on the other.94 This `flight'

etymology of the latter clearly indicating their essentially subtle
nature (from the root div, `being luminous').

93. These seven names and the attributes they denote are: The Living
One (al-ÿayy, with life Þþayàt), The Omniscient (al-`âlim, with
knowledge Þ ilm), The Omnipotent (al-Qàdir, with power Þqudrat),
The Willing One (al-Murãd, with will Þiràda), The Hearing One (al-
Samã, with hearing Þsam'), The Seeing One (al-Baùãr, with seeing
Þbaùr) and The Speaker (al-Mutakallim, with the word Þkalãma).

94. MnS, pp. 72/99.

®
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indicates the passage to the superior states of the celestial
regions and takes the disciple from the irradiations of the names
and attributes to those of the Essence, while the wings allude to
the angels who populate those intermediate regions. The
reference to the two names, `the Apparent' and `the Concealed',
must also be understood in this context. The contemplation of
the apparent, exterior aspects of the Divinity (muràqaba-i ism-
i ÿàhir) which began during the preceding sphere of major
sainthood, remained necessarily limited to the attributes without
yet being able to penetrate beyond the remaining veils covering
the Essence. The contemplation of the concealed aspect
(muràqaba-i ism-i bàñin), an exclusive characteristic of the
`supreme sainthood', takes into account the Subject relating to
these attributes,95 or the divine Personality.

For example, if during the first contemplation the attribute
of knowledge (`ilm) alone is considered, without yet allowing for
any relation to its inherent reality, the second contemplation of
the name of `He who knows' (al-`âlim) also reveals the essence
that knows (al ̀Alãm). The same applies equally to all other names
and attributes. One applies to the absolutely transcendent reality
of Allàh beyond the sphere of existence while the other pertains
to the ideal determinations (a'yàn al-thàbita) of the pure Being
and principle of existence; hence, the double names of al-Õàhir
and al-Bàñin. The extreme limit of ̀ supreme sainthood' coincides
with the first of all determinations (ta'ayyun-i awwal) and sum
of all names, attributes and qualities, perceived as the very
source of all possible individua-lisations of the existing world.

In a letter addressed to his eldest son Muþammad úàdiq
(1000/1591-1025/1616), Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã explains that to
distinguish the summit of this particular sphere it is necessary
to transcend the stage of analytic knowledge (`ilm-i þuùålã) and
move on to that of intuitive knowledge (`ilm-i þuóårã), the first
being limited to the mental sphere and the corresponding senses,
the second one being associated with the very source of

95. Cf. Mak. II:3 and III:11.
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knowledge, in relation to the `faculty of inspiration'.96 The
slightest reminiscence of the individual aggregate there finally
disappears through the identification with the principle of all
individuality. This stage is termed the `journey in God' (sair fã
Allàh).

Next follows the fifth plane, called the `sphere of the triple
perfections' (dà'ira-i kamàlàt-i thalàthà), viz., the `perfections
of prophecy' (nubuwwa), the `perfections of the Divine mission'
(risàla) and the `perfections of the prophets of right deter-
mination' (anbiyà'l-ulå al-azm). Here the journey leads the murãd
through the everlasting irradiations of the Divine Essence
(tajalliyàt-i dhàt-i dà'imã). The adept now contemplates the pure
Essence of Allàh, bare of any contingent determination and far
beyond any ephemeral degree of existence. At this stage, the
effusion of God's grace descends directly from its source to the
essence of the subtle organ of the element earth (lañãfa-i khàk-i
pàk). This completes the purification and reintegration of the
ten subtle organs in their differentiated aspect, and the authors
of the various treatises agree that from this moment onwards
these assume a new, synthesised aspect (hai'at-i waþdànã), whose
nature is compared to that of different medical herbs each with
different properties which, if mixed together, assume a new,
combined property.97

At first, one perceives the Divine presence as bearing no
relation to the spatial dimension (be-jihat) and one attains to
the boon of certainty at its very root (`ain al-yaqãn) in front of
which all previous doubts and incertitudes dissolve themselves.
The Mujaddidãs assert that the perfections acquired on all
previous levels of sainthood are null and void in comparison with
those of a single point on the way of prophethood, since the former
are considered to be mere reflections of the latter.98 We, therefore,

96. For an interesting qualitative contrast analysis of these two types of
knowledge, see Khaliq Anjum (1989), pp. 105-7.

97. HdT, p. 64.

98. The analogy is that between the limited (maþdåd) and the unlimited
(ghair-muntahà) which renders clearly the qualitative difference
involved.
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find here a direct application of the doctrinal assertion that
attributes a higher degree to prophethood as compared to
sainthood, and to the nabã a higher place than the walã, based
on the assumption that the latter remains concentrated on Allàh
alone while the former combines attention on both God and the
world.99

As its name suggest, the sphere of the triple perfections is
connected to the source of the perfections that characterises the
various prophets and their legislative mission (risàlat)
embracing, moreover, the perfections of the saints. It is, therefore,
legitimate to affirm a certain superiority of the nabã over the
walã, the former re-descending from the Sacred abode of the
Divine Essence beyond creation for the sake of conveying a
particular message to the created world. This return (rujå') from
the transcendent to the immanent plane includes both an inward
and outward participation at the Divine perception through
which the rasål will eventually reach total universal isation
identifying himself with the insàn al-kàmil.100

In fact, the author of the Manàhij al-Sair informs us that in
the fifth sphere of the source of prophethood and divine mission
there `appears the existential prototype of the Perfect Man
imbued with Divine virtues (auùàf-i ilàhã), lord of his desires
and of his self, none of whose actions are contrary to the pleasure
of his Lord'.101

The reintegration of the ten subtle organs pertaining to the
dominions of khalq and amr must be interpreted in this sense
because the source of prophetic inspiration participates equally
in both dominions. From this point begins the ̀ journey from Allàh
with Allàh' (sair an Allàh bi Allàh) during which the `traveller'
partakes at the realities of creation through direct participation
at the one Reality. This is evidenced through the knowledge of

99. Cf. Mak. I:291, 337, 338 and II:89, 93, 191; see further Friedmann
(1971), ch. IV, pp. 33-40 and terHaar (1990), ch. X, pp. 137-45.

100. The relationship of the walã and nabã, thus, bears notable similarities
with that of the Buddha and the bodhisattvas in Mahàyàna
Buddhism.

101. MnS, pp. 75/102, based on the descriptions of the prophet in Koran,
53:2-9.
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the Law (sharã'at), of the mysteries of the letters of the Koran
(muqañña'àt-i Koran), of things pertaining to the unseen world
(al-ghaib), the tomb (al-qabr), heaven and hell (jannat wa
dozakh), all of which have been revealed to humanity through
the message of the prophet Muþammad by the certitude derived
from direct intuition. This condition corresponds exactly to that
of `heir of the prophets' and pertains to the last of the triple
perfections.

It is said that while the attainment of the previous stages
depended on the initiate's active effort, entry into the sixth sphere
depends entirely on the grace bestowed by Allàh upon those who
pay their humble respects to Him, an expression that denotes a
more passive attitude in the murãd who is now provided guidance
by the interior guide awakened through the effect left by the
Divine effusions. This sixth sphere is called the ̀ sphere of Divine
realities' (dà'ira-i þaqà'iq-i Ilàhã) and comprehends altogether
four planes: those of the celestial Ka'ba (þaqãqat-i Ka'ba-i
rabbànã), of the Holy Koran (þaqãqat-i Koran-i karãm), of ritual
prayer (þaqãqat-i ùalàt) and of pure servanthood (þaqãqat-i
ma'bådiyat-i ùarfa).

The realities to which the adept gains access at this stage
are described by Shaikh Abå Sa'ãd and his descendants as waves
if compared to the even surface of the triple perfections, an image
drawn to underline the impossibility to conceive anything beyond
the irradiation of the perpetual Essence which is separate from
It102 and a metaphor to denote a revelation of ulterior truths
pertaining to that same metaphysical Truth from which they
emanate. These truths reveal the intimate relationship that
subsists between the outer, substantial form (ùårat) of the objects
of worship, e.g., the terrestial Ka'ba, at Mecca and the innermost
transcendent reality pertaining to its celestial archetype, a
symbol contained in the `àlam-i mithàl that assumes the role of
the Throne of God and of the råþ al-muþammadiya.

The authors of these descriptions stress that given the

102. HdT, p. 70; MnS; pp. 76/106.
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sublime spiritual nature they refer to these states can be
described only through symbolic allusions (ishàra). These recall
the symbolic descriptions of the polar axis (al-rukn al-quñubiya)
connecting the celestial regions with the various realms of the
immanent world and passing through the centre of the Throne.
It is along this axis alone that any contact and mediation (can
between these hierarchically superseding planes (maqàmàt) can
be achieved. Hence, derives Shàh Abål ÿasan's assertion that
those who have reached this stage can now worship Allàh and
prostrate to Him at every maqàm.

The second level containing the truth of the Glorious Koran
also partakes of the symbolism of the rukn, for it is there that
there is manifested to the sàlik the deeper inner meaning
(bawàñin-i kalàm-i pàk) of the Divine message revealed to
Muþammad whose single letters are said to contain a ̀ boundless
river' (daryà-i be-karàn) reaching down to the Ka'ba. If the murãd
recites the Holy Book at this stage, his tongue is said to ̀manifest
the burning tree of Moses', yet another symbolic hint at the axis,
and his entire body appears `like a tongue' uttering Divine
truths.103 Hit by the weight of the lights reversed upon him, the
`àrif experiences a feeling of heaviness which reveals him the
meaning of the verse: ̀Soon shall We send down to thee a weighty
word.' (Koran, 73:5). Here again, we notice the reference to the
polar axis as the vertical channel of communication between
the realms of the transcendent and the immanent.104

The third degree included in this sphere consists of the
perception of the intrinsic truth of ritual prayer (þaqãqat-i ùalàt)
and reflects more openly the position held by the Mujaddidã
doctrine stressing the inner benefits the true believer (mu'min)
derives from adherence to this obligatory act of daily worship.
Its performance, which in itself constitutes an expression of the
believer's submission and perception of servanthood to the
Divinity, is described as opening to the disciple the gates of the

103. MnS, pp. 78/106.

104. The polar symbolism and connected terminology is most elaborated
by the Shaikh al-Akbar and his followers, while being less explicit in
the doctrines of the Mujaddidiyya.
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Divine bounties. There he attains the degree of extreme
proximity (intihà-yi qurb), as expressed in the well-known
Prophetic saying:

The performance of the ritual prayer constitutes the
ascension (mi'ràj) of the true believer.105

During the performance of the ùalàt by those endowed with the
particular knowledge contained in this sphere, their maximal
closeness and `the beautiful vision of the face of the Object of the
quest' (matlåb) are said to bring about a wonderful feeling of
inner peace which dissipates every sadness and ardent desire
because there the lover (`àshiq) has finally reached his Beloved
(ma'shåq). The various phases of the ritual prayer, thus, assume
a new significance for the gnostic, who displays his inner humi
lity in front of the Divine principle after having relinquished
both the worlds while perceiving the presence of the Lord inside
his own self. It is said that he who performs his prayers in this
manner has definitively left this world behind and has entered
the realm of the Hereafter (nashàt-i àkhirwã) while still alive.106

In the combination of a persisting duality implied in the
relation between the knowing humble servant and Allàh on one
side and the affirmation of identity through the continuous
presence of the Divine in him on the other there lies resumed
the entire perspective of the Mujaddidã doctrine, which links
the stage of supreme realisation with the arising of an
unprecedented awareness of the diversity between the servant
(al-`abd) and his Lord (al-Rabb). Maintaining the perspective
assumed during the preceding levels of this major sphere, the
inner truth of the ritual prayer constitutes the link that connects

105. This famous sentence attributed to Muþammad is calligraphically
inscribed on the mihràb of many mosques and dargàhs. It alludes to
the passage to the superior regions along that same polar axis on
which the prophet of Islam ascended to the Throne through the
celestial spheres during his journey in the night of ascension (lailat
al-mi'ràj, cf. Koran, 17:1).

106. Shàh Abål ÿasan relates this to the gesture of raising both hands to
the head at the beginning of each rak' ah while pronouncing the takbãr-
i taþrãr. Cf. MnS, pp. 79/107.
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the sincere and conscious worshipper with his Creator. It, thus,
again suggests the idea of the rukn: along its vertical extension
it is possible to ascend towards the heavens traversing the regions
that lead towards the apex of the celestial hierarchy up to the
Principle of all principles. At the same time, it is also possible to
re-descend along the same path towards the multiplicity of
creation, analogous to the descent of the Koranic message that
manifested the power of the Lord to the heart of the Prophet of
Islam during the night of Power (lailat al-qadr).107 According to
the interpretation given by Shàh Abå Sa'ãd Fàråqã Mujaddidã of
the þadãth al-qudsã `He who prostrates himself to Me is close to
Me', the entire prayer ritual is summed up in the act of
prostration (sijjda), as it is this outward sign of supreme humility
and submission reflects the highest degree of inner proximity
that sanctious the murãd's to participation in the assembly of
the sublime ones (jalsa-i a'là).108

The state of selflessness (be-khudã) attained during the time
of prayer is directly connected with the fourth and last sphere of
Divine realities, that of `pure servanthood' (ma'bådiyat-i ùarfa).
This stage is described as a purely visual one (naÿarã), since it
cannot possibly defined as a further step on the path of spiritual
realisation. It is assimilated to that of the perfect spiritual
realisation represented by Muþammad who was asked in the
course of his mi'ràj to stop at the stage of extreme closeness: `O
Muþammad! Stop and sit down for a while for Your Lord sends
you His blessings!'

This constitutes the degree beyond which no one can set his
step and where only pure vision persists. In this maqàm, the
initiate is granted access to the hidden mysteries hinted at in
the formula là ma'båda illà Allàh (There is no object of worship
except Allàh), the truth that every kind of worship can only reach

107. This also explains why these two nights are regarded as particularly
beneficial for any sort of spiritual practice and supererogatory acts
of devotion (nawàfil) including the tahajjud prayer. During these two
nights the heavenly gates are open for sincere devotees to reverse
the celestial influences on their hearts.

108. HdT, p. 78.
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the absolute unicity of Allàh even if in the guise of His names
and attributes. No possibility of unlawful association (shirk)
remains as the journey of the Divine realities reaches its
conclusion in the awareness of being separated from the unique
Object of worship (ma`båd). Which while pervading everything
remains essentially beyond everything. There, the adept acquires
the highest degree of spiritual insight into the most intimate
truth of being a true and upright servant of God.

Utmost perfection represented by the last of the seven
spheres termed the `sphere of the prophetic realities' (dà'ira-i
þaqà'iq-i anbiyà') which is further divided into six minor planes
corresponding to six degrees of truth.

Progress in this most elevated sphere is characterised neither
by any strenuous effort of the disciple nor by the descending of
Divine grace (faió), but is based entirely on love (muþabbat),
the first of all determinations of al-ÿaqq. The centre and most
sublime degree within this primordial determination is called
ta'ayyun-i þubb where the ultimate identity or meeting between
`belovedness' (maþbåbiyat) and ̀ true loving' (maþabbiyat) occurs.
It is described by the head of the Mujaddidã branch as the union
of the metaphysical principle referred to as þaqãqat-i
muþammadã and its physical determination (ta'ayyun-i jasadã)
in the shape of the historical figure of the prophet of Islam,
Muþammad.

Of a similar nature but at a slightly inferior level we find
the `reality of Moses' (þaqãqat-i måsawã), characterised by `pure
lovingness' (maþabbiyat-i ùarfa), the focal point enclosed by a
circumference or circle which in its symbolic implication consists
of the true friendship (khullat) contained in the `reality of
Abraham' (þaqãqat-i ibrahãmã).

The relationship between the first and the last two prophetic
realities is that between belovedness in view of the Divine
attributes (maþbåbiyat-i ùifatã) and belovedness in view of the
Divine Essence (maþbåbiyat-i ùarfa). Among these, the `reality
of Abraham' constitutes the first of the six levels. At this stage
the disciple re-descends, turning his face towards the world while
being endowed with the particular qualities of the prophet from
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the source of his specific determination. In the case of Abraham,
this is intimacy and sincere companionship (uns) between God
and His servant as expressed in the verse

. . . Who submits his whole self to Allàh, does good, and
follows the way of Abraham the true in faith?

Þ Koran, 4:125

Though the relationship with Truth occurs at an extremely
sublime level characterised by an indissoluble bond of friend-
ship (khullat), the passage to the second sphere containing the
`reality of Moses' implies a still higher degree of perfection since
it is characterised by the pure loving (maþabbiyat-i ùarfa) of the
pure Essence, that loves Itself (muþibb) for Itself. The masters
affirm that in addition to the manifestation of love the quality of
independence (istighnà) and freedom from want (be-niyàzã) also
appear, and the secret of some daring expressions uttered by
this prophet is revealed to the initiate.109 Although the
relationship between God and His creature has reached the most
sublime level of love, a residual subtle veil of duality still persists
between the object and the subject of this relationship.

This veil is finally lifted in the third stage of Truth, that of
the `reality of Muþammad', where the distinction between
`belovedness' (maþbåbiyat) and ̀ loving' (maþabbiyat) does subsist
only in the Essence of Allàh. This mingling with the pure Essence
is, according to the Mujaddidãs, symbolically represented by the
double mãm contained in the name of Muþammad and enclosed
by the letters þe and dal which, if joined together, form the word
þad or `extreme limit' of spiritual perfection reached by the `seal
of prophecy' (khatima al-anbiyà'). The implicit meaning of the
prophet's name could, thus, be possibly rendered in its esoteric
meaning as `he who has reached the utmost limit of belovedness
and loving', a description that refers to the sublime degree of his
spiritual realisation. No one is superior to him in these two
essential attributes.

So not even the þaqãqat-i muþammadã constitutes the

109. MnS, pp. 81/110.
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ultimate degree of Truth. Such an assertion differs from the
earlier doctrinal elaborations of taùawwuf. Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã describes it as a particular development of the second
millennium of Islam.110 This stage, reached at the fourth level
and referred to as the þaqãqat-i aþmadã, is considered as superior
even to the primordial determination of the absolute Truth in
the þaqãqat-i muþammadã and represents an important
reformulation and adaption of the esoteric doctrine for the second
millennium of the Islamic era.

This newly described þaqãqat occupies the absolute centre
in the conceptions of the Mujaddiyya. Its display takes the adept
into the footsteps of the prophet Muþammad leading him towards
the ̀abode of loneliness of the most hidden secret' (khilwatkhàna-
yi ghaib al-ghaib) of pure belovedness (maþbåbiyat-i ùarfa). The
letter mãm in the name of the prophet is seen as symbol of this
station in which every remaining duality between the subject
and the object of love is dissolved in the metaphysical Unity
indicated by the aþad of Aþmad deprived of its letter mãm. At
the same time, it designates in a descending perspective the
unicity of the prophet of Islam in intensity and sincerity, devotion
and worship, adoration and belovedness as the perfect servant
of God. In the opinion of the Mujaddid, this stage bears an
intimate relation with the þaqãqat-i Ka'ba-i Rabbànã111 as being
superior even to the `Muþammadan reality' for it is the object of
worship in the latter stage (masjåd), not on the formal and
individual plane but in the `àlam-i mithàl, where the greatness
(kibriyà'ã) and glory (`aÿmat) of its inner Truth coincides with
that of the beloved and adored, both terms applying to the prophet
Muþammad.

Both Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid and Shàh Abå Sa'ãd112 list two
further degrees of Truth which, strictly speaking, do not
constitute a further prophetic reality but rather additional
classifications of the þaqãqat-i aþmadã. The fifth, denominated
`pure love of the Divine essence' (þubb-i ùarfa-i dhàtiya), evidently

110. Cf. Mak. I:94; Mabdà o Ma'àd, minhà 48, pp. 204-6.

111. Mak. I:209; Mabdà o Ma'àd, p. 204.

112. MnS, pp. 112-13; HdT, pp. 89-90.
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refers to the essential stage also at the last level beyond the
attributive stage of love which characterised the first four levels.
Sublimity and non-qualification are mentioned as necessary
characteristics of a stage in extreme proximity to the supreme
Principle, identified with Allàh Ta'àlà. This pure love is described
as a particular station of the beloved of the Lord (maþbåb) and
a primordial determination of the absolutely undetermined (là-
ta'ayyun) based on the authority of ̀Allamà Qasñallànã and Mullà
`Alã Qàrã who have judged as authentic the þadãth-al qudsã in
which Allàh addresses His beloved: ̀ If it were not for you I would
not have created the heavens and I would not have manifested
My haughtiness'.

If we accept the authenticity of this tradition, it becomes
obvious that for the masters of our ñarãqa this saying refers to
the cosmological principle and purely spiritual dimension of
Muþammad, the råþ al-muþammadiyya, starting point of
creation (mabdà-i khalqat)113 beyond the limiting co-ordinates
of time and space. First his pure light came into being, and from
it the Throne, the projection of the principle of creation into this
world in the `àlam-i mithàl, and then the Pen (qalam) and the
well-preserved Tablet (lauþ al-maþfåÿ) from which the cosmic
duality of heaven and earth, the angels, the jinn, men and all
other creatures ultimately derive their existence. The prophet,
thus, becomes in his most essential reality the supreme
manifestation of the Divine attributes, superseding the Supreme
Principle which resumes in nuce the perfections of all
contingencies. It was this light only which made Adam worthy
to be adored by the angels and the Ka'ba to become the object of
worship of all creatures.

113. This affirmation is enhanced by the historical figure of the prophet
which acts like a terrestial reflection of this principle endowed with
a further, corporeal determination, hinted at in his saying: `I was
already a prophet when Adam was still between spirit and body',
Muslim: úaþãþ 44, Bukhàrã: úaþãþ 78, Kitàb al-âdàb 119. A slightly
different version of this Tradition substitutes the two term as of body
and spirit with those of clay and water. Its authenticity has been
doubted by Ibn Tayimiyya and his fellow Hanbalites. It is noteworthy
that the Mujaddidã authors chose to quote the more widely accepted
version rather than the second one, often quoted by the Shaikh al-
Akbar and his followers.
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At his stage, the disciple has reached the degree of insàn al-
kàmil, participating at the very source of every perfection. He,
thus, enters the sixth and final plane, that of the Infinite (là-
ta'ayyun) and Absolute (þadrat-i iñlàq), unlimited and
unconditioned, beyond any possible definition and description,
where neither foot nor sight can reach. There, the sàlik has
attained to the perfection of beatitude while abiding in the
everlasting presence of his boundless Lord.

Methods and techniques for spiritual realisation in the

light of the science of the subtle centres

We shall now turn to the methods which allow the initiate to
operate on his inner constitution in order to progress on the
path whose different stages have previously been described. We
are, thus, concerned with the operative (`amlã) aspect of the ñarãqa
that complements its speculative (`ilmã) side, both of which  are
necessary for an integral esoteric tradition qualified to provide
its members with the means to rise towards the experience of
Divine Truth (þaqãqat). These methods are designed to bring
about the transmutation of the complex human aggregate. To
achieve this goal, they intervene on its subtle component which
constitutes the intermediate link between the gross body and
man's purely spiritual component. In the specific case of the
Mujaddidiyya, these techniques are, therefore, closely connected
with the subtle centres adding yet a further dimension to the
`ilm-i latà'if.

Shàh Na`ãm Allàh Bahràichã, Shàh Abå Sa'ãd Fàråqã and
Shàh Abål-ÿasan Zaid describe three principal categories of
techniques.114 The following section will deal with only two of
these, namely dhikr and muràqaba, leaving the third, i.e., ràbiña,
for a subsequent sub-section in view of its close affinity to other
important considerations.

An integral part of the Naqshbandã methodology is summed
up in the so-called `eleven technical principles' (yàzdah kalimàt-
i muùtalàþa). The first eight are traditionally ascribed to `Abd

114. See MuM, pp. 82-7; HdT, pp. 10-18; MnS, pp. 40-63/46-69.
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al-Khàliq al-Gujdawànã (d. AD 575/1179 or 1220) while the
formulation of the remaining three has been attributed to
Khwàja Bahà al-Dãn al-Naqshband (717/1318-791/1389).115 Since
they represent the fundamental pillars on which the ñarãqa's
methodology rests, they will be introduced in the appropriate
context below.

DHIKR

The term dhikr embraces numerous meanings according to the
specific context in which it is used. Derived from the Arabic
verbal root dhakara bearing the meaning of `to remember,
recollect, mention', it can be applied to everything remembered
or recalled and, therefore, mentioned.116 In the specific religious
context, this applies naturally to the sole Object of worship, i.e.,
Allàh. In the esoteric tradition, this term refers strictly to the
perpetual remembrance of Allàh, and since for every believing
Muslim the link with the Sacred is guaranteed by the Divine
message as revealed to the prophet Muþammad, it is again from
the Koran and the prophetic Traditions that the Såfãs derive
the notions regarding the various techniques developed in this
field.The Koran states:

O ye who believe! Remember Allàh, with much
remembrance; and glorify Him morning and evening.

Þ Koran, 33:41-2

and also:

Men who remember Allàh standing, sitting and lying
down on their sides, . . .        Þ Koran, 3:191

Both verses hint at the importance attributed by the Islamic
tradition to the constant rememberance of God in order to
maintain awareness of the world's ultimate Sovereign. The

115. For these two authorities' role in the early history of the order, cf.
Marijan Mol�, `Autour du Dare Mansour: L'Apprentissage Mystique
de Bahà'al-Dãn Naqshband', in Revue des �tudes Islamiques 27 (1959),
pp. 35-66, and Hamid Algar, art.cit. (1976).

116. For a general introduction to dhikr, see Mir Valiuddin (1980),
pp. 31-50.
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second verse in particular is a reminder of the continuity which
must be achieved in the act of recollecting which requires
perseverance in every moment and in every act of the initiate's
daily routine. In extension of this concept, Shàh Abål ÿasan
states that every action performed in accordance with the legal
prescriptions of the Divine law (aþkàm-i sharã`at) constitutes a
form of dhikr, including the transactions of buying and selling,
since all these acts are ultimately accomplished in accordance
with the primordial Divine command.

In its primary sense dhikr, therefore, denotes the conscious
adherence of the individual to the Law (al-Dãn) which governs
and maintains the cosmic order. In a derived sense, dhikr refers
to every kind of religious and ritual performance, e.g., the recital
of the Koran or the prayers, which are apt to promote the state
of remembrance.117 Only in a later derived sense did this term
come to describe also the often elaborate techniques used by the
different orders to recall Allàh through the repetitive rhythmic
invocation of His names or through particular formulas with
the aim of `purifying the heart and to detach it from everything
except Him'.118 This corresponds to what the Khwàjagàn119

intended by one of the eleven principles called yàd kard
(remembering) which, technically speaking, entails the removal
of any forgetfulness (ghaflat) of God from one's heart achieved
through the invocation of the `noble formula of remembrance'
(dhikr-i sharãf).

For the Naqshbandãs, this can be of two types: the recital of
the name of the Divine Essence (dhikr-i ism-i dhàt), consisting
of the constant repetition of the word Allàh, or the recital of the

117. MnS, pp. 44/67.

118. Madeleine Habib, `Some Notes on the Naqshbandã Order', in MW 59
(1979), p. 42.

Naqshbandã tradition attributes the origin of this technique to the
caliph Abå Bakr al-Siddãq, first link after the prophet in the ñarãqa's
initiatic chain who was taught this technique during the flight from
Mecca to Medina while hiding with Muþammad in a cave from their
Quraishi persecutors.

119. The silsila-i khwàjagàn constituted from the twelfth century AD

onwards the lineage of what was later to become the Naqshbandiyya

®
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`formula of negation and affirmation' (dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt),
i.e., là ilàha illà Allàh, also known as the `formula carrying
powerful blessings' (kalima-i tayyiba). While being engaged in
the use of this technique, it is extremely important that no
interruption should occur in the chain of repetitions. A peculiar
characteristic of the ñarãqa consists in its preference of the silent,
purely mental invocation hidden from the perception of others
(dhikr-i qalb, dhikr-i khafã) over oral recital produced with the
tongue (dhikr-i zabànã, dhikr-i lisànã), because while the latter
necessarily implies an interruption in the chain due to the
intercurring phases of breath the former can be perpetuated
continuously.120 Once again, the ideal example to follow is that
of Muþammad who is said to have been immersed in a state of
constant dhikr in his heart, as indicated by the Tradition: `My
eyes are at rest but my heart is alert.' (Bukhàrã).121

The immediate purpose of this practice is to focus the
disciple's attention entirely on God so as to lead him towards a
constant awareness (àgàhã-i dawàmã) of the goal and instil in
his heart a deep feeling of love and veneration that keeps him
always conscious and attentive. As long as the removal of the
state of forgetfulness continues to demand great efforts during
the performance of dhikr, its effects remain precarious and do
not take him beyond the stage of yàd kard. For this reason, the
order's authorities recommend during the initial stages of this

and consists of a series of authorities all hailing from the region of
Bukhara: (1) Khwàja `Abd al-Khàliq al-Gujdawànã (d. 617/1220), (2)
Khwàja `ârif al-Riwgarã (d. 657/1259), (3) Khwàja Maþmåd Anjãr al-
Faghnawã (d. 670/1272), (4) Khwàja `Azãzàn `Alã al-Ramitànã (d. 721/
1321), (5) Khwàja Muþammad Bàbà al-Samnànã (d. 744/1354) and
(6) Khwàja Sayyid Amãr Kulàlã al-Bukhàrã (d.772/1371).

120. MuM, p.74; MnS, pp. 36/58.

121. This state of maximal permeation of the dhikr refers to the most
advanced stage to be attained by this technique and is said to bring
about many blessings and spiritual benefits. It is, therefore, called
by the Naqshbandãs `sovereign of all invocations' (sulñàn al-adhkàr),
though it is not to be considered in this initial stage of yàd kard. For
a description of the intimate nature of this invocation and its secrets
said to have been revealed to Khwàja `Abd al-Khàliq al-Gujdawànã,
cf. St�phane Ruspoli, `R�flexions sur la voie spirituelle des
Naqshbandis', in Varia  Turcica, Naqshbandis (1990), pp. 95-107.
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spiritual practice the exclusive invocation of the ism-e dhàt, the
simplest and most essential form of dhikr. Only once the
recollection is firmly impressed in the murãd's mind no longer
requiring strenuous efforts, the initiate eventually accedes to
the successive stage of yàd dàsht, lit. `preservation of
remembrance', which allows for the use of different formulas.

Most Naqshbandã shaikhs follow the example set by Khwàja
`Ubaid Allàh Aþràr (d. 895/1490) for whom the attainment of
this advanced stage presupposed the application of two other
principles, namely bàz gasht (post-remembrance) and nigàh
dàsht (lit., preservation of sight).122 The first of these prescribes
the repetition of the additional invocation: `O God! You alone
and Your pleasure are my objective! Grant me Your love and
Your knowledge!', sanctioning regular intervals in the recital of
the main dhikr and meant to confer further emphasis on the
sole aim on which every thought should be concentrated.123 The
second principle entails the safeguarding (muþàfaÿat) of the state
of awareness and mental presence attained through the practice
of dhikr so that no thought should enter the dhàkir's mind except
that of the absolute unity of Allàh (aþadiyat-i mujarrada)
intended as unqualified Principle without any considerations
for His names and attributes.124 Nigàh dàsht refers to a fairly
advanced stage of dhikr practice that keeps in view the
comprehension of the Divine essence. Its difficulty is attested
by the statements of several authorities who affirm that the
perseverance of such a state for a couple of hours or for a span of
time that lasts from sunrise till mid-morning (chàsht) constitutes
a very elevated degree of perfection reserved only to a very few
particularly qualified persons.

In this superior interpretation, nigàh dàsht is said to lead
to the `direct witnessing' (mushàhada) of the luminous

122. MnS, pp. 33-4/59.

123. Most shaikhs affirm that the formula that should follow the invocation
of the dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt may nowadays simply be: `I have no
object of worship except the adored God because the Adored and the
Goal are the same.' This practice is still in use among the inmates of
the Delhi khànaqàh.

124. MuM, p. 75.
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irradiations of the Divine Essence, while its more modest
interpretation qualifies it as the protection of the heart from
the vortex of mental consciousness and incessant current of
distracting thoughts (khañràt) during the recital of dhikr. The
perfection of this practice leads eventually to yàd dàsht, the most
perfect state attainable by this technique, and corresponds to
the realisation of the perpetual presence (þuóår-i dà'imã) of  the
unqualified Deity.125 Variously defined as `perfection of
contemplation' (kamàl-i mushàhada), as `presence without
absence' (þuóår-i be-ghaibat), or as `witnessing of Truth'
(shuhåd-i ÿaqq), it is said to be infused into the initiate's heart
by the love the Essence nourishes for Its servant.

These are the degrees of spiritual progress achieved through
the practice of dhikr. To reach them, correct execution of the
prescribed method, constant application and total dedication to
its performance by the disciple under the supervision of the
spiritual preceptor are necessary.

The pivotal role the dhikr plays in the methodology current
among the various ñuruq results immediately from the fact that
the disciple's initiation sanctioned by the vow of allegiance made
to the shaikh (bai'at) is intimately connected with the
transmission of the dhikr. In the course of this ritual, its subtle
power is implanted like a germ into the heart of the novice who
from that moment onwards must cultivate it in order to `let it
grow into a fruit-bearing tree'. This process guarantees the
establishment of his spiritual link (nisbat)126 with the entire

125. A chapter of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's esoteric treatise Mabdà o Ma'àd
(minhà 30, pp. 169-71) distinguishes three levels within yàd dàsht,
between the outer form (ùårat), attained by those reaching the
concentration of the heart (jam`iyat-i qalb), and its inner truth
(þaqãqat), obtainable only after the `cleansing of the soul' and the
`purification of the heart' are brought to perfection; but one must
still distinguish between the degree of the presence of the necessary
attributes (martaba-i wujåb) which constitute the sum of attributes,
and the topmost degree regards the presence of absolute Unity beyond
the names, attributes and qualities. We recognise here the stages of
sainthood described in the previous chapter.

126. For its peculiar meaning in the order's technical vocabulary, cf. W.E.
Fusfeld (1981), pp. 80-1.
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series of spiritual ancestors of the lineage leading back to Abå
Bakr and finally Muþammad, generally recognised as the
fountainhead of spiritual influence (baraka).127

The dhikr constitutes, thus, the first and primacy tool the
disciple receives from his shaikh. Its formula as transmitted by
the masters of the Mujaddidiyya initially comprises the most
essential of all names (ism-i dhàt), i.e., Allàh. At this priliminary,
stage, it symbolically represents the germinal condition of the
disciple's inner part upon which the dhikr is meant to act. When
the neophyte is ready to receive the bestowal of his master's
spiritual allowance (waÿãfa) together with the accompanying
method, he should sit down on his heels, turn his breast towards
that of his master, keep his hands placed on his knees, close his
eyes and mouth, press the tip of his tongue against the palate,
clench his teeth and begin to invoke with utmost respect and
reverence the name Allàh, following precisely the instructions
received.

At the very beginning, the dhikr should be directed on the
lañãfa-i qalb while constantly bearing in mind the implicit
significance of that sublime name; this process is called
`refinement' (pardàkht).128 During the invocation, the whole
attention must remain concentrated on that Essence, otherwise
the danger of being overpowered by evil inspirations (waswasa)
increases and the efficacy of the performance is compromised.

Apart from the additional invocations interspersed at regular
intervals between the recital of the main dhikr, Khwàja Bahà
al-Dãn al-Naqshband introduced yet another fundamental
principle to be followed during the practice of invoking, called
waqåf-i qalbã or `alertness of the heart'. According to Shàh Abål
ÿasan, waqåf-i qalbã can be interpreted in various ways. In its

127. In considering the double function of Muþammad as both historical
`seal of prophecy' (khàtima al-'anbiya') and universal spirit and
principle of creation, the central position attributed to him by the
esoteric tradition becomes evident. But the Naqshbandãs claim a
parallel descent through `Alã ibn Abå òàlib, through whom the
cognisance of the vocal dhikr is said to have been transmitted.

128. MnS, pp. 44/68.
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primary sense it denotes the awareness of and connection with
the nominated Object, viz., the heart's alertness towards the
Object invoked, also called `contemplative witnessing' (shuhåd).
In practical terms, it actually coincides with the stage of yàd
dàsht. The second meaning implies that the dhàkir must revolve
all his attention on the `pinecone-shaped heart' (qalb-i
ùanawbarã), viz., the physical organ that constitutes the seat of
the subtle organ bearing the same name and preserving in its
innermost core the synthesised Reality (þaqãqat-i jam`a) of the
human creature, so that even that `piece of flesh' (mudgha) may
participate in the reality of the dhikr thereby acquiring its
distinctive consciousness. The third meaning goes back to Khwàja
Muþammad Ma'ùåm (AD 1599-1668), the third son and principal
successor of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, and reiterates what has
already been said regarding yàd dàsht, i.e., the necessity for the
dhàkir to remain watchful of his heart so that no distraction
may divert its attention.129 For the fourth and last meaning, the
authors quote the authority of Khwàja `Ubaid Allàh Aþràr who
interpreted waqåf-i qalbã as the heart's lasting awareness of the
Sacred in such a way as to erase from it all other existences
except Him.130 All three authors agree, however, that this last
interpretation bears no direct relation to the dhikr but refers
rather to a particular spiritual state (þàl) attained during the
`cleansing of the soul' (tadhkiya-i nafs).

Yet another important Mujaddidã authority, Shàh Ghulàm
`Alã Dihlawã, has defined this indispensable principle as the strict
focusing of all spiritual attention (tawajjuh) on the organ of the
heart for the sake of imprinting on it the image (naqsha) of the

129. Shaikh Aþmad recommends those not receiving any benefit from this
method to interrupt the performance for a while and try instead to
focus attention on the waqåf-i qalbã until the state of awareness of
the heart eventually permits to revert to the practice of dhikr. The
pre-eminence given to this alertness over the dhikr emphasises the
enormous importance of inner attitude as prerequisite for any success
in the ñarãqa.

130. MnS, pp. 39-40/62-3; MuM, pp. 70-1; HdT, pp. 11-12. For details of
the order's eleven technical principles, see also Qàóã Thanà Allàh
Pànipatã's Al-Kitàb al-Najàt `an ñarãqat al-Ghawàt.
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ism-i dhàt.131 For the Naqshbandãs, this spiritual attention plays
exactly the same role as the `stroke' (óarb) in other Såfã orders
where the vocal invocation is practised in order to scan a
continuous sonorous rhythm, and points to the emphasis placed
on the interiorised attitude by this ñarãqa.132 While being hit by
the dhikr, the heart should, thus, incline all its attention towards
the Sacred abode from which the effusion of God's spiritual grace
is expected, so as to create the preliminary conditions for the
ultimate establishment of the spiritual link (nisbat) with the
transcendent order.133

Once the subtle heart-organ is completely permeated by the
vibration of the dhikr in tune with the primordial vibration
contained in the name Allàh, the subtle invocation is focussed
on the immediately following centre, the lañãfa-i råþ, and so on
through all seven subtle centres until the entire body, from the
`tips of the hair to the nails of the feet', reproduces the sound
vibration contained in the name of the Essence. This stage, which
corresponds to the ascent of the lañà'if to the `àlam-i amr and
from there to the celestial abode of the Supreme Principle, is
called `sovereign of all invocations' (sulñàn al-adhkàr) for it
represents the most perfect realisation of the ism-i dhàt. The
process of reintegration of the five spiritual components located
inside the breast has reached its conclusion restoring them to
their original state prior to their link with the human body and
bringing about their illumination. This leads to a stage where
through the established nisbat the Divine presence situated in
the very hidden mystery of the pinecone heart which has now
taken over the role played previously by the subtle organs
becomes Itself the interior dhàkir.

131. Durr al Ma'àrif, note referring to Friday, 15 Rabã al-Awwal 1231/14
February 1816. The shaikh explains that the heart should be freed
from all thoughts relating to either the past or the future but focus
on the present moment alone.

132. For their techniques regarding the dhikr and in particular the method
of beating the heart with the strokes of rhythmic invocation, see J.S.
Trimingham, Sufi orders in Islam, and Mir Valiuddin (1980), pp. 51-
9, with special reference to the Chishtiyya and Qàóiriyya.

133. Cf. Khaliq Anjum (1989), pp. 101-4.
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After the attainment of the benefits derived from this first
type of invocation, in relation to the `purification of the heart'
(tasfiya-i qalb), the Mujaddidãs instruct their disciples in the
practice of the dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt, deemed efficacious for the
successive process of ̀ cleansing of the soul' (tadhkiya-i nafs). The
way this second type of dhikr is performed by the adherents to
the ñarãqa Mujaddidiyya is described as follows:

The disciple should be in a state of ritual purity . . . and
turn his face towards the qibla, either sitting or kneeling,
put his hands on his thighs, concentrate all his senses
on the heart while keeping his eyes closed, arrest his
breath under the navel and while pronouncing slowly
and respectfully the word Là try to pull it from below
the navel up to the forehead and brain and imagine that
it has flown out of him. He should than concentrate on
the term ilàha, pull it upwards until it reaches the right
shoulder, and finally from there hit with utmost force
the pinecone heart with the charge contained in the
words illà Allàh in such a way as to leave the imprint of
its vibration on all five subtle organs and perceive a
sensation of heat pervading all limbs. . . .134

For the performance of this type of dhikr it is deemed auspicious
to use an undefined number of invocations in odd numbers in
accordance with yet another of the eleven principles, called
waqåf-i `adadã (numerical awareness). Although it has been
considered an integral part of this technique in the earlier days
of the order, in the opinion of most later Mujaddidã authorities,
the retention of breath (þabs-i nafas) is not necessary for a
successful performance of the dhikr though its utility is still
recognised.135

134. MnS, pp. 52/76-7; MuM, p. 84; HdT, p. 12; the first two are based on
themselves on Qàóã Thanà Allàh Pànãpatã (cf. no. 130 supra).

135. The mental invocation of this dhikr in combination with the retention
of the breath was the first teaching received by Khwàja ̀Abd al-Khàliq
al-Gujdawànã from al-Khiór as part of the divinely inspired `ilm al-
ladunnã. According to the Naqshbandãs this dhikr brings about the
revelation and comprehension of the mysteries of the sulåk. Al-Khiór
actually instructs al-Gujdawànã to submerge himself in water while
practising the dhikr-i-khafã so as to force him to retain his breath.
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It is also maintained that there is no need to engage very
frequently in the performance of this invocation; however, it
should always be practised in a state of full alertness in order to
reap the maximal benefit. The perfect execution of the dhikr-i
nafã wa ithbàt is said to consist of 21 repetitions within one
complete phase of respiration consisting of inspiration, retention
and expiration, thus, scanning a rhythm of seven repetitions for
each phase.136 The effect of this method is said to consist of the
rejection and ultimate dissolution of the practitioner's human
individuality (wujåd-i bashariyat) while invoking the first part
of the formula, viz., là ilàha, and in the display and absorption
of the effects of the totality of Divine influences on oneself during
the pronunciation of its second, affirmative part comprising the
words illà Allàh. In case of beginners (mubtadã), these effects
are said to represent the first level of the `ilm al-ladunnã,
communicated by God through al-Khiór137 to the elected ones
among the awliyà' Allàh. Thse mysteries are said to belong to a
type of knowledge the essential meaning of which cannot be
grasped by the human mind. For those more advanced on the
spiritual path the recital of this dhikr leads to the awareness
that the permeation of real Unity (aþadiyat-i þaqãqat) reaches
all degrees of cosmic multiplicity in the same way as the number

136. All authorities agree that if no effect is perceived on the inner sphere
once the most perfect number of invocations is reached, the
performance should be abandoned until later.

137. The mysterious figure who appears in the Koran as the spiritual
guide of Moses (Koran, 18:60-82), although his name (lit. `the Green
one') is not mentioned in the Holy Book. He occupies a very important
role in the spiritual development of many Såfãs as the interior guide
communicating the directly inspired science from the most sublime
stage of Divine wisdom (al-ta'lãm al Rabbànã). He is said to be the
chief of the afràd holding an important position in the spiritual
hierarchy independent even of the seven poles (aqñàb) who govern
the cosmos. Moreover, al-Khiór is closely connected to the spontaneous
initiation (nisbat al `uwaysã) conferred outside the regular pattern of
transmission of the spiritual influence within a regular ñarãqa. He is
included also among the four immortal prophets. For him, see Hassan
Elboudrari, `Entre le symbolisme et l'Historique: Khadir Im-
memorial', in SI 76 (1992), pp. 25-39 and Irfan Omar, `Khiór in the
Islamic Tradition', in MW 83 (1993), pp. 279-91 or A.J. Wensinck, `Al-
Khadir' in EI (second edition), vol. 4, pp. 935-8.
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one contains the entire series of arithmetically conceiveable
numbers.

A further requirement for the correct performance of this
method consists of its strictly mental performance, practised in
absolute discretion and privacy. The phase of expiration should
correspond to the recital of the final part of the kalima-i shahàda,
i.e., Muþammad rasål Allàh, so as to lead the disciple eventually
to a descending vision revolved towards the world. The
pronunciation of the negative term Là as meant to deny and
finally annihilate the initiate's human component while all other
contingent beings simultaneously appear without any real
existence (nãstã). During the affirmative phase, the Creator must
be envisaged as the only goal so that by the means of the dhikr.
His presence can eventually penetrate into the dhàkir's heart
with such vehemence that the sàlik becomes oblivious of
everything else around him. At this stage of advanced
interiorisation of the dhikr, the number of invocations can be
gradually raised from 21 to more than one thousand, and the
heat and effusion that accompany it will extend to all subtle
organs including those of the four gross elements. Hence, Shàh
Abål ÿasan tells us that

since the ascendance of the heart (`uråj al-qalb) includes
the purification of all elements from haughtiness, pride,
meanness and degradation . . . , they become balanced
and uniformed.138

We, thus, learn that the utility of this dhikr extends to the
erasure and removal of the negative qualities and vices rooted
in the individual's nature and their gradual replacement with
the Divine qualities and anglic virtues. Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
compares the recital of the negative syllable Là to an axe which
cuts mountains of attributes and ephemeral relations with the
phenomenal world.139

138. MnS, pp. 53/67-8.

139. During the pronunciation of the negation, the term ilàha should be
replaced with that of the vice whose extinction is envisaged before
continuing in the usual manner until its obliteration from the soul is
achieved. This should be done one by one with all negative attitudes

®
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It follows that this second type of dhikr, which bears a
particular relation with the path of inner realisation by stages
through the ten stations (maqàmàt-i `ashra),140 contributes to
the gradual processes of `soul-cleansing' (tadhkiya-i nafs). This
constitutes its real aim, for it finally leads to the murãd's
continuous cognition and consciousness of the Divine presence
after reaching the stage of fanà-i nafs. So, the utility of this
dhikr remains largely connected with the ascending phase of
the spiritual journey which culminates on the last level of major
sainthood.141

In fact, as long as the disciple remains engaged in the first
part of his spiritual journey, the use of dhikr combined with a
sincere commitment to the legal prescriptions of the sharã'at
and the injunctions of the sunna represent the sole requirements.
Only after the total realisation of the `synthesised state' (jam`
al-jam`) at the apex of the ascending journey which signals the
turning point in the Mujaddidã concept of the sair and in which
the adept acquires knowledge of the difference between God and
creation (farq ba`d al-jam`) and of the inner realities of Islam
(islàm-i þaqãqat) is achieved, is the practitioner advised to
substitute or integrate the synthetic invocation with the
performance of a series of supererogatory acts of devotion

until the soul is perfectly purified. This procedure exemplifies the
use of the dhikr during the process of `cleansing the soul'.

140. The first corresponds for the Naqshbandãs and most other orders to
the `station of repentance and penitence' (maqàm-i tawba wa inàbat)
in which the disciple repents honestly for all sins and negligences
committed in the past and seeking refuge in the service of a qualified
master thereby symbolically returning to a state of primordial purity,
while the tenth and last station, that of contentment (maqàm-i rióà)
is concerned with the illuminations of the Divine Essence. For the
ten stations, see MnS, pp. 29-32/48-52; MuM, pp. 50-4.

141. In Mak. II:95, Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã writes: `The invocation of the
formula Là ilàha illà Allàh with the addition of Muþammad rasål
Allàh for at least 100 times brings about the attainment of ascension
and Divine attraction (`uråj wa jadhba); if one then proceeds to a
repeated invocation of the formula Muþammad rasål Allàh, this will
result in an ascent and descent (`uråj wa nuzål), and if one recites
continuously the entire kalima-i tayyiba, this will bring about the
total descent (jumla-i nuzål)'.

®
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(nawàfil). These include prayers, the study of the religious
sciences (`ulåm-i dãniya), the recital of the Koran (talàwat), the
study of the Traditions, the blessing and salutation on the
prophet, his family and the companions (duråd-i sharãf), the
recital of the tasbãþa (sulþàn Allàh), the takbãr (Allàhu Akbar)
and the taþmãd (al-þamdu Allàh), etc. At this stage, no difference
between sharã'at and ñarãqat, exoterism and esoterism, persists
for the saint who now contemplates religious tenets, rituals and
spiritual practice as different expressions of the one Truth
(þaqãqat).

MURâQABA

The Persian noun muràqaba is derived from the Arabic root
raqaba bearing the meaning of to `attend, to observe, to
contemplate'. Its translation as `visualisation, attentive
observation, contemplation' conveys fairly well the range of
conceptions implied by the term in the technical vocabulary of
the Mujaddidiyya.

According to a letter written by Khwàja Muþammad Ma'ùåm,
the term reunites two slightly different but complementary
meanings both derived from the same root: one from raqàbat
meaning `protecting, guarding, preserving', the other from
ruqåbat meaning `expecting, waiting for, looking for'.142

In the terminology of next Såfã orders, muràqaba designates
the inner attitude assumed while fixing the attention on an outer
object with the aim of emptying the mind from all emerging
thoughts while trying to remain fully concentrated on Allàh. In
the vocabulary of the Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya, the term refers
to a particular technique requiring the disciple to close his eyes
and to attend to the descent of the Divine grace from its source
(mabdà-i faió) first on each single subtle centre and later on

142. Cf. MuM, p. 82; MnS, pp. 55/81. The closure of the eyes recommended
for efficient execution of this technique is meant to facilitate the
detachment of the senses from the objects of the phenomenal world
and their introversion on the inner states eventually leading to the
`inner vision of beatitude'.
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their synthesised aspect. This current of grace is initially
perceived in the guise of one of the multiple aspects of the Divine
(wujåh, pl. of wajh) and later on Its unqualified Essence. At
first, the relation, thus, established between the visualising
subject and the visualised Object must be enforced to such an
extent that no distracting thought (khañra) can interfere in it,
by creating a sort of psycho-mental shield around the disciple's
mind which leaves him entirely focussed on his single aim.
Khwàja Muþammad `Abd Allàh, the youngest son of Shaikh
Aþmad's spiritual instructor Khwàja Bàqã Billàh (971/1563-1012/
1603), provides us with the following description of muràqaba:

Muràqaba must arise out of the disregard for all spiritual
states (aþwàl) and merits (auùàf) and one's capacity of
endurance to wait for the encounter with the Lord,
eagerly longing for His beauty (jamàlihi) to manifest
Itself while remaining fully absorbed in the desire and
love for Him. . . .143

Some sources trace the origins of this method back to the master
of Shaikh Junaid al-Baghdàdã (d. 297/909) who reportedly used
to compare the inner attitude required during the performance
of muràqaba to a cat's intent fully absorbed in its attentive
observation and concentration on the den of a mouse while
patiently waiting to catch it.

These descriptions clearly convey the double, active and
passive, attitude of the practitioner engaged in this method,
although the whole process must be understood as an entirely
interiorised practice with the aim of removing oneself from the
sensory objects of the outer world. It expresses itself in an outer
immobility (comparable to that of the hunting cat) that reflects
the concentration of all potentialities on the interior self in an
effort to focus on the desired object and to penetrate its inner
reality. Once the sàlik has reached an advanced degree of
perfection in this performance of this method, he should finally
be able to control, fix and eventually comprehend the quality

143. Fawàtiþ, quoted by Shàh Abål ÿasan in MnS, p. 56/81.
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inherent to the contemplated object, thus, identifying himself
with its essence. This state is expressed in the language of the
shaikhs as `effusion of Divine grace' (mawrid-i faió) through
which the passive seeker is said to gain the bounty of the Lord
by becoming a beneficiary of His mercy.

The term muràqaba as used by the Mujaddidãs applies,
therefore, to an entirely cognitive process (fikr) progressing from
the mental perception of the prefixed object to the ultimate
identification with it. If brought to utmost perfection it leads
the murãd to participate in the Divine wisdom (þikmat-i ilàhã).
It implies the passage from reflected knowledge (`ilm) on the
rational plane to spiritual inspiration (ilhàm, kashf) on an
exclusively intuitional plane which provides access to the supra-
individual, directly inspired knowledge or gnosis (ma'rifa). The
term fikr (lit. `thought, mental activity', and, by extension,
`mental discipline') is thereby used to qualify the whole method
as complementary to that of dhikr.

At the beginning of the journey, however, the sàlik remains
exclusively concerned with the more contingent aspects of
universal existence and the reflections of the transcendent
principles in it. Since these are by definition indefinite in number,
the shaikhs point out the impossibility of exhausting the journey
while trying to contemplate the multitude of adjunctive names
and attributes (asmà o ùifàt-i ióafiya) to which they correspond
analytically. To prevent their followers from losing themselves
in this endless chain of corresponding degrees of attainment
(maràtib-i wuùål), the ancestors of the ñarãqa claim to possess
the specific knowledge regarding the way that synthetically
accomplishes (ba ñarãq-i ijmàlã) the journey through the names
and attributes and quickly reaches in the presence of the
Essence.144

Here again we encounter the often repeated Mujaddidã
assertion of a unique and unprecedented method that facilitates
considerably the disciple's task of gaining access to the hidden
mysteries. This position is summed up in the principle of

144. MnS, pp. 56/82. Cf. also Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's Mabdà o Ma'àd,
minhà 53, pp. 212-13.
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`including the end at the very beginning' (indiràj-i nihàyat dar
bidàyat) which holds that the novice who enjoys the company of
a perfect (Mujaddidã) shaikh can gain access to a preliminary
experience of Divine unity during the very first steps of his inner
journey.145

This principle finds its application in the division of the
spiritual path into seven sections or stages (madàrij). Each stage
contains one or more particular `visualisations' reflecting the
point of view from which the disciple looks at his objective.
However, in its immediate application muràqaba aims at the
attainment of the composure of the heart (iñminàn-i qalb), the
granting of the inner vision of magnificence (`atà-i kubriyà), the
arrest of the thought-current (jam`iyat-i khañràt) and the
resulting attainment of inner peace (ilqà-yi sakãna). It can be
practised either alone or be accompanied by the use of dhikr.
The rigorous preservation of the disciple's inner attention at
each successive stage on the source of effusion of the celestial
influences and its respective place of arrival in his subtle
aggregate is considered of foremost importance for the successful
performance of this method, for these represent the two poles
between which the entire process takes place.

The first stage, concerned with the dà'ira-i imkàn, contains
a single muràqaba, refered as the visualisation of `pure unicity'
(aþadiyat-i ùarfa) since it refers to that unique principle (al-
aþad) that governs this world and which comprehends the total
sum of all contingent possibilities. During this part of the journey
the spiritual influence descends upon the lañãfa-i qalb, considered
to be the centre of the microcosm and seat of the spiritual
principle. This interior performance in the `sphere of possible
existence' is said to reach its conclusion when the disciple's
mental current remains constantly focussed for about twelve
hours on the `fountainhead of all graces' and when the object of
his meditation has been assimilated to a satisfying extent. The

145. For ample discussion, see, e.g., Shàh Rauf Aþmad Ràmpurã, Durr al-
Ma'àrif (note on 13 Sha'bàn 1231/1816). A detailed account of this
important aspect bearing notable relevance in the order's Hindu sub-
lineage will be given in the next chapter.
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authors of our treatises report that the inner perception of lights
represents an infallible sign of the attainment of this stage,
during which many other marvellous things including Divine
attraction (jadhba) and occasional spiritual accidents (wàridàt)
may occur.146

During the following stage of minor sainthood, the disciple's
visualisation consists of the muràqaba-i ma'iyat,147 the
contemplation of co-presence with the principles of the
determinations of all common creatures, or that aspect of the
Deity in which God's presence is felt in every single particle of
the created cosmos, succinctly expressed by the formula Huwà
al-Õàhir (He is Manifest).

At this stage, the disciple recognises that everything exists
only because of Allàh Who manifests His perfections in the world.
The murãd's heart as receptacle of spiritual influences
simultaneously experiences a feeling of expansion into the six
directions of space until it is perceived as encompassing the entire
Universe. This perception announces the attainment of the
`extinction of the heart' (fanà-i qalb) and represents from a
microcosmic point of view the overcoming of the limiting
conditions of individual existence at the same time as it denotes
a reflected participation in the principle of creation from a
macrocosmic perspective, rendered possible on behalf of the
analogy between the two dominions. Hence, the correspondence
between the physical heart (qalb-i ùanawbarã) and the all-
comprising Universal heart (qalb-i kullã) identified with the
Throne situated at the centre of the `àlam-i kabãr, which reveals
to the disciple the secrets of the waþdat al-wujåd.

Part of these first stages of the ascending journey is also the
`visualisation of the five spiritual organs' (muràqaba-i lañà'if-i
khamsa), which function as landmarks against which the disciple

146. The Koranic reference quoted by the masters is: `Allàh is with you
wherever you are.' (Koran, 5:76).

147. Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn, for instance, expressly warns his
disciples not to pay any attention to these lights as they distract
the `traveller' from focusing on the progress along the straight path.
Cf. MuM, p. 82.
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can check his progress. We have already described the Mujaddidã
association of each of these five organs with one of the great
prophets whose particular qualification is put in relation with
different kinds of Divine irradiations. The procedure is very
similar for each of the subtle organs and consists of the imaginary
placing one's subtle organs in front of those contained in the
breast of the prophet Muþammad, invoking Allàh with the
request to grant through His immediate intercessor and the
chain of spiritual ancestors part of the grace of the irradiations
pertaining to that particular lañãfa. Once the boon is granted
and the link established, the murãd partakes of the inherent
nature, temper and reality of the prophet who governs that
particular plane (mashrab).

The hierarchy among the subtle organs corresponds to that
of the various prophets, so as to enable the sàlik to penetrate
gradually the veils of the superseding irradiations, thereby
enhancing the power of his spiritual vision. This whole interior
process which includes both the mental and the vibrational
sphere pertaining to the psychic constituents of the human
individual can be defined in this context as a sort of human and
cosmic alchemy aimed at transmuting the elements pertaining
to the subtle state into an increasingly more sublime degree of
reality the closer one gets to its principles and governing causes.
Such an interpretation also accounts for the luminosity of the
subtle organs which indicate their ascent to the higher regions
of the intermediary world. The disciple reiterates within himself
the entire cosmological process in a direction inverse to that of
its gradual unfolding, from the point of maximal expansion to
that of contraction (qabó) into the principal point whence
everything originated. The Mujaddidãs call this the `journey
through the cardinal points' (sair-i àfàqã). It lasts for the entire
duration of the journey through the realms of major sainthood
when it assumes the denomination of ̀ journey through the inner
selves' (sair-i anfusã).148

148. But until arrival at the final stages of the sulåk, we are still exclusively
concerned with the reflections of the names and attributes in the
minor sainthood and the names and attributes in the major one, i.e.,
although central in respect to our world, this stage is still contingent
in regard to the Essence and its essential attributes.
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Major sainthood is the next stage of the spiritual journey
and is described as including altogether four muràqabàt the most
important of which is the `visualisation of extreme proximity'
(muràqaba-i aqrabiyat) that goes back to the inner meaning of
the Koranic verse: `. . . We are nearer to him than his jugular
vein. . . (Koran, 50:16). On that plane the five subtle organs attain
to their maximal ascension and bring the ̀ journey towards Allàh'
to conclusion. The previous stage led the sàlik from the
concentration, meditation and finally contemplation of his co-
presence with Allàh culminating in the experience of union
(ittiþàd) and, consequently, in a synthetic vision of God and the
world (tawþãd-i wujåd) characterised by a condition of inebriation
(sukr). This stage leads to a state of extreme proximity, indicative
of a subsisting degree of duality (du'ã).149 Here, the initiate
returns to a state of sobriety (saþw) accompanied by a new vision
of the world's reality (tawþãd-i shuhådã), which allows him to
perceive the entire Universe as a mirror (a'ãna) in which the
beauty of the Beloved is reflected on a plane of minor reality.
During this part of the journey, the subtle organ concerned is
the nafs. We may, thus, partially identify it with the process
referred to as `cleansing of the soul', that wants to refine the
vicious qualities of the disciple's soul into virtues while conveying
upon his inner self a state of peace that enables it to partake at
the current of God's mercy (al-rahmat).150

Consequently, the perfection of this level coincides with the
`extinction of the soul'. It is attained, however, only after having
gone through the other sub-degrees comprised in the stage of
`major sainthood', all focussed on the `visualisation of love'

149. These three degrees show a great affinity with the stages listed by
Pata¤jali in his Yoga-Såtra as dhàraõà, dyàna and samàdhi and
define an increasing intensity in the relationship between the subject
that focusses and the object focussed, eventually leading to the
identification between these initially separate entities. All are
implicitly comprehended in the term muràqaba as used by the
Mujaddidãs. For this reason, I have preferred to render the term with
`visualisation' rather than with `contemplation' since only the more
advanced stage of this method effectively corresponds to the latter.

150. MnS, pp. 68/95.
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(muràqaba-i muþabbat).151 Through meditation on this
particular aspect of the Divine, a deep reciprocal relationship of
love arises between the longing disciple who assumes the role of
lover (maþbåb) and his Beloved one (þabãb). The remaining three
sub-levels derived from each other in a descending order
apparently only mark increasing degrees of intensity of this
relationship, although they do bear a degree of qualitative
difference.152

This process is accompanied by a gradual penetration into
the knowledge of the Divine names, attributes and qualities in
the measure corresponding to the extinction and transmutation
of the individual vices or imperfections into the angelic virtues
of the `àlam-i malakåt.153 The traversing of these spheres is said
to resemble a journey through the radiant circle of the sun which
appears increasingly luminous the more parts of it are acquired
leaving the remaining parts obscure like those of the solar disk
during an eclipse. Other authors point out that the disciple begins
to feel his own existence as entirely dependent on its source, the
sum of Allàh's pure Being.154

151. Based on: ` . . . When He loves them as they love Him . . .' (Koran,
5:57)

152. Maulànà ÿàfiÿ Ghulàm ÿabãb, a contemporary Mujaddidã shaikh of
Sindh and author of Majàlis-i ÿabãb wa musamma ba Irshàd al-
Mursalãn, specifies (pp. 187-9) that to each of the four degrees
contained in the sphere of major sainthood corresponds a particular
category of ranks.

153. It is said, for instance, that in the stage of major sainthood the mean
qualities of the soul, viz., envy (þasad), avarice (bukhl), avidity (þarù),
rancour (kãna), pride (takabbur), vanish and their place is taken
instead by the laudable attributes like patience (ùabr), gratitude
(shukr), reticence (war'), pious devotion (taqwà), continence (zuhd),
etc. Cf. also Majàlis-i ÿabãb, p. 189.

154. MnS, pp. 69/97. The solar symbolism here employed by the authorities
to describe the transcendent source of all supra-individual knowledge
finds its parallel in the Hindu tradition too where the reflected,
indirectly perceived knowledge pertaining to the sphere of manas,
the mental plane is assimilated to the silver radiance of the lunar
light while the transcendent and direct knowledge pertaining to the
superior intellect or buddhi is assimilated to the golden light of the
sun.
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Perfection or `major sainthood' and the simultaneous entry
into the `sphere of supreme sainthood' are obtained when the
sàlik no longer perceives the Divine grace descending on his
cerebral region, the seat of the lañãfa-i nafs which is now perfectly
balanced and permeated by a lasting feeling of absolute peace,
and the individual limits set by the apex of the rational sphere
are definitively transcended. After the liberation of the individual
soul from the limiting summons sanctioned by the Divine decree
(aþkàm-i qaóà), the nafs ascends to the station of contentment
(maqàm-i rióà), the tenth and most sublime of the maqàmàt.
The disciple now contemplates the expansion and opening of his
breast (sharþ-i ùadr), which is the receptacle for the
comprehension of the Divine mysteries, having been sanctioned
as the seat of man's spiritual component by Muþammad's
experience when the two angels Jibra'ãl and Mika'ãl opened his
breast in order to extract a black clot of blood representing the
corrupted human nature (cf. Koran, 96).155

Once again, the corresponding mode of procedure for this
muràqaba consists of the visualisation of the idea of putting
one's breast before that of the prophet praying to God to be
allowed to participate in the blessings of this station and reciting
the ùårat al-inshãraþ (Koran, 94). In its uttermost perfection,
this visualisation is said to reveal the secrets of the Divine
promises (mawà'id-i ilàhã) which grant access to the degree of
perfect certitude (yaqãn-i kàmil) and to the inner comprehension
of the sum of injunctions comprised by the sharã`at without need
of further proofs. The removal of individual boundaries
separating the sàlik from the vision of the perpetual presence
(þuóår-i dà'imã) of the Divine law, allows him to adhere to the
inner truth of Islam (þaqãqat-i Islàm) and God's signs in the
world are sufficient for its comprehension.

The following stages are described in close association with
the doctrinal perspective held by the Mujaddidãs. As such, they
had not been explicitly developed by the earlier leaders of the

155. See also D. Giordani, `Al-Inshãrah: la sura dell'apertura' in `Ayn al-
þayàt, Quaderno di Studi della Tariqa Naqshbandiyya, Roma, 1995,
pp. 31-45.
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Naqshbandiyya but reflect the Mujaddidã's anxiety to modify
the ñarãqa view of the requirements of the second millennium of
Islam when both the umma and the Såfãs were in need of further
explanations in order to strengthen their comprehension of the
hidden realities contained in the Koranic message. What had
previously been included in the degree of `major sainthood' now
required further specification, although the aim of the proposal
remained unchanged. This position at the base of the entire
Mujaddidã doctrinal perspective resulted in its peculiar vision
of the world which contemplates the ultimate perfections of
spiritual realisation as a reflection of the role of the prophets in
charge of the task of conveying a Divine message (risàla) to
humanity in need to be led back to the right path.156 In line with
this perspective, the Mujaddid concentrated his efforts on
explaining in most detail those truths contained synthetically
in the þaqãqat-i Islàmã by setting out their relationship with the
higher stages of the sulåk.

There follows the stage of supreme sainthood (wilàyat-i
`uliyà) said to correspond to the station of the angels and other
lofty celestial beings. During this part of the celestial journey,
Allàh is contemplated in His inner, non-manifest aspect
(muràqaba-i ism-i bàñin). It is concerned with the purification
of the three elements air, water and fire, back on the plane of
differentiated existence though now on a more subtle plane. The
oral invocation of the tahlãl,157 a prolonged immersion in
voluntary prayers and the punctillous observance of the sharã`at
are considered very efficacious for gaining the celestial state
which is said to be reached with the help of the two wings
representing  Allàh's double aspect as the Manifest and the non-
manifest. By now the seeker of Truth has acquired the knowledge
pertaining to both, the stage of the manifest `àlam-i khalq and
the non-manifest `àlam-i amr and is, thus, ready to be accepted

156. For some important aspects of the Mujaddid's role in the view of
himself and his followers, see Friedmann (1971), pp. 153-60 and
terHaar (1990), pp. 13.

157. The tahlãl refers to the formula of the dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt, but seen
from a different perspective, tahlãl meaning literally `to proclaim the
truth of God'.
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as a member of the Sublime Assembly in the `àlam-i quds.
Notwithstanding the prophetical perspective that culminates in
the concept of the `pole of Divinely inspired instruction' (quñb al-
irshàd) designed to illuminate the world (munawwar-i `àlam),158

which is obtained in the station of perfectioning (maqàm-i
takmil), the total realisation of the spiritual path implies the
passage to the superior realms of Being symbolically indicated
by the celestial spheres. There the initiate is said to encounter
all sorts of angelic beings (malà'ika), thus putting emphasis on
the idea of an ascent along a vertical axis.159

Indifferent of the journey's definition as a descent (nuzål)
or as the beginning of the ascent along the vertical axis
connecting the `àlam-i mulk and the `àlam-i malakåt with the
`àlam-i mithàl and other still higher realms, from this moment
onwards only the unqualified aspect of the Divinity is
contemplated.160 Whether at the stage of the triple perfections
(kamàlat-i thalàtha), that of the Divine truths (þaqà'iq-i ilàhã)
or that of the prophetic realities (þaqà'iq-i anbiyà'), the sàlik
remains throughout inspired directly from the fountainhead of
Divine wisdom pertaining to the `ilm al-ladunnã. After
accomplishing the purification of the element earth in the sphere
of the triple perfections, the effusion of spiritual influences occurs
on the synthesised aspect of the ten subtle organs.

During the visualisations that are part of these last three
levels of the Mujaddidã path, the initiate gains understanding
of the manifold prophetic perfections, although it must be
remembered that he experiences these details in the reflected
guise of sainthood rather than directly participating in prophet-
hood, since the gates of prophecy have been definitively closed
with the delivery of the message of Islam. This particularised

158. Cf. Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's explanations given in Mabdà o Ma'àd,
minhà 2 and 3, pp. 99-102.

159. MnS, p. 71/100.

160. Many interesting parallels could be traced between these concepts
and the Hindu theories regarding the contemplation of the qualified
Deity, saguõa Brahman, and the unqualified Principle, nirguõa
Brahman.
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knowledge pertaining to the celestial archetypes contained in
the `àlam-i mithàl, like the inner realities pertaining to the
celestial Ka'ba, the Holy Koran and ritual prayer, which reveal
the hidden truth of the Divine secrets, is accompanied by a state
of bewilderment (þairat) said to befall the aspirant adept when
he realises his inability to comprehend the Divine Essence. It
is, therefore, also referred to as the state of supreme negligence
(ghaflat). The inner side of the disciple reaches with it a state of
colourlessness and non-qualification (be-rangã o be-kaifã) which
goes along with a perception of all the laws pertaining to the
series of legislators (`anbiyà'-i ålå al-azm) preceeding the mission
of Muþammad.

Only minor importance attaches to the slight divergencies
among the later authorities regarding the order in which these
last spheres should be crossed, some giving preference to the
Divine realities others to the prophetic ones. According to Shàh
Abål ÿasan, it is the unified aspect of the initiate's subtle
aggregate that confers upon him the rank of insàn al kàmil who
reunites in himself not only the perfection of the human condition
but also that of all other possible existences, thus, giving credit
to the Tradition: `Allàh has created Man according to His own
image'.161 It corresponds to the sublimest degree of spiritual
perfection so that the attainment of the last realities
contemplated on the sulåk seems implicit for those able to get
there. Hence, it is often stressed that during those highly
advanced stages of the path no further effort is required since
the Divine grace alone can bestow the vision of these stations
which are no longer part of the walkable journey (sair-i qadamã)
but can only be visualised (sair-i naÿarã).

The techniques used during the preliminary phases now
become obsolete and the disciple suddenly recognises his position
of being a mere servant (muràqaba-i ma'bådiyat-i ùarfa) in front
of Allàh. This transcends both perceptions, identity between the
possible (mumkin) and the Necessary (wàjib) and that of
`adumbration' (ÿilliyat) between these two. Imbued with love,
the murãd spontaneously adheres to the legal injunctions

161. MnS, pp. 75/102. Cf. Abå ÿuraira, Mishkàt, III.
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prescribed by the sharã`at and exceeds them in the performance
of supererogatory acts of worship and the prolonged recital of
the Holy scriptures. As an example of perfect behaviour, he, thus,
becomes a true heir of the prophet and shows the way to a
multitude of others without being tied to the individual
characteristics perceived by those whose vision is limited by
numerous imperfections. This is the station of pure and infinite
love (þubb-i ùarfa-i dhàtiya) from which the perfect adept shares
his love for creation in perfect harmony with the love of his Lord
in the abode of eternal transcendence.

The master-disciple relationship

The relationship between the spiritual guide and preceptor (pãr-
o murshid bar ÿaqq) on one side and the seeker of Truth (murãd,
ñàlib-i ÿaqq) on the other revests utmost importance in all
esoteric traditions.162 Its importance derives from the essential
role played by the master in transmitting the spiritual influence
(baraka) into the disciple's innermost part in the course of the
initiatory rite (bai'at, waÿãfa)163 thus, legitimising his
membership in and sanctioning his indissoluble link with the
spiritual tradition in question.164 Through this permanent bond,
the shaikh assumes the role of mediator between the effusion of
Divine grace from the transcendent plane and those individuals

162. Although true in principle, practically speaking the concept of this
relationship remains nowadays confined to the Eastern traditions
where the esoteric part of the tradition has remained accessible and
is, moreover, guaranteed through the existence of a regular chain of
transmission perpetuated from master to disciple.

163. Actually, the transmission of spiritual influence may also be regularly
performed by a simple khalãfa possibly unqualified to impart spiritual
instructions on a higher level.

164. The Islamic esoteric tradition also allows for the spiritual influence
to be transmitted without the physical presence of a shaikh. This
type of initiation, referred to as `uwaysã in memory of the Yemenite
saint `Uways al-Qaranã (d. 18/639), is significant for some of the most
renowned authorities of the spiritual hierarchy in Islam, such as Ibn
al-`Arabã and many major authorities of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya. For details on `Uways al-Qaranã, see the article of A.S.
Hussaini: ß ̀Uways al-Qaranã and the ̀Uwaysi Sufisû in MW 57 (1967),
pp. 103-13.
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eager to receive it, thus, assuming the responsibility for the
rebirth and inner transmutation of the disciple. Unfortunately,
the indispensability of the preceptor's presence and the necessity
of absolute obediance to the master's orders has often been
misinterpreted and has raised suspicion among outer observers
since it contrasts strongly with the exaltation of individual
freedom so dear to the modern mentality.

The importance of the shaikh for the spiritual rebirth and
growth of his proteg�, continuing during the following period of
apprenticeship and spiritual emancipation (tarbiyat), is
invariably stressed by all Såfã orders.165 In some esoteric circles,
especially in the Suhrawardiyya and the Kubràwiyya, the role
of the shaikh has been assimilated to that of a second father
and mediator of heavenly influences responsible for the inner
growth (wilàda-i ma'nawã) of the novice. He is concerned with
the inner kernel of the disciple's constitution (ifàda) whereas
the biological father (wilàda-i sårã) holds responsibility for the
education of the nafs.166 The shaikh, therefore, occupies a higher
rank than the physical father whose importance remains limited
to a more contingent realm, and although both must be objects
of the disciple's love and respect, the love for the shaikh is
considered to hold pre-eminence over that of the father.167

165. This idea of a rebirth obviously implies a preceding symbolic death,
i.e., the passage from a profane condition of existence that keeps the
world in view only to a higher existence with access to the realm of
the sacred that, from a theological perspective, keeps in view the
posthumous world in the Hereafter (àkhira). This concept becomes
particularly evident with high caste dvãjà Hindus.

166. Cf. Fritz Meier, Zwei Abhandlungen �ber die Naqîbandiyya (1994),
part I: Die Herzensbindung an den Meister, p. 19.

167. The physical continuity from one generation to another is guaranteed
through the link perpetuated between father and son and constitutes,
thus, a sort of generational silsila apt to preserve the continuity of
the clan and the longevity of the ancestors which play an important
in most traditional cultures.

Shàh Na`ãm Allàh quotes Muþammad Parsà as having said that the
common folk aspire to reviving the body (iþyà-i jasàdã) while the �lite
aspire to the revival of the heart (iþyà-i qalbã).

Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã writes that while the exterior birth leads to
an existence restricted in time the inner birth is meant to lead towards
immortality (þayàt-i abàdã). Cf. MuM, p. 61.
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In the history of the Naqshbandiyya, the relationship
between shaikh and disciple has been developed and interpreted
in its own peculiar way which distinguishes it from that of other
orders in some aspects. As outlined by the Dutch scholar terHaar,
two of its main features consist of the importance and frequency
of the `uwaysã type of initiation and the connected transmission
of knowledge on one hand and the necessity for a strong and
intimate tie with the living shaikh on the other.168

 In the context of the more recent treatises examined for
this study, however, the first component is less relevant and the
authors prefer to stress the importance of the presence and
company (ùuþbat) of a living shaikh.169

The reason for this attitude lies in the secret nature (poshãda
amr) of that part of the doctrine concerned with the hidden
master. It calls for a high degree of spiritual insight and an innate
disposition for receiving this sort of spontaneous guidance and
transmission of knowledge which occurs directly from one
spiritual component (råþàniyat) to another.170 It is, however,
undeniable that the specific form the teachings of this order have
assumed over the centuries owes much to the elaborations and
ideas derived from those personalities who claim to be connected
to a `spiritual presence' of the `uwaysã type.

According to a widespread opinion in contemporary traditi-
onal circles related to the ñarãqa, the Naqshbandã way indicated
in particular by Khwàjà Bahà al-Dãn and Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
remains nowa-days the shortest and easiest and, therefore, most

168. J.G.J. terHaar, `The importance of the Spiritual Guide in the
Naqshbandi Order' in The Legacy of Mediaeval Persian Sufism (1992),
pp. 311-21.

169. The extent to which the stress laid by more recent authorities on
this second aspect of the pãr-murãdã relationship is influenced by
modern circumstances, would require a detailed analysis; we limit
ourselves here to a few considerations, mostly in relation with the
Hindu sub-lineage of this order.

170. According to Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã who himself was a known
benficiary of the `uwaysã link, it is exactly this type of knowledge that
refers specifically to the `ilm al-ladunnã often mentioned in the texts
of the ñarãqa's authorities.
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accessible method for the achievement of spiritual realisation,
the only one that can guarantee access to the esoteric mysteries
for a large part of people in our times.171

Though it is tempting to diminuish the significance of such
assertions in view of the sort of exclusiveness that often
accompanies the vision of those who are firmly rooted in their
tradition, it nevertheless represents a curious continuum in the
teachings of this order, much stressed also in the Hindu sub-
branch that developed from it.

As a matter of fact, the bond between disciple and living
master assumes great significance for the average disciple for it
is a distinctive feature of this ñarãqa to charge the murshid with
an increasing responsibility and an active inner effort with
regard to the disciple who has sought refuge at his feet. It is,
therefore, important for the disciple to find a perfect and
perfectioning master (pãr-i kàmil o mukammil) suitable to his
nature and ready to fulfil the task of providing him guidance on
the path and assistance in every circumstance and at every
station (irshàd).172 The responsibility and acute sense of
discrimination this preliminary step requires is, thus, described
by one of the order's authorities:

The method of discerning a perfect and adequate shaikh
should not remain confined to his ability to display
extraordinary deeds, his awareness of the distractions
that can befall one's heart or that attainment of a state
of trance (wajd) and spiritual state (þàl) because many
among these things can be found also among the Jogis
and Brahmins; so these matters do not represent any
auspicious proof, nay the sign and authentic proof for
recognising a perfect shaikh consists first of all outwardly

171. Cf. MnS, p. 28/46.

172. The station that qualifies one for leading others to perfection (maqàm-
i takmãl) occupies a high rank in the order's perspective and is,
therefore, accessible only to the most perfect among the spiritual
masters who are far superior to those who have acquired perfection
only for themselves; hence, the pre-eminence attributed in this order
to the awliyà'-i ishrat over the `awliyà'-i uzlat.
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in his resolute adherence to the sharã`at and his acting
in accordance contained in the Holy Book and the
Sunnat, so that it may be possible to devote oneself
eagerly to him, for Allàh has disguised sainthood in the
attitude of fear of God (taqwà) . . . one should avoid any
place where likely harm is perceived. Whoever outwardly
appears pious and devout, his company should be sought
for no inconvenience will derive from joining one's hand
with his . . . if ever one may derive profit or not from
him; . . . if his company grants the effects recognised by
both exoterists and esoterists as authentic, one should
consider the company of such a man as red sulphur and
a Divinely-sent boon, but if his company may provoke no
effect or the respectable authorities do not recognise him,
one should leave him, maintaining nevertheless a
favourable judgement of him while turning to whatever
place may be appropriate to provide guidance, for the
only goal consists in Truth not in that particular
individual. . . .173

The author of this passage, identifies these positive aspects as
consisting of the detachment of the heart from all worldly ties,
the revival of the disciple's dead heart, refraining from commiting
sins, indigence from the desire to accomplish virtues and
favourable actions (a'màl-i ùàliha wa þusnàt), the recollection
of God, etc.174 The importance of joining the company of the
appropriate shaikh, thus, represents an indispensable condition.
It is a significant symptom of the sober attitudes assumed by
the Mujaddidãs to stress the importance of correct outer
behaviour in conformity with the sharã`at and the sunna and
assign to it a preeminence over the ability to intervene on the

173. Quoted from Qàóã Thànà Allàh Pànãpatã on Shàh Walã Allàh's Al-
maqàlat al-radhiya fã'l-naùãþhà wa al waùiya in MuM, p. 35.

174. Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn used to test the sincerity and firmness of
those who approached him by trying to dissuade them by advancing
all sorts of excuses and trying to convince them to go the numerous
other shaikhs than present at Delhi (MuM, p. 38). But this strict
attitude of the masters seems to have been relaxed by the reduced
number of aspirants who would nowadays meet such high standards.
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subtle state and to provoke spontaneous spiritual experiences
or to perform miracles.

But the shaikh too has to show his availability while selecting
and accepting those seeking refuge at their service. Before
reaching such a decision, the shaikh will first of all carefully
scrutinise the innate qualifications of the aspirant, judging the
degree of his sincerity and right determination and submitting
him to one or more proofs of his resolve.

Once the shaikh has ascertained the suitability of the
aspirant, the latter should entrust himself to the shaikh's
disposal who will choose the auspicious moment to grant him
initiation into the spiritual family (khàndàn) by asking him to
pay a vow of allegiance to him and the ancestors of the lineage
(bai'at).175 The ritual act of spiritual initiation thus consists of
the conclusion of an indissolvable treaty between master and
disciple which sanctions the establishment of a lifelong bond. At
the moment chosen for formal initiation into the order, the
disciple is asked to kneel down before the shaikh, join his right
hand with that of the master and express his regret and repent
(tawba) for all sins and negligences committed in the past
(istighfar).176 He is then asked to pronounce three times the
kalima-i shahàda, followed by a vow to observe faithfully the
five Islamic pillars (arkàn-i khamsa) and the sunna of the prophet
Muþammad, to abstain from any unlawful innovations (bid'àt)
or associating anything to the rank of God except Allàh (shirk).
In short, the novice symbolically leaves behind the slags of his

175. Until the times of Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn and his successors it
was customary for the shaikh to ask the newly arrived seeker to look
for an auspicious Divine sign, often sought from the Koran, to confirm
the righteousness of the decision to join in the order (istikhàra) and
than to wait for a period of about seven days until the decision had
fully matured in the applicant.

176. It should be noticed that the modalities of this initiatory rite imitate
the ancient Arab tribal custom according to which the vow of
allegiance sworn by many newly converted Muslims during the
negotiations with the Quraish at Hudaibiya (bai'at al-ridhwàn) acts
as the prototype for all successive treaties and pacts; outside the
Naqshbandiyya it is found with minor alterations in almost all esoteric
orders.
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previous profane existence and prepares himself for his rebirth
in a new life as member of the spiritual family of which the
shaikh represents the nearest and most immediate link.

Soon afterwards the neophyte receives for the first time the
spiritual attention (tawajjuh) of his new shaikh, combined with
the instructions in the method of focusing the mind on the lañãfa-
i qalb in order to prepare it for the reception of the spiritual
grace (faió). The impact created on a subtle level through the
transmission and infusion of the master's tawajjuh aided by the
repentant attitude of the novice creates a favourable condition
for leaving an immediate imprint on the latter's subtle heart-
organ (naqshband) which opens the gates for the reception of
the Divine effusion and participation at God's mercy (abwàt-i
rahmat).

The vehicle through which this spiritual attention is
channelled towards the subtle heart-organ of the novice consists
of the name of the Essence (dhikr-i ism-i dhàt). More precisely,
the vehicle is in the subtle vibration produced by the repeated
mental invocation of the word Allàh, which indicates the eminent
role the dhikr plays especially during the initial stage of the
spiritual career.

The enormous importance the transmission of the shaikh's
tawajjuh177 revests among the current techniques of the
Mujaddidiyya is often said to date back to Khwàja Bahà al-Dãn
al-Naqshband178 and must be considered as part of his wider
effort to make the the spiritual disciples more accessible to his
contemporaries. It underlines the shift towards a growing
responsibility of the preceptor in the disciple's spiritual
upbringing (tarbiyat), a tendency that can be observed
throughout the past centuries till the present day. This goes far
beyond the merely educational aspect (ta'lãm) of transmitting

177. The term is derived from the Arabic root wajah implying the meaning
of `to turn the face to'.

178. terHaar suggests that the emergence of tawajjuh as an essential part
of the Naqshbandã methodology goes back to the khalãfa of Bahà al-
Dãn, Khwàja Alà al-Dãn al-'Attàr (d. 802/1400). Cf. Mediaeval Persian
Sufism, p. 321.
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the doctrinal knowledge, which had previously left the entire
effort necessary for progress on the shoulders of the sàlik. The
importance of the spiritual attention gradually shifted more and
more from the original attempt to enter into contact with the
presence of a deceased person to the outright nourishing of the
disciple's inner states by the pãr. The shaikh came to occupy the
role of a mediator (waùãla) between the spiritual presence of the
ancestors of the lineage all the way back to Muþammad and
eventually to the unqualified Divine Essence, and the novice as
last and most feable link in the spiritual chain. This concept is
based on the traditional concept of a current of spiritual influence
(baraka) that originates from Allàh passing through His
messenger to the various intermediaries and members of the
multiple chains spread throughout the Islamic world.

Conceived as effusion of Divine grace (faió) it is the subtle
energy of this spiritual current that ultimately nourishes the
inner side (al-bàñin) of the murãd and that contributes thereby
to the growth of the inner guide. This idea stands at the base of
the gradual elaboration of the concept of tawajjuh that gained
increasing importance during the centuries from the imàm of
the order down to Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, and that was to become
the dominant feature in the teachings of masters of the ñarãqa
after him, both in the Islamic and in the Hindu environment. It
sanctioned an increasingly active participation of the shaikh as
transmitter of these influences to the benefit of a more and more
passive disciple and must be understood in the context of the
growing difficulties in modern times in gaining spiritual
sustenance through one's own efforts. With this development,
the relationship between pãr and murãd acquires a new
dimension that helps to explain the value attributed to the
submission of the `spiritual child' to his mentor. For this reason,
the authors we are here concerned with underline the necessity
for the shaikh to follow with utmost attention every single step
made by the disciple while proceeding on the path. As we have
seen, this attention consists basically of imprinting the subtle
vibration of the dhikr one by one on each of the disciple's subtle
organs beginning with the lañãfa-i qalb. To achieve that goal,
the shaikh must first of all fix his attention on the ancestors of
the ñarãqa's genealogy and seek their intercession in asking Allàh
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to open the gates that grant access to the ocean of His endless
bounty, called fatþ-i bàb.179

Particular importance for the successful establishment of
an efficient spiritual connection (nisbat) of this type is once again
attributed by the author to Khwàja Bahà al-Dãn, the Naqshbandã,
who bears the significant title of mushkil-kushà or `remover of
difficulties'. He is followed by Khwàja ̀Ubaid Allàh Aþràr, Shaikh
Aþmad Sirhindã and Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn.180

Once the connection is fully established, the shaikh's
tawajjuh now loaded with the spiritual power of the entire silsila
hits the inner states of the disciple, thus, accelerating the process
of impressing the Sacred name on the subtle organ concerned
thereby facilitating the practitioner's own efforts. While turning
the attention on the subtle organs concerned, the shaikh is said
to be in a position to recognise and check the extent to which the
subtle vibration transmitted by the impact of this current has
penetrated into the seeker's lañãfa, a capacity that allows him to
decide when and how to proceed in the practice.181 This gift of
spiritual insight and the connected ability to establish the
condition of the inner states even of a complete stranger are
frequently mentioned among the peculiar faculties with which
the masters of this order are endowed and they constitute an
important criteria for the qualification of its masters.182

179. MnS, p. 41/63.

180. If the disciple is physically absent, the use of a mental image in
support of this technique is said to allow the master's spiritual
attention to reach its destination over great distances. The wide use
of this device is reflected in numerous letters of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn,
Shaikh Muþammad Ma'ùåm and Shàh Ghulàm `Alã. The duration
fixed for a successful session may vary but is given as an arch of time
that embraces one hundred breaths. MnS, pp. 87-8/116.

181. The procedure at the very beginning of the spiritual journey is also
described by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã who mentions his own first
experience while joining at the service of his preceptor Khwàja Bàqã
Billàh. Cf. Maktåbàt I, no. 290.

182. Shàh Abål ÿasan describes the particular faculty of his father and
spiritual guide, Shàh Abål Khair, who could focus his spiritual
attention on the eyes of his disciples in order to ascertain their inner

®
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This process lasts from the very beginning until the
substitution of the outer physical master with the inner, non-
human guide said to reside in the innermost part of the heart
and to which corresponds the rise of virtuous faith.183 In its course
the task of the aspirant adept is to elaborate an inner readiness
for the reception of this current of grace, sometimes described
as `emptying the vessel of the heart'. In order to achieve this
goal he must concentrate on the face and outer appearance (ùårat)
of his master trying to fix and preserve his image in his heart.
In the technical vocabulary of the order, this method is referred
to as ràbiña, a term derived from the root rabaña bearing the
meaning of `to tie, to fix, to fasten', alternatively refused to as
taùawwur-i shaikh. More precisely, it denotes more precisely the
application of the spiritual attention on the relationship between
master and disciple whereas tawajjuh in its general definition
can imply a manifold direction, either of the shaikh towards his
disciple or the other way round or of both towards either the
spiritual ancestors and the prophet or even directly towards
God.184

The glance (dãdàr) received during the association with a
perfect saint who has himself attained to the degree of direct
contemplation of the Divine Being (maqàm-i mushàhada) and
who has, therefore, had experience of the irradiations connected
to It, that can be safely chosen by the seeker of Truth for the
realisation of this sort of bond with the aim of being immersed
in the perpetual remembrance of Allàh.185 It is the company of

lights, revealing the condition of their inner states. The impact of
this current is described as so intense as to provoke an immediate
agitation and trembling of the limbs of the person concerned. Cf.
MnS, pp. 87/116.

183. The author of the Ma'målàt-i Maÿhariyya quotes a passage from
Khwàja Bàqã Billàh's Raka'àt in which the latter lists a series of
progressive degrees of tawajjuh meant to transmute the disciple's
sins and vices caused by the lack of real faith (kufr) into beautiful
virtues. MuM, p. 41.

184. Cf. Fritz Meier  (1992), p. 45.

185. MnS, pp. 41/63.

®
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such a saint to whom the tradition attributes the prophetic
saying of `those who are the companions of Allàh'186 which is
perceived as a preliminary condition for reaching the station of
those who sit next to Allàh. So, the concept of association (ùuþbat)
with a particular saint which may be intended both as a loose
relationship with a group of saints, for instance at a holy place
or a mosque, and as the close and intimate relation-ship between
pãr and murãd in the context of an institutionalised order, appears
to bear close resemblance to the concept of satsaïg known in the
devotional tradition of the bhakti-movement of mediaeval and
more recent Hinduism. In both cases it includes the idea behind
the Såfã concepts of tawajjuh and ràbiña for which it represents
the necessary precondition, as the following sentence suggests:

yak zamàna ùuþbat bà awliyà'behtar az ùad sàlhà-yi ba-
riyàz.

To enjoy the company of the saints for a single moment
is better than one hundred years of austerity.

The shaikhs describe the performance of this method thus:

. . . [the disciple] should focus his sight on a spot between
the two eyebrows on the front of the spiritual perceptor's
face and imagine that nothing else exists; trying to erase
one's own self, the disciple should imbue himself with
the qualities of the shaikh's blessed existence. As long
as he remains at the feet of his master, he should equally
try to maintain this mental bond (rabñ-i khayàlã) until
the quality focussed on is fully acquired and the shaikh's
outer picture (ùårat) remains impressed in [the disciple's]
power of imagination (quwwat-i khayàlã) even during the
former's physical absence. He should either imagine [the
master's] outer form in front of his heart or maintain
his vision inside the chamber of the heart or try to project
one's own outer form into that of the shaikh. . .  .187

186. Related in Ma'nàh al-Quds, on the authority of Abå Huraira, Mishkàt, II.

187. MnS, pp. 41/64.
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Well aware of the danger of being accused of shirk and bid'at
which have frequently been hurdled against them by the
exoterists and by scriptural literalists, the Naqshbandl
authorities have always tried to defend their position pointing
out the qualitative differences between the spiritual method of
ràbiña and taùawwur-i shaikh and profane attempts to represent
the transcendent principle through outer images. However, the
extremely subtle difference intercurring between the two often
escapes the attention of superficial observers, and the interesting
hints made by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn regarding the Hindu way of
idol-worship prove the subtle approach adopted by some
Naqshbandã leaders towards this delicate problem was well
grounded.
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3

Doctrine and Methodology

of the Hindu Såfãs

at Fatehgarh and Kanpur
Continuity and Gradual Assimilation

Socio-political circumstances and religious

environment

THE shift of this particular branch of the Naqshbandiyya
Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya from the original Islamic environ-
ment into a Hindu context occurred at a time when many parts
of  Indian society had begun to feel the impact of European
colonial rule in numerous fields. The agressive mentality of
colonial rulers who aimed at establishing  a political, material
and cultural hegemony over the indigenous environment caught
large segments of the traditionally educated Indian urban class
unprepared and challenged its ability to react against this
domination trying to provide concrete answers to the impact with
modernity.

The new system and the internal tensions it caused led to
the rise of a series of social and religious movements, each
reflecting different shades of intellectual response to Western
influence. These reactions ranged broadly from the call for
profound social and religious reforms ready to sacrifice many
essential aspects of the inherited tradition on the altar of
rationalism typical of the vision imported by the British
colonialists and mostly Protestant missionaries to an integral
traditionalism rejecting any kind of innovation considered
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incompatible with the ancient indigenous values. Typical
examples of the former are represented by the Brahmo-Samàj,
founded in 1828 around the Bengali intellectuals Ram Mohan
Ray (1772-1833) and Dwarka Nath Tagore (1794-1846) in the
Hindu upper class environment of Calcutta,1 by the ârya-Samàj
founded in 1875 by the Gujaràtã bràhmaõa Dayananda Sarasvati
(1824-83)2 and by the reform movement initiated among Muslims
by Sir Sayyid Aþmad Khàn (1817-98).3 Worth mentioning leading
figures on the other side of the spectrum include ørã Ràmàk�ùõa
Paramaha§sa (1834-86) and some regional movements
including that promoted by the øaïkaràcàrya of Puri or the Go-
rakùà (`Defence of the cow') movement initiated by Svàmã
Kàrpatrãjã at Benares.

Significantly, most of these reform movements were
promoted by high-caste Hindus who identified the cause of India's
weakness vis-�-vis modernity in the degeneration of its sacred
traditions into superstitious idol-worship and the corrupt
ritualistic monopoly held by members of the orthodox priestly
class. In many ways similar to their Muslim counterparts at
Deoband, Delhi and other parts of northern India, they, pledged
for a return to the original purity of the presumed golden age
which somehow reflected the ideas predominant during and after
the European Reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and which lay at the base of the attitudes of the very
colonial class they often so vehemently opposed.

Although the criticism of there reformers was outwardly
similar to that advanced by many renowned saints and other
traditional religious authorities in previous centuries, the

1. Cf. David Kopf, The Brahmo Samaj and the Shaping of the Modern
Indian Mind (1979).

2. An extensive account of this major North Indian reform movement
that lives on till the present day is given by J.N. Farquhar, Modern
Religious Movements in India (1918), pp. 101-26.

3. For a fairly detailed analysis regarding the different ways of
responding to that challenge in the Muslim environment, see among
others Barbara Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband
1860-1900 (1982) and Usha Sanyal, Devotional Islam and Politics in
British India: Ahmad Riza Khan Barelwi and his Movement, 1870-
1920, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1996.
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reaction promoted by these new leaders was itself often imbued
with elements of that very modern mentality which it so
vehemently denounced. The attempt to combine both religious
and social reform on a scale beyond the limited context of a
particular tradition or social group, involving indiscriminately
all sections of Hindu society, was an unprecedented phenomenon
which proved too sharply opposed to the traditional spirit of
Indian culture to successful in the long term, at least beyond
the restricted sphere of the high-caste Westernised bourgeoisie
living in the greater urban centres.

It is on the background of this religious and social ferment
characteristic for late nineteenth-century India that the passage
of the esoteric heritage of the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya into
a particular Hindu environment must be at least partially envis-
aged. An exhaustive analysis of the socio-historical background
that accompanied this development is complicated by the scarcity
of reliable contemporary written sources and is further rendered
difficult by the reluctance of the present authorities to disclose
details of the order's history during that period. It is, however,
possible to detect a series of factors favourable to this encounter
of Islam and Hinduism at a time when the relations between
the two communities were becoming increasingly strained as a
result of the divide et impera policy persued by the colonial
government.

Mahàtmà Ràmcandra Saksenà, the charismatic leader of
the Hindu Naqshbandãs, as well as most of his successors in
that line, were born into one of the twelve subcastes of the north-
Indian Kàyasth community whose members had for centuries
served in the administrative and military service of India's ruling
Muslim dynasties, especially during the Mogul era.4 Prolonged
contacts with the Muslim aristocracy both in the courts of the
important centres of power and in the countryside saw the
Kàyasths acquainted not only with Persian, the official language
and administrative medium till 1837 and its associated literary

4. It was during the reign of the Mogul emperor Akbar (r. 1565-1605)
that his ancestors were officially rewarded for their loyal services.
Cf. Bhogàv Þ atãt se vartamàn, pp. 77-9.
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culture, but also acquire familiarity with the funda mental
concepts of Islam.

We know that both, Ràmcandra and his brother, Raghubar
Dayàl, underwent in their childhood a period of training with a
Muslim scholar who instructed them in Persian and Urdu besides
the fundamental skills of the art of poetry and the basic tenets
of Islam. These essential requirements of a young Kàyasth under
the old order prior to the imposition of European rule were
integrated with an acquaintance with the customs of their caste5

and the associated rituals regarding domestic worship. The
biographies reveal that Ràmcandra's family was firmly embedded
in the Ramaite devotional tradition prevalent in Awadh the
scriptural authority of which was based on the Ràmàyaõa and
the Ràmacaritmànasa.6

Notwithstanding their Hindu heritage, the young Kàyasths
were, therefore, acquainted with many aspects of Islamic culture
and way of life and were, thus, facilitated in the reception and
assimilation of an esoteric component from the latter. Although
they belonged to a formerly respected and prosperous social class
thanks to their privileged relations with the local Muslim
aristocracy, their ritual status in the orthodox Hindu hierarchy
did not qualify them for apprenticeship in the sacred sciences,
leaving them dependant for the completion of their often
elaborate rituals on the services of the priestly class. The rapid
decline of Muslim power which was sealed by the formal abolition
of the Mogul empire in 1857 and the consequent passage of the

5. Although the Kàyasth community occupies a somewhat ambiguous
position in the Hindu ritual hierarchy derived from their obscure
origin, the peculiar rituals, i.e., that pertaining to the vivàha nuptial
rite are extremely elaborate and require the services of a highly
esteemed hotra of Kannaujã bràhmaõas.

6. The names of the two Kàyasth brothers,  Ràmcandra and Raghubar
Dayàl,  suggest the family's adherence to the Ramaite devotional
tradition current among most Kàyasth families in the eastern Ganges
plains. A shift in the clan's devotional tradition may, however, have
occurred with its migration during the sixteenth century from the
Braj-de÷a, heartland of the K�ùõa cult, to Awadh, associated with
Lord Ràma.
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country's administrative system to British control deprived many
north Indian Kàyasths of their traditional social function. As a
result, many of them were compelled either to migrate from their
homeland Awadh and in the Doàb to one of the nominally
independent princely states in the west or the south (e.g.,
Gujarat, Sind, Hyderabad) which still largely preserved a
traditional Muslim administration,7 or to gradually adapt
themselves to the circumstances under the new system while
losing many of their former privileges.

The consequences the latter alternative implied are
impressively documented in the case of Ràmacandra's ancestors,
who witnessed the loss of their inherited jàgãr around the town
of Bhogaon in the Mainpuri and Farrukhabad districts of the
United Provinces during or shortly after the 1857-8 War. This
was followed by the subsequent loss of the family's remaining
privileges and belongings during the final years of the last
century as a consequence of a legal dispute over the repayment
of accumulated debts to the former chief of Mainpuri. The sudden
lack of a guaranteed income and the contemporary change in
the requirements for qualifying for a post in the colonial
administration had a serious effect on the life of this once wealthy
family and plays a non-indifferent role in the early history of
this Hindu Såfã lineage.

Ràmcandra Saksenà, provided only with a degree from the
local English medium school, struggled to obtain a post as clerk
in the town's tax excise department which hardly allowed him
to provide his family with the bare minimum of subsistence.
Even more modest was the situation of his younger brother
Raghubar Dayàl who could never hold a fix position anywhere
forcing him and his family into a life of utmost poverty and
hardship. Only from the second generation onwards, with
Raghubar Dayàl's son B�j Mohan Làl and his nephews O§kàr
Nàth, Ràdhe Mohan Làl, etc.,8 it is possible to observe a gradual

7. For Kàyasth migration to Hyderabad, see Karen Leonard (1977).

8. Encouraged by his paternal uncle Ràmcandra to pursue his studies,
B�j Mohan Làl became a highly ranking officer in the Police
Department of the United Provinces while his eldest son and present-

®
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improvement in the social and economical background of this
Saksenà family which reflects their successful adaption to the
newly introduced standards of education and the perpetuation
of the Kàyasth's traditional role under the changed
circumstances.

The question as to how far the transition from pre-colonial
social patterns to the modern age is relevant to the development
of the spiritual discipline these Kàyasths inherited from the
Mujaddidã shaikhs is complex. It combines with the more general
question as to how far the very impulse for transmitting initiation
into an orthodox Såfã order to Hindus should be understood
within the historical frame during which it occurred. The first
explicit sign of a departure from the strictly orthodox Mujaddidã
positions that had hitherto guaranteed the continuity of the
silsila's tradition within the folds of Sunni Islam came from
Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã during the first half of the
nineteenth century when he entrusted one of his disciples with
the task of opening up the ñarãqa to Hindus. Although the
available sources do not reveal details about this pivotal figure
in the Na`ãmiyya lineage which would allow for definite
conclusions regarding the possible grounds inducing this leader
to take such an unprecedentedly bold step, it is noteworthy that
it occurred at a time of radical political and cultural
transformation.

The second half of the nineteenth century not only witnessed
the rise of many of the above mentioned social reform movements
more or less directly derived from contact with modern thought,
but also saw the revival of earlier established spiritual traditions
in northern India. Many of these bore close affinities with the
mediaeval sant traditions that had contributed considerably to
the spiritual history of northern India since the times of Kabãr
and Gurå Nànak.9

day authority (ùàþib-i waqt) of the lineage retired in 1994 from his
higher administrative post in the Kanpur branch of the State Bank
of India.

9. For the term sant, see Parashuram Caturvedi, Uttarã Bhàrat kã sant
paramparà (1964), pp.  1-22 and L.P. Mishra, `Di certi termini

®
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The sants are known in the West more for their prevalently
humble social background and their open defiance of orthodox
religious authority expressed through the powerful means of
fervently devotional verses, rather than for the sometimes
elaborate doctrines that developed into an  institutionalised body
of esoteric teachings under their successors. Mostly hailing from
the Vaiùõava background within the Hindu tradition, they
appeared almost contemporarily in various regions of the
subcontinent, proclaiming a simple and direct approach towards
the Sacred through sincere devotion (upàsanà) and loving
surrender to the Supreme Lord (prem-bhakti).10

Later, a series of outstanding figures of this current whose
spiritual affiliation remains in most cases shrouded in mystery,
came to be regarded by their disciples and followers as the
fountainhead of a distinctive esoteric tradition each of whom
developed over the next generations a peculiar doctrinal body,
methodology and regular lineage for the transmission of spiritual
authority (paramparà), generally known as panths (lit. ̀ spiritual
paths', very similar to the Såfã concept of ñarãqa).

As such, the Kabãr-panth in the eastern Gangetic plain and
the adjacent Vindhya mountain range, the Nànak-panth in the
Punjab, the Dàdå-panth which developed around Dàdå Dayàl
(1544-1603) in Gujarat and southern Rajasthan, but also the
successors of the renowned Bengali sant Mahàprabhu ørã

ricorrenti nella letteratura mistica dell'Hindi Medioevale'  in Annali
di Cà Foscari X (1971), pp. 39-49. If at all needed,  I would propose
the translation of sant as `devotee of Truth'.

The first expressions of this sincere devotion which was to send new
impulses to the whole of India, date back to the first recognised sant,
Nàmadeva (1269-1350) of Maharashtra from where the medieval
revival of Hinduism was to reach the north with renowned saints
like Ràmànanda (1400-70) at Benares. For the controversial theories
regarding the origins of this newly emerging devotional current, see
P.  Caturvedi (1964). For Nàmadeva, see Prabhakar Machave,
Namdev: Live and Philosophy (1968).

10. Apart from Kabãr, a member of the recently converted Muslim weaver
caste (julàhà), his contemporary Ràidàs of Benares was a cobbler,
Sena was a barber and Dàdå probably a weaver. Cf.  K.M. Sen,
Mediaeval Mysticism of India (1930).

®
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Caitanya (1485-1533) in Bengal and Orissa, and later in the
Braj-De÷a around Mathurà and V�ndàban to name only some of
the best known examples, were largely successful in revitalising
the appeal of India's spiritual heritage from within while
extending their message of unconditioned and unrefrained love
for the Divine down to the humblest strata of Hindu society.

The call for participation of all social classes in the trans-
cendent truths through an immediate passionate longing and
total self-surrender either to the chosen divinity in the guise of
its personal attributes (saguõa) or to the unqualified abstract
Supreme Being (nirguõa), as in the case of the above-mentioned
panths continued under such later figures as Tukàràm (1598-
1649) in Maharashtra, Palñå Sàþib of Ayodhyà (1757-1825) and
Càrandàs (1703-82) at Delhi.11 The latter, although originally
hailing from the Mewàt region in northern Rajasthan, was a
contemporary and fellow citizen of Shaikh Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn.

These figures were in time followed by other generations of
sants. Amonge these, we find Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã (1763-1843)
the sant of the Braj region. According to tradition, he was the
son of a high-ranking aristocrat in the Maràñhà empire who
decided to abandon his worldly career in search of a spiritual
guide finally settling down in Hathras, a small town between
Agra and Aligarh, where he soon rose to the rank of a revered
saint among the local population.12

As far as we can ascertain from the abundant though often
heavily hagiographical literature that has developed around the
leading authorities, it was through Tulsã úàþib that Làlà øiva
Dayàl Singh (1818-78), the founder of the Ràdhàsoàmã Satsang
which was the last great sant paramparà to insert itelf into the
precedent tradition, was awakened to the message and teachings

11. See Daniel Gold, The Lord as Guru: Hindi Sants in North Indian
Tradition (1987), pp. 67-77, and K.M. Sen (1931), pp. 130-2 and pp.
146-50 for the life and background of many of these sants, see Sant
Malàtmàon kà Jãvan-Charitra Sa§graha Belvedere Printing Works,
Allahabad, 1999.

12. For him, see Caturvedi (1964), pp. 775-86. Other sources include
Ràdhàsoàmã works, like S.D. Maheshwari, Param Sant Tulsi Sahib,
Soami Bagh, Agra, n.d.
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of a living sant. A member of the Punjàbã Khatrã community13

whose ancestors were linked to the Nànak-Panth based on the
teachings of Gurå Nànak, øiva Dayàl Singh was to establish a
newly shaped devotional tradition in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The instructions he began to deliver from
1861 onwards to the members of his small satsang at Agra were
collected and posthumously edited by his successor Ràã øaligràm
(d. 1898) in a work comprising two-volume and entitled Sàr
Bacan (The essential message), written in Hindã prose and verse,
which remains the most important Ràdhàsoàmã scriptural
authority recognised by all branches till the present day.14

Although soon after his death the lineage began to witness a
number of schisms that led to the offspring of numerous
independent and rival branches, each with its own doctrinal
elaborations and peculiar methodology, the organisation and its
teachings as a whole have preserved a degree of homogeneity
that justifies its inclusion in toto in the mainstream nirguõa
devotional context, albeit as a more recent adaptation of its
mediaeval forerunners.15

13. Many members of this caste derive the term khatrã from the Sanskrit
kùatriya, thus, claiming a noble descent as warrior-aristocrats. This
claim, however, contrasts with their main occupation as merchants,
traders or money-lenders, reason for which they are often associated
with the vai÷ya or baniyà caste. Their social background, thus,
resembles closely to that of the Kàyasths.

14. The first edition was published at Allahabad by the Prayag Press
Company in 1864. For an English version, see S.D. Maheshwari as:
Sàr Bacan Ràdhàsoàmi: Poetry (vol.I) and Sàr Bacan Ràdhàsoàmi:
Prose (1970).

15. Regarding the historical background and the teachings of this
spiritual tradition from a scholarly point of view, see M.
Juergensmeyer, Radhasoami Reality: the logic of a modern faith
(1991), and Daniel Gold (1987). Cf. also Caturvedi (1964), pp. 789-
818. Ràã øaligràm úàþib Bahàdur, a Kàyasth by birth was a
government official in the Post Service and the first Indian to reach
the position of Postmaster-General of the United Provinces; he is
said to have turned towards spiritual life after witnessing the cruelties
of the 1857-8 War. He finally recognised his master in Svàmã Mahàràj,
the title attributed to øiv Dayàl Singh by his followers, and served
him until the latter's death when he himself assumed the charismatic
leadership of the order, organising and invigorating the satsang into

®
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Such connections are strikingly put in evidence by Kabãr's
frequent representation as archetype of a perfect sant and alleged
avatàra of a spiritual principle which manifests itself from time
to time to a few extraordinary human beings, and by the close
similarity encountered in several key issues of the Ràdhàsoàmã
teachings with those prevalent in the Dharmadàsã branch of the
Kabãr-panth.16 Juergensmeyer shows the resemblance in style
and content of Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã's main work, the Ghañ
Ràmàyaõa,17 the reading of which is strongly recommended by
many Ràdhàsoàmã authorities, to a treatise very popular among
the Dharmadàsãs, the Anuràg Sàgar (`Ocean of Love'),18 as well
as to the poetry of Dariyà Sàþib Bihàrã (1674-1780), a poet-saint
related to the Kabãr-panth who is highly revered by the
Ràdhàsoàmãs. This closeness leads him to presume a direct link
between the medieval sant-tradition and what he calls `esoteric
santism' of more recent region, even if admittedly `important
differences between the two remain'.19

There are also other elements favouring the idea of continuity
between the ideals of the mediaeval sants and the more recent

an efficient spiritual network with precise rules and methods. For
him, cf. J.N. Farquhar (1918), pp. 163-4 and Juergensmeyer (1991),
pp. 37-47. The main schism within the satsang occurred shortly after
the death of Làlà øiv Dayàl Singh and was apparently caused over a
dispute regarding his succession as the founder had left no clear
statement at this regard. The main contenders, Ràã øaligràm and
the retired Punjàbã Army officer Jaimal Singh, came to stand thus at
the head of the order's two main lines of descent, the Agra line and
the Punjàbã one based at Beàs which later fragmented into numerous
sub-branches.

16. For a short but comprehensive description of the cosmological
doctrines of this second main branch of the Kabãr-panth derived from
Kabãr's disciple Dharmadàs, see F.E. Keay, Kabãr and his followers
(1995), pp. 135-49.

17. The Hindã edition of this work has been published from the Belvedere
Press, Allàhàbàd, in 1911.

18. This work originally written in Hindi, is available also in English, tr.
by R.K. Bagga and ed. by Russell Perkins under the title Introduction
to the Ocean of Love: The Anurag-Sagar of Kabir (1982).

19. Juergensmeyer (1991), pp. 26-9; for the Dariyà-panth, see Caturvedi
(1964), pp. 651-63 and Sen (1931), pp. 133-6.
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manifestations of this sort of piety. These include the stress on
the possibility of gaining access to the path of Truth while
outwardly remaining involved in the worldly affairs as a
householder (g�hasthã), even if the choice to cut all worldly ties
in order to dedicate one's entire attention to devotional exercises
is seldom outrightly rejected, nay sometimes openly tolerated,
as in the Dharmadàsã branch of the Kabãr-panth. In this context,
the Vaiùõava background of most sants is likely to play a certain
role since, unlike its øaiva counterpart, it lays a stronger
emphasis on a direct involvement in worldby action that
contributes to the maintenance of the cosmic order (dharma),
thereby, reflecting the role of the avatàras.

The attitude of these sants comes curiously close to that
assumed by the Naqshbandãs summoned up in the formula of
`solitude amidst the crowd' (khilwat dar anjuman). This principle
was first sanctioned around AD 1200  as one of the ñarãqa's
fundamental pillars by Khwàja ̀Abd al-Khàliq al-Gujdawànã who
claimed, that his innovative methods had been inspired by al-
Khiór, and culminates in Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's emphasis
on the prophetic principle that found numerous imitators since
the beginning of the second millennium of Islam. It reflects itself,
moreover, in a number of peculiar techniques, like that of the
silent invocation of the sacred name (dhikr-i khafã), which not
only constitutes a distinctive of the Naqshbandiyya among the
esoteric orders of Islam, but also shows some curious similarities
with the ajapa-japa method of inner meditation on the name of
the Supreme Principle which is current in the Kabãr-panth and
Dàdå-panth.20

All these considerations lead us back to the Hindu g�hasthãs
at Kànpur and Fatehgarh whose lineage reunites the esoteric
heritage of both Islamic taùawwuf through the initiatory link
with the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya and the sant paramparà
by means of their authority in the Kabãr-panth received through
Svàmã Brahmànanda. The first link of this particular lineage
consists of the figure of Mahàtmà Ràmcandra Saksenà,

20. For the nirguõa use of this method, see Savitri Shukla, Sant Sàhitya
kã sàmàjik evam sàmsk�tik p�ùñhabhåmi (1963), p. 281.
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affectionately referred to by his followers as Làlàjã Mahàràj,21

who holds the rank of primary authority and initiator of this
new spiritual tradition. At the same time, his death constitutes
the point of departure for a successive fragmentation and
ramification, frequently encountered among similar lineages.
Author of a number of booklets, treatises, letters and other texts
which still occupy a fundamental position among the Hindu
initiates of the order's various branches, it was Ràmcandra who,
on the explicit request of his Naqshbandã shaikh,22 began to
elaborate the shape of a spiritual discipline that reunites
components of both traditions into an allegedly universal message
suitable to the particular circumstances prevalent in our times.

As emerges from the sources, Ràmcandra perceived this task
as just one further step in a natural process that tries to
counteract the gradually decreasing intellectual capacities and
spiritual qualifications of humanity through a gradual but
continuous externalisation of the ancient esoteric wisdom in
order to guarantee its preservation for the generations to come.
An important element in this general development is repre-
sented by the `science of the subtle centres' (`ilm-i lañà'if, cakra-
vidyà), the fundamental cornerstone of the Mujaddidã tradition
whose authorities consider it a major contribution of the ñarãqa's
ancestors, especially of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.23

In the introductory chapter of one of his major works that
deals with various aspects of this science, Ràmcandra states:

21. This honorific title, together with that attributed by the Hindus to
Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn (ÿuóår Mahàràj), recalls the titles of the
Ràdhàsoàmã masters and is probably a reverential imitation of this
order, which may have acted as example in many other ways.

22. It may be recalled that Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn himself maintained
regular contacts with the Svàmã of the Kabãr-panth.

23. It is interesting to note that even the masters of the Ràdhàsoamã
Satsang mention Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, referred to as Mujaddid
Alf-i Thànã, as one of their predecessors in the sant tradition; cf. Sar
Bacan: Prose (Dayal Bagh version), pp. 29-30. Other authors mention
the Chishtã shaikh Mu'in al-Dãn Chishtã (d. AD 1236) among other
Muslim authorities as manifestation of the supreme spiritual
principle.
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The great spiritual authorities of both [Hindu and
Muslim] traditions who after careful investigations have
transmitted the knowledge of this science, had long since
practised its perfectioning realisation; but on one hand
its transmission at that time did not require a detailed
explanation regarding the colour, form, name, sound
vibration and effect of each of these [subtle organs] by
leaving any written testimony of it to their disciples or
to those coming after them, on the other hand due to
their particular virtue they did not discuss any of its
related aspects through words; nay rather they taught
it to their present disciples through direct experience
and, wherever necessary, assisted them through subtle
hints since it had been an established custom for disciples
during ancient times to remain for sometime with their
master in order to receive his practical instructions, as
appears from the Upaniùads. . . .24

In this passage, the Ràmcandra hints at an underlying parallel
in both traditions of the ancient methods of transmitting esoteric
knowledge through subtle allusions and direct experience. These,
it is claimed, did not yet call for an explicit description of any
contingent details regarding this science due to the innate
`particular virtues' (khàùù maùlaþàt se) of those concerned with
it. Interestingly the author, moreover, asserts the existence of
two independent traditions regarding the science of the subtle
centres within both Hinduism and Islam, maintaining that its
investigation had been carried out by the leading spiritual
authorities of all sacred traditions (har mulk ke mahàtmàon
aur buzurgon ne . . .).

The means of transmission of this subtle science and, further,
of the entire spiritual path were, according to the author of these
lines, originally of an exclusively inner nature. Here and there
they were integrated by oral explanations which did not, however,

24. TP, pp. 23-4. This work, originally compiled in Urdu, was first
published in Hindã in 1941 by Ràmcandra Saksenà's son Jag Mohan
Nàràyaõ and has since been republished twice in the limited number
of 1,000 copies in 1964 and 1971.
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require any written record. As an example of this ancient method
he cites the authors of the Upaniùad who formulated the
metaphysical doctrine according to the pattern of question-and-
answer passing it on from master to disciple through the
generations. The sacred knowledge they contain is defined as
brahma-vidyà (lit. knowledge of the Supreme) and constitutes
the core of the Veda, the Vedànta, which consists of the final
and spiritually most elevated part of that ancient tradition.

According to Ràmcandra, this pattern remained valid and
efficacious for a very long time in history and confirms the
unaltered perpetuation of this practice down to the next
important stage in India's spiritual history which simultane-
ously provides us an indication of his own affiliation:

In the Upaniùads, the entire transmission of knowledge
occurred through subtle hints (ishàra) expressed in the
form of question and answer between master and
disciple. The oral teachings of Janàb Kabãr úàþib, Nànak
úàþib, Dàdå úàþib and Tulsã úàþib of Hathras still
consist entirely of these subtle allusions. . . .25

Here the Hindu master indicates the link he perceives between
the encient Vedic tradition preserved by bràhmaõa orthodoxy
with the mediaeval sants down to the more recent examples of
sant piety. It also provides evidence for the other source from
which he derives his inspiration and confirms his contacts with
the Hindu environment beyond the well documented connection
with authorities of the Mujaddidiyya.

According to Ràmcandra, despite the highly allusive
language used by these illustrious saints, who were seldom
bothered about preserving any records of their teachings, their
disciples began to collect the sayings and oral instructions of
their teachers in order to preserve them as authoritative
guidelines for later generations.

Further on, Ràmcandra describes a third step in the

25. TP, p. 24.
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unfolding of the initiatic doctrine undertaken by later
authorities:

. . . thereafter, the process of disclosing in major detail
through explicit explanations the hitherto hidden secrets
[of the sacred doctrine] has been undertaken by the
blessed personalities of Janàb âlãmaqàm Ràã úàþib
øaligràm Sant, Janàb Devã úàþib Sant Muràdàbàdã and
Pandit Brahma÷aïkarjã úàþib. . . . But the way
Mahàrishi øivbratlàl Þ may the paramàtmà grant him
the fruits of his efforts! Þ has taken up the challenge of
unfolding [it] in an extremely detailed way presenting
its sacred and hidden secrets (muqaddas o poshãda bhed)
without any hindrance in front of the whole world has
so far remained unmatched.26

Presumably, the series of names listed in this paragraph
indicates those authorities to which the author feels most
immediately indebted for authentic first-hand information
regarding the late sant tradition. The first of these, Ràã øàligràm
alias ÿuóår Mahàràj (1828-98), was the Kàyasth successor of
øiv Dayàl Singh (Soàmãjã)27 and organiser of the Ràdhàsoàmã
Satsang at Agra. Credited with building up an efficient
administration, he elaborated numerous rules that regulated
the devotional practices of the satsang and published the recorded
oral teachings of his satgurå amplified by his own comments,
thus providing a solid doctrinal base for the growing numbers of
the order.28 When Ràã øàligràm passed away in 1898 Ràmcandra
Saksenà was just 25. Although it is nowhere recorded in the
sources available to us, a personal encounter between the two

26. TP.

27. Interestingly, øiv Dayàl Singh mentions among his spiritual
predecessors many of the mediaeval Indian saints including Kabãr,
Tulsãdàs, Jagjãvan Singh, Gharãb Dàs, Palñå, Gurå Nànak, Dàdåjã,
etc. Cf. Juergensmeyer (1991), p. 21, footnote 21, and Sàr Bacan
(Prose), pp. 29-30.

28. Cf. supra, p. 276 and Juergensmeyer (1991), pp. 36-44. The first Hindã
edition of this text is dated 1884, published from the Prayag Press at
Allahabad where ÿuóår Mahàràj was stationed before his retirement
in 1887.
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cannot be altogether excluded in view of the latter's early
acquaintance with Svàmã Brahmànanda, the Kabãr-panthã he
regularly met at his hometown, and his well documented first
encounter with Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn in 1891. Both events
confirm his early spiritual inclination and suggest that the young
Hindu may have well looked for inspiration among the authorities
of the Ràdhàsoàmã Satsang.

However, it is more likely that Ràmcandra's contacts with
the leaders of the Ràdhàsoàmã family occurred with the third
link in the satsang's main Agra line of succession (Soàmãbàgh),
Paõóit Brahma÷aïkar Mi÷ra (1861-1907), reverentially titled
Mahàràj úàþib among his followers. A bràhmaõa by birth
working as a government official in his hometown Benares, he
joined the satsang in 1885 and emerged as one of its leading
figures thirteen years later following the death of ÿuóår
Mahàràj.29 After having spent sometime at Karachi and
Hyderàbàd (Sind), he assumed the leadership of the spiritual
community from Allàhàbàd where he was posted in the local
accountant-general's office. Following his retirement, he spent
the rest of his life in his hometown Benares.30

Finally, Maha�ùi øivabratalàl (1860-1940), to whom Ràm-
candra was apparently very closely linked given the great
reverence expressed for him and his work, was yet another
disciple of Ràã øàligràm. He established his own satsang at
Gopiganj near Benares in 1922. The maha�ùi, a contemporary
of Ràmcandra considered by Caturvedã a `very able and
intelligent person', is said to have spared no efforts to clarify
some of the complicated aspects of the spiritual doctrines by
giving simple explanations of them.31 Author of numerous works
published as small pamphlets or in the shape of essays that used

29. Cf. Caturvedã (1964), p. 799 and Juergensmeyer (1991), pp. 44-6; his
unfinished English version of the Discourses on Ràdhàsoàmã Faith
deals extensively with a series of doctrinal questions; 5th edn. Agra,
Ràdhàsoàmã Satsang (Dayàlbàgh), 1973.

30. At his former residence near the Kabãr-Caurà at Benares, a samàdhi-
sthàna was erected after his death set in a beautiful garden where
his affiliates use to gather on the occasion of the annual bhanóàrà.

31. Caturvedã (1964), p. 801.
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to appear in periodicals such as Sàdhu, Faqãr, Sant and
Santsamàgam, he also wrote an extensive commentary on
Kabãr's Bãjak besides compiling a series of biographies of many
renowned saints, using short tales to bring their concealed
instructions closer to the common people's reach.32 His works,
written mostly in Urdu, have, however, not attracted much
attention beyond the restricted circle of his followers and have
been largely ignored by the mainstream Ràdhàsoàmã authorities
his works being nowhere explicitly quoted. From the available
sources it appears likely that Ràmcandra drew much inspiration
from these nineteenth century sants regarding the method of
exposing his particular understanding of the inherited doctrines
and methods.33

The only name mentioned by Ràmacandra in relation to the
last stage of open display of the spiritual doctrines who is not
directly related to the Ràdhàoàmãs is Bàbà Devã úàþib
Muràdàbàdã (1841-1919) considered by Caturvedã as the first
promulgator of the santmat-satsang adaptation of the older sant
tradition.34 This enigmatic figure too seems to be in some way
related to Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã although, if the biographical
data given for these two are correct, it is impossible that the two
ever met. But, as Caturvedã asserts, many of his composi-tions
show a close similarity to the concepts expressed in Tulsã's Ghañ
Ràmàyaõa, to whose first published edition the Bàbà wrote an
extensive preface, and which also include a commentary on
Gosvàmã Tulsãdàs' Ràmacaritmànasa entitled The origins of the
Bàla-kàõóa and the end of the Uttara-kàõóa.35

32. Caturvedã, (1964), p. 801.

33. Daniel Gold's The Lord As Guru traces the lineage of Pandit Faqir
Chand (1886-1981) of Hoshiyarpur (Punjab) back to Svàmã øiva Dayàl
Singh through Ràã øàligràm and Maha�ùi øivabratlàl (pp. 164-6 and
p. 217). Probably the Maha�ùi's best known disciple, his teachings
differ slightly from those transmitted by the masters of the main
Ràdhàsoàmã Satsang.

34. For more details regarding this saint and the lineage that developed
from him, see Caturvedã (1964), pp. 811-18.

35. Ibidem, p. 812. The first edition of this work was published from the
Naval Kishore Press in Allahabad in 1896.
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It is in line with the sant tradition that the spiritual
affiliation of Bàbà Devã úàþib remains obscure, while the
hagiographic sources somewhat ambiguously assert that he felt
equal devotion towards all major sants. Apparently, he was the
first to use the term santmat to describe the whole edifice of his
teachings and methods and to declare its purpose of exhorta-
tion towards the devotion of God as satsang, a term that at any
rate had already current in earlier periods among the members
of the Nànak-panth. Both were later adopted by the Ràdhàsoàmã
masters and also by the Hindu Naqshbandãs at Fatehgarh and
Kanpur.36 Quite significantly, Bàbà Devã perceived his santmat
as open to the followers of all religions and spiritual affiliations
to whom he recommended, without any need to abandon their
original creed, the inner practice of his version of Kabãr's d�ùñi-
yoga and sårat-yoga, two fundamental issues in his teachings.
Among his numerous disciples, four are nominated by Caturvedã
out of which Paramaha§sa Menhãdàs (1885- 19?), a Bihàrã
Kàyasth occupies a pre-eminent position not only for his role in
the diffusion of his guru's message but also for the authorship of
many of Bàbà Devã's recorded teachings which include his own
additional doctrinal elucidations, especially his blend of concepts
found in the ancient sacred texts with those obtained from the
earlier mediaeval sants.37

As one can notice, the names of Ràmcandra's four contem-
poraries listed in the last paragraph quoted all lead back to the

36. Though the use of these words is not unprecedented in the technical
vocabulary of the sants Þ Kabãr frequently used the term santmat
in his verses and among sàdhus the term is nowadays diffusedly used
to indicate the virtuous company of holy men Þ it is their technical
connotation in this new context probably adopted from the Nànak-
panthãs that constitute an innovative aspect; some masters of the
Ràdhàsoàmã lineage ascribe it, however, to Tulsã úàþib Hàthràsã. Cf.
Juergensmeyer (1991), p. 22 footnote 22.

37. On page 814 of his encyclopaedic work Uttarã Bhàrat kã Sant
Paramparà, Caturvedã presents a list of nine major works ascribed
to Menhãdàs out of which the first three, Ràmacaritmànasa sàr sañãk,
Vinayapatrikà sàr sañãk and Bhàvàrth sahit Ghañ Ràmàyaõa are
directly related to the works of the saint from Hàthras, while others,
such as Veda Dar÷ana Prakà÷a, Gãtà Yoga Prakà÷a and Satsang Yoga
are closely concerned with the exposition of the sàdhanà.
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figure of Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã whose name had appeared earlier
in relation to the previous stage of doctrinal explication along
with Kabãr, Nànak and Dàdå. This somewhat enigmatic figure,
regarded as the spiritual instructor of the founder of the
Ràdhàsoàmã tradition, thus, appears as representing the
principal nexus in the transition from the mediaeval sant
tradition to its revival in the eighteenth century which reunites
most of these modern sants.

Unfortunately, yet again no reliable information regarding
the sources of inspiration of this sant nor any regular affiliation
to one of the established panths or any other sampradàya is
available that would sanction the continuity in the transmission
of this spiritual heritage. Also the link between the later members
of this revived sant tradition whose teachings bear evident signs
of a previous sant matrix, and Tulsã úàþib or any other authority
within a regular paramparà remains as myste-rious as that of
their early predecessors in the mediaeval period.

In this sense, the extremely scarce information one can
gather from the available sources regarding Ràmcandra's
affiliation to the Kabãr-panth expressed through indirect hints
rather than by any univocal statement do not represent an
exception but put him in line with the commonly repeated pattern
that wants the sants to appear on the scene almost out of
nowhere, legitimised by a sort of spontaneous initiation into the
mysteries that claims to draw directly from the very source of
Divine wisdom. But, as compared to other renowned sants, both
in the mediaeval period and in more recent times, there is one
important difference between the paramparà initiated by
Ràmcandra and the many other traditions which developed along
similar lines: the ascertained direct affiliation to a Såfã silsila
that not only provided its initiates a vital tie with a living
spiritual heritage pertaining to Islamic esoterism, but moreover
furnished its leaders with the background for the elaboration of
a true spiritual synthesis between the subcontinent's greatest
and most widely diffused sacred traditions. It provides us,
therefore, a tangible proof of the often supposed direct encounter
between Islamic and Hindu spirituality within the folds of the
sant tradition that sanctions the validity of this kind of
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assimilation and which accounts for the numerous elements
encountered in many sants' teachings pleading in favour of such
a theory possibly extendable also to other lineages.

This double affiliation accounts for the fact that, after
delineating the process of progressive disclosure of the secret
science in the Hindu environment, Ràmcandra describes a
parallel development among the authorities of Islamic esoterism.
Beginning with Abål-Qàsim Junaid al-Baghdàdã (d. 297/909)
and Abå Yazãd al-Bisñàmã (d. 261/875), two prominent Såfãs of
the early period of Sufism and often considered as prototypes
respectively of the ways of sulåk and jadhba, Ràmcandra includes
in this first period also Shaikh Shams al-Tabrãzã (d. 639/1240),
the spiritual preceptor of Maulànà Jalàl al-Dãn al-Råmã. In his
understading this is the period it is characterised by the use of a
purely allusive language expressed in metaphors not intellegible
to non-initiates.

The second period includes ̀Abd al-Qàdir al-Jãlànã (471/1079-
561/1166) whose works are described as `extremely subtle' and
`containing deep secrets' in front of whom `contemporary ulamà'
and faqãh had to acknowledge their impotence'. The imàm of the
Qàdiriyya is followed by the Shaikh al-Akbar Muþy al-Dãn Ibn
al-`Arabã (560/1165-638/1240) who ̀spared no effort in expounding
the mysteries of the `ilm al-ilàhã in great detail discussing
according to a well constructed pattern the relation that subsists
between the absolute Being and the contingent Universe and its
creatures'. According to Ràmcandra, the principles set out by
Ibn al-`Arabã served most later authorities as base and guideline
for the description of their own spiritual experiences and
teachings. Last of the renowned Såfãs mentioned for this
intermediate period are Maulànà Jalàl al-Dãn al-Råmã (604/1207-
672/1273) and the author of the celebrated Iþyà-i `Ulåm al-Dãn,
Imàm Abå ÿamãd al-Ghazzàlã (450/1058-505/1111), whose
elucidations in the respective fields of taùawwuf and ethical
conduct (`ilm al-akhlàq) represent for Ràmcandra an extremely
useful assistance in the quest for Truth by members of later
initiatory orders (firqa o panthvàle).38

38. TP, p. 26.
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The third stage seen as representing a decisive break-through
towards the elaboration of new ways of transmitting the esoteric
knowledge is described thus:

Finally, the immeasurable treasure of explaining most
painstakingly every single detail regarding the science
of the subtle centres left behind for posterity by ÿaórat
Imàm-i Rabbànã Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã Mujaddid Alf-
i Thànã Þ the mercy of Allàh be upon him! Þ cannot
possibly be expressed through words. Those who have
investigated [the spiritual path] before him have not gone
beyond the extent of using subtle metaphors without
apparently taking any care in following any kind of
logical order; but the deeply hidden mysteries disclosed
by him stand yet uncompared never again to be reached
by any other learned scholar or expert faqãr. The reason
for which his blessed name has been decorated with the
title of `renewer of the second millennium [of Islam]'
consists solely in the result of his new method of
investigation (taþqãqat-i jadãd). The task of investigating
and commenting this subtle science which had never
been inquired into before has been undertaken by him
in a very ample way.39

This paragraph shows a reverence and respect for the founder
of the Mujaddidiyya which does not fall short of that of any
Muslim member of the ñarãqa and suggests its original
authorship with our Hindu's Muslim shaikh. It attributes to
the `Divinely inspired leader' a role very similar to that ascribed
to some of the later sants and pleads in favour of the idea of a
historical process traceable in the great spiritual traditions that
develops naturally and independently from each other. However,
the most interesting affirmation follows in the immediately
subsequent paragraph:

. . . we can hence conclude that the paramàtmà has
granted the knowledge regarding this science of the

39. TP, pp. 26-7. Interestingly, also Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã figures among
those great saints of the past mentioned by øiva Dayàl Singh in Sàr
Bacan.
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subtle centres to those great authorities of every spiritual
affiliation and distinctive sacred tradition of every
culture who have appeared during the last period in the
history of mankind (zamàna-i àkhirã). . . .40

According to this statement, the science of the subtle centres,
constitutes the latest step so far in the gradual externalisation
of the way the sacred knowledge is revealed to those particularly
gifted saints whose role consists of transmitting it to a sufficient
number of qualified initiates in order to ensure its survival for
posterity. Such a conception reflects the author's traditional
perspective which, in line with other contemporary sant
authorities, sees the course of human history as a process in
which the natural capacity of gaining deep spiritual insight
among most people decreases at the same rate as the distance
between them and the original source of it manifested from time
to time in guise of a reviving spirit or founder of a new Divinely
revealed message increases.41

In this sense, Ràmcandra's position agrees with the fact that
the cakra-vidyà belongs, within the Hindu environment, to the
Tàntrik doctrines of Laya-Yoga and Kuõóalinã-Yoga42 which

40. TP, p. 27.

41. This idea is closely connected with the cyclical conception of time
expressed in the Hindu doctrine of the four cosmic eras (caturyuga)
or the fourteen manvantara and the related doctrine of the avatàras
or descents of the Divine into the world with the purpose to re-
establish the cosmic order or to deliver a message. The second function
comes close to the Semitic concept of prophecy according to which
man beginning with âdam is rescued from oblivion of his Divine origin
by a series of prophets culminating with the prophet of Islam who
delivered the final legislation to the present cycle that will be
abolished only by the apocalyptic cataclysm.

42. The main conception of this variety of Yoga consists in the idea that
the supreme power or kuõóalini-÷akti lies asleep in a state of latency,
like a coiled snake, in the lowest of all subtle centres inside the human
body the number of which is either seven, nine or more. Once this
current of cosmic consciousness is awakened through the use of a
series of techniques, it begins to rise step by step through a narrow
channel (suùumnà) connecting each of the subtle centres encountered
on its way until reaching the union with its Lord and ultimate master,
øiva Parame÷vara.
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developed among the Buddhist siddhas and øaiva nàths, the
latter tracing their origin to Gorakùa-Nàth (eleventh century
AD) through his non-human master Matsyendra-Nàth, i.e., at a
much later stage than the original Vedic tradition and the
completion of its metaphysical component in the Upaniùad. The
Nàth doctrines on the other hand constitute one of the authentic
sources of earlier sants like Kabãr and Nànak and hence
represent the core tradition which developed in various forms
over the centuries and to which ultimately also Ràmacandra
apparently indebted.

Curiously, the last Såfã leader to whom Ràmcandra
attributes the rank of extraordinary authority in the field of the
`science of the subtle centres' does not belong to his own
Maÿhariyya sub-lineage, although he was linked to another
branch of the Mujaddidiyya: Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã (1114/1703-
1176/1762), the renowned contemporary of Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn at
Delhi, although being praised for the thorough investigation of
aspects of this science in some of his numerous works,43 is
nevertheless criticised for using a language and technical
vocabulary (istilàþat, paribhàùà) too abstract and removed from
common people's understanding to be useful for infusing new
vigour into the propagation of this important doctrine. As
Ràmcandra argues, this renders the comprehen-sion of his works
extremely difficult if not impossible for exoteric scholars and for
those less acquainted with the Islamic sciences. It appears,
however, that Shàh Walã Allàh's most important contribution to
the reinterpretation of the doctrines of the Imàm-i Rabbànã, in
particular his revised model of the location and disposition of
the subtle organs, played some role in the assimilation of the
Hindu initiates into the lineage of Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn and
his works were certainly available to them.44

43. The work most specifically concerned with the science of the subtle
centres is the Tafþãmàt al-Ilàhãya; its contents are analysed in the
article of the American scholar Marcia K. Hermansen bearing the
title `Shàh Walã Allàh of Delhi's arrangement of the Subtle Spiritual
Centres (lañà'if)' in StI (1982), pp. 137-50.

44. For a general introduction to Shàh Walã Allàh, his works and his
thought, see A. Bausani's article `Note su Shàh Walãullah di Delhi' in
AIO (1961), pp. 93-147, and G. Jalbani, The teachings of Shàh Walã

®
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After this enlightening insight into the two-fold spiritual
heritage into which he inserts himself as the last link of a chain
of illustrious figures operating the a continuous synthesis of
transcendent unity beyond the diversity of different religious
experiences, Ràmcandra begins to develop his own exposition of
this science and the connected methodology. Purportedly, this is
based largely on the instructions received through the ̀ fortunate
occasion of attending the company of my murshid' ' and after a
period of `deep going reflections on the hints' they contained
regarding the concealed mysteries and subtle points of
taùawwuf.45

The bulk of these elaborations are contained in two works,
entitled Tattva-Prabodhinã (`The awakening of the essential
elements') and Kamàl-i insànã (The human perfection), both
originally compiled in Urdu in the late 1920s.46 Besides these
two texts which, as stated by Ràmcandra himself, remain largely
focussed on aspects of the esoteric doctrine and methods taught
in the Maÿhariyya Na`ãmiyya line of the Mujaddidiya, he also
composed a small treatise entitled Vedànta-Sàgara47 which sets
out some of the order's doctrinal fundamentals said to be based
on the Vedàntic legacy of the Upaniùad. Yet another small but
important work is the Santmat Dar÷ana48 which delineates in

Allàh (1986).

45. TP, p. 28.

46. Later, these two works were translated into Hindi and published by
his son Jag Mohan Naràyaõ and his grandsons Akhile÷a Kumàr and
Dine÷ Kumàr in order to make them accessible to all those Hindu
disciples who were not acquainjted with the Urdu script. The versions
used for the present study are: Tattva-Prabodhanã, Sri Ramcandra
Publication League, Fatehgarh (U.P), 1971 (second Hindi edition) and
Kamàl-i insànã, Adhyatmik Dhara Prakashan, Fatehgarh/
Farrukhabad, 1973 (second Hindi edition).

47. Vedànta-Sàgara, Akhilesh Kumar Publications, Fatehgarh, 1964. This
work has been translated into Hindã by a certain Thakur Karan Singh,
a disciple of Ràmcandra, and its introduction has been written by
his grandson, Akhile÷a Kumàr Saksenà.

48. Santmat Dar÷ana, Naqush Mum Ramchandra Mission, Fatehgarh,
1986. This work has been translated from Urdu into English (sic!) for
the numerous disciples  from  areas other than the north-Indian Hindã
belt, by Dr. Har Nàràyaõ Sakenà, Fatehgarh, 1974 (third edition).

®
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perhaps the most original way the ideas of Ràmcandra as an
authoritative exponent of a twentieth-century sant doctrine. In
addition to these, some notions regarding his thought and method
of teaching can be obtained, here and there, in the posthumously
assembled letter collection entitled ørã Ràm Sande÷a (`The
message of Lord Ràm'),49 containing excerpts from about fifty
selected letters addressed either to his shaikh or to his disciples
during the period from 1922 to his death in 1931.50

An attentive look at Ràmcandra's written legacy suggests
that it belongs to the final period of his life, i.e., long after his
shaikh's death in 1907 when, after a prolonged period of inner
growth, absorption and elaboration of the instructions received,51

he finally felt ready to deliver his own guidelines for the spiritual
discipline and to fix it in written records. Worried about the
future of the paramparà in view of his approaching death, it
was during those last years of his life that most of these works
acquired their definitive shape, at a time when Ràmacandra
felt the urgent need to provide his growing spiritual community
with a coherent doctrinal corpus containing the essential tenets
of his message.

The descriptions of Ràmcandra's biographers and
hagiographers52 regarding the oral teachings imparted in the

49. ørã Ràm Sande÷a, a collection of letters ascribed to Ràmcandra and
edited by Akhile÷ Kumàr Saksenà, Adhyatmika Dhara Prakashan,
Fatehgarh, 1974 (third edition).

50. There are, moreover, a few minor compilations attributed to this
author, such as the Bàlkàõóa ke muta'alliq råþànã tashrãþ, a spiritual
interpretation of the first part of the Ràmàyaõa written in evident
imitation of Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã's Ghañ Ràmàyaõa.

51. As mentioned earlier, it was not until 1914 that Ràmcandra, instigated
by Shàh `Abd al-Ghanã Khàn to whom he still looked as ultimate
authority, began reluctantly to organise his satsang at his residence
at Fategarh. In 1923, the first annual bhanóàrà was held there during
the Easter week, an indication that by that time the satsang had
acquired some consistency, both in terms of number of adherents
and organisation.

52. See, for instance, Brij Mohan Làl Saksenà: Jãvan-Caritra, Sant
Prakashan, Kanpur, 1993 (second edition).
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course of his daily satsang reflect the image of an authoritative
spiritual leader from a much earlier period. These show him to
be well acquainted with the stories and teachings of the
mediaeval saints as well as with the details regarding the
Mujaddidã ñarãqa. Although they lack the sort of systematic
exposition useful for the uninitiated reader, these writings
provide an indirect indication of the extent to which oral
teachings still preserve their primary importance in the
transmission of the sacred sciences. In fact, Ràmcandra and his
descendants repeatedly condemn the alleged sterility of bookish
knowledge and erudition, no matter how elevated their content,
in the absence of the oral instructions imparted by a living master
which infuse them with life.53

This attitude reiterates the essential difference already
described by Mãrzà Jàn-i Jànàn, between the `ilm-i þuùålã and
the `ilm-i þuóårã.54 It also accounts for the fact that none of the
mediaeval ancestors of our Kàyasth sants, who were themselves
often illiterate, ever bothered to provide a definitive frame of
their teachings the shape of books and written records, in the
manner more typical of their Såfã counterparts. Such a tendency
begins to prevail only among much later Hindu masters and
indicates an increasing anxiousness to preserve their message
in an epoch of growing dispersion and increasing centrifugal
tendencies.55 Ràmcandra's writings can, therefore, rightly be

53. This genuinely traditional attitude provided the main difficulty during
my research of written material since I was repeatedly reminded of
the uselessness from the master's point of view of such written records
for any real comprehension of the spiritual discipline, an attitude
that occasionally resulted in open refusal to allow me access to these
works, which usually circulate only among a limited number of
initiates.

54. Cf. Khaliq Anjum (1989), letter no. 4, pp. 105-7.

55. As member of the Kàyasth community, Ràmcandra as well as his
contemporary Maha�ùi øivbrat Làl were naturally inclined towards
writing records as part of their traditional occupation since time
immemorial. A striking example of this attitude is furnished by the
various Ràdhàsoàmã masters, almost all of whom have compiled huge
amounts of works, in particular Maha�ùi øivbrat Làl who has written
hundreds of books and pamphlets explaining in every detail his and
his masters' teachings.

®
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considered as his spiritual testament, meant to be circulated
among his intimate disciples after his death in absence of a living
source of instruction, and as such they can be regarded as the
gist of his spiritual career.

Ràmcandra's teachings, can be roughly divided along two
principal lines, thus following the classical pattern prevalent in
the past. One covers the doctrinal background consisting of
metaphysical and cosmological concepts which develop mainly
along Hindu lines of thought, while the other is concerned with
technical and methodological questions clearly recognisable as
being derived from the heritage of the Mujaddidã tradition.
Although these two aspects are occasionally intermingled with
one another, they constitute an interesting example of an attempt
to apply the methodology provided by a particular tradition to a
doctrinal background belonging to another tradition, an
experiment which, if successful, would justify the claims of
universality advanced by this modern sant.

In the following sections, Ràmcandra's works are, therefore,
examined first for their doctrinal content and background.
Thereafter, an effort is made to integrate this with the
methodological aspect of his sampradàya in order to gain a
comprehensive picture of this modern sant's teachings.

The perception of metaphysical reality

The Hindu Ràmcandra turns to the sacred texts of his native
tradition to set out a series of fundamental metaphysical and
cosmological issues. His approach towards these fundamental
doctrinal aspects largely follows the teachings of the nirguõa
sants who do not regard the Supreme Divinity as qualified by
any personal attribute, although many of the concepts treated
in his works betray his acquaintance with the classical texts of
the Hindu tradition, mainly the Upaniùad and the Bhagavad
Gãtà.

The sant doctrines are to a large extent a continuation and
further adaptation of the ancient concepts expounded in the

See Khaliq Anjum (1989), letter no. 4, pp. 105-7.®
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Upaniùad and the Vedànta-Såtra through the Tàntrik
perspective of the Nàths.56 Ràmcandra appears to confirm this
continuity, for he starts his discussion in the Vedànta-Sàgara
comment on the fundamental tenets held by the Vedànta, and
hinting at the slightly diverging interpretations propounded by
the founders of the different branches of the Advaita School,
such as Srã øaïkaràcàrya's (AD 788-820) kevalàdvaita, ørã
Ràmànujàcàrya's (AD 1017-1137?) vi÷iùñàdvaita, Madhvàcàrya's
(AD 1197-1276) dvaitàdvaita57 and ørã Vallabhàcàrya's (AD 1479-
1535) ÷uddhàdvaita.

 It is the underlying concept of non-duality (advaita) as a
negative description of the inexpressable all-transcendent
metaphysical reality summarised in the Upaniùadic formula neti-
neti that constitutes for Ràmcandra the thread of continuity
between the doctrines that constitute the j¤àna-kàõóa of the
÷ruti and its later re-elaborations in the Tàntrik environment
on one side and the affirmation of absolute Divine unity (tawþãd)
as conceived by the Såfãs on the other. Elaborating on this concept
of an all-transcending principle, alternatively referred to in the
impersonal perspective of the nirguõa-sants as paramàtmà in
the Såfã perspective as Allàh Ta'àlà and the impossibility of
describing it in positive terms without falling into the dilemma
of simultaneously contradicting or limiting its underlying reality
(tawhãd kã dalãl khud radd-i tawþãd hai),58 Ràmcandra concludes
that to comprehend the highest level of Truth one must
presuppose Its reflection in every human being as a practically
acknowledgeable experience (anubhava j¤àna) rather than a
purely speculative nation. These two entities, viz., the subject
that affirm Truth and Truth by itself, appear initially separated
by the veil of imaginative thought (wahm), a characteristic faculty

56. For the Nàth influence on Kabãr and the Kabãr-panth, see R.K. Varma,
Kabãr: Biography and Philosophy (1977), pp. 43-6 and the article of
G.G. Filippi, `Des composants culturels dans le Granthàvalã de Kabãr'
in Indologica Taurinensia VI (1978), pp. 137-41.

57. According to the author, it is from this particular school that the
elaborations of Dayànanda Sarasvatã, the founder and organiser of
the ârya-Samàj, are derived.

58. VS, p. 12.
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of the human mind subject to the mental fancy of màyà, thus,
providing an answer as to how the apparent duality between
the subject that affirms unity and Unity in Itself came into being.
In line with Kabãr who perceives the Supreme Reality as
essentially impersonal and non-qualified by any contingent
attribute (nirguõa Brahman), Ràmcandra maintains that the
Principle assumes Its imaginary qualification only when the
human perception is covered by the veils of màyà, a condition
that sanctions man's peripheral position in the manifested world.
According to the author of the Vedànta Sagara, this condition
accounts for the initial bewilderment (udheó-bun) that befalls
the mind on which this veil has fallen and which ̀ revolves around
the apparent existence of the universe (jagat) to his glance'.59

These follows a discussion that asserts the ultimate futility
of all speculative discourses aimed at describing the meta-
physical Reality. In the typical mode of Kabãr and other sants,
Ràmcandra and his followers repeatedly emphasise what they
see as the deceitful vanity (mithyà) of such speculations. Stress
is consequently laid primarily on the practical aspect of the
spiritual discipline (sàdhanà) imparted as a preliminary step
towards gaining access to this Truth through an inner direct
experience of the transcendent sphere which will eventually
dissolve the apparent discrepancy between the viewpoint of the
Vedànta and personal experience.

Like Kabãr, Ràmcandra, therefore, does not conceive an
ultimately subsisting difference between the purely intellectual
approach of the vedàntin, which envisages direct knowledge of
the infinite nature of the Supreme (j¤àna-màrga) through the
thorough comprehension of the doctrine of non-duality, and the
position held by the Tantra-Yoga which perceives the Supreme
through a more indirect vision that takes account of the
contingent position of the individual through the projection of
the attributive modalities of the Supreme into the realm of
contingency.

59. VS, p.12.
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Yet another interesting hint at the link between the ancient
metaphysical doctrines through those of Kabãr and his followers
is provided by the author's mention of the concept of ÷ånya.
Rejecting the negative interpretation current among many
Buddhist schools who interpret this term as a mere `void',
Ràmcandra asserts that it is intended among sants as sun or
mahàsun,60  i.e., the final goal beyond the realm of duality in the
abode of Nira¤jana or Narharã. Therefore, its implications again
lie beyond any possible verbal description due to its essentially
transcendent nature. Most interestingly, the author also
disagrees with the Mujaddidã concept of `non-existence' (`adam),
an essential tenet in Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's shuhådã doctrine,
as a possible equivalent of the term ÷ånya, since if it is intended
as an ultimate degree of achievement, it still implicates the
correlative state of existence (hastã, wujåd) whereas Kabãr's sun
ultimately transcends any such residual trace of duality.

Ràmcandra's extremely synthetic account here touches on
the doctrines of ørã Ràmànujàcàrya and ørã øaïkaràcàrya who
both acknowledge the unicity of the metaphysical Principle
differing only nominally between each other due to an ultimately
unreal spirit of opposition which does not subsist on the highest
plane pertaining to the Supreme Identity.61

Major attention is given by Ràmcandra to ørã Ràmànuja's
vi÷iùñàdvaita and to the doctrinal perspective of the later

60. For ÷ånya in Buddhist Màdhyamika and Yogàcàra schools, see M.
Gopinatha Kaviraj's article, ̀ øånyavàda aur Vij¤ànavàda' in Kaviràj-
Pratibhà (collection of selected articles) (1984), pp. 204-14.

The term had already changed its negative connotation among the
siddhas who followed the Vajrayàna current of Buddhism, from where
it was presumably adopted in a gradually more positive assumption
by the Nàths and later on by Kabãr for whom the term, often used in
association with the term sahaja, indicates the realisation of Supreme
Identity. Cf. Kabãr Granthàvalã, pàda 154 and 164 and sàkhã 5.

The terms sun and mahàsun have acquired major importance also in
the Ràdhàsoàmã doctrines expounded in øiva Dayàl Singh's Sàr Bacan
where they designate, however, a lower position in the universal
realms in correspondance to a state still subject to the law of birth
and death. See M.G. Gupta (1994), pp. 154-6.

61 VS, p. 13.
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chàyàvàda, both of which are more consonant with his own
Vaiùõava background and certainly more compatible with the
shuhådã perspective held by the Mujaddidãs. These elements
were certainly essential for the formation of his own position,
which leads him finally to Ràmànanda (c. 1400-70?).62 This
renowned Vaiùõava saint who spent most of his life at Benares
is traditionally considered to have been affiliated to Ràmànuja's
ørã-sampradàya and is credited with having spread the upàsanà-
màrga from his native southern India to the north.63 Often
regarded as the wordly guru of Kabãr, he certainly played an
important role in divulging the Ràma-bhakti among the humbler
strata of the city's Hindu society, as the list of his main disciples
given by Nabhadàs' Bhaktamàlà suggests.64 Ràmcandra, himself
an affiliate of the Kabãr-panth, maintai-ned the heritage of the
Ràm-nàm as Kabãr's favourite method of personal devotion.
However, he does not hesitate to assert the ultimate superiority
of Kabãr over the followers of the ørã-sampradàya. Quoting some
of the verses attributed to Kabãr, chosen from the Kabãr-Vàõã
and the Anuràg-Sàgar, he supports this alleged superiority by
pointing out Kabãr's repeated hint at the most sublime level on
which Ràma is ultimately conceivable. This transcends all
qualified conditions of the universal existence (triguõa se niyàrà)
beyond the secrets known to the gods in the deva-loka65 and
constitutes the perennial metaphysical principle (nij sàr hai)
that governs everything. The allusion to the fourth degree of

62. For Kabãr, see G. Grierson, ̀Ràmànandis, Ràmàwàts in Encyclopaedia
of Religion', Ethics X, pp. 569-71. For an extensive discussion on his
biographical dates, see David N. Lorensen, Kabir Legends and
Ananta-Das's Kabir Parachai (1991), pp. 9-13.

63. See, R.G. Bhandarkar, Vaiùõavism, øaivism and Minor Religious
Systems (1965) and H.P. Dvivedi, Kabãr: A study of Kabãr, Followed
by a Selection from his Poems (1953).

64. Nàbhajã, Bhaktamàlà (1965).

65. The hint at the fourth plane refers to the àloka or the sphere nowhere
situated in space which lies beyond the triple division of the cosmos
common in Islamic esoterism and hinted at by the Hindu Gàyatrã-
mantra as o§ bhur bhuvaþ svaþ.
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Ràm beyond the three levels of cosmic existence points to the
nirguõa Brahman contemplated by the Vedànta66

tãna lok ko sab koã dhàve, cauthe dev kà marm na pàeA
cauthà choó pa¤cam cit làe, kahen kabãr hamre dhing
àeAA

Three realms are invoked by everyone, the fourth lies
beyond the mysteries of the gods,

leaving the fourth while penetrating the fifth, this is
the method of Kabãr.67

The firm conviction of possessing the keys to a doctrinal vision
widely diffused in the sant tradition from Kabãr to the
Ràdhàsoàmãs, regarded as superior to that held by the classical
and post-classical schools that preceded them, leads Ràmcandra
to assert that the followers of Ràmànuja's vi÷iùñàdvaita
remained entangled in the comprehension of the first three
levels, the stages corresponding to the qualified aspect of the
Supreme (saguõa Brahman) and its hypostasis as Lord of the
manifested universe (Prajàpati or ä÷vara). In reference to the
dohà quoted that mentions a fifth level of intending Ràma as
peculiar to the method of Kabãr, Ràmcandra declares that this
fifth plane (pàda) corresponds to the satnàma, that is to say
the highest aspect of Truth contained in seminal form in the
Sacred Name identified with the akùara, the unpronounc-eable
syllable containing the ultimate synthesis of all sounds.68

Nevertheless, even the very perception of the Name envisaged
by both Kabãr-panthãs and Nànak-panthãs as o§kàra, is

66. Cf. Maitrã Upaniùad VII.11; B�hadàraõyaka Upaniùad V.14.3.

67. VS, p. 15.

68. Ràmcandra describes the satnàm as ̀ the real name of the true master',
aimed at the ascent to the iùñapàda which can be perceived only
through the guru. This name constitutes a sign of the Divine power
which resounds in the innermost part of every human being. Its
perception through the audible subtle sound-current is said to open
the gates for a real spiritual ascent. Cf.VS, p. 16. For identification of
the Brahman with the akùara. Cf. B�hadàraõyaka Upaniùad, III.8.8.
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regarded as representing a subtle veil between the contingent
and the original uncontaminated Essence.

But the most surprising feature of Ràmcandra's exposition
is that in his opinion the Supreme Unity eventually transcends
even the last possibly perceivable duality between the unquali-
fied (nirguõa) as in a sense still complementary to the qualified
(saguõa) along with the four planes mentioned in precedence.
These planes are then assimilated to the five pàdas described
by the Upaniùad in connection with the `knowledge of the
quintuple fire' (pa¤càgni-vidyà), a science regarding the course
of the human soul after death traditionally reserved to members
of the kùatriya caste.69

Among other things, this science describes the gradual
descent of the paramàtmà into the sphere of contingent existence
represented by the quintuple oblation to the fire. In the specific
context, this descent constitutes the inverse process to that of
the ascending path of spiritual realisation that has to be
undertaken by the individual in order to achieve liberation
(mukti), the most sublime human goal (paramàrtha).70

The author's assumption leads to numerous further
assimilations and underlines impressively the intellectual
acuteness at the base of the spiritual tradition represented by
the g�hasthã faqãrs of this paramparà. It proves, moreover, that
the aim of the many hints provided in the opening pages of the
Vedànta-Sàgara, none of which is discussed in explicit detail, is

69. Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, V.4-9.

70. In a later description by Ràmcandra's grandson, B�j Mohan Làl, the
discussion returns once more to the pa¤càgni-vidyà connecting the
heart as the seat of knowledge (j¤àna) and experience (anubhava) of
the quintuple light of the àtmà attaining to which one realises the
Supreme Identity between àtmà and paramàtmà. This final goal is
also identified with the pure Essence (dhàt-i muñlaq) described by
the Mujaddidãs whereas the quintuple light and its corresponding
name (Ràma) is associated with the quintuple planes of irradiation
(tajalliyàt) introduced by the Ibn al-` Arabã mentioned also by the
authorities of the Mujaddidiyya. Cf. AY, pp. 162-3. Cf. also Råmã's
description of the different stages in the process of creation
culminating in the human condition permeated by the Essence of
the Divine.
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to point towards the inherent unity that lies beyond the different
language and forms of expression employed by various schools
and traditions in the course of history. In this sense, any
superiority or inferiority of these, rather than being implicit in
their respective doctrinal perspectives, remains ultimately
confined to the varying individual capacity of their followers to
penetrate the hidden meanings they contain.

It also provides a basis for understanding how, once
Ràmcandra leaves the metaphysical domain for a more
contingent vision of the world, Såfã, yogã, Kabãr-panthã and other
notions are used alternatively in order to weave, in imitation of
the renowned julàhà from Benares, the subtle tissue affecting a
real spiritual synthesis between these different threads.

The coming into being of the universe

The cosmological doctrine begins for Ràmcandra exactly where
the realm of metaphysics intersects with that of contingent
existence or, in his own words, where `the veil of fanciful
imagination prevents the direct perception of the transcendent
Principle'. On the authority of the Upaniùad but immediately
recalling to memory a famous saying of the prophet of Islam
(þadãth), he affirms that first there was only Truth which
remained hidden to Itself.71

At once, the veil of concealment (parda-yi ikhtifà) was cut
open by the impulse of the hitherto hidden Truth manifesting
itself in the guise of the àdi-puruùa. This was the origin of Cosmic
Man.72 Both traditions are invoked to show how the treasure-

71. This description clearly refers to the state of non-manifestation
(avyakta) which, in this sense, possesses a certain degree of
superiority over that of manifestation. Interestingly, the author
though claiming to describe his doctrine based on notions in the
Upaniùad, uses a language that appears much closer to the Islamic
context, an idea enhanced by the use of a Såfã terminology instead of
its Sanskrit correspondent used in the Upaniùad. It hints at his
primary acquaintance with the latter doctrines, only at a later stage
integrated by a study of the former ones, and his own educational
background more familiar with the Urdu-Persian vocabulary.

72. VS, p. 18. This rather enigmatic statement becomes clear if we accept

®
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house of Supreme Truth is borne in his inmost being by mankind,
earlier defined according to a purely Islamic perspective as a
perfecting ̀particularisation and individuali-sation' (juzwiyat wa
shakhùiyat) of the Divine Omnipotence (al-qudrat) Whose
essential Reality lies beyond the limiting condition (þaddiyat)
of the human qualities. But since the existentialisation of the
Supreme Being took place as the result of Its primordial impulse
to display Itself in the world, the puruùa must from that initial
moment onwards be envisaged in its cosmic projection inside
the derived multiple degrees of existence, where it remains
present in the guise of the individual human aggregate. It
thereby assumes a specific form (råpa) that characterises its
existence in the dominion of the sensible world as a substantial
determination of its new state. For the same reason it also bears
a name (nàma) recalling its original state prior to
manifestation,73 i.e., satpuruùa or, alternatively, insàn al-kàmil.
Both are assimilated to the very principle of manifestation
conceived as the externalisation of the Divine power which is
the ultimate source of the Universe and therefore assimilated to
the `Spirit of Muþammad' (råþ al-muþammadã) of classical Såfã
doctrines.74

Such a description suggests the parallel Ràmcandra draws
between the Hindu doctrines taught by the Vedànta and the
Kabãr-Panth on one side and the esoteric interpretation of the
Islamic concept of creation on the other. Sat-puruùa or `True
Man' and insàn al-kàmil or `Perfect Man' represented by the
`spirit of Muþammad' are considered as synonyms in their role

the idea that the concept of puruùa in this particular context
translates to a fair extent the Såfã concept of råþ al-muþammadã as
the primordial determination of the Necessary Being and creative
principle of universal manifestation.

73. Råpa along with nàma constitute the two co-ordinates describing
the principal determinations of the individual condition, one
corresponding roughly to the substantial determination and the other
to its more essential one. Nàma, however, implies in its superior sense
also the eternal archetype or `idea' in the Platonic sense, inherent in
every manifested creature, that constitutes the immediate principle
of the other.

74. VS, p. 18.

®
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of sovereigns or principles of the entire universal display;
according to this perspective, they can be also associated with
the Hindu concept of ä÷vara, the personified principle of univer-
sal existence, or Prajàpati, the Lord of all creatures, and Allàh
in his aspects of al-Bàrã or al-Khàliq (the Creator), which from
a more esoterical point of view can be identified with the
`Muþammadan spirit'.

We must be careful to avoid confusion between the double
application to which these terms are liable, either from the
metaphysical point of view as designating the highest stage of
Ultimate Reality (the terminology of the Vedànta employs the
term puruùottama), or in relation to relative unity if intended
as the cosmic principle and the multiplicity it contains. They
are nevertheless analogous since both designate in their
respective traditions the first step from `Pure Unity' or `non-
duality' (aþadiyat, advaita) to its hypostasis, from pure Essence
to the first Being characterised by the attribute of existence of a
personal God (saguõa Brahman, ä÷vara or Allàh in its theological
interpretation).75

According to Ràmcandra, this personal God is the Creator
of everything, due to Whom the entire creation (khilqat) has
come into existence and on Whom everything depends, because
He is the Ruler of the Universe and the axis (madàr) around
which the entire cosmos develops. Ràmcandra's technical
vocabulary here assumes a distinctively Islamic connotation in
which we recognise the descriptions of the Naqshbandã shaikhs
of Delhi: the all-powerful God to which all creatures should bow
in sign of reverence and recognition of their dependence, and
the concept of the Lord seated on the `all-encompassing Throne'
(al-`arsh, al-muþãñ)76 at the centre of the Universe whence the
Divine spirit descends into the realm of existence in order to

75. The validity of this double perspective is enhanced by Ràmcandra's
later observations that if on one hand He is the producer of creation,
on the other He is also not that, for the meaning of sat apart from
meaning `truth' comprises also the second meaning of `essence',
embracing both `being' and `not-being'.

76. VS, p. 18.
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confer His command on the primordial indifferentiation.77 Even
more interesting is the occasional combination of Mujaddidã and
Kabãr-panthã elements, as in the following passage:

All around the satpuruùa . . . , a subtle substance
circulates [inside the universe] assuming manifold
aspects. Like the light of the sun that irradiates
everything around its source, this rapidly flowing
substance expands in every direction around the Divinity
which, like the top of the thunderbolt (hãra), remains
motionless and unperturbed at Its place at the centre.
The rapidly flowing substance expanding from the
satpuruùa is referred to as àdimàyà, the primordial
substance. It continues to revolve around its centre at
every time. When the reflection of the satpuruùa falling
into this whirlpool mingles itself with this substance, It
thus manifests Itself in the form of a particular kind of
individuality whose nature is similar to that of our
shadows (sàyà). . . .78

The concept of reflection (`aks) and shadow (sàyà, chàyà)
described in this passage as emanating from the primordial
source of existence is reminiscent of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's
waþdat al-shuhåd which maintains a rhetorical difference in
the degree of reality inherent to the different realms of
contingency and the principle from which they derive. Each
derives its existence from the reflection of the immediately
preceding stage, thus, gradually descending into a lower degree
of reality. This idea is assimilated to the sant concepts of màyà
and àdi-màyà which, especially in the cosmological doctrines of
the Kabãr-panth, bears a fundamental importance in explaining
the interaction between essence and substance that gave rise to

77. Ràmcandra defines the principle as niràlamba, `absolutely
independent', and niràdhàra, `self-supporting', two designations
which although of Sanskrit origin apply very well to describe the
Divine attributes in Islamic theology. They appear deliberately chosen
to bring the two doctrines closer in the understanding of his Hindu
followers.

78. VS, p. 19.
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the universal manifest-ation.79 From the intercourse between
these two entities are produced the various degrees of individual
existence (shakhùiyat) in form of a series of shadows, hence,
defined by Ràmcandra as `congenital' (ham-zàd).80

When this congenital shadow came into existence it turned its
attention towards the satpuruùa whence it derived its peculiar
existence. Recognising his supremacy, it began to affirm its own,
separate existence, expressed through the formula `I am!' It
signals the rise of the principle of individual consciousness
(aha§kàra, gharår kà màdda) regarded as the primordial
element (tattva) of universal manifestation and identified by
Ràmcandra in conformity with the Kabãr-panthã doctrines with
kàla or kàla-puruùa.81

This principle of individualisation is hence the final product
of the primordial substance and signals the entrance into the
temporal and spatial dimension of contingency through the non-
acting presence and non-involved influence of the satpuruùa,
associated by Ràmcandra with the Islamic concept of the
Omnipotent (al-`Azãz).

Therefore the kàla-puruùa represents from a macrocosmic
point of view the temporal principle that governs all contingent
beings subject to the conditions of time, of birth, and of death,
analogous to the role of Yama, the Hindu god of death. It also
shows some parallels with the distinction made in the Koran
between the primordial  order issued by Allàh (al-amr) and the
successive process of existentialisation in the `àlam-i khalq
spanning over a period of six days, which embraces the entire
creation. This dominion ultimately is subject to the all-devouring
kàla-puruùa, the lord of birth and death.

In many respects Ràmcandra's vision recalls the elaborate

79. Cf. F.E. Keay, Kabir and his Followers (1995, reprint of first edition
1931), pp. 135-49.

80. In the Islamic tradition, the term ham-zàd defines the jinn of the
clan which appears when a child is born and which accompanies it
throughout the life. Cf. John T. Platts, A Dictionary of Urdå Classical
Hindã and English, 1977 (first Indian edition), p. 1234.

81. VS, p. 20.
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cosmology of the later Kabãr-panthãs and of the Ràdhàsoàmãs
which combines features of Vedànta and Sàïkhya-Yoga with
additional elements of different origin. His entire doctrinal
edifice rests upon the introduction of an intermediate degree
between the transcendent paramàtmà or para-brahma as
envisaged by the Vedànta, Its hypostasis and principle of
manifestation (ã÷vara, apara-brahma), the attainment of and
union with which is envisaged by the different schools of Yoga,
and the primordial duality of puruùa and prak�ti which
ultimately determine the process of universal manifestation into
multiplicity. At the same time it asserts its supremacy over other
doctrines by claiming to go one step further towards the
attainment of ultimate Truth.

This intermediate degree consists of the concept of kàla-
puruùa that traces its origin from the apparent duality arising
the àdi-màyà and the reflection of the satpuruùa on it. But duality
is only apparent if contemplated from a contingent perspective,
because this primordial substance is ultimately nothing but an
irradiation of the satpuruùa itself and essentially partakes of
Its nature.82 As such, the kàla-puruùa is nothing but the
projection of the satpuruùa into a lower degree of reality. Only if
perceived as the separate cause of the àdi-màyà does it appear
complementary to the rise of the kàla-puruùa, as an effect of the
first veil constituted by the àdi-màyà. Such a formulation appears
to be the outcome of an attempt to reconcile two different points
of view, held in the Islamic context by the waþdat al-wujåd and
waþdat al-shuhåd respectively, which juxtapose the concept of
reflection and of irradiation as two different connotations of the
same reality.

Ràmcandra stresses that from a microcosmic perspective the
dual aspect inherent man's nature is uniquely a manifestation
(iÿhàr) of the imaginary consciousness (here termed as tawajjuh)
of possessing an individual existence that confers a sense of
separation from that of the principle, caused by that very shadow
that has attained life through the deceitful intervention of the
kàla-puruùa. But, in reality, there was nothing in the beginning

82. Cf. Bhagavad Gãtà, XV.16-18.
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to declare either the existence (hastã) or non-existence (nãstã) of
the Divine Being because these are two correlative terms (nisbatã
kalàm), whereas Truth must necessarily lie beyond relativity.
To affirm such relativity even if intended as the highest of all
complementaries, is possible only from the point of view of
manifestation, that is to say from a degree of contingent
existence.

Ràmcandra draws once more from the Upaniùad to clarify
his point: at the beginning there was only the Supreme darkness
of non-manifestation in coincidence with the primordial chaos
in which everything remained concealed. Nevertheless, this
darkness it contained a marvellous brilliance irradiating a
stream of pure light whose nature cannot be perceived by
ordinary mortals.83 For convenience, Ràmcandra calls it
`primordial impulse' (chave mauj, mauj-i aùlã), whence both the
satpuruùa and kàla-puruùa polarise themselves. While the
former acquires luminosity and maintains his residence in the
most sublime region, the latter, owing to the light irradiated
from the former, assumes a separate identity as a shadow in the
lower regions of contingency.

It follows that while both ultimately owe their origin to the
paramàtmà, the distinctive existence of the kàla-puruùa depends
on the satpuruùa whose luminous projection on a lower plane of
reflection casts a shadow onto the Divine fabric of the universe.
This ray of projection is called by Ràmcandra mahà-tawajjuh. It
is closely analogous to the råþ al-muþammadã produced as a
result of the Divine command described by the Koran, which
finds its equivalent in classical Hindu doctrines in the projection
of buddhi, the cosmic intelligence and first differentiation of
prak�ti contemplated by the Sàïkhya doctrine. Interestingly,
Ràmcandra's account of this luminous projection and its

83. øvetà÷vatara Upaniùad, VI.14, Kañha Upaniùad, II.5.15. Cf. also
Bhagavad Gãtà XV:4-6. Ràmcandra remarks that this light must be
intended not in a literal but in an allegorical sense since the state of
the Supreme Principle cannot be possibly described as darkness or
brilliance as such a distinction would imply a relapse into an
underlying duality. Later, this process is compared to the light of a
candle and the smoke produced by it.
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reflection, which show a certain compatibility with the shuhådã
doctrine, is accompanied by a consideration of the primordial
impulse co-present in this original luminosity which
simultaneously expands between these two realms, thus,
assuming a reflected existence or `transmitted vibration' (naqlã
þarkat).

These two subtle manifestations of light and sound
consequently assume a primary significance in the spiritual
discipline of Ràmcandra since they respectively correspond to
the most elevated among the interior sensual faculties, light
being associated to the sense of vision (cakùus) and its
corresponding organ, the eye, and sound to the sense of hearing
(÷rotra) among the five sensual faculties (j¤ànendriya) and to
the faculty of speech (vàc) among the five faculties of action
(karmendriya).84

Ràmcandra's description of the gradual process of
manifestation follows closely the account provided by the
Sàïkhya dar÷ana: at the due moment, the kàla-puruùa divides
itself into two parts: puruùa, the essential or spiritual (råþànã)
component and prak�ti, the substantial (maddànã) component,
through which the process of cosmic generation is gradually
enacted.85 But since the degree of existence of these two entities
is only that of `mere shadows' (sàya-i maþÿ) of the kàla-puruùa,
they lack of their own power of action, so that the initial push
(tawajjuh) that leads from a state of pure potentiality to its
effective enactment must directly derive from the satpuruùa.
Thereafter, prak�ti begins to originate out of herself the entire
series of elements (tattva) that constitute the Universe.

The mention of the satpuruùa's influence on prak�ti
underlines Ràmcandra's position concerning the cosmological

84. Cf. Mànavadharma÷àstra, II.89-92. For an explanation of their role
in the sàdhanà, see B�j Mohan Làl Saksenà in AY, pp. 91-3.

85. VS, p. 22. Ràmcandra compares this to the two split halves of a pea
that out of themselves give gradual rise to a new generation of plants.
Similarly, prak�ti is described as måla or root of all manifestation in
the Sàïkhya-Kàrikà, while Ràmcandra defines it as jar, a term
bearing the same meaning of root.
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process, for he never loses sight of the transcendent Principle
inherent in the puruùa as compared to its derivatives. While the
Sàïkhya describes the initial intervention on prak�ti as coming
from the puruùa conceived as correlative of prak�ti and, therefore
not transcending the plane of duality between these two entities,
Ràmcandra emphasises the fact that ultimately there subsists
no other principle than the absolute and supreme satpuruùa.86

Hence, a co-relationship of puruùa and prak�ti is impossible
unless perceived from an inferior degree pertaining to the plane
of relativity.

It follows that all the different levels included under the
common denomination of puruùa hitherto described as separate
entities (i.e., satpuruùa, kàla-puruùa and puruùa) complemen-
tary to prak�ti ultimately exist only as fanciful products of the
power of imagination inherent in the mind of the individual.
The human mind perceives the world from its limited and
contingent point of view subject to the power of màyà, the creative
aspect of the Divine intellect, as mere reflections of the one
beyond description (alakh) Reality, which are solely meant to
explain the way leading to the original source. Only in this sense
can puruùa be described as analogous to the insàn al-kàmil and,
hence, be assimilated to the þaqãqat-i muþammadiya.87

Considering now only prak�ti, also referred to as pradhàna,88

Ràmcandra explains that the process of its self-diversification

86 On the other hand, the Sàïkhya whose purpose does not lie beyond
that of enumerating the single steps of the cosmological process,
nevertheless hints at the essentially transcendent nature of puruùa
affirming that He is not directly involved in the process of
manifestation, His only contribution to it consisting in His non-active
disinvolved intervention on prak�ti.

87. TP, p. 33.

88. Literally `pre-eminence', `principal thing', pradhàna also bears the
meaning of `attendant of a king', which precisely renders the double
position held by prak�ti as pre-eminent in relation to distinctive
manifestation on one side and its subordinate rank in front of the
Sovereign (al-Màlik) on the other, viz., puruùa. It is hence conceived
as feminine in relation to the latter and masculine in relation to the
former.
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which gives rise to the separate existence of multiple elements
is analogous if on an inferior to the generation of the kàla-puruùa
by the satpuruùa as a part (anshà) of his own. This affirmation
hints at their ultimate identity with the Principle.89 Thus,
prak�ti, the primordial and undifferentiated substance assumes
the quality of v�k�ti, i.e., nature in its differentiated condition,
similar to the difference described in Islamic doctrines between
fiñrat and tabã'at. It contains in a state of absolute harmony and
equilibrium the qualities (auùàf, guõa) of all elements which
are contained as latent possibilities in the cosmos. But once this
inner balance is shaken by the intervention of puruùa, it is
brought into motion and the process of manifestation takes its
unstoppable course.

Ràmcandra specifies that this initial movement occurs in
form of a concentric expansion from a central point analogous to
the expansion of the sound vibration in the ether (àkà÷a). In
this initial movement he detects the reason why all things
contained in the universal workmanship (racanà)90 including the
sun, the moon, the stars and even the satpuruùa are perceived
as circles or spheres (dà'ira), being the sphere the projection
into space of the aspacious point. This image closely reminds us
of the seven spheres symbolically used by the Mujaddidã
authorities as images of the planes of existence and degrees of
spiritual realisation and illustrates the universal value of
symbolism in different traditions.

Through the intercourse with puruùa, prak�ti, often
identified with màyà, modifies its own distinctivelessness and
gives origin to a manifold series of determined states of existence
(ùårat-i tamãzã). A similar concept is found in the Tàntrik doctri-
nes which develop around the primordial couple øiva-øakti,
apparently separated from each other holding the rank of poles

89. Cf. Brahma-Såtra, II.3.43.

90. The use of the term racanà for the manifested world suits well to the
underlying Hindu concept of the Divine carpenter and architect of
the universal edifice, Vi÷vakarman, that represents the constructive
aspect of saguõa Brahman, similar to the function held by the insàn
al-kàmil in relation to creation and also to that of the universal
architect conceived by Western free-masonry.
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of universal existence which has to be brought together in order
to gain access to the transcendent sphere.

As for the order of succession of these manifestions,
Ràmcandra differs slightly from the doctrinal pattern laid out
by Kapila's Sàïkhya-Såtra and Sàïkhya-Kàrikà, in identifying
the first determination of prak�ti as ahaïkàra instead of buddhi,
since in his view

the stages of [prak�ti's] productions can become known
only once the apprehension of individual perception
(idràk) has acquired a definitive shape.91

Hence, ahaïkàra holds the rank of primary determination from
which derive the different functions of manas, the mental faculty
that governs `the inner cause' (antaþkaraõa), that is to say the
psychological dominion of the individual state. For Ràmcandra,
it comprehends buddhi associated to the concept of `aql consid-
ered as the seat of the faculty of discriminative knowledge and
of correct judgement, and citta, the common consciousness com-
prising the faculty of thought that gives rise to ideal concepts
and the ability to link them.

These are the first four tattvas to which Ràmcandra adds
the tawajjuh of the puruùa as the fifth.92 The pre-eminence of
this fifth tattva over the other four is supported by the assertion
that these latter ones came into existence only at the moment
when the kàla-puruùa, himself a projection of the satpuruùa,
gained consciousness of himself, which was the point of departure

91 VS, p. 23.

92. If conceived from this angle, tawajjuh earlier described as a luminous
irradiation of the satpuruùa, assumes the rank of buddhi as intended
by the Sàïkhya, that is to say as the Cosmic intelligence that
irradiates, like a solar ray, as colourless light from the Supreme Being
onto a plane of reflection situated at the centre of the plane of Its
primordial determination in puruùa and prak�ti where it is than
perpetuated as the primary impulse on prak�ti. These two levels had
been mentioned earlier as mahàtawajjuh and tawajjuh. This fifth
tattva is recovered in this context by the affirmation that the coming
into existence of the other four named tattvas coincides with that
very instance of self-diversification.
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of the impulse exercised on prak�ti. In distinction to the Sàïkhya,
the tawajjuh is not a production of prak�ti but of the kàla-puruùa
who stands beyond this immediate duality and collaborates in
its production. Strictly speaking, puruùa and prak�ti must
therefore themselves be regarded as tattvas, including the
tawajjuh that gave origin to their separate existence.

The difference between Ràmcandra's position and the
classical doctrines, thus, reduces itself to a merely formal one
based on slightly different perspectives. It reflects his attempt
to reconcile the different elements pertaining to the Hindu
cosmological doctrines current among the sants with those
expounded in the Såfã teachings, particularly those of the
Mujaddid who reiterated the absolute transcendence of the
Divine essence and the impossibility of its direct involvement in
the creative process by introducing the idea of shadows and
reflections.

It is therefore especially in the relation the paramàtmà bears
with the realm of individual manifestation that a synthesis is
required between the underlying formal differences in the
perspectives held by the two traditions. Once this point is
clarified Ràmcandra's enumeration of the various degrees of
existence and their respective order of production presents fewer
difficulties and develops in conformity with the pattern set out
by the Sàïkhya without incurring into any major discrepancies.

Ahaïkàra goes rise to ÷abda, the auditive quality. As the
first of the quintuple series of subtle principles of the corporeal
elements (tanmàtra), it gives rise to the element ether (àkà÷a),
the first most subtle of the five corporeal elements (bhåta). These
two belong respectively to the planes of subtle and of gross
manifestation, and as the first and most subtle of the series they
are the leading productions in their respective degrees of
existence, containing the following four synthetically in their
folds. From the ÷abda there originates the touch (spar÷a) and
principle of the element air (vàyu, hawà); from the spar÷a there
springs the råpa (lit. `form', associated with the visible quality)
which goes rise to the element fire (agni, àtish); from the råpa
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there springs the rasa, the quality of savouring which manifests
the element water (ap, àb); and finally, the rasa gives origin to
gandha, the quality of smell that bears a relation with the
element earth (p�thvã, khàk), last and grossest in the series.93

Although they may be referred to most living beings, these
determinations of individual existence covering the subtle
(såkùma, lañãf) and the gross planes (sthåla, kathãf) bear a
particular relation to the human state. Man's superiority, the
sanctioning of which in the Islamic tradition has been already
described, finds its analogous expression in Hindu teaching in
the very designation of the term puruùa that includes the
Supreme Being or satpuruùa, the governor of this particular
world, or kàla-puruùa, and finally both humanity as a whole
and every single human individual.94

In the impersonal perspective of the Vedànta adopted by the
nirguõa tradition, puruùa stands in its highest rank as
puruùottama down to the single human individual for the
perpetual presence of the Supreme Principle in all the degrees
of existence.95 It is in this sense that the reading of the Koran
and the prophetic Traditions according to which Allàh has
infused His essence into the earthen mould of âdam before
appointing him His khalãfa on earth, was interpreted by many
Såfãs in its gnostic dimension as expressed in such doctrines as
the waþdat al-wujåd and the waþdat al-shuhåd. In their peculiar

93. VS, p. 24. The Sàïkhya further describes the production of the five
faculties of sensual perception (j¤ànendriya) and the five faculties of
action (karmendriya), co-ordinated by manas, the interior sense and
inner governor (antaryàmã).

94. Though not expressedly mentioned by the authorities of our
paramparà, puruùa, if considered in relation to a particular cycle of
existence, is also designated as the Manu or legislator of that specific
cycle (hence, derives its denomination as manvantara) which here
assumes the role of archetype and legislator of that period and its
respective humanity (mànava). Such a conception shows some
analogies with the Islamic concept of mankind said to descend from
âdam, entrusted with the burden of viceregency (bàr-i amànat), the
memory of which is still preserved in the designation of every human
being by the term àdamã, descendant of âdam.

95. Cf. Bhagavad Gãtà, XV.16-18.
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descriptions of the degrees of irradiations (tajalliyàt) and
descents (tanazzulàt) of the Divine essence, they bear a close
resemblance to the interpretations given by the Hindu j¤àna-
kàõóa.

The realms of the universe

The next step in the analysis of the cosmological teachings of
this order consists of the analysis of the single planes of existence
which determine the constitution of the macrocosm and their
main characteristics. This will complete the picture of the
composite cosmological doctrine current among the Hindu
Naqsbhandãs while providing further clues to the master's
teachings which, though different in outlay, remain coherent
with and insert themselves into the main framework set out by
the better known Hindu and Islamic doctrines.

Ràmcandra explains that at the  origin of all, the satpuruùa
does not participate at the unfolding of the aforesaid tattvas, for
it consists of pure consciousness (khàliù cetana).96 The
participartion at this consciousness, different in nature from all
other tattvas, is possible through the faculty of knowledge (j¤àna),
which is exclusive to Man and is defined as the support (àdhàra)
of everything. From a macrocosmical point of view, the abode of
the satpuruùa is the satloka or brahmaloka, equally said to be
permeated by pure consciousness.97

The double mention of the satloka (the satyaloka of the
classical doctrines) and the brahmaloka is important for the
evaluation of Ràmcandra's teachings since both terms apply in
traditional Hindu cosmology to the most sublime among the
celestial regions (devaloka). Located at the apex of the Mount
Meru, the satloka extends in a region far beyond the lunar sphere
(candraloka). It is said to be the dwelling-place of those souls
who have attained immortality after their relinquishment from
the body (videha-mukti) by following the `path of the gods'

96. To be precise, the term `nature' does not apply to the satpuruùa
because He stands really beyond nature.

97. VS, p. 25.
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(devayàna).98 The term satloka appears frequently with the
Kabãr-panthãs in a similar context. In the Amar Mål, for instance,
an important doctrinal work in the Chattãsgarhã branch of the
panth, the satloka is said to be attained to by those who have
acquired perfect knowledge of the satnàm, once reached there,
these perfect souls will be nourished by the nectar of immortality
(am�ta).99 The notion of satloka or satde÷a appears later among
the Ràdhàsoàmãs who describe it as the highest region, consisting
of pure spirit.100 Ràmcandra's description fits, therefore neatly
into the general Hindu concept of satyaloka considered as the
abode of Brahmà, the Creator of the world, Who is identified in
the sant context with the inferior aspect of the satpuruùa. But
once we descend into the realm of relative existence, we enter
the reign of kàla-puruùa said to reside in the kàla-loka or kàla-
de÷a. There, pure consciousness intermingles with màyà, in this
context describes as an extremely subtle substance (màdda-i
lañãf) which provokes the production of the subtle dominion of
the universe.

One further step below there extends the màyàde÷a composed
of gross substance (màdda-i kathãf) which constitutes the realm
of the corporeal elements (mahàbhåta) that compose the physical
vehicle of the individual souls (jãva). To illustrate the nature of
these three levels, Ramcandra quotes the following example:

Look at the flame of a candle! At the top its light is white,
similar to that of the pure consciousness in the satloka;
a little further down its light appears reddish, some way
in between the pure white light and a light black Þ this
light resembles the kàlade÷a. Further descending, close
to the wick, the flame produces black smoke Þ this

98. Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, IV.15:5. This path eventually leading to
the identity with the Supreme, is called the `path of the gods' because
it crosses the successive abodes of the gods until reaching the top of
the celestial hierarchy, often described as the peak of a mountain on
which lies a golden shining city, Brahmapura, the citadel of Brahmà.

99 See, F.E. Keay (1995), pp. 117-18.

100. M.G. Gupta (1994), pp. 152-5.
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compares to the màyàde÷a. The difference between these
three consists of the decreasing degree of consciousness
and an increasing number of veils covering it. . . .101

The satloka, defined as imperishable and non-transitory (ghair-
fànã), represents the immediate principle of the other two. In
contrast, the existence in the kàla-loka is by definition subject
to the conditions of time (kàla) and, therefore, transitory (fànã),
although its relative nearness to the transcendent realm
guarantess it a comparatively high degree of reality and temporal
extension in comparison to the following one. Due to its distance
from the realm of pure consciousness, the màyàloka constitutes
the most ephemeral realm and in the most affected by the
limitative co-ordinates of time and space.

However, it would be erroneous to consider the immortality
gained by those who have reached the satloka as the ultimate
and utmost degree of spiritual ascent, for it is such only if
considered in relation to the manifestation of one single world.
This is why Ràmcandra affirms in connection with the multiple
levels of Ràma the existence of a fourth loka which is said to be
connected with the `ascension of the saints' (santon kà mi'ràj)
who have gone through the purest spiritual experience and are,
therefore, granted a place in the everlasting ikka satyaloka
(`matchless abode of Truth').102

Ràmcandra ultimately conceives an additional fifth realm
saying that `although possible to be pronounced by the tongue
its comprehension is somewhat difficult'. This fifth plane lies
beyond the appellation of nirguõa Brahman.103 Whatever

101. VS, pp. 25-6.

102. VS, p. 26. The concept of loka is clearly intended in a symbolical
sense since it here refers to the `sphere of non-manifestation'
indescribable in common terms; the Naqshbandãs refer to it only in
negative terms as là-makàniyat, lit. `not being traceable in space',
`having no dwelling'.

103. Ràmcandra explains in this context that the two terms `limited'
(maþdåd) and `unlimited' (ghair-maþdåd) still pertain to the plane
of relativity (ñabaqa-i nisbatã) beyond which their use becomes
ultimately inadequate. The same applies to the Arabic term `all-

®
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intervenes between these sublime states and the ordinary world
experienced by the common senses is ultimately due to the fancy
of màyà whose innumerable veils preclude the ordinary individ-
ual from a direct vision of Truth. Ràmcandra's account of màyà
and its veils, reflecting notions of a pan-Indian doctrine common
to the Vedànta as well as to Kabãr and his followers,104 has
seemingly adopted some of the Såfã concepts regarding the veils
(parda) that separate common man from the direct contempla-
tion (mushàhada) of the pure Essence.

According to Ràmcandra, the term màyà derives from the
Sanskrit mà, `measure' (màp, màtrà), and yà, `support', `means'
or `cause' (waùãla), hence, its literal meaning as the `measure of
something'.105 In cosmology, màyà came to coincide with prak�ti,
whose main characteristic came to be identified with its power
of alteration and modification (tabdãl). This primordial substance
spreads out in space and determines through the manifold
possibilities of combination of its inherent qualities the
distinctive measure of every single object thereby accounting
for the indefinite multiplicity present in the Universe. These
qualities, perfectly balanced at the beginning in a state of
undifferentiated harmony, are essentially these referred to by
Ràmcandra as triguõa, comprising sat, raj and tam (Sanskrit
sattva, rajas and tamas).106

Sat corresponds to the quality that conforms to Truth and

comprehensive' (muþãñ-i kull, Sanskrit sarva de÷ya vyàpaka), a
definition usually applied to the Throne of Allàh and the principle of
creation comprehending everything without being comprehended by
anything; cf. also Kabãr-Granthàvalã, pada 157, quoted by R.K. Varma
in Kabãr: Biography and Philosophy, 1977, p. 90: `The imperishable
akùara is the Supreme Brahman, because we find that It supports
the end of space'.

104. For the concept of màyà in Kabãr, see Hedayetullah, 1977, pp. 221-4
and Varma, 1977, pp. 97-102. For an extensive description among
some exponents of the sant current including Guru Nànak, see W.H.
McLeod, Guru Nànak and the Sikh Religion 1968, pp. 185-7.

105. Cf. Latin metiri, ̀ to measure', mater, materia and matter, as indication
of the function the substance bears as the measure of the universe.

106. VS, p. 29.

®
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the to the pure Being (satta). It is characterised by an upward
tendency that corresponds to a centripetal attraction towards
the principle of manifestation: light (prakà÷a), beatitude
(ànanda), knowledge (j¤àna), etc., are all predominantly
characterised by this quality. Raj defines the quality that confers
colour on things, thereby exalting their individual nature. It
denotes the horizontal movement of expansion (phailàvañ) of the
cosmos along one particular plane and as such characterises
the active and dynamic aspect of the world. Analytic thought
(khayàl), engagement in mental activity (maùråfiyat), ardour
(sar-garmã), etc., are some of the attitudes dominated by this
quality. Finally, tam indicates darkness and, thus, represents
the opposite of sat. It denotes a descending, centrifugal tendency
towards the bottom peripheral of the inferior worlds. Dullness,
apathy, ignorance, powerlessness and indolence are among the
attitudes characterised predominantly by tam.

These are the principal attributes of prak�ti or màyà through
which the Divinity in Its creative aspect displays Itself in the
Universe.107 This consideration is extremely important because
it confers a second, superior meaning to màyà which goes beyond
its simple identification with the primordial substance. By the
relation with Brahmà as the ultimate principle whence màyà
and its multiple productions derive, a degree of relative reality
is attributed on màyà and, by extension, on the created world. It
is therefore not entirely correct to define màyà as sheer illusion
or fantasy which separates us from knowing the Truth. Rather,
it is our ignorance (avidyà, jahàlat) that prevents us from
recognising its real nature as the creative power of the Principle
with whose help It made Itself known, as an effect of the lower
quality of tamas that creates these veils of separation.

The remarkable acuity of Ràmcandra's vision here goes far
beyond the descriptions common in many sant texts of màyà as
a deceitful bewitching woman enchanting both gods and human
beings alike and preventing them from knowing Reality.
Returning to the beginning of the process of self-revelation of

107. VS, p. 30.
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the Supreme Being that eventually led to the coming into
existence of the world, Ràmcandra states:

The reflection of the satpuruùa . . . on the primordial
substance (àdimàyà) brought into existence the kàla-
puruùa . . . , likewise, the reflection of the kàla-puruùa
on the causal màyà (kàraõa màyà) generated Brahmà. .108

The concept of màyà, therefore, extends far beyond the simple
notion of a primordial substance in the sense implied by the
term prak�ti. It rather represents a plane of reflection of the
immediately superior principle from which the corresponding
inferior degree of determination derives its existence.
Ramcandra's perspective therefore in a sense combines the point
of view of Ràmànujàcàrya's vi÷iùñàdvaita with that held by the
shuhådã doctrine of the Mujaddidãs. In mediaeval Hinduism
similar ideas are also brought forward by the advocates of the
doctrine referred to as chàyàvàda which differs from the purely
unitarian view held by the adherents to the kevalàdvaita
inasmuch as it does not unequivocally reduce the origin of this
plane of reflection to an essential part of the Supreme Principle.

Ràmcandra next describes the three levels on which Brahmà,
intermingling with màyà, manifested Itself in the world. The
first of these levels consists of hiraõyagarbha,the golden embryo
or germ described in the Bhàgavata Puràõa as containing the
seeds of all possibilities of manifestation. This is followed by
avyàk�taþ (lit. the non-manifest, undifferentiated one) and by
viràñ, the cosmic intellect and first progeny of Brahmà.109 In his
interpretation of these three terms borrowed from classical
Hindu sources, viràñ is associated to Brahmà in the `state of
wakening' (jàg�ta-avasthà) during which the exterior forms of
the universe are generated through the sensory perception and
their elaboration by the mind. It, thus, constitutes the corporeal
aspect of existence referred to by the Såfãs as the ̀corporeal world'
(`àlam-i ajsàm). Avyàk�taþ, associated with Brahmà while in
the `state of dreaming' (svapna-avasthà), refers to the condition

108. VS, p. 31.

109. Ibid., p. 44.
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in which the exterior forms are elaborated in an exclusively
interior fashion from the ideas and thoughts that are part of the
subtle manifestation. Finally, hiraõyagarbha, is associated with
the `state of deep sleep' (suùupti-avasthà) of the Creator, during
which His entire workmanship is reabsorbed and condensed in
Himself in a seminal state, prior to any formal elaboration.110

Together, these three planes comprehend the entire
macrocosm and are, therefore, assimilated to the Såfã concept of
the `greater world' (`àlam-i kabãr),111 which is comprehended by
the sphere of possible existence (dà'ira-i imkàn) and is equally
divided into three major realms. It is said to be governed by the
universal Intellect which characterises Brahmà (brahmàõóa
man, ̀aql-i kullã) contained inside the cosmic egg whose principal
attribute is that of being produced and extended. Through the
affirmation of its individual consciousness (ahaïkàra) and the
power of imagination (vàsanà, quwwat-i khayàl) that is one of
its faculties, yet another faculty of the Cosmic mind, that of the
`living souls' (jãva) was successively originated.112 This power of
imagination, analogous to the concept of `creative power' (kriyà
÷akti) of the Vedànta, again received its impulse from the
primordial desire of the Brahman, born out of its ahaïkàra, to
expand Itself so as to become known.113 Hence, It first divided
Itself into two correlative parts, defined as masculine (taÿkir)
and feminine (tànãth) and analogous to puruùa and prak�ti,
whence the multiplicity of the innumerable species populating
the world was generated. All of them participate in the hidden
nature of the original state (aùliyat) since the essential part of
all creatures consists of a reflected image (`aksã ùårat) of Its inner
reality. On the other hand, Brahmà, Himself a projection of that

110. Cf. »gveda, X.121.1, Màõóåkya Upaniùad, 3-5, where these three
states referring to the àtmà are termed as vai÷vànara, taijasa and
pràj¤a.

111. See also B�j Mohan Làl Saksenà, AIB, part II, pp. 17-20.

112. VS, p. 31. The term vàsanà is derived from the Sanskrit vàsanà
meaning both `covering' and `abiding'.

113. The resemblance to the often quoted prophetic Tradition is too striking
as to be a mere coincidence.
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Principle, generates their substantial and individual forms
(råpa), indicated as both subtle and gross by the terms avyàk�taþ
and viràñ. It is, therefore, possible to affirm with Ràmcandra
that `he is the producer and immediate support of the world
who contains everything'.114

To further illustrate this point, by Ràmcandra goes to the
Veda where the development of the cosmos is described as the
result of the self-sacrifice of the primeval Being (puruùa-såkta):

In the same way as man offers the oblation (àhuti) of
the single materials to the sacrificial fire and these, in
the guise of smoke, spread all around, He [Brahmà],
offering Himself as oblation for His sacrifice (yaj¤a),
spreads out in the whole universe.115

But this description that follows the classical Vedic imagery is
immediately followed by an additional consideration, derived
from an altogether different background:

. . . contemplating the result of His sacrifice, [Brahmà],
though satisfied with it, no longer experienced His
original state of happiness for He felt the lack of
something in His creation. Hence, He generated Man
from the sum of His attributes in the likeness of the
satpuruùa. Watching him, He felt very pleased and from
that moment, He entitled him to be the `most excellent
among creatures' (afóal-i makhlåq) and the `noblest of
creation' (`ashraf al-khilqat), entrusting His entire
creation to him.116

Although inserted into the context of the primordial sacrifice as
described by the »gveda, this latter passage clearly refers to the
primordial entrustment (bàr-i amànat) described by the Koran
whose mention by Shàh Abål ÿasan has been quoted earlier. It
provides an excellent example of how elements pertaining to
the two traditions are inextricably interwoven in the doctrinal

114. VS, p. 30.

115. VS, p. 32. CF. »gveda, X.90.

116. VS, pp. 32-3.
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vision of this Kàyasth authority beyond the formal divergencies
subsisting between the perspectives inherent in the two
traditions, thus presenting his followers with a unified vision
based on their possible points of contact. It is nevertheless
important not to lose sight of the different perspectives to which
these are liable, especially considering the Kabãr-panthã
adaptation of the terminology used by the Vedànta which often
appears freely mixed with Såfã terms as used by the
Naqshbandãs.

In the two passages quoted above, Brahmà, the Hindu god
presiding universal manifestation, is assimilated to the creative
aspect of Allàh (al-Khàliq). His creation in the formal dominion,
identified with the inferior hemisphere of the cosmic egg
(brahmàõóa, dà'ira-i imkàn) referred to as `àlam-i khalq, is
entrusted to mankind as being made in the likeness of the
satpuruùa who was earlier said to belong to a sphere far above
the planes pertaining to Brahmà, kàla-puruùa or al-Khàliq. For
Ràmcandra, the satpuruùa, therefore, can possibly designate both
the unconditioned and unqualified pàrabrahma contempla-ted
by the esoteric traditions of both Hinduism and Islam as well as
its lower projection as cosmic principle.

But if this is correct, what about the other unnamed plane
earlier mentioned as being situated still above the satyaloka?.
To clarify this ambiguity which runs through the entire preced-
ing description of the cosmological process, it is necessary to
juxtapose the Mujaddidã and the Kabãr-panthã perspectives. Such
a matching between the two doctrinal perspectives and their
terminology is furnished by B�j Mohan Làl, the eldest son of
Ràmcandra's younger brother Raghubar Dayàl, in his â'ãna-i
`ilm-i bàñin (The mirror of the esoteric science), which he states
is faithfully based on the teachings of Ràmcandra.117

According to B�j Mohan Làl, the macrocosm (brahmàõóã
man, ̀àlam-i kabãr) is composed of three planes of existence which
collectively correspond to the `sphere of universal Possibility'
(dà'ira-i imkàn) of thye Mujaddidãs. It is said to contain the germs

117. AIB, Akhbar Tarjuman, Hardoi (U.P.), n.d.
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of this world in a luminous shape analogous to the golden egg
(hiraõyàõóa) deposed by the goose ha§sa on the surface of the
primordial waters.

Its upper part consists of spirit (råþ, àtmà) and is charac-
terised by luminosity (nåràniyat), pure consciousness (cit) and
beatitude (ànanda, sarår). These are defined as essential
qualities (auùàf-i dhàtã) deriving their lofty existence from their
reflection on the causal substance (kàraõa màyà). Because of
the predominance of the spirit on that subtle substance, this
spiritual realm, elsewhere explicitly identified with the `àlam-i
amr containing the germs of the entire world,118 remains
pervaded by silence and perfect peace in a state of undifferen-
tiated equilibrium (maþwiyat, laya-avasthà). Suddenly, through
the intervention of a powerful force (zabardast quwwat), this
motionless harmony is shaken and a ray of light (nårànã joñ)
begins to irradiate from there, illuminating everything around
it and giving rise to a new luminous source of existence, referred
to as ̀pure individual consciousness' (÷uddha ahaïkàra, quwwat-
i yazdànã). Spreading all around, it will constitute the plane of
reflection on which the original brilliance of the yet unmanifested
seeds (piõóa, bãja) contained in hiraõyagarbha will reflect
themselves in the mirror of existentialisation as they acquire
their various degrees of differentiated individual existence.

B�j Mohan Làl, thus, identifies this plane with the barzakh,
known in Såfã cosmology said to either separating or connecting
the two realms of informal and formal existence through a focal
point (markaz, nuqña). As we know from the descriptions provided
by the Naqshbandã shaikh at Delhi, the barzakh is  assimilated
to the Throne (al-`arsh al-majãd), the storehouse of all powers
(quwwaton kà bhaõóàra) which is characterised by unity
(waþdat).119 This unity establishes its abstract unity

118. AIB, part I, p.42.

119. Cf. Koran, 25:55: `He it is Who bringeth forth the two seas; one is
fresh and drinkable, the other is salty and bitter; and He hath made
between the two an isthmus and a closed barrier', and also Koran,
55:19-20: ̀He bringeth forth the two seas which meet together, between
them a barrier they do not overpass'.

®
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(waþdàniyat) as the pole of the universe, unifying in its existence
(wujådat) its two faces, one turned towards the spiritual
existence (råþã wujåd) of the ̀world of order', and the other turned
towards the reflected individual existence of the `world of
creation' (`àlam-i khalq). This is the reason why both great
macrocosmic divisions are said to participate in the prosperity
of the `glory of peerless greatness' (shàn-i niràlã `aÿãmat) which
attaches to Brahma in his personal aspect of ã÷vara or al-
Khàliq.120

As the barzakh is unequivocally defined in all Såfã doctrines
as `not liable to spatial extension' (là-makàniyat), we recognise
in it that very avyàk�taþ described by Ràmcandra in his
tripartition of the cosmos as the intermediate plane. From a
different angle, this is also possibly associated to the kàla-puruùa,
the all-devouring temporal principle, which limits the duration
of the world below.

Terefore, we are now in a position to reassess Ràmcandra's
statement that the creation of Brahmà reproduces a perfect copy
(naql) of the spiritual realm. The reflected existence of the former
represents an inverted image of its original, for it is the reflection
of the eternal archetypes present in a germinal state in the ̀àlam-
i mithàl (which is a part of the `àlam-i amr) that determines
universal existence by casting the image on the mirror of the
barzakh. It will be recalled that according to the Mujaddidã

These two oceans separated by a barrier bear a close resemblance
with the suprerior and the inferior waters described by the Hindu
tradition where they refer respectively to the informal and the formal
states of being, reunited in the primordial substance. An interesting
analogy which would require an ample study in itself consists in the
theological interpretation of the barzakh as the intermediate region
between this world and the next where the departed souls of the
deceased ancestors attend the final dissolution of the world before
being judged and accordingly addressed to their further posthumous
destination. Such a concept represents also very interesting analogies
with the `lunar realm' (candra-loka) that governs the tides, equally
described as the abode of souls who have followed the `path of the
ancestors' (pit�yàna) and the place where the forms of the present
world are elaborated.

120. AIB, pp. 17-19.

®
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cosmology, what held the highest rank in the spiritual realm
occupies the lowest rank in the realm of creation and what was
smallest in the realm of spirit will be the biggest in the created
world. This is the reason why the innermost reality of the human
heart (þaqãqat-i qalb) corresponds from a macrocos-mic point of
view to the `arsh-i muþãñ, identified by B�j Mohan Làl with the
`citadel of Brahmà' (Brahmapura).

To complete the shuhådã point of view that clearly lies behind
these descriptions, B�j Mohan Làl informs us that the primordial
unity of the luminous point in conjunction with the Islamic
concept of ̀Throne' constitutes the dimension held by the doctrine
of waþdat al wujåd which contemplates the `unity of existence'
in the transcendent principle resumed in the formula aham
brahmàõóa (sic!).121 Notwithstanding this ingenious if somewhat
imprecise attempt to explain the Mujaddidã position vis-�-vis this
doctrine in a Hindu context, it nevertheless demonstrates the
impact the Naqshbandã teachings have left on their Hindu
disciples. This is true for the technical vocabulary which can
vary quite unpredictably from author to author, work to work
and even passage to passage, between original Såfã language,
Vedànta terminology and terms belonging to the technical
vocabulary of the different panths. It also applies to some
essential points of the genuine Mujaddidã doctrine encountered
in the texts of the Delhi-based authorities.

In completing his description of the single planes composing
the macrocosm, B�j Mohan Làl turns to the third and lowest
realm of the universe, that accounts for the individual existence
contained in the `àlam-i khalq. This is referred to as viràñ-de÷a
or màyà-de÷a and is characterised by gross substance (sthåla
màyà):

On a macrocosmic scale, this level characterised by gross
substance represents the matrix and storehouse of all
those bodies which come into existence in the guise of
exterior forms (ÿahår pazãr ùåraten): they subsist for a
limited period of time until they eventually break down

121. AIB, part II, p. 19.
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like fragile earthen toys. . . . Their relationship with the
gross substance corresponds to that between cause
(kàraõa) and effect (kàya).122

This description stresses the ephemeral nature of the lowest
realm of the macrocosm and establishes a relationship between
cause and effect, between the immediate principle of this plane
and its single derivatives. It remains faithful to the concept of
the descending planes of reflection on which an initial relative
degree of unity is fragmented into a reflected multiplicity, which
is found in later Kabãr-panthã doctrines and the Ràdhàsoàmãs
and represents a further development of a shuhådã or, in Hindu
terms, a vi÷iùñàdvaita point of view. On the other hand, it is
imported to bear in mind that the realm of individual existence
symbolised by bodies comprises two further subdivisions, that
of subtle existence inhabited by the gods or angels corresponding
to the `àlam-i malakåt, and that of gross existence properly
speaking, composed of the gross elements and known as `àlam-
i mulk.123

These ideas find their parallel in Hindu cosmology according
to which the gross elements (bhåta) are derived from the subtle
principles or tanmàtras which, although partaking of the
individual nature on a subtle plane, constitute the immediate
principles or causes of the former in the same way as the senses
(indriya) have both subtle and gross aspects, either as distinctive
faculties or as the corresponding organs.124 Ràmcandra and his
followers do not expressly mention this further subdivision of
the formal dominion, thereby contributing to the apparent
confusion arising from the double application of the term `subtle
substance' (såkùma màyà) to the barzakh (the Kabãr-panthã kàla-
puruùa) as principle of individualisation and plane of reflect-
ion between the universal and the individual, the informal and
the formal, the non-manifested (nãstã, ̀adam) and the manifested
(hastã, wujåd) realms of existence both included in the `cosmic

122. AIB, p. 19.

123. Cf. ch. II, pp. 191-2.

124. Sàïkhya-Kàrikà, ÷loka 3. Cf. also Mànavadharma÷àstra, I.14-20.
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egg'. This is why the immediately lower degree, described as
being characterised by the productions of gross substance
analogous to prak�ti, comprises both subtle and gross
manifestation (bhå and bhuvaþ) notwithstanding the apparent
contradiction in terminology.

Man, described by the Naqshbandãs as `noblest of all
creatures' (ashraf al-makhlåqàt) and by the classical Hindu
doctrines `as descendant of Manu' (mànava) populating the
mànavaloka, the ̀world of humanity', participates directly in the
nature of all three dominions comprised in the formula bhå,
bhuvaþ, svaþ which compose the universal sphere. He is, hence,
described by Ràmcandra as the true reflection of the satpuruùa.
The primordial sacrifice of Brahmà sanctions that `Man was
first and man is last' (insàn awwal thà aur insàn àkhir hai),125 a
hint at the most perfect among creatures, the insàn al-kàmil,
who is essentially identical with Ràmcandra's satpuruùa.

The constitution of man and the science of the subtle

centres

A precise knowledge of the constitution of the human being
covering the nature of and the interrelation between its single
components and the superseeding planes of existence on which
these are located is fundamental in any spiritual discylene. It
constitutes one of the perogatives of every sàdhanà and prepares
the ground of a correct application of the different techniques
meant to operate on that aggregate. The resulting process is
invariably perceived by all traditions as an interior journey
leading the initiate through the stages of his inner selves, the
achievement of this goal requires the expertise of a true spiritual
master (murshid bar ÿaqq, satguru) well acquainted with this
science, under whose guidance the disciple can safely cross the
succeeding stations of the path (maqàmàt).126

To illustrate this process, Ràmcandra adopts a simile used
by Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã which compares the role of the
master to the jungle-dweller who, due to his long experience,

125. VS, p. 33.

126. Ibid.
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knows all the hidden tracks and paths leading through the thick
forest and who is well acquainted with its various inhabitants
and with the dangers one can possibly encounter. The path
leading straight towards the goal, explains Ràmcandra, is, the
one that requires less hardship and excludes any risk of going
astray.127

In obvious reference to the Naqshbandã tenet Ràmcandra
affirms that this straight path rests nowadays on the `science of
the subtle centres' considered to be an extraordinary gift of the
paramàtmà bestowed by God (ã÷vara) on the great masters of
the last age (àkhir zamàna).128 Clearly, the reference here is to
the `ilm-i lañà'if handed down by the Mujaddidiyya, and to the
corresponding Tàntrik cakra-vidyà, first propounded by the
siddha and nàth-sampradàyas and later assimilated and adapted
by the mediaeval sants. In Ràmcandra's view, this science
represents nowadays the only way for most people to undertake
the goal of approaching the most sublime of all human goals.
Using a language pertaining to the Såfã background, Ràmcandra
asserts that the task of delivering this science to the world has
been entrusted to the `masters endowed with great authority'
(ahl-i tamkãn), i.e., to those who by witnessing the Truth have
attained to the degree of fixity allowing them to be included
among the `real heirs of the Divine messengers' (rusål, avatàra),
called `those of the fixed abode' (ahl-i qà'im maqàm).129

The reference here is clearly to the ̀ poles' (aqñàb, pl. of quñb),
that is to say those high-ranking saints who in virtue of their
extraordinary spiritual qualifications are directly connected with
the axis mundi that connects this world with the superior regions
and heavenly abodes reachings up to the ̀region of Truth'. Thanks
to their lofty position, these `chosen ones' participate directly at

127. TP, p. 34. Cf. also Shàh Walã Allàh: Altàf al-Quds, ch. I, p. 3.

128. This `last age' probably refers to the final part of the present cycle of
mankind, the period of major decline of the spiritual values.

129. TP, p. 34. The opening motto on the front page of this treatise indicates
this importance thus: ̀The knowledge of the subtle centres constitutes
the superior criterion conceded by the Supreme Being to the modern
saints'.
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the knowledge communicated through this channel. Only such
a qualification can justify their definition as `heirs of the Divine
messengers' (avatàron ke wàrith)130 since it enables them to
receive and transmit to the rest of humanity the extraordinary
`gift' received from above. For the traditional esoteric authorities,
their presence guarantees and sanctions the regularity of the
science of the subtle centres and its supra-human origin within
the context of both Hinduism and Islam.

We have, already looked at the description given by
Ràmcandra in his Vedànta-Sàgara regarding the analogy
between macrocosm and microcosm from a Hindu Tantra
perspective. It is in this analogy that he perceives the possibility
to link the two esoteric traditions he has inherited to each other,
especially through the `science of the subtle centres'. Once the
analogy between these two has been corroborated by a series of
references encountered in both traditions,131 the author proceeds
to describe the human constitution: in his view, the gross body

130. The term `heirs' indicates the Islamic origin of this concept, for Islam
does not allow any other human being to claim prophethood after
Muþammad. Hence, all the subsequent `poles' come from within the
broad category of `friends of God' (awliyà' Allàh) irrespective of the
degree of their spiritual realisation.

The term avatàra hints at the master's own Hindu background which
sets out no chronological limit for the advent of Divinely inspired
saints. Guided by a direct communication with the source of
knowledge, these deliver a new type of spiritual wisdom to their
surrounding world, although according to the theory of the
da÷àvatàra, only the tenth Divine descent, conceived as the knight
of the white horse, the Kalki-avatàra, is left to conclude the present
manvantara. A similar careful distinction had been made by Mãrzà
Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn who came very close to admitting Ràma and
K�ùõa as Divinely inspired messengers. In this context it would be
interesting to investigate the role played by al-Khiór in the transmis-
sion of the `ilm al-ladunnã to a group of high ranking authorities in
the spiritual hierarchy of Islam, and the difference that occurs in
Hindu doctrines between a ̀ total descent' (pårõàvatàra) and a ̀partial
descent' (àrdhàvatàra) of the Divinity.

131. The reference is also to the Brahma-Såtra that states: yathà piõóa
tathà brahmàõóa (As the individual germ so the Cosmic Egg'), very
similar to the Såfã maxim: `The cosmos is like a big Man and man is
like a small cosmos'. Cf. also AIB, part II, p. 12.
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(sthåla ÷arãra, jism-i kathãf) of the human individual is analogous
to viràñ from a macrocosmic point of view. Similarly, the subtle
body (såkùma ÷arãra), which bears a particular relation with
the mind and inner governor (antaryàmã) of the various faculties,
is associated with the avyàk�taþ,132 while the causal body (kàraõa
÷arãra) is said to bear a particular relation with the spirit. As
such, it is considered antecedent and causal (kàraõa) or
primordial (aùlã) with regard to the individual aggregate
consisting of the former two bodies. At the macrocosmic level it
corresponds to hiraõyagarbha, the golden germ that contains in
nuce all possibilities relevant to this present world.133

The microcosm, with reference to its inherent potentiality,
is generally termed as piõóa or piõóa ÷arãra134 and participates
through these planes in different measures in the three
tendencies (triguõa) which qualify the realm of individual
existence. If applied to the plane of universal existence in its
primordial, luminous aspect, these assume the three-fold Divine
aspects of the trimårti, in which Viùõu represents satoguõa,
Brahmà rajoguõa and øiva or Mahe÷a tamoguõa. Further down
in the scale of existence, a multitude of gods (devatà) act as
governors and presiding agents (adhiùñhàtà, muwakkil) over the
different regions of the Universe, reflected on the microcos-mic
scale in the various individual human faculties (indriya) and
their respective organs, and even in the physical elements that
equally participate in those qualities in different measures.

132. This double aspect of the subtle body enhances its possible
assimilation to the barzakh or sandhã both from a microcosmic and
macrocosmic point of view, for it underlines its two faces, either
revolved towards creation as the mind that analyses the single parts
contained in the creation or as supra-rational intuition that
synthesises everything into one unique principle buried at the centre
of the spiritual organ that is identified with the heart. Hence, derives
the double use of the term dil or qalb as referring to both, the seat of
the mind and of the spirit. Cf. VS, pp. 44-5.

133. Cf. Màõóåkya Upaniùad, ÷ruti  5. For its association with the suùupti-
avasthà. Cf. AY, pp. 33-4.

134. Here again applies the symbolism of the seed and the cosmic tree
that develops from it since it is asserted that what is smallest on one
side will be greatest on the other and vice versa.
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Ràmcandra lists a series of five inferior subtle centres or
cakras, situated inside the human body and each presided over
by a divinity of the Hindu pantheon. These five centres or subtle
organs, their location inside the human organism and their
corresponding celestial guardians, are named in gradually
ascending order as follows:

gudà-cakra (maq'ad) rectum Gaõe÷a

liïgendriya-cakra organ of Brahmà
(àlat al-tanàsul) generation

nàbhi-cakra (nàf) navel Viùõu

h�daya-cakra (qalb) heart øiva

kaõñha-cakra (galà) throat Durgà135

The mention of these five subtle centres, their location in
the human body in relation to specific physical organs or nervous
centres and their association with a particular divinity that
presides over their different functions clearly reflect their origin
in the Tàntrik environment of the Kabãr-panth to which
Ràmcandra was affiliated.136 Although no explicit mention of
the lañà`if known to the Mujaddidã tradition appears anywhere
in this context, the authors list just five instead of the usual
seven or nine subtle centres commonly described in the cakra-
vidyà suggest his assimilation to the five subtle organs described
by some earlier Såfã shaikhs in relation to the `àlam-i khalq.
This idea is further corroborated by Ràmcandra's following
statement which hints at the relation between this first series

135. VS, p. 36, JC (Appendix I), pp. 541-60. For a comparison of these
subtle centres with those described, for instance, in Gorakhnàth's
Siddha-Siddhànta Paddhatã, see A.K. Banerjea, Philosophy of
Gorakhnàth (with Gorakhùa-Vàcana-Sa§graha).

136. In the Tàntrik doctrines where they appear as the first five out of a
total series of six, seven, or nine subtle centres, these are named as:
målàdhàra, svàdhiùñhàna, maõipåra, anàhata and kaõñha or
vi÷uddha; these are followed by the tàlu-cakra located at the root of
the palate, and the bhrå-cakra situated between the two eyebrows in
correspondences to the j¤àna-netra or ̀ eye of wisdom' associated with
the third eye of Lord øiva.
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of subtle centres and the five gross elements (bhåta) through
their subtle principles (tanmàtra):

When the wealth arising out of Brahmà's primordial
impulse (vàsanà) came into existence, it it appeared in
the guise of the subtle sound vibration (÷abda). From
the ÷abda originated the ether and then from the ether,
in an established order of succession, all the other
elements which, having found their place in the body of
Brahmà, thus obtained their particular nature in the
macrocosm. . . .137

This passage describes the primordial rank attributed to the
sound or ÷abda in relation to the subtle manifestation, and its
relation to the ether as the primordial determination of the gross
dominion. It also recalls the idea that the macrocosm is, in fact,
identical with the body of Brahmà itself. Such a conception
further enhances the supposed analogy between the macrocosm
and the human body in a way altogether similar to the famous
Såfã maxim already quoted. It leads to the conclusion that
whatever man wants to know about Brahmà can be discovered
through an introspection of the human individual, for both are
essentially identical in nature differing only in the degree of
their measure (paimàna or màtrà).138

Comparing the process of macrocosmic creation to the
delivery of a baby from its mother's womb, Ràmcandra states
that the head of Brahmà was the first to see the light of existence
following the penetration of the reflection emanating from the
satpuruùa into the womb of màyà. As a result of this primordial
conception, grew hiraõyagarbha, the golden embryo containing
the principles of both the subtle and the gross elements. In a
microcosmic perspective too, it is, therefore the head which plays
host to the quintessence (jauhar) of all senses (þawàù) and
constituting elements (tattva). These comprehend the whole
series of faculties of perception (j¤ànendriya), that is to say the
senses of hearing (÷rotra), touch (tvaca), sight (cakùus), taste

137. VS, p. 36.

138. Cf. Madhhab aur Taþqãqat, p. 112.
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(rasanà) and smell (ghràõa).139 In the process of gradual
unfolding, the constituent elements of the individual sphere
descended into the realm of manifestation, assuming their
outwardly perceptible shape (pragañ ùårat).

First it was the turn of the ether (àkà÷a) to descend into the
gross determination. Establishing its seat within the
microcosmic context in the kaõñha-cakra it is located somewhere
in the throat. Reiterating the view of the Mujaddidã shaikhs,
Ràmcandra holds that it is in the nature of the way the Divine
wishes to display itself in the world that what is of subtle nature
has its place above and what is of gross nature has its place
below. To illustrate this concept, he quotes the example of the
tendency inherent to the three aspects of water as vapour, liquid
or solid ice.140 The difference in the constitution of these three
planes of universal Possibility results from the predominance of
one of the three primordial qualities (guõa) which permeate this
entire world and characterise in their indefinite number of
combinations every single degree of existence of every single
creature. Ràmcandra calls this Durgà ÷akti, the dynamic display
of Divine power that appears to the  dazzled observer like an
intricate puzzle (gorakhdhandhà) in the shape of the marvellous
and enchanting play of multiple colours assumed by the Divine
mysteries if considered under their creative aspect.

In Hañha-Yoga doctrines, Durgà is considered mainly in her
dynamic aspect of øakti and consort of the Supreme Lord øiva.
Ràmcandra attributes her the rank of presiding divinity
(adhiùñhàtà) of the àkà÷a residing in the kaõñha-cakra. Due to
her pre-eminent position in comparison to the other four subtle
centres she is also referred to as àdi-÷akti, the primordial power
which glares in its primordial brilliance inside the throat of the
cosmic Brahmà and is reflected in the human throat. When that
ether was stirred by a churning movement (manthana), it
generated the element air (vàyu, hawà) which took its seat inside
the h�daya-cakra or maqàm-i dil located in proximity to the
`waving fan of the lungs', and presiding over the `dominion of

139. Mànavadharma÷àstra, II.89-90.

140. VS, p. 38.
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the air' (vàyu maõóala). Its governor is Lord øiva who along
with his consort Durgà represents the primordial duality
generated by Brahmà, i.e., puruùa and prak�ti. Interestingly this
duality is here put in direct relation with the affirmative and
negative poles (ithbàt o nafã) of universal existence thought by
the Såfãs to be comprised by the first part of the formula of the
shahàda.141

The high rank attributed to øiva in Tantrism, in regard to
both the macrocosm (brahmàõóa) and the microcosm (piõóa),
is due to his role of destroyer or rather transformer (sa§hàra)
of the Universe. If interpreted from a gnostic point of view, it
comes to represent the dissolution (laya, maþwiyat) of the
transitory existence of the formal world, implying for the initiate
at the same rate the rebirth in a new, more sublime and supra-
individual stage of existence (be-khudã). However, his
subordination to the female goddess Durgà in this description
suggests a doctrinal background that took at least partial
inspiration from the øàkta environment within Tantrism.

From the union and churning of the two complementary poles
in the h�daya-cakra was generated the principle of the element
fire (agni, àtish) which took its seat inside the human microcosm
in the nàbhi-cakra. Its presiding divinity is Viùõu, the protector
and cherisher of the Universe who nourishes the entire organism
with heat spreading from the heels to the top of the head. From
the churning movement produced by the union with his consort
Lakùmã sprang the subtle principle of water (ap, àb) which,
taking its seat inside the liïgendriya-cakra, assumed the
characterising aspect of the element water, symbolically
represented on the physical plane by the flow of corporeal liquids

141. VS, p. 40. The polarisation within every single cakra into two
complementary parts accounts for their tendency to rejoin each other,
described in the terminology of Tantra-Yoga as the union between
the male divinity and his ÷akti. Ràmcandra describes it in exactly
the same manner. Although remaining faithful to his nirguõa
perspective which best combines with the integration of an Islamic
spiritual discipline into the Hindu context, this is expressed as the
mingling of nafã and ithbàt on the plane of the ether that leads to the
production of the element air on an immediately lower degree of
manifestation.
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from the organs of procreation. Its presiding divinity is Brahmà,
the Lord of creation who generated from that very water all living
creatures (jãva-jantu), moulding them in the fashion of a potter
(kumhàra) from its mixture with the element earth (p�thvã, khàk)
on the revolving wheel in his celestial laboratory.142

This extremely simplified description is illustrative of the
complex theories which describe the process of cosmic unfolding
and its implications for the analogous constitution of macrocosm
and microcosm. Following the pattern of the Tàntrik doctrines
and their sant offshoots, Ràmcandra here clearly intends to point
out a common ground between these and the peculiar Mujaddidã
doctrine of the subtle centres (`ilm-i lañà'if) which he had
inherited from his Såfã shaikh. Such a reduced though essential
illustration must not only be interpreted as a conscious attempt
to present a plain and straightforward explanation of the most
essential principles, underlying the different cosmolog-ical
doctrines, but should also be seen as the identification of existing
parallels between the two doctrinal backgrounds.

Such an assimilation, formally suggested by Ràmcandra's
frequent use of a parallel terminology drawn from both traditions,
is particularly striking in the above descriptions that emphasise
the compatibility between the five subtle centres situated in the
lower part of the human organism and their correspondence to
the single elements which, in varying proportions, represent the
fundaments of creation in both cosmologies. The five inferior
subtle centres of Tantrism, whose location in the human body
extends from the bottom of the trunk to the throat (representing
the junction between trunk and head)143 are, therefore, associated
with the five lañà'if-i `àlam-i khalq which include, apart from

142. VS, p. 41.

143. This symbolism goes back to the Puràõa which describe the cosmic
egg and its two halves floating on the primordial waters of the cosmic
ocean. On a microcosmic plane, the head or skull as the most elevated
part of the body and, thus, closest to heaven represents the celestial
spheres and higher planes of Being pertaining to the universal and,
therefore, supra-individual states contained in the upper shells of
the brahmàõóa and the trunk represents the lower shells containing
the strictly individual aggregate of the human being, while the arms

®
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the four gross elements air, water, fire and earth (`anàùir-i arba')
also the subtle psychical aggregate or empirical soul (nafs), the
fifth constituent element of the `world of creation' which
complements the outer aspect (al-ÿàhir) of both man and the
Universe.144

In the Mujaddidã cosmology, the first four of these subtleties
compose the physical aggregate of the gross body termed qàlib.
(`model, frame'), to the location of which in relation to subtle
organs analogous to the Hindu cakras no importance is attribu-
ted. They are conceived as the basic elements which compose
the gross realm of the khalq, also referred to as the `world of
human sovereignty' (`àlam-i mulk). In contrast, the fifth of the
series the lañãfa-i nafs, embraces the entire subtle dominion,
termed on a macrocosmic scale as the `world of angelic beings'
(`àlam-i malakåt). On the microcosmic scale, it includes both
the mental or rational sphere (nafs-i nàñiqa) and the lower
`passionate soul' (nafs-i ammàra), subject to the pleasures of
the senses.145

In the parallel Hindu perspective, this subtle realm
corresponds to the antaryàmã or såkùma-÷arãra which qualifies
the nature of the divinites presiding over the five subtle centres.
The subtle powers they personify can therefore be possibly asso-
ciated to the various categories of angels known in the monothei-

and hands are simply considered as prolongations of the physical
organs related to the faculty of prension (pàni) the same way as the
legs and feet are merely the physical organs that correspond to the
faculty of deambulation (pàda). These two faculties constitute, along
with those of excretion (pàya), generation (upastha) and speech (vàc),
the five karmendriya that enable man to intervene actively in the
outside world.

144. Cf. ch. II, pp. 197-9; MuM, p. 76.

145. The Mujaddidã term nafs-i nàñiqa applies to the `interior governor' of
the subtle aggregate and is, thus, slightly inferior to that held by the
Vedànta doctrines where it refers to the very centre of being,
analogous to ã÷vara. However, Ràmcandra gives it only the rank of
citta or consciousness as a co-ordinating function of manas. Cf. also
Mànavadharma÷àstra.

®
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stic traditions (Arabic malà'ika, Persian firishta). From a micro-
cosmic point of view, they represent the mental faculties that
govern the individual consciousness (ahaïkàra). The subtle
dominion is thus perceived as containing the immediate
principles of the gross realm rendered through the description
of the generation of the elements (bhåta) from the union of the
subtle poles or tanmàtra contained in each cakra.

The only exception to this mode of generation is the àkà÷a,
the primordial element and spatial principle considered to be
the seat of the àdi-÷akti located in the throat, which links the
upper hemisphere represented by the head of universal Man
with the lower hemisphere represented by the trunk. Such a
symbolic description suggests a macrocosmic correspondence
between the Hindu concept of brahmàõóa containing the germ
of the body of Brahmà conceived as hiraõyagarbha and the Såfã
image of the `sphere of the universal Possibility' (dà'ira-i imkàn)
containing the germ of the insàn al-kàmil. It may, therefore, be
inferred that the head of Brahmà (or of the hiraõyagarbha)
corresponds to the `àlam-i amr, of the Naqsbandãs both terms
referring to the non-formal states of universal existence which
includes the subtle seeds (bãja, piõóa), inner truths (þaqà'iq)
and principles (uùål) of all possibilities of manifestation prior to
their formal elaboration in the `àlam-i mithàl or candraloka and
their descent into the realm of the khalq represented by the rest
of the body.

From a Såfã perspective, intermediate role between these
two dominions is played by the microcosmic nafs and corresponds
on the macrocosmic level to the barzakh holding the all-
encompassing ̀Thorns of God' (`arsh al-muhãt) that comprehends
in its vastest sense the entire series of possibilities contained in
both the ̀ àlam-i malakåt and the ̀ àlam-i mulk. It can, therefore,
he assimilated to the àkà÷a in the Tàntrik perspective held by
Ràmcandra in his cosmological exposition. In the microcosmic
context too, both àkà÷a and nafs denote the link between the
corporal realm of the gross and the subtle body. Such an
interpretation is further supported by the affinity of the term
nafs to another term derived from the same Arabic root, i.e.,
nafas, bearing the meaning of `breath'. On the other side, the
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Sanskrit term pràõa indicates the `vitalising breath',146 and its
five modalities (vàyu)147 during the phases of breathing, which
plays an important role in connecting the two realms. The process
of respiration is divided into the three major phases of inhalation,
retention and exhalation, which determine the assimilation of
cosmic elements sustaining the subtle and the gross body alike
followed by the expulsion of individual elements into the
surrounding environment. On a minor scale this process
reproduces the alternating macrocosmic phases of expansion and
contraction (baùr wa qabó) which, like the two phases of the
heartbeat, are symbolically re-enacted in the course of the
alchemical process of liquefaction and coagulation that
accompanies the `cleansing of the soul' (tadhkiya-i nafs) and the
`purification of the heart' (taùfiya-i qalb). This explains why the
discipline of breath-control plays such a fundamental role in both
Yoga and many Såfã ñuruq.148

Moreover, we know from the orthodox Mujaddidã teachings
that the ñarãqa's spiritual practice concentrates from the very
beginning of the ascending phase (`uråj) of the `journey towards
Allàh' on the five subtle centres pertaining to the `àlam-i amr,
since these are considered as the most subtle spiritual component
or `Divine spark' that descended into the `abode of the breast'
(maqàm-i sãna) of the human individual. It is only after their
reintegration (fanà) into their archetypical principles back in
the realm of order that the inferior subtle organs pertaining to
the dominion of the khalq gain importance during the descending

146. Hence the idea of pràõàyàma, the discipline of breath-control, as a
Yogic technique meant to subjugate the senses and sensual desires.
Similar though more moderate methods are used in numerous Såfã
circles including the Naqshbandiyya where these two phases of
restraining and suspending the respiration is known respectively as
þabs-i nafas and þaùr-i nafas.

147. In Hindu dictionary this consists of: inhalation (pràõa), inspiration
(apàna), retention (vyàna), espiration (udàna) and digestion
(samàna). Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, V.19-23; Maitrã Upaniùad, II.6.

148. The assimilation of the inner path of realisation to an alchemical
process is strengthened by Ràmcandra's allusion to the `touching
stone' or `philosopher's stone' (kasauñã) apt to transmute all metals,
especially lead or iron, into gold.
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phase (nuzål) of the `journey from Allàh' back to the contingent
world. These two complimentary phases of the spiritual path
and the corresponding three degrees of sainthood (wilàyat)
gradually lead the murãd through the ten major stations of his
inner journey (maqàmàt-i `ashrah), which in this particular
context are set in direct correspondence to the ten subtle organs
(lañà'if-i `ashrah).149

Inverting the conventional order followed in other Såfã ñuruq,
this progress is referred to in the Mujaddidã terminology as sair-
i jadhbã as against the previous one called sair-i sulåkã and
reiterates from a new perspective the ancient maxim of the order
according to which `the beginning of our path lies there where
that of other orders ends and our path ends there where that of
others begins'.150 Although both ways are ultimately equivalent
for the attainment of the final goal,151 it is significant that the
way of jadhba is recommended as more suitable to the conditions
of the present era and is, thus, essential to the Mujaddidã's task
of facilitating access to the initiatory path, as is also underlined
also by Ràmcandra at the beginning of his Tattva-Prabodhinã.

From the time of its first explicit doctrinal formulation by

149. This assimilation is expressedly mentioned in the HdT, pp. 8/9. For
detailed Mujaddidã description of these ten stations, cf. MuM, pp.
50-3; MaS, pp. 29-32/48-52. It is important to remember, however,
that these indicate only the major stations of the sulåk and are, thus,
liable to indefinite multiplication into minor realms. Cf. also M. Mol�'s
article `Trait�s mineurs de Najm al-Dãn Kubrà', treatise I: al-uùål al-
'ashra' in Annales Islamologiques de l'Institut d'�tudes Orientales,
1965.

150 See Sirhindã, Mabdà o Ma'àd, manhà 1, pp. 93-9 and manhà 10, pp.
110-14.

151. Sirhindã distinguishes two types of aspirants to the inner path
corresponding to the two ways described here: the intellectual type
(ahl-i kashf o ma'rifat) who receives from the very beginning a detailed
knowledge of each single station through the unveiling of an
intellectual intuition (kashf) through the sulåk, and the emotional
and devotional type (arbàb-i jahl wa þairat), suddenly transported
and rapidly attracted through the initial stages through jadhba. These
two are compared to two pilgrims on their way to the Ka'ba who
approach their goal differently but nevertheless eventually both reach
their destination. Cf. Mabdà o Ma'àd, manhà 10, p. 112; MuM, p. 51.
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Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã about four centuries ago, this tendency
to focus on the accelerated `way of jadhba', which finds its
practical expression in the emphasis on the immediate
concentration on the spiritual components of the breast, has
constantly gained in importance among the leaders of the ñarãqa
especially since Mãrzà Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn.152 It has now become
the dominant mode in the order's methodology in all its branches.
This is particularly evident in the teachings of the Hindu lineage
that developed from it. Its leaders again and again stress the
adequacy and ease of the method propounded by their spiritual
ancestors which offers a large audience the chance even in the
present difficult times of undertaking the spiritual path, and
which has found fertile soil in the highly devotional atmosphere
of the Ràm-bhakti that is widely diffused among the Kàyasths
of central and eastern Uttar Pradesh.

The detailed elaboration of the subtle centres pertaining to
the khalq, their origin, their specific properties and functions in
the human organism and their evaluation against a Tàntrik
background brought forward by Ràmcandra must hence be
interpreted in two possible ways. These are closely interconn-
ected between and complemetary to each other:153 On one side,
he integrates the Mujaddidã teachings regarding the ̀ ilm-i lañà'if
in its preliminary and inferior aspects not taken in account on
the Såfã side but well elaborated in the corresponding Hindu
doctrines  of the Tantravàda. On the other, he leaves open the
possibility of an alternative and more conventional approach of
gradual advancement (tafùãlã) through each of the subtle centres
of the lower part of the human organsim which stretch out from
the bottom of the back till the throat along the ideal vertical
axis represented in the microcosm by the spinal cord (merå-
daõóa).

The reluctance shown by Ràmcandra and his successors to

152. Cf. his interpretation of the role played by the two Hindu avatàras
Ràmacandra and K�ùõa discussed in chapter 1 in relation to the two
major ways of sulåk and jadhba, and the frequent mention of the
shaikh's emotional character.

153 VS, pp. 36-41. Cf. also JC, Appendix  I, pp. 1-20.
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reveal anything regarding these cakras leads to the assumption
that although their function as possible gate of entrance to the
inner path is still acknowledged in line of principle, they bear
no practical importance in their immediated concerns. They
mention by Ràmcandra must be interpreted as a reminisence of
the older tradition inherited through his links with branches of
the Kabãr- and Nànak-panth and are meant to complete the
elaboration of theoretical background. His preference for the
elaboration of his sàdhanà remains focussed on the doctrines
and methods received from the Naqshbandã masters who had
long shifted to a preference of the jadhbã path that tries to exploit
the devotional component in human nature rather than being
too demanding from a point of view of physical and mental
constraints. Nowhere in the authentic recordings of Ràmcandra's
and his successors' oral teachings is there any further mention
of these inferior cakras familiar in the Hindu context of the
Kuõóalinã- and Hañha-Yoga, let alone any instruction regarding
the methods of how to operate upon them for their reawakening.

On the contrary, a number of hints in Ràmcandra's writings
suggest his evaluation of the `ilm-i sãna as a superior kind of
knowledge bearing a direct relation to some aspects of Ràja-Yoga,
the `royal' discipline and most intellectual among all Yoga
doctrines which, in a similar fashion to the Naqshbandã ñarãqa
claims to `begin where all the other kinds of Yoga end'.
Interestingly, its origin is traced back by some of our Hindu
authorities to the instructions received by king Janaka of Videha,
the legendary father of Lord Ràmacandra's bride Sãtà, through
his spiritual perceptors Yàj¤avalkya and Aùñàvakra.154

The Mujaddidã doctrine, whose practical aspect focusses on
a precise knowledge of the subtle centres located in the human
breast, represents the kernel of the entire sàdhanà taught by
the Kàyasth-faqãrs descending from Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn.
Like their Muslim ancestors in the silsila, they exalt its value

154. Yashpal, Aùñàvakra-Gãtàm�ta, part I, Introduction, pp. 1-6. See also
A.K. Coomaraswamy, `Janaka and Yàj¤avalkya' in Indian Historical
Quarterly 13 (1937), pp. 261-78.
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as the most sublime and at the same time easiest and most
accessible of all initiatory disciplines available to contemporary
humanity. Hence, their main concern rests on the outline of
different aspects of this science and the methods connected to it.
Often, these are elaborated from the standpoint of traditional
Hindu theories regarded as analogous to or at least compatible
with those aspects too particular to the Islamic perspective to
be readily transmitted to an audience increasingly less
acquainted with the religious tenets of that tradition.

It is, therefore, important to distinguish between the purely
theoretical background (ta`lãm-i `ilmã) and the practical aspects
(ta`lim-i `amli) of the ñarãqa inherited by Ràmcandra from his
Naqsbhandã shaikh. The former was originally based on and
derived from a doctrinal background firmly anchored in the
Islamic culture and its religious and spiritual tradition, including
its images, rhetoric, technical language and other formal
characteristics. For this reason, it had to undergo frequent
reformulations which, as we have shown, are based to a large
extent on the tradition of the Upaniùad and the doctrines that
developed later among the followers of the nirguõa-bhakti. In
contrast, the practical aspect comprising methods and specific
techniques was largely deemed applicable to Muslims and non-
Muslims alike since they are meant to act on the common ground
represented by a human constitution subject to universal laws
and principles.

After establishing the pivotal role of the cakra-vidyà in
Ràmcandra's elaborations, we may now turn our attention to
some specific notions regarding this science found not only in
his own writings but also in several of his successors' works. An
important notion encountered repeatedly among the authorities
of Ràmcandra's lineage the pa¤cako÷a theory expounded in detail
in the Taittirãya Upaniùad. It describes a series of five successive
sheaths or veils (ko÷a) that cover the most intimate Self (àtman)
located at the centre of every human being.155 These veils are
commonly represented by five concentric circles layered at an
increasing distance around a nucleus constituted by the non-

155. Taittirãya Upaniùad, III.1-10, I.5.1 and II.8.1.
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manifested metaphysical Self (avyàk�taþ àkà÷a) which is said
to reside in the innermost `secret chamber of the heart' (guhà
antarh�daya àkà÷a)156 and referred to as jãvàtmà following its
descent into the corporeal frame.

This concept is assimilated by Ràmcandra to the current
Såfã image which depicts the heart as covered by an indefinite
number of veils (þijàb) preventing ordinary human beings from
the opportunity of direct witness (mushàhada) of the sublime
Reality hidden in its innermost space (`ain al-qalb). According
to this image, the progressive removal or penetration of these
veils will eventually allow those capable of reaching the higher
stages of the path through the `purification of the soul' and the
`cleansing of the heart' to get a glimpse of this inner core.
Ràmcandra, the author of the Santmat Dar÷ana writes:

To remove these coverings will be the correct way and
represents a safe approach towards the final goal. At
this [present] stage, innumerable coverings subsist
around the Self. The covers which have been woven on
our physical body, are in reality the samples of the outer
circles of creation. The relation between them is like . . .
that of the brahmàõóa and the piõóa. But the spiritual
authorities . . . have tried to divide them into a series of
five covers . . . in order to provide the opportunity to
those who want to understand them. . . .157

There follows a detailed description of each of these five veils
largely based on the description found in the Upaniùad:

The first and outermost veil consists the annamaya-ko÷a,
the covering made of and nourished by food (anna). It constitutes

156. Note the use of the term àkà÷a here in reference to the transcendent
principle whose seat is conventionally described as the heart
considered to be the centre of the microcosm. Represented as a
spaceless dot, it lies not only beyond the realm of manifestation but
ultimately also beyond the informal realm of the amr, thus, identifying
itself with the metaphysical Principle referred to in the Upaniùad as
paramàtmà or Brahmà and analogous to the Såfã concept of al-dhàt,
the unqualified Essence of Allàh. Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, VIII.3.1.

157. SD, p. 56.
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the physical body composed of the gross elements (bhåta), the
most exterior of all modes of manifestation. In Ràmcandra's
interpretation, it is this gross body (sthåla ÷arãra) that dominates
the soul to the extent of not considering itself apart from it,
which is the reason why the human being characterised by
ignorance (avidyà) attributies an excessive importance to the
physical body.

The second cover, called pràõamaya-ko÷a or the `sheath
made of breath', is constituted by the subtle substance (pràõa)
and its five functions, the five vàyu, which ̀are situated at various
places in the body where they perform special functions'.158 The
reflective condition of these five modalities which preside over
the five physical organs and their respective faculty, i.e., the
five j¤ànendriya and the five karmendriya, are also contained
in this sheath. Ràmcandra calls them Dhana¤jaya (lit. `wealth
acquiring', an epithet of Agni, the Hindu god of fire), Kårma,
(the tortoise and second avatàra of the Hindu god Viùõu which
appears into the Puràõic episode of the churning of the milk-
ocean), Nàga, (the serpentine beings which in Hindu mythology
are said to have sprung from the union of the sage Ka÷yapa
with his wife Kadru,159 who populate one of the inferior regions
of the Pàtàla), Devadatta, (lit. the `Divine gift' Khudà-dàd) and
Krikel.

The third covering is referred to as manomaya-ko÷a. It is
characterised by the mental consciousness or the faculty of
thought pertaining to the mind (manas), the organ which creates,
elaborates and reflects the impressions received from the outside
world. To explain the impact of this faculty on the human
condition, Ràmcandra compares it to a silk worm that produces
a thread from its own mouth, wrapping it continuously around
itself until it remains protected by its newly created shield while
yet remaining entangled by its own product, just like man whose
mind continuously creates all sort of bindings for himself.160

Manas presides over the subtle state co-ordinating the impulses

158. Cf. p. 337, no. 3.

159. SD, p. 58.

160. Ibid.
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received from and sent to the ten indriyas which are its natural
instruments. It is precisely through the interrelation between
the mental sphere and the senses that the mind inclines itself
towards the outer phenomenal world, creating apparently real
yet ultimately illusory bindings for the soul. As the third of the
five veils, the mental sphere occupies an intermediate position
between the two outer and inner layers. In this mediating
position, the mind, if brought under control through a rigorous
and continuous discipline, can act as a true viceregent of the
`(macro)-cosmic mind' (brahmàõóã man,`aql-i kullã) and in total
harmony with it.

According to Ràmcandra, the `curtain of the mind' can be
removed by two means. The first consists of ÷ama, the restraint
of the sensual faculties resulting in a growing indifference to
the outer objects through concentration, meditation,
contemplation of and eventually identification with an abstract
inner object.161 The second is termed dam or self-command and
resolute discipline, implying, in a Såfã perspective, the transmut-
ation of the nafs-i lawàmma into the nafs-i muñma'inna.162 The
influence of ørã Ramànujàcarya on Ràmcandra, direct or indirect
as that may be, becomes here quite evident.163

The fourth cover termed vij¤ànamaya-ko÷a or the `cover of
discriminating knowledge' (vij¤àna), corresponds to the human
intellect, seen as a reflection of the Cosmic Intellect (buddhi).
Its principal characteristic is that of taking decisions (viveka,
quwwat-i tamãzã), that is to say to evaluate the pros and contras
of an idea and than to reach a decision on the base of a correct
assessment.164 The mind (manas) proposes, and the intellect

161. In these terms we recognise the four last members (aïga) of the yogic
process described by Pata¤jalã, here integrated with a Vedàntic
intellectual background typical of a Ràja-Yoga perspective.

162. For a description of the positive and negative effects of the manomaya-
ko÷a on the rest of the organism, see AIB, pp. 9-10.

163. The other faculties listed by ørã Ràmànujàcàrya in his four-fold
discipline (sàdhanà catuùñaya) leading the vedàntin to the correct
enquiry into the nature of the Brahman are: viveka (discrimination),
vairàgya (non-attachment) and mumukùutva (determination to reach
liberation).

164. VS, p. 46.
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either confirms or rejects the proposal.165 With its help, man
can catch a glimpse of Reality, though only as a brief flash
comparable to a Såfã þàl. In Såfã terminology which reflects the
religious perspective of Islam, a þàl refers to a spontaneous
spiritual lightning said to be caused by the mercy of the Almighty
as a concession to the pious and earnest seeker of Truth. In the
Hindu doctrines, the vij¤ànamaya-ko÷a is said to be composed
of the five subtle principles (tanmàtra) of the five sensual
faculties (khawàùù, j¤ànendriya) providing at the same time the
vital link between these and their principles.166 However,
notwithstanding its elevated degree of subtlety, even this
condition can possibly lead to deception, for ̀ those who penetrate
to it begin to obtain extraordinary powers' (siddhã, kharq-i ̀ adàt)
of every kind, and the initiate could possibly feel so attracted by
them that he misses the chance to rise back to the right stage. .
. . '167

Enraptured by the flashes emanating from the radiance of
buddhi, the disciple risks to remain allured by this light losing
sight of the straight path that leads to the still distant final
goal.168 The shadow or reflection of buddhi corresponds to the
same ahaïkàra whose first determination in manas represents
the immediately preceding veil. The danger for those not
endowed with the ability to penetrate beyond the vij¤ànamaya-
ko÷a is to remain entangled in its lower reflection in the indivi-
dual domain, thus falling back into the incessant rotation of the
wheel of sa§sàra which ensnares the 840,000 species (lakh
cauràsã) that populate the Universe. This and the two preceding
veils constitute the subtle body (såkùma-÷arãra, jism-i lañãf) and
are therefore, comprehensively included in the term nafs.

Finally the fifth cover, which includes virtually all the
possibilities of manifestation, is referred to as ànandamaya-ko÷a,
the abode of bliss and joy (ànanda). It corresponds to the degree
of ã÷vara which entirely transcending the individual dominion.

165. SD, p. 60.

166. Mànavadharma÷àstra, I:17.

167. SD, p. 60.

168. This stands at the base of the warnings issued by many authorities
in the esoteric traditions of both Islam and Hinduism, the former

®
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Here the inner self is alone, contemplating itself free from the
bonds of existence. Hence, it is defined as beatitude and
characterised by inner peace (÷ànti, sukån). Ràmcandra remarks
that it can be considered as the knot (barzakhã) that ties up the
inanimate, substantial plane (jar) with the reviving force of
universal conscience (cetana) on a very subtle level, so subtle as
to subsist only nominally. This fifth cover can be identified with
the ̀causal body' (kàraõa-÷arãra)169 since it contains the principles
or causes of the former two `bodies'. If considered in relation to
the macrocosmic planes (`àlam-i kabãr), contemplated by the
Mujaddidãs, it corresponds to the `àlam-i amr said to contain
the non-existence (`adam) of the five subtleties whose reflected
existence has descended into the physical frame (qàlib) of the
human being pertaining to the ̀àlam-i khalq. From a microcosmic
point of view, the ànandamaya-ko÷a anticipates immediately the
state of sat-cit-ànanda. It preludes to the total identity of the
Being as knowing subject (sat), the known object (ànanda) and
the universal conscience (cit). The later is pure knowledge linking
the two former in a unique entity characteristic of the pure Being
that ̀knows itself through itself', and as such corresponds exactly
to what the Såfã experiences in the `abode of bewilderment'
(maqàm-i þairat).170

mainly in relation to the states of ecstasy linked to the attainment of
the degree of `lower sainthood' (wilàyat-i ùughrà) while the latter
links this sort of danger with the gradual awakening of the inferior
cakras through the ascent of the kuõóalini-÷akti and the connected
disclosure of their lotus-petals through horizontal expansion.

169 SD, pp. 61-2;VS, pp. 58-9. Obviously, the term `body' is used in this
context by analogy with the preceding two realms. This degree lies
above the so-called realm of form (`àlam-i ajsàm), an alternative
denomination of the khalq used by the Naqshbandãs, being a body by
conventional definition limited by its outer form (ùårat or råpa) which
expands into space and whose existence lasts for a certain amount of
time.

170. SD, p. 26. Cf. R�n� Gu�non, Becoming to Man according to the
Vedànta, ch.14, pp. 97-8, no. 2.

®
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This image of the human constitution in terms of the
quintuple sheaths of the Self as expounded by the Taittirãya
Upaniùad, and integrated by Ràmcandra with many Såfã
concepts, re-proposes the symbolism of the number five peculiar
to the `ilm-i lañà'if. Five is the number of the subtle principles
that govern each of the two cosmic divisions, five (plus one, since
the lañãfa-i råþ is qualified by a double prophetic function) is the
number of the prophets presiding over the subtle centres on the
spititual plane of the amr, and five is the number of the
corrsponding irradiations (tajalliyàt) of the essence of the Divine
Reality (al-ÿaqq) which determine the planes of contingency,171

each corresponding to a degree of sainthood conceived as
successive stages on the inner path.

Although few of these features so intimately related to an
Islamic context appear anywhere expressedly mentioned by the
silsila's Hindu authorities, the similarity between the doctrine
described in the Upaniùad and the Såfã doctrine of Ibn al-`Arabã
in his theory of the quintuple `planes of existence' (þaóràt-i
khamsa) irradiating from the source of the Essence (al-dhàt),172

later absorbed and integrated into the all-comprehensive ̀ science
of the subtle centres' by the Mujaddidã, is too striking to remain
unnoticed. The analogy between the two doctrines becomes
undeniable if related to the `science of the quintuple fire'
(pà¤càgni-vidyà) described by the Chàndogya Upaniùad and
mentioned by our Hindu faqãrs in connection with the spiritual
light (satprakà÷a) and its irradiations. It is enhanced by the
descending perspective used in both cases regarding the Principle
that apparently descends step after step into the realm of
manifestation clothing Itself into more and more veils. On the
other hand, the Mujaddidã concept of the successive stages of
sainthood describe an ascending perspective analogous to that

171. Cf. MnS, pp. 20/35.

172. For parallels between the Shaikh al-Akbar and the Mujaddid, see
the article by Mir Valiuddin, `Reconciliation between Ibn `Arabi's
Wahdat-i Wujud and the Mujaddid's Wahdat-i Shuhud', in IC 25
(1951), pp. 43-51. For a broader traditional discussion, cf. Shàh Walã
Allàh's Maktåb-i Madanã in Tafhãmat al-Ilàhiyya, 2 vols., Shah Wali
Allah Academy, Hyderabad (Sind).
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assumed by the Taittirãya Upaniùad. Both points of view are
harmoniously resumed by the ̀science of the subtle centres' whose
stress lies, however, on the practical aspect of reintegra-tion
depicting the stages traversed by the disciple along the same
path taken by the Divine power during the unfolding process of
manifestation, but in the opposite direction.173

Similarly, there is yet another important concept described
in the Upaniùad and frequently used by Ràmcandra and his
successors that must be mentioned here, although it appears
less immediately reconcilable with the `ilm-i lañà'if than the
preceding one. This classifies the conditions of the microcosmic
jãvàtmà into four major categories in conformity with the theory
expounded in the Màõóåkya Upaniùad and reiterates the pattern
of the three bodies. Proceeding from the bottom upwards, the
first of these conditions is referred to as vi÷va or Vai÷vànara (lit.
Universal Man) and has its seat in the waking state (jàg�ta-
avasthà) characterised by the sensory perception and knowledge
of the external objects on the gross level experienced by the
sthåla-÷arãra.174 Accordingly, the type of beatitude (ànanda)
experienced by man at this stage is, defined as viùayànanda,
the beatitude caused through the contact with the multiple
objects of the senses (viùaya), considered the lowest and most
effimerous sort of joy. It represents the first goal at which any
spiritual discipline (sàdhanà) aims reached by checking and
restraining the senses while detaching them from these external
objects and turning them inwards in order to transmute the
unstable and superficial state of joy (sukha) the provoke, always
prone to turn into sorrow (duþkha) into a more permanent state
of beatitude.175 Hence, the waking state stands for the entangle-
ment of the self in the coarsest degrees of manifestation while
at the same time representing the starting point and base for a
re-ascent towards the superior states. It is in this sense that

173. AY, pp. 162-3.

174. VS, p. 44. Cf. also SD, pp. 31-2; AY, p. 64 citing Màõóåkya Upaniùad,
øruti 3. According to this description, the Vai÷vànara has seven limbs
and nineteen mouths, the latter corresponding to the ten indriyas,
the five pràõas, manas, buddhi, ahaïkàra and citta.

175. AY, p. 64.
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Ràmcandra reiterates the analogy used by the Vedànta between
the physical body, the waking state and the viràñ (sometimes
also spelt as viràj), which is intended as the reflection of the
cosmic intelligence on the gross plane where it governs the
corporeal state.176

Switching over to the Såfã imagery, the Hindu masters teach
that this reflection emanates from the pure light of the Universal
Intellect (`aql-i kullã) and descends from its topmost position in
the cosmos identified with the `arsh al-muþãñ along a vertical
axis into the realm of creation. Eventually it reaches, at the very
bottom of the khalq, the gross organ of the heart (qalb-i
mudawwarã, lit. the `round-shaped heart'),177 from where it
irradiates into the entire human organism. It animates that layer
of the human soul revolved towards the outside world, attracted
by and exposed to all kinds of sensual desires and distractions
which corrupt its integrity and plunge it into the continuous
ups and downs of pleasure and suffering permeated by the
darkness of tamas.178

The second condition of the jãvàtmà, corresponding to the
subtle body (såkùma-÷arãra or jism-i lañãf), is called taijasa.179 It

176. VS, p. 44. There is a correspondence with the first degree of sainthood
in relation to âdam, like the Vai÷vànara put in relation to the lañãfa-
i qalb. In its macrocosmic sense, the term viràj corresponds to the
`attribute of creation' (ùifat-i takwãn).

177. Literally ̀ circular heart', this term underlines the peripherical position
of this level as compared to that of the following stages corresponding
more properly to the pivotal role the heart plays in the human
organism. However, the gradual progression from this outer level
towards the inner core renders the idea of a `purification of the heart'
(taùfiya-i qalb) achieved in the course of the post-initiatory process.
It is also said to act as the base (bunyàd) and principle (aùl) of the
remaining four subtle organs of the `àlam-i amr where it occupies
the lowest rank, closest to the barzakh. Cf. MaS, p. 34.

178. SD, p. 40.

179. VS, p. 45. Cf. also Màõóåkya Upaniùad, ÷ruti 4. Taijasa, lit. ̀ radiance',
`splendour', but loosely rendered by Ràmcandra as `inconstant,
unsteady' (ca¤cala) because of the fickle nature of the mental
consciousness that continuously produces vortexes of thoughts (citta-
v�tti) beyond our control and that has its seat in the state of dreaming

®
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refers to the inner states of the mind and, in comparison with
the former states, is one step closer to the unconditioned àtman.
While the body lies motionless in sleep, the current of life fuelled
through the incessant exchange of information received from
and projected towards the outer world is temporarily interrupted
and the senses are withdrawn into the inner faculty
(antaþkaraõa).180

Characterised by a relatively higher degree of minuteness,
its objects consist exclusively in mental images based on the
elaboration of subtle forms which derive their existence from
the mental impressions (sa§skàra) left behind by the impact
with the external objects during the waking state. At this level,
the mind enjoys a comparatively greater freedom than in the
waking state and every imaginable thing or situation can
combine and produce itself in a far larger range of possibilities
(Ràmcandra quotes the idea of a winged elephant, the capacity
of flying, etc.) in order to provoke a sensation of joy and sorrow
while maintaining a degree of duality. The beatitude experi-enced
at this level is called vàsanànanda or `beatitude caused by
imagination'. Since it still preserves the possibility of replunging
into the opposite states of sadness, fear and affliction, its nature
is deemed as essentially ephemeral and hence does not conform
to the sublime degree of ànanda.181 Moreover, the reliance on
form in the ideas which govern it confirms its relation with the
individual dominion of manifestation.

(svapna-avasthà). The term is used in reference to the luminous
quality of the igneous element that characterises the gods when
intended as presiding over the various subtle faculties enveloped in
their potential state and stands for the refraction at this level into
multiple shades and colours of the intelligible light (satprakà÷a).

180. In Pata¤jali's Aùñàïga Yoga doctrine, this withdrawing of the senses
is known as pratyàhàra and constitutes an important preliminary
stage for the attainment of ekàgratà, the concentration fixed on one
single object which is defined by the Såfãs as yaksåã.

181. AY, p. 64. B�j Mohan Làl makes an interesting note in this context
which is worth quoting:

. . . yes certainly, the ability to restrain the mind and to follow the
sàdhanà wholeheartedly is not a common thing. [The mind] contains
that serpent in form of a vortex of mental impressions pertaining to
the ceaseless current of life (sa§sàra) which only Lord K�ùõa can

®
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This subtle state is governed by a microcosmic reflection of
the golden light emanating from the hiraõyagarbha, situated at
the centre of that horizontal plane along which the Universe
develops its indefinite number of possibilities. In the human
constitution, it is identified by Ràmcandra with the qalb-i
ùanawbarã, the pinecone-shaped heart referred to in the often
quoted tradition `you should know that, no doubt, inside the
human body there is a piece of flesh Þ if its condition is sound
the whole body is sound, but if it is spoiled the entire body is
corrupt' refers.182 In Ràmcandra's doctrinal vision, this degree
corresponds to the reproachable soul (nafs-i lawàmma) in the
phase of transmutation between the blameable vices and the
laudable virtues dominated by the tendencies characterised
respectively by rajas and sattva.183

The third condition of the jãvàtmà is called pràj¤a (lit.
`integral knowledge') and corresponds to the state of deep sleep
(suùupta avasthà) in which the individual no longer experiences
any desire and dreams.184 Properly speaking, in this condition
the `living Self' is no longer tied to the limiting conditions of
human life (jãva) in the formal world, since its natural seat is
the `causal body' which is not really distinguished from àtman
itself. As Ràmcandra remarks:

When you and I reach this state, our relations with the
senses cease altogether to subsist; no sensation exists
there and only the minute Self remains.185

tame with the power of his spiritual attention (tawajjuh).

Lord Krishna is our real satguru in this world whose sacred spiritual
power puts to rights our path by the means of the subtle sound current
(sårat ÷abda) in subduing the power of the vàsanà. He reveals a
method to be followed during the spiritual practice by which, enlarging
upon us the ocean of His compassion and coadiuvated by the means
of His tawajjuh, he burns and washes away the impressions and
vortexes of thought from our consciousness filling our mind with real
beatitude, a perception often experienced during the satsang. (p. 64)

182. Related by Ibn Màja and quoted by Shàh Abål ÿasan in MaS, pp.
34-5.

183. SD, p. 41.

184. Màõóåkya Upaniùad, ÷ruti 5.

185. Cf. SD, p. 33; VS, p. 45.

®
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In this state of `mental sleep' (man kã nãnd), only the àtmà
remains present enjoying pure beatitude in Itself.186 Free from
any qualification derived from the contact with the formal world,
It is beyond the feeble alteration between joy (sukha) and pain
(duþkha) and confers upon the mind a condition of absolute peace
(÷ànti, sukån).187

On a microcosmic scale it represents the unmanifested
(avyakta) or non-existent principle (`adam) and immediate cause
(kàraõa, hence kàraõa-÷arãra or `causal body') of the stage of
manifestation (vyakta) or existence (wujåd), which is situated
on the level of pure spirituality. ̀All knowledge of the world, such
as moral principles or worldly and spiritual issues, has been
bestowed on the human being through this stage alone. Divine
revelations (kashf) are received at this stage [characteri-sed by]
annihilation (fanà), deep meditation (muràqaba) and
contemplation (samàdhi) . . . . '188 Its centre in the human
organism is described as the `blue lotus-heart' (qalb-i nilofarã)
corresponding to the pacified soul (nafs-i muñma'inna) in the
state of self-effacement (maþwiyat, istighràq, be-khudã),
dominated by sattva.189

The light that irradiates from that lotus-heart is identified
by Ràmcandra with buddhi or ̀aql-i kullã on a macrocosmic plane,
the super-rational faculty through which the Divine revelation
is communicated directly between the transcendent principle of
Being (ã÷vara) and the realm of immanence and which crosses
and illuminates the entire dominion of the `àlam-i amr; its

186. Hence, the identification with the ànandamaya-ko÷a and the
connected state of sat-cit-ànanda.

187 In order to further exemplify the underlying concept of unity
transcending all residuous traces of duality, Ràmcandra quotes a
passage from the Vedànta Upaniùad:

`O Maitrayi, where two beings exist, one hears the other, one touches
the other, one knows the other and one sees the other. Where only
one exists, how will one hear, touch, know and see the other. . .'. Cf.
VS, pp. 54-5.

188. SD, p. 41.

189. The Vedànta identifies it with the inner co-ordinator (antaryàmã)
mentioned in the Màõóåkya Upaniùad, Cf. AIB, pp.  23 and 32.
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original source is the `arsh-i muþãñ, analogous to ã÷vara in the
Yoga doctrines or sarve÷vara as in the Upaniùad.190

Finally, the fourth stage corresponds to the turãya or caturtha
(lit. `the fourth').191 According to Ràmcandra, this fourth stage
lies beyond the state of sat-cit-ànanda and characterises the pure
Being. Only the most perfect saints are aware of it. In Såfã
terminology, it is assimilated to the `àlam-i làhåt, the realm of
Divine Ipseity (ghaib huwiyat) where the Self is altogether pure
from any determination (là-ta'ayyun) whence the fourth stage
of the saints is said to begin. In the words of Ràmcandra,

if one attains or acquires the power of reaching this stage
at his own will and whenever he likes during his lifetime,
he will experience a sublime and unparalleled pleasure
unmatched by any worldly pleasure.192

The Màõóåkya Upaniùad describes this utmost degree of
consciousness in exclusively negative terms. Unlike the preceding
state of praj¤a that throughout implies the chance of a return to
the lower stages, it is permanent and once attained cannot
possibly be lost. But while Ràmcandra agrees with the position
held by the Vedànta that the ultimate goal of human life
(paramàrtha, maqùad) effectively consists of the attainment of
beatitude (ànanda), he interprets this in accordance with his
joint Mujaddidã-Vaiùõava perspective reflecting a devotional
attitude rather than the purely gnostic perspective of ørã øaïka-
ràcàrya in his comments on the major Upaniùad or, in the Såfã
context, by Ibn al-`Arabã.

Ràmcandra remarks:

The øàstras affirm that the aim of humanity lies in
bringing to an end all affliction (duþkha) while attaining

190. Cf. Màõóåkya Upaniùad, ÷ruti 6: `This [praj¤a] is the lord of all, this
is the knower of all, this is the inner ordinator; this is the source of
all, this is the beginning and end of beings . . .'.

191. VS, p. 56. Cf. also B�hadàraõyaka Upaniùad, V.14.3.

192. SD, p. 35. Elsewhere, the kind of beatitude characteristic of this stage
is descibed as `Supreme Beatitude' (paramànanda, ùarår-i `azãm).
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utmost Beatitude. This proves that the knowledge as
intended by the Veda does not represent the aim on its
own account but rather that the aim of that very
knowledge is only the creation of toil (ràþat) and . . . [the
immersion into] Beatitude. . . . The secret lies in ànanda
while the term paramànanda has been used in reference
to this subtle thought. Paramànanda is identical to the
great harmony (vi÷àl ham-aghoshã) which, in a figurative
and technical context, has assumed the meaning of
`reverential devotion' (upàsanà). This term could no
doubt be used in the sense of union (milàp) but its
figurative and technical meaning is `labour and toil'
(`amal o shaghl). So, it has not been used and the term
upàsanà has been regarded as sufficient. This
paramànanda corresponds to upàsanà at the condition
that its original end is accomplished. For this reason,
upàsanà is pre-eminent and superior to j¤àna.193

This paragraph eloquently exemplifies the agreement possible
between the descending perspective of the Mujaddidiya and its
stress on the `merciful' aspect of the Divinity culminating in the
state of `pure servanthood' (`ubådiyat-i ùarfa). The description
is coined on the ideal image of the prophet of Islam here
transferred into a Vaiùõava context in which the prevailing
tendency of selfless service and devotion that combines action
(karma), knowledge (j¤àna) and self-surrender in devotional love
(bhakti) as taught in the Bhagavad Gãtà integrates itself into
the position held by Ràmànujàcàrya's vi÷iùñàdavaita.

If on one hand this reflects the Mujaddidã influence on
Ràmcandra's way of interpreting and exposing the brahma-vidyà,
it is also important to note how well his position agrees with
many currents within the mainstream of the bhakti-movement
to which he was connected. It, therefore, strengthens the idea of
an affinity between these two currents in both traditions and
provides a remarkable instance of the often invoked reciprocal

193. VS, p. 63.
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influences between Islamic esoterism and the devotionally
oriented sant-movement, part of a trend first apparent in
mediaeval Hinduism and which in this case goes back in its
principles to the eighteenth-century figures of Mãrzà Maÿhar
Jàn-i Jànàn and Tulsã Saþib Hàthrasã.

Nevertheless, many of Ràmcandra's theoretical exposi-tions
confirm the importance of the metaphorical teachings of the
Upaniùad hold in the formulation of his theories. In connection
with the stages of Being explained in the Màõóåkya Upaniùad,
Ràmcandra repeatedly returns to the above-mentioned three
levels of the human constitution, i.e., body, soul and spirit (jism,
dil wa råþ) and their correspondence to the states of wakening,
dreaming and deep sleep, and hints at the existence of a further,
transcending degree as follows:

. . . since the faculty of comprehension of most people
remains limited to these three [stages of Being] and in
their utter bewilderment they do not understand even
these according to their proper meaning, I have insisted
on their description through and through. The ancient
rishis and munis used to declare: `neti, neti', that is to
say `neither this nor that'; further beyond, whatsoever
can be said consists of mere hints (ishàra-i maþÿ) which
only a few exceptional people can comprehend. The
ultimate stir and object of the heart's desire aims neither
at ã÷vara nor at Brahmà nor at Pàrabrahma . . . this is
the fourth foot of the saints, . . . for the sake of telling
and listening it is called the `fourth' (turãya). . . .194

Here, the metaphysical dimension of Ràmcandra's sàdhanà is
seen to accept the impossibility of describing the undefinable in
affirmative terms while at the same time rejecting the adequacy
of some of the most peculiar Upaniùad terminology regarding
transcendent principles. Nevertheless, he himself repeatedly
uses the term turãya to designate the unfathomable (agam) and
invisible (alakh) highest Truth the disclosure of which `cannot
be obtained through the means of reason and tongue'. This can

194. VS, pp. 64-5.
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be easily explained by his adherence to the nirguõa viewpoint
of Kabãr-panth and the Nànak-panth. It is, moreover, is perfectly
coherent with the shuhådã doctrine of the Mujaddidãs that locates
the most intimate essence of Allàh at a level unattainable for
the contingent creature, at least in its verbal expression,
excluding the possibility of a total identity between Him and
them.

Significantly, nowhere in Ràmcandra's works is the classical
Såfã term al-ÿaqq used to describe metaphysical Reality. This
accounts for his preference of the turãya (of the Upaniùadic) which
maintains the aura of the inscrutable mystery intended by this
passage:

The eye sees everything except itself, the nose smells
everything except itself, the ear hears everything except
itself, you see everything except yourself, all this is
ignorance (aj¤àna)! To dispel it is necessary to seek
assistance of a fictitious mirror (à'ãna-i maùnå'ã). . . .
Slowly, slowly, when you will behold your reflection (`aks)
in the mirror you will acquire certainty and turn silent
refraining from any further discussion. . . .195

Knowledge is not despised in itself. It is considered as a neces-
sary prerequisite for the removal of the veils of ignorance, but it
must not be confounded with the goal itself since for Ràmcandra
it still implies the residual persistence of a subtle degree of
duality:

In this world, until you and I are perceived through the
exterior glance, we will present the appearance of body-
worship (jism-parastã); we try to depict the àtmà,
brahma, råþ, etc., as bodies, although, strictly speaking,
they are not. Gross, subtle and casual, all three are
names for corporeal degrees: verily, nàma and råpa,
niràkàra and sàkàra, nirguõa and saguõa still pertain
to this stage, neti, neti.196

195. VS, p. 65.

196. Ibid., p. 66.
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The recognition of non-duality as the highest degree of realisation
which is maintained in the ancient formula neti neti as the only
possible description of the `fourth stage' contrasts with the
author's rejection of the terms used in the Vedànta doctrines to
design the Supreme Principle. Both the àtman and Brahman
are seen as qualifying only a preliminary stage of that ultimate
degree. In the language of the Mujaddidãs, this is described as
the `station of stupor' (maqàm-i þairat) and as the `forgetfulness
(ghaflat) of which the inadvertent are negligent', which is linked
to the journey of return (rujå') of the six subtleties (lañà'if-i satta)
to the physical frame of the body (qàlib).197 For the Mujaddidãs,
it constitutes the perfection of the human condition in virtue of
the reflection of the prophetic perfection attained through the
total realisation of the `ilm-i lañà'if.

As Shàh Abål ÿasan states at the end of a chapter dealing
with the subtle centres:

ÿaórat Naqshband Þ may Allàh bless his sepulchre! Þ
has affirmed that he had been blessed with the disclosure
of a ñarãqa which can be attained with certainty and
whose benefits are numerous. It implies no deprivation
or any striving. . . . His successors have further classified
and enlightened this noble path . . . to the extent of letting
there rise the sun of perfection on the horizon of right
guidance. ÿaórat Imàm-i Rabbànã Mujaddid Alf-i Thànã
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã Þ may Allàh bless his sepulchre!
Þ has illuminated a world rendering this path of glorious
rank (ràh-i `azãm al-martabàt) a royal way of multiple
advantages (shàhràh-i kathãr al manfa'àt) and taking
it to the furthest limit. . . .198

The higher stages of spiritual realisation

The higher stages of spiritual realisation described by Ràm-
candra and his successors are too intimately related to the `ilm-

197. Cf. MaS, pp. 26/43. Cf. also Kena Upaniùad, II.1-3.

198. MaS, pp. 28-9/47.
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i lañà'if or cakra-vidyà to be conceived in isolation of it. It is,
therefore, appropriate to consider these two aspects of the ñarãqa
or sàdhanà as complementary sides of a single medal bringing
together the theoretical (`ilmã) and the practical (`amlã) aspects
of the esoteric science.

We have already seen that at the beginning of the Mujaddidã
path all attention remains focussed on the five subtle organs of
the spiritual sphere located in the human breast, while the five
lower lañà'if identified with the four gross elements and the lower
soul gain importance only in the more advanced stages of the
initiatic process. It is, therefore, not surprising that Ràmcandra
largely adopted these teachings of his Mujaddidã ancestors. In
one of his major works he explains:

The human body (jism) or microcosm (piõóa ÷arãra)
contains the h�daya-cakra which, in its turn, contains
five mansions (maqàmàt) that constitute the reflections
in this body of five stations of the macrocosm (`àlam-i
kabãr, brahmàõóa). They are: lañãfa-i qalb, lañãfa-i råþ,
lañãfa-i sirr, lañãfa-i khafã and lañãfa-i akhfà.199

Basing himself partially on notions articulated by Shàh Walã
Allàh Dihlawã (d. AD 1761) in the introductory chapter of a treatise
mainly concerned with a particular elaboration of the Mujaddidã
`ilm-i lañà'if,200 the author explains the differences in the natures
of individuals as the result of an innate predominance of one or
more subtle organs over the others. Hence, derives  for him the
necessity of the perfect spiritual guide (ustàd-i kàmil) who can
carefully scrutinise the inner states of his disciple, identify and
distinguish the weak and strong components in his breast, and
eventually recommend him the appropriate spiritual practice
(abhyàsa) to follow. For the disciple the main stress is thereby
laid on focussing primarily on those subtle organs whose natural

199. TP, pp. 40-1.

200. Cf. Shàh Walãullah of Delhi, The Sacred Knowledge of the Higher
Functions of the Mind, the English translation of the work Altàf al-
Quds, by Prof. G.N. Jalbani, ch. I, p. 5. This version unfortunately
lacks the explanatory material necessary to the English reader for a
better understanding of the complex docterinal issues involved in
this treatise.
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constitution is strong and more developed, while it is the shaikh's
task to identify, and successively to strengthen and rectify
through his spiritual attention (tawajjuh) those spiritual organs
which are less developed.

Such a procedure constitutes nowadays an integral part of
the teachings current among the authorities in the Mujaddidã
lineage and has been adopted by the masters of the Hindu
offshoot. It allows the neophyte to concentrate entirely on the
immediate goal of awakening and reconducting the latent
spiritual principles from their location in the breast back to their
original sites in the `world of order' without involving any major
delay, while leaving most efforts and a correct supervision on
the shaikh. This shift in competence and responsibility, thus,
compares positively with the hitherto conventional method of
gradual integration of each single lañãfa one by one,201 since, we
are reminded by the traditional authorities, ̀ the human lifespan
in our present time is short and chances to reach the final stage
(manzil-i àkhirã) have become extremely difficult, nay rather
impossible'.

Moreover, it is possible that the master may identify one
particular lañãfa which, if activated through persistent
application by the disciple and further assisted by his shaikh's
tawajjuh, may provoke a sort of chain reaction in the disciple's
inner states thereby causing the remaining organs to awaken
spontaneously. So, the first innovative steps introduced by Bahà
al-Dãn al-Naqshband, to adapt the order's methodology to the
changing requirements of difficult historical periods, were
followed by the reformulation of the doctrine and the description
of the `science of the subtle centres' by Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.
From the eighteeth century onwards yet another sign of that
tendency to shift more and more responsibility from the disciple
to the spiritual preceptor becomes evident. Further confirming
the theory previously advanced, Ràmcandra writes in his hybrid
Hindu-Muslim style:

201. Cf. MaS, pp. 21/38-9 and HdT, pp. 10-11. Both stress the importance
of the master's tawajjuh in accelerating the process.
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Before [Bahà al-Dãn], our spiritual ancestors used to
begin their spiritual practice (abhyàsa) from the gudà-
cakra, but he commanded that the following generations
should abandon this practice of focussing on these lower
(siflã), purely human stations (maqàmàt-i nàsåtã) and
proceed instead to awaken the subtleties of the inter-
mediate state (maqàm-i malakåtã) pertaining to the
h�daya-cakra according to a precise order of succession,
beginning with the qalb and advancing gradually
upwards; once this process is completed, [the initiate]
should proceed to the nuqña-i suwaida or pràõa-bindu,
also called nafs-i nàñiqa. Accordingly, the ancient
Naqshbandã masters prior to Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
Alf-i Thànã Þ the mercy of Allàh be upon him! Þ and
those not related to [his lineage] still practise that
method. . . .

The authorities after him went on correcting it here and
there and to the extent they were acquainted with this
science, thought to further clarify, shorten and facilitate
its practice . . . [Shaikh Aþmad] considered the puri-
fication of one single among the five spiritual organs of
the h�daya, namely the lañãfa-i qalb, through perfect
spiritual attention as sufficient, the remaining organs
being included summarily in its fold. He then sanctioned
immediate progress to the nafs-i nàñiqa in one step and
with the second step directly to the lotus of one-thousand
petals (saha÷ra dala-kamala) and the trikuñi. . . .202

Without naming and explaining any of them, Ràmcandra
mentions the existence of twenty-one circles or stages (dawà'ir,
cakras) contemplated in the ñarãqa of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã
and his followers. His description contains an obvious though
somewhat ambiguously formulated hint at the twenty visualisa-
tions or contemplations (muràqabàt) which are past of the seven
major planes of the Mujaddidã sulåk, with the addition of one
further degree, that of Supreme Identification.203

202. TP, pp. 43-4.

203. Cf. MaS, p. 9 (only in Urdu version).
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The paragraph quoted above sums up the position assumed
during the first phase of the Hindu integration of the Islamic
doctrine, while also providing some clue as to the possible sources
used in this process. As the integration of entire paragraphs
from works by Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã had already suggested,
the conciliatory position proposed by this outstanding scholar
between the predominantly intellectual and metaphysi-cal
perspective of Ibn al-`Arabã's waþdat al-wujåd and the devotional
and dynamic attitude that lies at the base of Shaikh Aþmad's
doctrines has certainly exercised some influence on Ràmcandra
and his successors. The re-elaboration of the `ilm-i lañà'if or
transmitted in the Mujaddidiyya and encountered, for instance,
in Shàh Walã Allàh's204 treatise Altàf al-Quds fã ma`rifat-i lañà'if
al-nafs (The sacred knowledge of the higher functions of the
mind) and the Al-Tafhãmat al-Ilàhiyya (The Divine
Instructions),205 show some elements which either directly or
indirectly through later, already Hinduised, sources hint at a
possible link or source of inspiration between this renowned
Mujaddidã authority and the Hindu masters of this lineage.
Especially Shàh Walã Allàh Dihlawã's reshaped and expanded
model of the superseding and interconnected levels of spiritual
organs located inside the human aggregate, which introduces
the idea of an additional third series of five lañà'if beyond the
subtle organs contained in the maqàm-i sãna or h�daya-cakra,206

are found in a similar fashion in the teachings promoted by
Ràmcandra and his successors.

204. Very little substantial information regarding the intellectual
relationship between these two contemporary leaders at Delhi is
available to modern scholarship which could help to show how this
process led eventually to the formation of two parallel though
contrasting currents in Naqshbandã leadership under their successors.
Cf. K.A. Nizami, `Shàh Walã Allàh of Delhi: His thought and
contribution' in IC 54, 1980, pp. 141-53.

205. Al-Tafhãmàt al-Ilàhiyya, 2 vols., Shàh Walã Allàh Academy,
Hyderabad (Sind), 1973.

206. Cf. Sabih Ahmad Kamali, `The concept of human nature in Hujjat
Allàh al-Bàligha', in IC 36, 1962, pp. 207-24, and Marcia K.
Hermansen's `Shah Wali Allah of Delhi's Arrangement of the Subtle
Spiritual Centres (lañà'if)' in StI, 1982, pp. 137-50.
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On the other hand, although Ràmcandra repeatedly stresses
Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã's authorship of the revised, accelerated
process of focussing on one single of the five organs in the breast
(preferably the lañifa-i qalb) before proceeding directly to the
subtle organ related to the `seat of the rational faculty' (nafs-i
nàñiqa) and other more sublime organs, he does not name these
latter ones along Såfã lines but terms them as sahasra-dala-
kamala and trikuñã. The use of these terms as well as the term
pràõabindu for the Såfã nafs-i nàñiqa takes us once more back
to the terminology of the Tantravàda and Hañha-Yoga doctrines
where these terms designate three different stations inside the
causal body situated in the human skull.

The pràõabindu is put in relation with the minute point
(bindu) situated at the top of the crescent that stretches act above
the àj¤à-cakra (lit. the subtle centre of the command Þ àj¤à,
the Sanskrit equivalent to the Arabic term amr),207 a spot on
the forefront located between the eyebrows in correspondence
of the third eye of Lord øiva (÷ãva-netra). The sahasra-dala-
kamala or centre of the `one thousand petalled lotus' is located
somewhere near the centre of the brain and is considered to be
the residence of Para÷iva and location of the supreme bindu
which contains the twenty-fold sound comprising the letters of
the Devanàgarã alphabet.208 Further upwards trikuñã (lit. `the
three peaks') hints at a subtle organ situated somewhere between
the sahasra-dala-kamala and the brahmarandhra, the `crown
of Brahmà' at the apex of the head which is directly connected
with the mukti-dvàra, the `gate of liberation' and final link
between the individual and the Universe.

Although helpful as primary model, a comparison of this
pattern with the classical Hañha-Yoga doctrines alone is unsuffi-

207. Cf. úañacakra-niråpaõa, verses 32-5. In the comment on verse 32 of
the English version of this treatise edited by Sir John Woodroffe alias
Arthur Avalon under the title The Serpent Power adds an explanation
from the Gautamaja Tantra: ̀The command of the guru is transmitted
here [in the àj¤à-cakra], hence, it is called the spot of the command.
. .'. Cf. The Serpent Power, p. 302.

208. Being 50 the total number of letters of the Sanskrit alphabet (also
referred to as ÷abda-màlà, the sound-garland), 50 x 20 = 1,000.
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cient for the understanding of the entire process of conciliation
and assimiliation attempted by Ràmcandra. Again, it is through
the links of his paramparà with the Kabãr-panth and its more
recent nirguõa offshoots like of the Ràdhàsoàmãs, that provide
further clues.

In a much later work compiled by one of the latest disciples
to join Ràmcandra's satsang, which is purportedly based on some
posthumously discovered manuscripts of the late master,209 we
come across a more detailed description of the `science of the
subtle centres'. The descriptions it contains shed further light
on the origin and the way this science fits into the frame of
Ràmcandra's cosmological and metaphysical considerations. The
scheme developed in that work is expressedly said to be based
on the teachings of the Kabãr-panthãs. It develops around the
three major  realms of universal existence, viz., gross, subtle
and causal, named respectively as piõóa, aõóa and brahmàõóa,
and illustrates the succeeding steps of spiritual ascent (`uråj,
utthàn). Each of these three major dominions contains six levels
making a total of eighteen. These represent the stages of the
gradual descent of the àtman into the contingent realm of
existence, thus, being known as jãvàtmà or `living self'. At the
same time, they constitute the natural track that can be followed
by the individual in the opposite direction when re-ascending
the path leading gradually towards liberation from the conditions
of existence.210

Starting from below, the first series of six levels pertaining
to the gross realm (piõóa) consists of the five subtle centres,

209. Har Nàràyaõ Saksenà, Sàkùàtkàr kà Rahasya. This Hindã version of
the original Urdu text follows a previous English translation by the
same editor published in 1986 under the title The Secret of
Realization. However, I base myself on the Hindã version since it more
faithfully reflects the technical vocabulary and style used by the
authorities of this order.

210. Sàkùàtkàr kà Rahasya, pp. 25-7. In agreement with the Tantra
doctrines, Har Nàràyaõ Saksenà affirms that according to these
saints, the aim consists raising the living self from the lower cakras
to the topmost place where it initially entered into the human frame
(identified with the seat of parame÷vara) along the same way it had
descended, thus, inverting the order of succession.
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already encountered, viz., the gudà-cakra, the indriya-cakra,
the nàbhã-cakra, h�daya-cakra and the kaõñha-cakra situated
in the throat, plus an additional sixth, the àj¤à-cakra located on
the forehead. In this list we recognise a reiteration of the classical
Tantra Yoga pattern, although the names given to some of cakras
are slightly different. But while the earlier elaborations in the
Vedànta-Sàgara remained limited to the account of the lower
cakras comprising the first five of this series in order to maintain
the symbolic analogy with the quintuple series of lañà'if
contemplated by the Mujaddidiyya, here the author feels less
bound to adhere strictly to the pattern set out by the doctrines
of his Islamic ancestors. While maintaining the idea of a
quintuple series of subtle organs by inserting them into the
context of the h�daya-cakra211 and pointing out their relative
importance in the process of re-ascent of the fallen self, it shows
how far the process of assimilation into an increasingly Hinduised
framework based on the Kabãr-panthã background had gone
during the very lifetime of Ràmcandra.

The àj¤à-cakra, assimilated by Ràmcandra to the seat of
the nafs-i nàñiqa of the Mujaddidãs, is now related to the `gross
mind' (piõóã-man, sthåla man), viz., the physical mind
responsible for the co-ordination of the corporeal functions
exercised by the respective organs (indriya), and, hence,
`contaminated' by the impressions left by the ephemeral objects
pertaining to the outer world.212 Its highest extension is said to
be marked by this station, beyond which the reascending current
of life (jãvan-dhàrà) enters the universal realm of the brahmàõóã
man. The link subsisting between the earlier theories of
Ràmcandra and the Såfã doctrine of the Mujaddidãs, even at this
level, thus, becomes evident. In what is here defined as ̀ physical

211. SkR, pp. 21 and 36-7, whose information regarding the five subtle
organs is reportedly drawn from Ràmcandra's Kamàl-i insànã, a work
concerned mainly with methodological aspects.

212. Explicitly mentioning Kabãr as the primary source of these concepts,
the author compares this `contaminated soul' (an obvious reference
to the Såfã nafs-i ammàra) to a black wasp (bhaunrà) in contrast to
the pure, immaculate soul (nafs-i muñama'inna) which is depicted as
a white crane (bag), also identified with the grey goose (ha§sa).
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mind' (piõóã man), we recognise that governing faculty of the
formal and individual dominion also described by Ràmcandra
as the lower limit of that intermediate meeting point between
the two dominions, individual and universal, khalq and amr.
Thus, we learn from the Sàkùàtkàr kà rahasya:

. . . the five cakras below [the àj¤à-cakra] are gross and
physical and the process of cleansing and conquering
them constitutes an aspect of Hañha Yoga. . . . The path
of the sants is that of love for the paramàtmà (prem-
màrga) where insistence (hañha) has no place; these
people simply seek the love of God and never insist or
indulge in hañha . . . , rather they leave everything to
the will of the Supreme. They have therefore ruled out
the cleansing of these lower cakras . . . their teachings
focus on the meditation on the àj¤à-cakra alone in order
to purify it, so that all the lower cakras are cleansed . . .
automatically.213

This passage shows an apparent shift of methodology away from
the original Mujaddidã teachings towards a process said to be
adopted from the sants, viz., the Kabãr-panthãs and Ràdhàso-
àmãs, for it was a major distinctive feature of the Såfã successors
of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã to focus first of all on the lañãfa-i qalb,
as earlier explicitly stated by Ràmcandra.

However, the author of this booklet is well aware of the
practice used by the Mujaddidã shaikhs, as is illustrated by the
following passage:

Yet some Såfã saints have introduced [the method of]
focussing on the purification of the heart inside the
h�daya-cakra before proceeding to the àj¤à-cakra. In
their perfection, the purification of the subtle heart-
organ brings along that of the remaining four subtle
organs as well as it facilitates the ascent along the path
towards the àj¤à-cakra and the stations above. Hence,
the Såfã masters have considered it necessary to start

213. SkR, pp. 39/36 (English version).
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meditation from the heart . . . and because the invisible
powers do not appear by meditating on the heart. . . . 214

Looking carefully at these two passages, it becomes obvious that
the apparent divergence regarding the point of departure and
initial stage of spiritual practice can be easily reduced to a simple
change in pespective taking into account that in the Islamic
tradition only four gross elements are considered in the corporeal
realm, to which the Hindu tradition adds a fifth one, the ether
(àkà÷a). Hence, derives that, while the Såfã masters expresse-
dly define the lañãfa-i qalb as the microcosmic reflection of the
barzakh or meeting point between the two major dominions of
the Universe (dà'ira-i imkàn) it is only beyond the seat of the
ether located in the kanñha-cakra or vi÷uddha-cakra and beyond
the àj¤à-cakra which governs that realm that this degree is
possibly contemplated by the sant doctrine based on Hindu
theories. The whole divergence lies, therefore, again in the double
perception of the psychic aggregate or nafs and its sometimes
confusing assimilation to the àkà÷a on the lower limit and the
seat of manas and citta on the other hand. It is based on a
somewhat oversimplified evaluation of the Mujaddidã doctrine
by our Hindu authorities who do not share doctrinally the
descending perspective of their Islamic masters to the same
extent as they are ready to apply its social implications.

The exact starting point of the ascent to the higher regions
`beyond the stages the hañha-yogã can reach', and to attain which
`it is obligatory to accept [the guidance of] a satguru',215 is
described as the third eye of Lord øiva (÷ãva-netra). Ràmcandra
associates it to the nuqña-i suwaida (lit. `black spot'), sometimes
identified by Såfãs with the black clot of blood situated in the
heart which is the symbolic representation of the primordial
corruption of human nature after Adam's fall from paradise. In
Tàntrik doctrines, the term ÷ãva-netra designates a precise

214. SkR, pp. 39/36.

215. SkR, pp. 41/37. Here again the discipline is defined as a particular
aspect of Ràja-Yoga. So, the hint at the satguru can also be interpreted
as indicating the birth of the interior master (àntarik guru) residing
in the intimate chamber of the heart.
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location in correspondence to the forehead the subtle activation
of which indicates transcendence of the formal dominion and
definitive entrance into the realm of the higher stages of Being.216

The corresponding Såfã term nuqña-i suwaida is not found in
the current technical vocabulary of the Mujaddidãs. Presumably,
it has been adopted from the terminology of the Qàóiriyya where
it is used, for instance, in the works of the Mogul prince Dàrà
Shukoh when comparing the sacred traditions of Vedànta and
taùawwuf. Its description as being `shaped like a triangle
(trikoõa)' reminds us of the description of the heart as a pinecone-
shaped triangle whose natural position has been inverted while
reflecting its inner reality into the `àlam-i khalq.217 Converging
all faculties of sensation (j¤ànendriya) on that subtle spot and
assisted  by the persistent use of the satnàm conferred by the
satguru, the ̀ third eye' is said to opened eventually, allowing the
practitioner to perceive the `inner light conferring beatitude'
(ànandamayã àntarik prakà÷a) in a possible parallel to the
Mujaddidã sair-i anfusã, during which the traveller is described
as beginning to perceive these lights inwardly.

But in addition to these preliminary elements, our Hindu
masters introduce at this stage the concept of anhad or anàhat
÷abda, the boundless sound-current said to have originated at
the very beginning of time from the supreme source, which in
different degrees pervades every single stage of manifestation.
This ̀ soundless sound' is said to be produced ̀without striking',218

and can, therefore, be related to the endless sound-current which
constitutes the base for the interior process described by the

216. This idea goes along with the descriptions of øiva the opening of
whose frontal third eye reduces the entire phenomenal world into
ashes with a single glance, thus, stressing the ephemeral nature of
the world of form.

217. Cf. MnS, pp. 34/45.

218. Cf. Hañha-Yoga-Pradãpikà, IV.82-6 and Mahànirvàõa-Tantra, V.146.
This is clearly related to the ancient Vedic doctrines regarding the
mysterious sound AU©  believed to contain in nuce the entire Veda.
It constitutes, therefore, the base of the science of the sacred sound
resumed in the mantra-vidyà.
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Ràdhàsoàmãs as sårat-÷abd-yoga said to lead the disciple to the
state of sahaja. Their interior descipline is therefore, also referred
to as sahaja-yoga, which shows some interesting analogies with
the Mujaddidã technique of dhikr-i khafã, the prolonged practice
of which is said to lead to the uninterrupted perpetuation of the
sound-vibration produced by pronouncing the syllable Allàh,
called sulñàn al-adhkàr. These terms, which are common to
several panth-sampradàyas concerned with the sound-
discipline,219 occur frequently in the technical explanat-ions of
the Hindu masters and indicate their indebtness to these
currents in more recent Hinduism as well as their complement-
ary role in Såfã teachings.

The entire dominion that extends above the ÷iva-netra is
referred to as tàrà-maõóala, the `region of the stars', an allusion
to the universal dimension of the brahmàõóã-man or `àlam-i
amr to which it refers. The way leading through this celestial
region consists of a passage through an extremely subtle channel
known as the `gateway to liberation' (mukti-dvàra) and said to
be as thin as a needle or one-tenth the size of a mustard seed.220

The use of these metaphors owes much to the teachings of
Tantrism while apparently sharing little with the descriptions
given by the Mujaddidã shaikhs. But the underlying concept of a
successive series of subtle centres corresponding to hierarchi-
cal stages of realisation that need to be crossed by the initiate
while progressing on the spiritual path is nevertheless recalled
by the idea implied in the description of the seven spheres

219. For similar notions, cf. the doctrines regarding the sound current
among the Nànak-panthãs described in McLeod (1968).

220. SkR, pp. 44/41. In the Upaniùad, this passage is described as the
solar gate (sårya-dvàra) through which those who know the correct
answer to the question: `Who are you?' asked by a non-human
(apauruùeya) being, will gain access to the celestial worlds, thus
reaching the higher, non-individual stages situated along the `path
of the gods' (devayàna). Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, IV.15.5-6 and V.10.2;
B�hadàraõyaka Upaniùad, V.10.1.

Hence, Ràmcandra affirms that the aspirant's complete surrender
to the satguru will allow him access to this world since the master,
through his love, kindness and favour will assist his proteg� to cross
that gate by transmuting his inner states.
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(dawà'ir) the sàlik on the Mujaddidã path has to travel though
on his way towards perfection once he has attained to the centre
of the `sphere of universal existence' (dà'ira-i imkàn). It recalls
the very barzakh where the two oceans meet in the qalb or, on a
macrocosmic scale, on the kursã and the `arsh, as apparent from
the explications given by Shàh Abål ÿasan.221 These seven
spheres compare with the seven celestial abodes and dwellings
of the gods (devaloka) which make up the seven stages the yogã
is said to cross on the divine path leading towards liberation
(devayàna), hinted at in the Bhagavad Gãtà222 and described in
great detail in the øruti.223 It also resembles to the concept of
the seven or nine planetary spheres mentioned in the Koran
and developed in the cosmological doctrines of Såfãsm.224

Hence, there derives a possible analogy with the Mujaddidã
description regarding the conclusion of the `journey from the
cardinal points' (sair-i àfàqã) after the completion of the ascent
of the five lañà'if of the breast and the nafs related to the brain
(nafs mujàwir-i þawàùù ast wa ta'alluq ba dimàgh dàrad) from
their physical frame, which leads to the beginning of the ̀ journey
through the stages of the inner self' (sair-i anfusã) when `the
sàlik will perceive numerous colourful lights in the ̀àlam-i mithàl
and within his own breast'.225 In both cases, such a journey
towards the higher states of Being is accompanied by the
perception of inner lights (àntarik prakà÷, nåràniyat-i bàñinã)
which follows a journey from the periphery towards a subtle

221. Cf. âyat al-kursã (Koran, 2:255): `. . . His Throne doth extend over the
heavens and the earth. . . '.

Since the projection of the Throne of God is often identified with the
Ka'ba as the symbolic centre of the earth, the Mujaddid's metapho-
rical image regarding the two modes of reaching the Ka'ba in order
to explicate the validity of both jadhba and sulåk assumes its deeper
meaning.

222. VIII. 23-6.

223. Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, IV.15.5-6; B�hadàraõyaka Upaniùad,
V.10:1-6, VI.2:15; Kauùãtakã Upaniùad, I.3. Cf. also G.G. Filippi, Post-
mortem et lib�ration d'apr�s øaïkaràcàrya (1982).

224. Cf. Shàh Walã Allàh Dehlawã's Sata'àt, 1969, pp. 42-3.

225. Cf. MnS, pp. 23-4/39-40.
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passage through a centrally located point described as being
`thin as a needle'. The crossing of it is called by the Mujaddidãs
the `opening of the gate' (fatþ-i bàb). It implies a preliminary
journey along the horizontal plane of the khalq towards a centre
enabling the initiate to proceed from there along the vertical
axis towards the higher stages of the amr.226

In the Mujaddidã terminology, the series of these superior
stages is identified with the successive degrees of sainthood
(wilàyat) and prophetic perfections (kamàlàt-i nubuwwat) and
linked to different aspects of the Divinity and Its revelation.
Similarly, the Upaniùad describe the ascent through the celestial
spheres as the ̀ journey of the gods' (devayàna) that leads through
the abodes (loka) of the various gods, i.e., Soma, Varuõa, Indra,
etc., before eventually reaching the brahmaloka or satyaloka.
The teachings of the sants adopted by our Hindu faqãrs, which
are based on the concepts of Ràja-Yoga tell of a division of the
path immediately beyond this point, from where three roads
depart (triveõã). The perfect saint chooses the middle path
(madhya-màrga) leading straight up towards final liberation
(mokùa, mukti) from the claws of death (m�tyu-cakra).

The next chapter of the treatise is dedicated to the descrip-
tion of the six subtle organs of the cosmic dominion defined as
aõóa which are in ascending order named as: sahasra-dala-
kamala, trikuñi, ÷ånya, mahà÷ånya, bhanwar-gufà and satloka
or sacakhaõóa.227

Again, the description of these cakras according to the
pattern set out by the Kabãr-panthãs of the Dharmadàsã branch,
Tulsã úàþib Hàthrasã and the Ràdhàsoàmã masters, does not
appear anywhere in Ràmcandra's published works, although (as
in the case of the paragraph quoted above) there are sporadic
hints at some of these stations in his writings which indicate
his acquaintance with this topic. It is likely that these higher

226. The Upaniùad describe the passage through the hub of a chart's wheel
(cakra) leading beyond the dominion of mutation, a description that
enforces the idea of a fix axis or straight path leading towards and
eventually through a central point of conversion.

227. SkR, pp. 46-57/43-53.
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levels of spiritual wisdom, being unaccessible for the ordinary
devotees of his satsang, remained reserved to a referred circle of
disciples entitled to receive particular oral teachings, a pattern
common in both Såfã and Yoga circles.

Given the strictly Islamic character of the Sunni ñarãqa, here
the original Mujaddidã description of the subsequent stages of
the sulåk proved too inextricably linked with Islamic concepts
to provide a possible structural basis for an integration into a
Hindu context. It was therefore abandoned and substituted with
a striking doctrinal elaboration typical for the nirguõa-current
within the bhakti-sampradàyas, which by their nature were more
compatible with the anti-anthropomorphic perspective of Islam.
The description of the six cakras, of this second series, therefore,
not surprisingly adheres largely to that provided by the Kabãr-
panth and includes hints at the science based on the variations
of the subtle sound vibration (sårat-÷abd-yoga), a particularly
elaborated version of which is found among the Ràdhàsoàmãs.

The sahasra-dala-kamala, for instance, is the seventh in the
series of eighteen cakras and the last and highest in the Hañha-
Yoga doctrines. It is located somewhere in the back part of the
skull and is said to be characterised by a profuse and dazzling
luminosity irradiating from the one thousand petals of the white
lotus it contains. Moreover, this cakra is said to be permeated
by a series of tunes resembling the sound of bells and conches
which attract the living self up to this stage. The reigning divinity
of this region is Bhagavàn Trilokanàth, also referred to as Jyoti
Nira¤jana, an epithet usually applied to øiva but in this context
more generally referred to the luminous Supreme Being and
Lord of heaven, earth and the inferior regions (naraka). The
creatures that populate these regions are all subject to the law
of transmigration (sa§sàra), hence, this realm is commonly
denominated as kàlade÷a.228 Bhagavàn Trilokanàth is said to

228. With the necessary precautions, the region of the sahasra-dal-kamala
can be assimilated to the candra-loka, which in the Hindu doctrines
constitutes the place where the forms pertaining to this world are
elaborated. In many respects, it therefore resembles the ̀àlam-i mithàl
which in Såfã doctrines constitutes the lower limit of the `àlam-i amr.
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sustain by the means inherent to his power the three realms of
the piõóa through the mediation of the àj¤à-cakra.

Such a perspective indicates the possibility that these
doctrines have developed from an earlier encounter between Såfã
and Yoga doctrines, for these realms are easily recognised as
corresponding to the three main divisions of the dà'ira-i imkàn,
now conceived as the first of the seven principal stages of the
Mujaddidã sulåk, analogous to the three levels known�in classical
Hindu doctrines as gross, subtle and causal. All the following
stages situated above that sphere are included in the aõóa and
therefore represent the celestial regions situated in the `àlam-i,
amr, which constitutes the upper hemisphere of the imkàn
beyond the limiting conditions of time (kàla) and space (àkà÷a).229

The apparent confusion that arises while comparing the two
doctrines is caused by the introduction of this additional level
which actually is nothing but a reflection of the previous one. It
seems to be caused mainly by the adaptation of the idea of
succeeding planes of reflection of decreasing degrees of reality
typical for the shuhådã doctrine of the Mujaddidãs and of some
Hindu schools within the Vaiùõava current, commonly known
as pratibimbavàda or chàyàvàda, and the attempt to reconcile
these with the advaita point of view dominant in the Upaniùad
and Brahma-Såtra.

The immediately following stage corresponds to the subtle
centre called trikuñã or brahma-cakra, and is characterised by a
lotus of four petals irradiating a pale red light that is said to
resemble that of the rising sun. The mantra it contains consists
of the syllable o§ whose characteristic sound recalls that of the
m�daïgam accompanied by a low sound of rolling thunder, and

229. The sahasra-dal-kamala is not only described as the seat of Kàla,
the imprisoner of souls, but also as the highest approach of cidàkà÷a,
the cosmos permeated by consciousness.

This divinity closely resembles Yama, the god of death whose
dominion extends over all those beings who remain entangled in the
multiplicity characteristic of the individual existence.
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the elements predominant in its nature consist of water, air
and fire.230 On the authority of Kabãr, this cakra is described as
containing in its fold a minute well the shaft of which points in
a downward direction, pouring out drops of sweet nectar (am�ta)
which quench the thirst of the vagrants who have arrived there.

Any possible doubt about the implicit sense of the symbolism
employed in this context, too self-evident to require further
explanation, is removed by Ràmcandra's statement that those
who have attained to this lofty station are saved from the `ocean
of contingent existence' (bhàv-sàgar) while granting the treasure
of universal knowledge to the sàdhu who by reaching there will
not be found to return but will continue to progress `like the
rising sun'.231 Similar to the language employed by the
Mujaddidãs, here too we come across the symbolism of an opening
gate used to describe the seeker's access to the stage of trikuñã.
The latter is compared to an inaccessible fortress (durga) to reach
which the initiate has to cross nine gates plus an additional
tenth (da÷am dvàra) which is usually locked and that grants
access to the brahmàõóa or the realm of Pàrabrahma.232

The key that gives access to this secret of immortality lies
initially with the satguru alone who concedes its vision (dar÷ana)
only to those few selected ones eligible to receive his grace (k�pà).
This grace is described as being granted in a kashfã way, by a
sort of intuition linked to buddhi that is produced entirely by
the master's intervention on the disciple's inner states without
involving the latter's active participation. Only later will the
abhyàsã learn to reach this stage through his own efforts. This
latter technique is referred to as the kasbã method.

230. SkR, pp. 47-52/44-8. The reference here is obviously no longer to the
corporeal elements, but to their subtle principles (tanmàtra), as
confirmed in very similar terms by Shàh Abål ÿasan.

231. SkR, pp. 50/46-7.

232. The nine gates correspond to the two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, the
mouth, the organ of reproduction and the rectum. This description is
strikingly similar to Agni as Vai÷vànara described in the Màõóåkya
Upaniùad, which states that the soul of the deceased leaves the body
through any of these nine gates, in contrast to the saint's soul which
leaves the physical aggregate through this tenth da÷amdvàra.
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As so often, the concepts thus expressed are too similar to
the teachings of the Mujaddidã shaikhs to be explained away as
merely coincidental. This is further proved by the abrupt switch
between the Persianate vocabulary used for explaining concepts
evidently pertaining to a Tantra and sant background and shows
the extent to which elements originally belonging to two different
and independent traditions are here inextricably interwoven in
an interesting but coherent blend.

The opening of the tenth gate, analogous to the opening of
the brahmarandhra, situated in the conventional Yoga doctrines
at the apex of the head, grants the initiate access to the intellig-
ible light of buddhi thereby connecting him with the path through
the celestial regions. It, hence, represents a striking similarity
with the fatþ-i bàb described by the Mujaddidãs as occurring in
relation to the eight entrance gates which provide access to the
sublime region of paradise (bihisht-i barãn) and the residence of
the `sublime assembly of contentment and of the apex of
acceptance' (þazãrah-yi rióà wa auj-i qabål) once the ascent of
the five lañãfas to the `world of order' has been completed.233 On
this subject, Shàh Abål ÿasan Dihlawã remarks:

. . . since . . . those who have reached the reintegration of
all five subtle organs into their principles gradually along
the path shown by the five prophets of right deter-
mination . . . are closer to the `abode beyond space and
time' (là-makàniyat). Their degree of excellence is higher
[as compared to those who have reached there through
just four or less lañà`if ]. The individual determination
of each human being and the peculiarity of the different
tempers occurs as result of a present bestowed by God
(amr-i mauhãbatã) [the Urdu translation uses the term
wahbã frequently encountered with the Hindu masters].
The attainment of such a high station does not depend

233. Referring to a Tradition according to which Abå Bakr al-úiddãq will
be among the few chosen ones on whom Allàh will bestow His grace
(raþmat), so that he may be called into Paradise through all the eight
gates, i.e., Abå Bakr reunites all the virtues corresponding to each of
the eight gates in himself. Cf. MnS, pp. 21/37.
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on individual skill and effort (kasb) of the disciple but
rather on the exceeding attraction (kashish-i zà'id-i pãr-
i kàmil) of the perfect spiritual master. . . .234

The intervention of the extraordinary power attributed to the
satguru or pãr-i kàmil results here in some subtle way as being
associated to the mediation of a supra-human attraction that
lifts the passive disciple in a state of total surrender all at a
sudden to this very elevated degree of spiritual insight. This
force of attraction (kashish, àkarùaõa) recalls the Såfã concept
of jadhba. It finds a close parallel in the Hindu tradition in the
figure of the avadhåta mentioned frequently in the Tantra-øàstra
and  later by the Kabãr-panthãs, where it is closely related to the
idea of the interior guide (àntarik gurå) said to reside in the
cavern of the heart. It is mentioned also by the Hindu
Naqshbandãs, who describe it as the spiritual child that lives in
the womb of the heart and that must be nourished in order to
grow and develop its latent potentialities.

Just above the trikuñã, in some Såfã circles referred to as
muthallathã (triangular-shaped) which comprises the degree of
the `àlam-i jabaråtã including the heavenly spheres, there is
another minor station known as `white emptiness' (÷veta-÷ånya)
or `ocean of nectar' (am�ta-sàgara), sometimes also referred to
as mànasarovara (`lotus pond of spiritual bliss'). Following the
descriptions provided by Hindu mythology, this is the abode of
the white swans or royal geese (ràja-ha§sa) who feed pearls.
These swans symbolically correspond to the attainment of an
extremely sublime spiritual degree. They have the capability to
drink milk, absorbing its essential ingredient and releasing the
water it contains. Their intrinsic significance is explained by
Har Nàràyaõ Saksenà as follows:

When abhyàsã reaches the degree of ha§sa or

234. MnS, pp. 21/36. All agree that the path crossed by those who have
chosen the way of spiritual realisation in life reiterates the journey
accomplished by the soul of the deceased, at least if the degree of
perfection is sufficiently elevated to determine its course to the higher
station of krama-mukti, videha-mukti and jãvan-mukti, beyond the
solar gate.
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paramaha§sa, he develops the quality of discrimination
(viveka) by the means of which he accepts only what
pertains to Truth (yathàrtha) while discarding all the
rest. . . .

When the self of the disciple reaches the sublime stage,
it joins the company of those who have already reached
there before and is fed with nectar thus attaining to
immortality. . . . He now knows about the Supreme and
seeks impatiently union with It.235

This description shows that this stage alludes to the condition
of those who have attained to krama-mukti, or liberation by
stages. It comprehends those potentially proceeding towards the
attainment of videha-mukti, or total liberation after the
relinquishment of the physical body, when the Self proceeds
directly to the summit of the heavenly hierarchy represented by
the brahmaloka without stopping at any of the celestial mansions
situated along the devayàna. There they will remain `in the
company of those who have already reached there' till the end of
the present cycle (pralaya, qiyàmat).

The remaining four cakras and their corresponding celestial
regions, viz., ÷ånya, mahà÷ånya, bhanwar gufà and sacakhaõóa,
must, therefore, be intended as intermediary degrees on the
journey of the yogã or mutaùawwuf, by now unrelentlessly
progressing towards the attainment of the final aim.

The immediately following station of ÷ånya is described as a
lotus of six petals the characteristic sound of which is said to
resemble that of the sàraïga. This cakra is said to radiate a
colourless light (be-raïgã prakà÷a) and is associated to the Såfã
`àlam-i làhåt, the `world of the Divinity', which is also termed
`void' (khalà) in a literal Arabic rendering of the Sanskrit term
÷ånya. Certainly not part of the technical vocabulary used by
the Naqshbandãs, the significance of this term in the present
context is clarified by the author's mention of its better-known

235. SkR, pp. 52/48. For a definition of ha§sa and paramaha§sa, cf.
KmI, p. 4, which associates these two types of saints with a category
of sainthood contemplated by the Mujaddidãs.
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equivalent `adam or `non-existence' as complementary to wujåd
or `existence' and their Persian synonyms nãstã and hastã. Both
terms are essential in the shuhådã doctrine since they denote
the principle and its immediate cosmic derivative. Strictly
speaking, their complementarity is applicable only to two terms
situated on the same level, but according to Shaikh Aþmad
Sirhindã it is out of the pure Being of Allàh and His names and
attributes reflected into the world that the `opposed non-
existence' (`adam-i mutaqàbila) gain a relative degree of finite
existence, which nevertheless depend on the irradiations of the
Divine qualities. After transcending the indefinite multiplicity
of His attributes contained in the reflected forms (ùårat) that
appear in the immanent realm of the contingent world, the sàlik
now experiences the last residue of duality subsisting after his
acquired treasure of knowledge has revealed him the ultimate
transitoriness (fanàiyat) of the world and himself.

The perfection of this state of fanà is reached, however, only
at the successive stage called mahà÷ånya or `great vacuity'.
Described as a lotus of eight petals, it is characterised by the
absolute darkness (andhakàra, ÿulmat) of non-existence or,
according to the Hindu perspective, of non-manifestation
(avyakta), comparable to the condition of primordial chaos prior
to the descent of the `command'. This station is said to include
two islands, situated respectively on the left and right side of
the lotus: sahaja, having ten petals, and acinta with twelve.
Although this region, ruled by the immaculate màyà (÷uddha
màyà), possesses no light on its own, it is illuminated by the
pure souls inhabiting in it. There are said to irradiate the light
of the twelve suns, in reference to the twelve àditya correspond-
ing to the twelve solar mansions through which the sun rotates
every year around the central axis of the poles. Enjoying this
sublime stage, they entreat and bequest the bypassing souls on
their upward journey. Their role, thus, resembles that of the
karman-devatà who inhabit the superior regions above the moon
who have gained their position as gods through the effects of
their positive actions (karma) accomplished in a previous cycle
of existence. Reaching a high degree of spiritual realisation, their
journey has led them to this abode of indescribable beauty, but
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having ultimately failed in their aim to reach the Supreme Goal
of liberation in life (jãvan-mukti), they remain `imprisoned' in
this lofty though still imperfect domain. Only the satguru can
provide the aspirant with the guidance necessary to progress
further by merging the individual entity of his proteg�s into the
pure Sound of the ÷abda. However, the attainment of this sublime
state presupposes the total extinction of the disciple in his master
(fanà fã'l-shaikh) and the consequent assumption of the lead by
the inner guru inside the heart. This stage corresponds to the
previously described state of praj¤à.236

The following cakra and its corresponding state, called
bhanwar gufà (`whirling cave'), constitutes the final gateway to
the satyaloka or maqàm-i ÿaqq. Here, the satgurus are said to
reunite for their celestial assembly (darbàr, majlis-i `àlà).
sacakhaõóa, the `land of Truth', is permeated by a sweet
fragrance and the melodies of the vãõà. It is the abode of ultimate
perfection and virtual identity with the invisible (alakha), unap-
proachable (agama) and undescribable (akaha) paramàtmà at
the very top of the Mount Merå, which is identified with
Brahmapurã, the citadel of Brahmà in classical Hinduism, and
the all-embracing Throne of God (`arsh-i-muþãñ) in Såfãsm.

According to the Kabãr-panthãs, this is the region inhabited
by the satpuruùa, the true and unique Lord of all creatures.
There, the selves who have attained to krama-mukti reside in
the service of their Lord, awaiting the end of the cosmic cycle for
their final deliverance. Recognisable as the supreme abode
depicted by Muslim saints as man's highest fulfilment and
identified by the Mujaddidãs with the state of `pure servanthood'
(`ubådiyat-i ùarfa), this is the last and most perfect state possibly
conceivable leaving the purely transcendent essence of Allàh (al-
dhàt) beyond the reach of the contingent creature. In keeping
with the shuhådã perspective, according to which prophets occupy
a rank superior to that of saints and which declares the imitation
of the saint's mission described in the formula `solitude amidst
the crowd' (khilwat dar anjumàn) this is the ideal way of

236. For a comprehensive explanation, see Shàh Abål ÿasan's Waþdat
al-Wujåd aur Waþdat al-shuhåd kà tafùãlã bayàn (1984).
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behaviour for a perfect saint. The Hindu author of the treatise
remarks:

The souls who alight from this place to the m�tyu-loka
[viz., our human world subject to death] with the purpose
of assisting the beings there to attain liberation
themselves, are the true saints. They themselves are
liberated ones and are moreover capable of leading others
to liberation. Such gurus extend their mercy (dayà) and
compassion (k�pà) to their disciples thereby raising them
in their special favour to this lofty stage and granting
them a glimpse of the Supreme Þ this is called the `way
of Divine favour' (wahbã-màrga).237

What lies beyond this degree of realisation is divided in the
doctrinal concept of the Kabãr-panthãs, Ràdhàsoàmãs and ulti-
mately our Hindu masters linked to the Mujaddidiyya
Maÿhariyya, into the final series of six further degrees. It regards
the purely metaphysical, all-transcendent realm of identity with
the Immutable Principle (al-ÿaqq, Allàh Ta'àlà or Parabrahma),
describable only in negative terms as the realm of non-duality
at which the symbolic denomination of the first three levels as
alakha, agama and akaha hints. There no divisions are possible
except by analogy with the description of previous levels. It
represents the ultimate aim of all those who have attained total
liberation, either during the present life (jãvan-mukti) or
immediately after the death of the physical envelope (videha-
mukti).

There, the long journey of the yogã reaches its conclusion
and he finally enjoys pure Beatitude (paramànanda) in the stage
of the unconditioned turãya.238 Ràmcandra reminds us of the
widely diffused Såfã concept according to which the aspirant
adept has to complete each of the single stages to its full
perfection before eventually proceeding onwards: ̀ . . . every single

237. SkR, pp. 57/53. Here, the similarity between the Naqshbandã ideal
of a perfect saint and the Mahàyàna Buddhist concept of bodhisattva
is particularly striking.

238. VS, p.  47.
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spiritual station and degree along the path is divided by the
respective levels of jàg�ta, svapna, suùupti and turãya',239 just as
every major sphere or level of the path is subdivided into a series
of minor sub-degrees. This largely accounts for the divergence
in the number and denomination of the stations (manàzil,
maqàmàt, manàhij) listed by different authorities. Such variation
depends largely on the inclusion or omission of particular stations
and thus does not represent an unresolveable contradiction in
the doctrinal pattern.

It has emerged from the description of the subtle centres
from the àj¤à-cakra upwards that the dominant features of each
subtle centre are often intimately related to each other in their
symbolic implication and denote the development of one major
degree into multiple smaller progressions. The total number of
eighteen cakras should, therefore, cause no confusion or doubt
about a possible compatibility of the different doctrines involved
in the case of our present study. What appears far more interest-
ing is the adoption of a three-fold level of subtle centres. This
arises from the doubling of one essentially unique stage in the
metaphysical realm, due to the adaption of the Mujaddidã point
of view to a nirguõa sant doctrine that traces its origin back to
the ancient Vedànta and its mediaeval elaborations.

The techniques of spiritual realisation

The previous chapters have shown that on a speculative (`ilmã)
plane the transition of a Såfã ñarãqa into a Hindu environment
demanded a number of formal adaptations, reformulations and
attempts at assimilation, a task which in the present case was
facilitated by a number of outer and inner circumstances
favourable to such a development. It now remains to determine
whether and to which extent a similarly intricate development
was required for the corresponding operative (`amlã) aspect of
the sàdhanà promulgated by Ràmcandra consisting of a range
of techniques that aim at transmiting the subtle states of the
initiate.

Although the technical vocabulary (istilàþàt) used in the

239. TP, p. 44.
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methodological context of each initiatory discipline naturally
reflects the fundamental principles of the tradition in which it
is embedded, it is legitimate to assume that the subtle human
constitution on which these operative disciplines (abhyàsa)
intervene constitutes a common ground untouched by any link
to a specific religion and potentially suitable for any sort of culti-
vation. Such an assertion stands at the base of Ràmcandra's
vision that wants leave open to each initiate the possibility to
partake of his spiritual discipline without the need to renounce
the performance of the exoteric rituals and social customs of
each individual's inherited religious tradition.

It, therefore, comes as no surprise that notwithstanding some
formal alterations, the core of the Mujaddidã methodology based
on the fundamental concepts of the all-comprehensive `ilm-i
lañà'if appears essentially unchanged in the teachings of this
Hindu master. In view of the frequent change of perspective
witnessed in the theoretical outline of the `science of the subtle
centres' between the Mujaddidã `ilm-i lañà'if and the sant
elaboration of the Tàntrik cakra-vidyà, involving the use of a
highly symbolic language on both sides, the question arises as
to how far the use of a methodology safely embedded in its original
religious environment can remain applicable if transferred to
another context. This problem becomes even more pertinent in
the case of a ñarãqa which appears so intimately linked with the
religious tenets set out by the sharã'at as the Mujaddidiyya, not
usually accredited with the flexibility needed for the
establishment of such an intercultural link.

An oversimplification in the analysis of this process of
cultural transition or, perhaps more appropriately, of gradual
cultural absorption, along narrowly erected ideological categor-
ies would certainly fall short of providing an exhaustive solution
to this question and, thus, risk not rendering sufficient justice
to the complex factors involved. Even if the subject of the present
case study might be dismissed as bearing only minor importance
in the mainstream history of a great Indian Såfã order or for the
spiritual history of the sub-continent in general, it neverthe-
less provides in our eyes a fascinating glimpse of India's extra-
ordinary capacity to lay bare and absorb the essential substra-
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tum that underlies every truly regular tradition beyond the
supplanting of formal elements that distinguish the immanent
expression of the transcendent Truth among different people in
successive historical periods.

The operational part of the discipline based on doctrinal
fundamentals (siddhànta) consists of the use of a series of pre-
cisely focussed methods (abhyàsa). This practical aspect of the
sàdhanà represents the most immediate concern of the Hindu
authorities of the Mujaddidiyya and reflects their anxiety to
achieve concrete and lasting results in the spiritual advance-
ment of their followers.240

The Kàyasth background of this Hindu lineage did not point
directly towards an emphasis on sophisticated intellectual
elaborations and theoretical discussions from a purely gnostic
perspective (j¤àna-màrga), more typical of a Bràhmaõical
environment. It suggested rather the development of a more
practically oriented discipline based on a subtle but concrete
activity (karma) and devotional self-surrender (upàsanà), in
which the historical circumstances during the later half of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and their impact on
the Kàyasth community may have played some part by
amplifying the pragmatic tendencies so characteristic for the
modern period in general.

The rapid increase in the number of disciples during the

240. Often during my field-research I was confronted with a great
reluctance to supply any tangible information regarding the
speculative background of their sàdhanà and their unwillingness to
commit themselves to any theoretical excursion in the context of their
daily public satsang. Although this hermetic attitude towards
outsiders also extends to initiates of lower degrees, it stood in contrast
to the master's general readiness to allow me free access to the written
sources diffused in the more restricted circle of intimate disciples,
which often contained highly valuable material regarding the esoteric
science of the order and the doctrinal expositions elaborated by the
past generations of its leadership. It also differed widely from the
lively debates and discussions common between master and disciples
in many of the Såfã khànaqàhs I visited, where a fairly balanced
combination of speculative and operative instructions governed the
daily rhythm of the inmates.
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formative period of the branch (c. 1920-55), which was partially
a result of the accelerated `democratisation' of the order `open to
all caste and creeds' propagated by Ràmcandra on the directions
of his shaikh and further enhanced by the charismatic appeal of
its leaders during that time, led to a truly heteroge-neous range
of affiliates. Most of them were hailing from a lower middle-
class background with a relatively limited acquaintance with
either Såfã or Hindu esoteric teachings. This resulted in a
successive redefinition in the way of instruction, imparted
according to the individual disposition and capacity of each single
member of the satsang. Notwithstanding the declared aim of
being open indiscriminately to all seekers of truth, it led to the
re-emergence of the natural division between those commoners
who passively derived some benefit from the presence of the
lineage's leaders during the public satsang, and the more
restricted number of those intimate initiates qualified to work
under the guidance of the satguru for progressing in the sàdhanà.

These factors must be taken into account while assessing
the teachings of Ràmcandra and his successors. The apparent
discrepancy between the simple style of their daily public satsang
and the rather sophisticated doctrinal explanations encountered
in the treatises published under their name provides some useful
indication in this direction. Remarkably the written sources
containing Ràmcandra's teachings do not show the homogeneous
character, both in regard to content and style, that would
facilitate a coherent analysis of the underlying elements of his
`path'. It suggests the diversity of sources at the origin of his
spiritual and operational synthesis. From an attentive analysis
of his works it emerges that, far from claiming any originality,
Ràmcandra's teachings represent an attempt to combine the oral
directions received from his spiritual preceptors with additional
notions gathered from various written sources more or less
closely related to his own spiritual affiliations so as to confer a
more universalistic appeal to his call for self-realisation.
Ràmcandra's own Hindu background, combining the piety of a
traditional Vaiùõava household imbued with Ràma-bhakti with
his membership of an unspecified branch of the Kabãr-panth
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and possibly the Nànak-panth, inclined him and his successors
to preserve many doctrinal notions, ritual attitudes and
prescriptive norms of behaviour, e.g., a strictly vegetarian diet
and the stress laid on strict sobriety refraining from the
consumption of wine or of any other intoxicating substance.241

In view of these considerations, the science of the subtle centres
constitutes a fertile ground for possible assimila-tions between
the esoteric doctrines of Islam and Hinduism. The related
methodology represents therefore yet another field in which the
use of a different symbolism and ritual perceptions could be
overcome opening the way for an encounter between these two
traditions.

The work most specifically concerned with the metho-
dological aspects of the sàdhanà significantly bears the Persian
title Kamàl-i Insànã (`The human Perfection').242 More than any
other of his works, it bears the distinctive mark of the Såfã ñarãqa
Ràmcandra inherited from his shaikh. The descriptions it
contains are permeated with technical terms currently used by
the Mujaddidãs and very little effort is made to provide a
rendering more suitable for non-Muslim readers. The bulk of
the treatise consists of Ràmcandra's comments, personal
considerations and clarifications of a treatise most probably
compiled by Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn. It is, therefore, useful in
tracing the first steps of the process of transition between the
two generations.

In the first paragraph of his opening chapter, Ràmcandra

241. An outline of the preliminary duties and rules of behaviour
recommended to the members of his satsang is provided in
Ràmcandra's small booklet entitled Satsangion ke kartavya (`The
duties of the members of the sansang'), Fathegarh, n.d.

242. The Hindã title of the first printed edition reads Mànava jãvan kã
uncca ÷ikhà (The lofty peak of human perception). The edition used
here is the second one, dated 1973 and published from the small
press run by Ràmcandra's grandson at Fatehgarh, Adhyatma Dhara
Prakashan, in 1,000 copies. This follows a first edition published in
the early 1960s which was in turn preceded by the publication of
parts of the integral text in the journal circulated by Ràmcandra in
the late 1920s under the title Farrukhsiyar.
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reiterates the goal of the order's spiritual discipline reassumed
in the very title of the work:

Human perfection consists of the `extinction in the
Divine' (fanà fã Allàh, ã÷vara men laya ho jànà) and
culminates in the `permanence in the Divine' (baqà bi
Allàh). . . To reach the end of this path is called fanàiyat,
characterised by co-existence (ma'iyat, sàlokyatà) and
proximity (qurbat, sàmãpyatà); its upmost perfection lies
in [the degrees of] conformity (baqà, sàråpyatà) and
finally identification (baqà bi'l-baqà, sàyujyatà). . . .243

Unconstrained by the Islamic dogma of Allàh's absolute
transcendence which imposed upon the Såfãs the need for a
careful balance in their descriptions of the higher states of
spiritual realisation, the Hindu master feels free to explain the
ultimate degree of perfection envisaged by the classical term
baqà bi'l-baqà as `identity' with the Divine Principle, corres-
ponding to the final stage reached by the yogã at the end of his
intiatory process (sàyujyatà).

Later passages make it clear that the states described above
in Naqshbandã terms and provided with their Sanskrit render-
ings, are comprehended in the author's vision under the general
term of Yoga whose final degree is named sàyujyatà, derived
from the same Sanskrit root yuj and meaning `unification'. For
Ràmcandra the first stage of Yoga is reached at the end of the
`journey towards Allàh' (sair ilà Allàh) with the attainment of
the state of fanà or laya avasthà. For him it refers to the
realisation of ã÷vara, the principle of universal existence
contained in the dà'ira-i imkàn, also denominated saguõa
Brahman. If considered from a Hindu perspective, however, the
paramount perfection of the human state can only be intended
as the stage of final liberation (mukti) obtained through the
identification with the Supreme Brahman devoid of any positive
quality (nirguõa), equivalent to the Såfã concept of `permanence
in permanence' (baqà bi'l-baqà) in the `Supreme Reality' (ÿaqq
Ta'àlà).

243. KmI, p. 1. The Sanskrit term yoga later appears as a rendering of the
Arabic term waùl.
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When considered from the perspective of a path of realisation
leading the initiate gradually to the experience of union, these
two objectives correspond to the aims envisaged by Hañha-Yoga
and Ràja-Yoga respectively, the latter only corresponding exactly
to what according to Ràmcandra constitutes the brahma-vidyà,
i.e., the metaphysical realm, and considered as the most sublime
Knowledge (para-vidyà).244 To achieve this most sublime of all
human goals, the Hindu masters have presented their distinctive
form of sàdhanà consisting of elements that reflect in an
interesting fashion a combination of features traceable in both
traditions.

In one of the written sources attributed to Ràmcandra's
nephew B�j Mohan Làl, the following definition of the way is
proposed:

The path (màrga) that leads to the attainment of
beatitude is derived from tasting the rain of the nectar
of immortality. We call it `ânanda-Yoga', which consti-
tutes the subtle part of Ràja-Yoga. It represents the fruit
of the object of human pursuits kept in view by the saints.
Out of compassion, they have brought forth this very
easy and simple way for the prosperity of the entire
human species. . . . ânanda-Yoga constitutes the path of
bounty and grace (faió o faól, k�pà aur prasàd) which
has included since the very beginning the grace and
assistance of the Divinely inspired guide (gurudeva); that
is, he continues to assist [his disciple] with his interior
spiritual force of attraction (tawajjuh, àkarùaõa ÷akti)
to return from his unsteady course of conduct to his
original state (aùlã àdhàra) and to get absorbed in
beatitude. Since the state of consciousness of the true

244. KmI , pp. 1-2. In the introduction to the work containing the teachings
of B�j Mohan Làl's, compiled by his eldest son and present head of
the main satsang at Kanpur, O§kàr Nàth Saksenà, and published
in 1958 under the title ânanda-Yoga, these two successive and in
some way complementary stages are reassumed under the main
categories of jadhba and sulåk. Cf. AY, p. 22. For the implications of
the term brahma-vidyà, used as a synonym of `ilm-i sãna (the `science
hidden in the breast') and `ilm-i `irfàn (science of the Knowledge), see
AIB, Part I, p. 2.
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master remains constantly immersed in knowledge
(j¤àna), spiritual beatitude and peace (sukån, ÷ànti), the
penetration of his glance full of subtle grace and of the
spiritual current into the inner states of the disciple
cause in the latter's heart the rise of his spiritual
beatitude and peace. This sanctions the beginning of the
spiritual path.245

This passage underlines the crucial role assumed by the spiritual
preceptor in relation to the neophyte, especially during the initial
phase of the sàdhanà, consisting of the former's subtle
intervention on the latter's as yet uncultivated inner soil. The
grace and spiritual munificence (faió) involved during this
process contribute to the establishment of a subtle link between
guru and ÷iùya (or pãr and murãd), nourished by the spiritual
attention (tawajjuh) of the master while focussing on his disciple.
Eventually, it creates an intimate and indissoluble connection
between the two rendering thereby effective the pact sanctioned
by the preceding initiaton (bai'at). Moreover, it allows the novice
to derive the benefit of instantaneous subtle purification and
inner rectification leading  him to the state of beatitude promo-
ted by the spiritual attraction perceived in his heart. This pulls
him spontaneously towards the source of all grace and effluence
with which he will finally establish an intimate relation (nisbat).
In the case of a Såfã ñarãqa, this source consists first of all of the
spiritual preceptor and the uninerrupted chain of eminent
authorities of the silsila, than in the archetypal model of human
perfection represented by the prophet Muþammad, the
fountainhead of every regular spiritual lineage, and finally in
Allàh, going through the entire series of venerable saints that
constitute the chain of spiritual transmission.246

The establishment of such a powerful connection, although
known also in other Såfã orders, holds particular importance in
the teachings of the Naqshbandiyya, where it is known under
the term of ràbiña. Under some aspects, it comes close to the

245. AY, pp. 28-9.

246. For a Hindu interpretation of the concept of silsila and nisbat, see
Madhhab aur Taþqãqat, pp. 38-40.
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Hindu concept of sahaja (lit., ease, naturalness, spontaneous-
ness) found in Kabãr and other sants since the mediaeval period,
which was most likely adopted from the teachings of Gorakùa
Nàth's Nàth-sampradàya.247 In the nirguõa perspective of the
popularly revered Ràma-upàsakas, the term came to denote the
state of spontaneous absorption into and virtual identification
with the Divine principle prior to the undertaking of any path
of realisation, here for the sake of analogy denominated as
Ràma.248

We recognise in this surprisingly intellectual perspective a
reminiscence of the gnostic point of view held by the Vedànta.
There is an interesting parallel with the binary Naqshbandã
terminology of jadhba and sulåk. Traces of it can be detected
also in the above-quoted description of one of the order's Hindu
authorities, albeit in a less explicit way. In this context, it is
particularly noteworthy that similar to ørã Ràmànujàcàrya,
Ràmànanda and Kabãr, these Kàyasth masters describe
knowledge (j¤àna) as a preliminary stage for the attainment of
beatitude (ànanda). They characterise it as the highest degree
of spiritual realisation and assimilate it to the state of
bewilderment (þairat) and supreme forgetfulness (ghaflat) which
is considered by the Mujaddidãs as the only possible description
of the loftiest station (ikmàl-i maqàmàt) of the spiritual path.
The negative implicati-ons rendered by these terms remind us
of the terminology used by the Vedànta in the Upaniùad in regard
to the uneffable reality of non-duality.249 There are, however,
several degrees of beati-tude. Only the most sublime state of
paramànanda applies truly to such a comparison, while on a
more general scale ànanda as used by the authorities of this
joint Mujaddidã-Kabãr-panthã tradition, denotes the utmost
perfection reached at every single stage of realisation (maqàm).250

247. Cf. Kabãr-Granthàvalã, pada 179, Dàdudayàl kã bànã, vol. I,
Allahabad, 1941, p. 28, and Ràãdàsjã kã bànã, Allahabad, 1948, p. 21.

248. For this and other considerations, see G.G. Filippi, `Des composants
culturels dans le Granthàvalã de Kabãr', in Indologica Taurinensia
VI ,1978, pp. 137-41.

249. Cf. MnS, pp. 26/43.

250. Cf. VS, p. 64.
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In the course of a lengthy description aimed at defining the
state of sainthood (wilàyat) in the introductory pages of the
Kamàl-i Insànã, Ràmcandra associates the walã drawn by the
force of spontaneously arising attraction (jadhba) to the lower
realms of sainthood with the Hindu ha§sa and paramaha§sa.
These latter two are included in the broader category of sàþib-i
talwãn (lit., the people of unstable nature), i.e., those individuals
who are suddenly enraptured by a state of upward attraction
during which they experience in a sort of inebbriation (nashà)
the beatitude of selflessness (be-khudã). Unaware of their body
and unable to direct the experiences of their inner states by their
own intention, they are said shiver in a sort of ongoing alteration
of contraction (qabó) and expansion (vastu) until, after an
indefinite span of time, they return to their previous state (all
these events lying beyond their own control).

Such a description reminds of the characteristics attributed
to the majdhåb, here associated with the Hindu concept of
avadhåta,251 who is seen in contrast to the fixity of the aùþàb-i
tamkãn (lit. `those possessing a stable abode', sthitapraj¤a), who
are outwardly characterised by sobriety and by a high degree of
awareness (hosh), and who never tumble on their path of
progression but maintain perfect control over every single step.252

Here the Naqshbandã origin appears undeniable, and the
reason advanced for associating the degrees of ha§sa and
paramaha§sa with the first category of saints, unable to proceed
beyond the stage of `minor sainthood', is quite interesting. The
ha§sa is perceived as being still exposed to the alternating
phases of ascent and descent (utàra-carhàv), a definition analo-
gous to the above-mentioned phases of contraction and expansion,

251. This connection with the concept of avadhåta is highly interesting in
view of the particular relation this type of initiate bears with
Dattàtreya, the Hindu divinity linked to a particular kind of initiation
in many respects similar to al-Khiór in the esoteric tradition of Islam
and of the Naqshbandiyya, which apparently played an important
role among the mediaeval sants.

252. KmI, pp. 3-4; TP, p. 34.
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and is, therefore, unable to acquire a degree of lasting realisation
that transcends any residual trace of duality. The paramaha§sa
in contrast penetrates into the highest realm of sainthood
(santgati) where he remains permanently for the rest of his life.253

While jadhba and sulåk had primarily been described as two
successive degrees or attitudes assumed by the `spiritual
traveller', the Hindu masters, basing themselves on notions
derived from the Naqshbandã doctrine, add some further details
to this definition.

To complete this picture, quote the following paragraph from
the text attributed to Ràmcandra, which in view of its content
and style, has almost certainly been adopted from a written
source going back to Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn. It reflects very
well the underlying attitude of this lineage:

Everyone has a preference for a [particular] method that
suits one's natural inclination. My personal preference
lays emphasis on the sàlik's need to turn his full
resolution on getting disengaged from the obligatory
statutes of the [Islamic] Law (farà'ió), the religious
tenets (sunnat-i mu'qãda) and all the additional ritual
ways of conduct (sunnat-i zubà'ida), and to concentrate
all his attention on the formula of Divine Unity (kalima-
i tawþãd) remaining firm in the stage of dhikr, fikr and
intimacy with God (uns) while resorting for some days
to supererogatory acts of worship (nawàfil), the
recitation of the Holy Book (talàwat-i Koran), praising
God (tasbãþ), spiritually charged worship (waÿãfa) and
the abundance of individual prayers (du'à-i kathràt). . .  .
One should withdraw from the attachment to virtuous
actions and try hard, day and night, to annihilate one's
own imaginary existence (hastã-i mauhåm) . . . than
there is hope that the attraction of the everlasting bounty
(jadhba, `inàyat-i azlã) may drive that person away from
his individual limits towards the state of fanà-i fanà

253. Cf. AIB, p. 26.
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and from there eventually to the extreme limit of baqà-
i baqà where he will witness the Essence of God. . . .254

This statement leaves little doubt about the shift in attitude
that had taken place in this sub-branch of the Mujaddidiyya
Maÿhariyya even before it reached among the Kàyasth Hindus
and which prepared the ground for a definitive departure from
the original religious and ritual context in which the ñarãqa had
been hitherto deeply anchored. Only such a radical change in
perspective, away from the apparently inextricable connection
between ritual code of behaviour sanctioned by the sharã`at and
the underlying transcendent principles which confer upon them
their deeper meaning which was so skilfully achieved in the
doctrinal outlay of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã, the Mujaddidã, could
have made the passage of this previously orthodox and
orthopractice Sunni order into a Hindu environment possible.
It, thus, provides the partial answer to the question if and how
the Såfã authorities were themselves involved in this process of
re-interpreting the ñarãqa distinguishing between spiritual
practice and a corpus of ritual acts and legal tenets conceived as
ultimately accidental and of only secondary relevance for
spiritual advancement.

Such a trend began to appear with the directions given by
Sayyid Abål ÿasan al-Naùãràbàdã to his successor Aþmad `Alã
Khàn following the instructions he had received in an
admonitory dream, and was strongly emphasised by Shàh Faól
Aþmad Khàn, the spiritual preceptor of Ràmcandra Saksenà.
Under the influence of Svàmã Brahmànanda, the authority
affiliated to the Kabãr-panth, the latter began to question the
essential role played by the exoteric ritual code while maintain-
ing intact the corpus of rites and methods linked to the spiritual
discipline. In this attitude we recognise the unmistakable mark
of the bhagats and sants like Kabãr and other nirguõa bhaktas
who preached a universal message relieving their followers of
the stringent need for strict ritual observance. Shàh Faól Aþmad
Khàn deals as follows with this crucial question:

254. KmI, p. 6.
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Regarding the path, the Såfãs used to impart their
teachings in consonance with the religious tenets of
those who followed Islam; they instructed their disciples
in how to focus entirely on the supreme goal primarily
by observing rigorously the prescribed religious duties,
like the daily ritual prayer (namàz), and all those things
and acts which have been enjoined by the messenger of
Islam; then again, all those things and acts which have
been recommended by the messenger of Allàh Þ peace
be upon him! Þ . . . and then only the initiate was
allowed to focus on the various aspects of the spiritual
discipline. . . .

[Instead], one should give preference to those acts which
have been ascertained as being useful for this purpose
and avoid any shortcomings at this regard; this is the
conventional practice of all communities and the Såfãs
of all orders agree upon this. Hence, the earnest seeker
of truth (ñàlib) should give preference to those practices
which shall lead him to the attainment of the state of
be-khudã. In this matter, there is nothing exceeding [the
practice of] dhikr and fikr.255

In this passage, a partial reiteration of the paragraph quoted
above, the shaikh's position appears more cautious. He himself
was indeed a Muslim and a renowned local Såfã authority,
whatever his convictions and attitudes regarding the spiritual
discipline may have been with regard to his Hindu disciple. As
a matter of fact, most of his followers and  desciples were Sunni
Muslims who were instructed in the ñarãqa according to the
conventional Mujaddidã pattern. One has therefore to remain
cautious in the interpretation of his statements, available
mainly through the mediated version of his Hindu disciple, for
the attitude he assumed while instructing the latter has
certainly differed from that imparted to the former. Rather than
an outright rejection of the validity of the religious tenets, it
appears that he regarded these simply as not essential for

255. KmI, pp. 7-8.
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conferring efficacy to the spiritual discipline, at least to a certain
degree.

At the same time, Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn stresses his
preference for those activities which are prone to guarantee
access to the higher degrees of realisation, resumed under the
terms fanà, be-khudã and baqà al-baqà. Especially with regard
to the attainment of the immediate goal, the attainment of the
degree of be-khudã which among the Mujaddidãs sanctions entry
into the sphere of minor sainthood, he mentions a range of
methods included in the broad categories of dhikr and fikr, that
is to say the invocative and the contemplative aspects of the
operational discipline. As conveyed by the transposition of our
Hindu author, these include japa and manana, a fairly adequate
translation of these two technical categories in Såfãsm into the
yoga-vi÷iùñàdvaita context. The former pertains to the science of
subtle invocation based on the knowledge of rhythm and sound
vibrations used to awaken the subtle organs in the human
constitution, more or less equivalent to the Hindu mantra-vidyà.
The latter relates to the mental sphere (the Arabic term fikr
embraces a wide range of activities based on the mental faculty)
aimed at achieving control of the mind and the fixation of the
thought-current that surfaces from the vortex of consciousness
(citta-v�tti), and denotes the whole complex of techniques apt to
achieve progress in checking the feeble mind until reaching the
capacity of contemplating and thereby penetrating the inner
reality of an object.256

Following these important premises, the rest of the work,
entitled Kamàl-i insànã provides a general introduction to the
methodology of the Såfã ancestors. It consists of the presentation
of a wide range of techniques gathered from various sources.
Apart from the first-hand instructions received from Shàh Faól
Aþmad Khàn they contain notions originally ascribed to leading

256. The significance of this lies in the technical sense these terms have
assumed in their respective traditions. As the use of the terms japa
and manana suggests, the Hindu masters adopt a vocabulary
intimately connected to the technical language used in the various
Tantra-Yoga doctrines following the classification operated by
Pata¤jali in his Yoga-Såtra.
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authorities of other orders and of different epochs, including
Abå `Abd al-Rahman al-Sulàmã (333/942-412/1021), the Chistã
Shaikh Sayyid Mãr Muþammad al-ÿusainã Gãsådaràz (d. 1422)
and the renowned authority of the Firdawsã order, Shaikh Sharaf
al-Dãn Yàþyà al-Manerã (d. 782/1382).

The largest section is concerned with the dhikr or japa and
follows broadly the conventional Såfã pattern that divides the
dhikr into the two principal categories of vocal invocation
performed with the tongue (dhikr-i zabànã) and the hidden or
silent invocation performed exclusively on an inner, mental plane
(dhikr-i khafã, mànasik japa). On the authority of Abå `Abd al-
Raþmàn al-Sulàmã, Ràmcandra outlines the specific context to
which these invocations are applicable. Focussing mainly on the
silent dhikr which is predominantly used by the Mujaddidãs, he
introduces among them the dhikr-i sirr. This peculiar invocation
is closely linked with the subtle centre bearing the same name.
Its regular repetition, if focussed on the particular spot in the
human breast said to be the seat of this subtle organ, is said to
create an  impenetrable shield around the mind protecting it
from being invaded by distracting thoughts (khañra). It, thus,
represents an important tool in achieving the ability to focus
the thought while maintaining a high level of awareness, known
by the Naqsbandhãs as the rise of the ̀perpetual presence' evoked
by the fixation of the mind on the one true Object (þuóår-i dà'ãmã).

Yet another variety of subtle invocation consists of the dhikr-
i råþ, described as effacing every remaining trace of the
sàdhaka's individual attributes to the extent of leaving him
engaged in the invocation of this dhikr while being completely
deprived of his self-consciousness, so that nothing remains
interposed between him and the only Object (lakùya), Allàh or
paramàtmà. It brought to utmost perfection, the performance
of this invocation is said to lead to such an intimate compenetra-
tion between the invoking subject and the invoked object that
the performer's mind perceives the very Object as the Subject
invoking.

But what appears most striking is that this description,
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developed entirely along an Islamic perspective, concludes with
a verse from Kabãr which sums up the entire preceding des-
cription. It adds, moreover, that integrating element of a parallel
tradition so spontaneously perceived by the authorities of this
order:

jàp mithài ajapà mithài, anhad bhã mithàiA
surati samànã ÷abd main, tàhi kàl na khàiAA

Efface the oral invocation, efface the inner invocation,
efface the infinite sound.

Contain the sound current in the one sound vibration,
so that time may lose its grip upon you.257

Here, the author takes for granted the association between the
`science of the dhikr' and the ancient Hindu mantra-vidyà.
Perpetuated from the epoch of the »gveda till the present day,
the latter assumed the specific aspect of the ̀ science of the sound
vibration' (÷abda-yoga) in the Tàntrik doctrines and among many
sants, especially in the Kabãr-panth and the Dàdå-panth.
Particularly interesting is the connection established here
between the two main categories of dhikr, the vocal and the silent
invocation, with the concept of japàjapa, current among the
mediaeval Ràma-upàsakas but already known in previous epochs
under the name vajra-japa. To declared purpose of this technique
is to disperse the numerous veils màyà has spun around the
mind of the profane by focussing and meditating on the name
and essence of God alone. Elsewhere, we learn that the `name of
the essence' (bãja-mantra, satnàm) used and further transmitted
by Ràmcandra and his successors, consists of either the ism-i
dhàt inherited from their Muslim ancestors, recommending the
formula consisting of the syllables Allàh or Hå, or alternatively
of the invocation of the satnàm that makes use of the repeated
invocation of the name ràm-ràm or of the akùaras Þ syllable
o§-o§, both current among the followers of Kabãr and essentially
playing the same role.258

257. KmI, p. 10.

258. Savitri Shukla, 1963, p. 281. Cf. KmI, p. 14 and AY, pp. 57-8.
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As the quotation of the verse cited above indicates,
Ràmcandra's sàdhanà maintains the Kabirian perspective of
the unqualified by pointing out the ultimate transcendence of
the qualified state as the supreme goal envisaged by this
technique encapsulated in the primordial syllable o§ that can
be used as a substitute for the ràma-nàma at the more advanced
stages of the path.

The application of the subtle sound vibration (sårat-÷abda)
reproduced by the repeated invocation of these sacred syllables
does not remain limited to a specific cakra or lañãfa, but can be
extended to the entire series of subtle centres following the
progress made by the initiate. It is a peculiar feature of this
contemporary discipline that the type of invocation or syllable
used in the varying degrees of the initiatic process does not
undergo any change, but rather the effect it produces while
employed in the awakening of the specific organ upon which it is
directed. This determines, moreover, the name given to the
particular dhikr.

The most immediate result achieved by the initiate who has
reached a certain perfection and interiorisation of the dhikr-i
qalb or mànasik japa consists of the prolonged perception of the
sound vibration characteristic for that particular subtle organ,
which endures, even after the active performance of its invocation
is interrupted, not only in the subtle organ most directly
concerned but in various parts of the body. It is, moreover, said
to extent to the sound produced by many exterior objects, like
the tinkling of temple-bells, the sound of a whirling grinding-
stone, the whizzing sound of the wind or the rustling of the leaves
of a tree moved by a light breeze. This particular sound will
initially reproduce the sound vibration evoked by the syllable
chosen by the disciple according to his personal preference. But
once it is thoroughly impressed on the lañãfa-i råþ the different
sounds produced by outer objects are said to be perceived as all
pertaining to the paramàtmà alone, that is to say the apparent
subsistence of multiplicity will be trans-muted by the perception
of their underlying unity.

Elaborating on the difference between these two degrees of
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invocation, our author returns to the original Naqshbandã
terminology that describes the effects provoked by the dhikr-i
qalb as balanced between the `presence of the Truth' (þuóår-i
ÿaqq), or increased awareness of the purely transcendent realm,
and the `presence of creation' (þuóår-i khalq), corresponding to
an increased awareness of the immanent realm. However, the
dhikr-i råþ, tends predominantly towards an increase of trans-
cendent awareness dominated by the quality of sat. Brought to
ultimate perfection with the dhikr-i sirr, the abhyàsã is left with
nothing but the lasting awareness of the transcendent Principle
(ã÷vara) in which the mind remains permanently immersed in
itself (þuóår-i dà'ãmã, dhyàna).

Progressing further, the sàdhaka attains to the dhikr-i khafã,
intended here not merely in its general sense as `hidden
invocation' but in its technical context as being focussed on the
lañãfa-i khafã. It also has a specific context indicating a stage in
the spiritual progress in which the separate existence of the
dhikr invoked and the ÷abda, now intended as the subtle, non-
human (apauruùeya) seed or essence said to reside in the
treasurehouse of the heart-chamber, mingle with each other
while getting absorbed in the subtle sound-current (sårat).
According to the Hañha-Yoga and panth-doctrines, this current
consists of a soundless sound (anahada dhvani) that pervades
the entire universe irradiating from a source located at the exact
centre of the universe.259

Notwithstanding the difference in nature that characterises
the mode of japa and the effects it provokes on the inner states
of the abhyàsã, which ranges between smooth and abrupt leaving
some people deprived of its benefits for their entire life-span,
the perfection reached at this sublime degree leads to the
disappearance of the sense of duality (duvidhà) subsisting
between the dhàkir who invokes and the dhikr invoked. At that
stage, the disciple is said to lose even the perception of the
beatitude that had previously begun to pervade his inner self
and is led directly to the final two degrees obtainable through
the practice of the japa. These are the dhikr-i akhfà and the

259. KmI, p. 17.
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dhikr-i khafã-akhfà, which confer a progressively deeper
penetrating sense of unity that gradually effaces all remaining
traces of dualistic perception connected with the separate
existence (ana, aham) of the spiritual traveller. Ràmcandra
specifies that the use of the dhikr-i khafã is specific to the kaõñha-
cakra, while the dhikr-i khafã-akhfà pertains to the nuqña-i
suwaida or àj¤à-cakra.

Consonant with the method taught by Shàh Faól Aþmad
Khàn in the Naqshbandã tradition, Ràmcandra too insists on
the stringent necessity to pursue in the performance of the silent
invocation from the very moment of entering the spiritual
discipline until reaching the most advanced spiritual states. He
leaves aside the ancient Mujaddidã conventions that tend to exalt
the efficacy of the dhikr while performing the night and early
morning prayers, in particular once the initiate has entered into
the `sphere of supreme sainthood' and that of the `prophetic
perfections'. It puts once more in evidence the shift effected by
the transmission into an environment not bound by the religious
duties of the sharã`at. This results in an entirely inner discipline
which, thus, fills the gap left and assumes, in the specific case
of the dhikr, an even more important role in obtaining the one
essential goal envisaged over and over again. In the words of
Shàh Faól Aþmad Khàn this is expressed thus:

. . . in my opinion the dhikr-i khafã alone should be
performed so as to keep the heart clean from any . . .
heterogeneous images and focus one's spiritual attention
on the Supreme goal alone. One should strengthen the
determination to maintain the heart present in the
unification of the mind (yakså'ã, ekàgratà) trying to
attain to a deeply intimate relation with the Truth (sat)
by extinguishing oneself into It, than try to extinguish
oneself in that application . . . this is the closest and
most certain mean of reaching the original abode (aùl-
pada). . . .260

There follows a long list of twenty points that outline the formal

260. KmI, p. 19.
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conditions required for a correct and successful performance of
the dhikr-japa, to be followed before, during and after its
recommended daily performance. These resemble too closely the
accompanying regulations set out in the original Islamic context
to require any detailed description here, e.g., the maintenance
of the state of ritual purity (ñahàra, ÷auca), the wearing clean
clothes, a pure and pleasently scented environ-ment, etc.
Interestingly, these preliminary conditions include the
fundamental issue of fixing the image of the satguru in the heart
(taùawwur al-shaikh) laid down as an indispensable condition
for promoting the `divinely inspired and infallible master'
(gurudeva) to the rank of iùñadevatà, i.e., the divinity chosen for
personal worship to whom one must surrender. Its description
certainly constitutes an expression of the greater freedom enjoyed
by Hindus in formulating the essential pãr-murãdã relationship
in unrestricted terms of selfless devotion (upàsanà) even if the
immediate object belongs outwardly to the immanent sphere.

These descriptions are particularly striking in the explicit
recommendation to refrain from the ancient practice of
suspending the breath (þabs-i nafas, pràõàyàma). They are so
explicitly derived from the Naqshbandã shaikhs that we can safely
assume a substantial adherence to the principles sanctioned by
the masters of this ñarãqa, which were found sufficiently
compatible to leave them unalterated. An explicit mention is
made in this context of the Ràdhàsoàmã authorities who,
according to Ràmcandra, prescribe to their disciples the habit
also current among the Mujaddidãs of covering with one's fingers
the two nostrils, the cavity of the ears and both eyes. The aim of
this practice is to reduce the sensual perception from the outside
world through these organs while being engaged in the
performance of the japa. It is a practice not shared by Ràmcandra
but which could well provide vague indication of a Såfã matrix
at the base also of the Ràdhàsoàmã teachings.

The observation of certain rules meant to sanction a precise
rhythm of breath that accompanies the invocation is, however,
not outrightly rejected, but even recommended in exceptional
cases if undertaken under the expert guidance of an authoritative
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master who regards them as suitable to the disciple's inner
nature. Two degrees or categories of practitioners are
distinguished in this context both unheard of among the
Mujaddidã authorities at Delhi. The first comprises those
individuals less expert in refraining the breath, defined as
`travellers' (musàfir) since they have not yet attained to a lasting
control over the discipline, who are said to be affected by a
powerful wave of heat especially in the heart-region.261 The
second embraces those more advanced in the performance of
this technique, defined as `constant' (muqãm), who no longer
perceive neither cold nor heat and who have thereby attained to
the perfection of the ajapà-japa, remaining immersed in the
perpetual presence of the Sovereign (al-Màlik).262

Beginners are, moreover, advised not to remain frightened
by the sensible increase in blood circulation which provokes an
increase in the temperature of the body, but to persist in the
performance of the dhikr and strictly observe the instructions
they receive, for this corresponds to a transitory period of
purification that only in very exceptional circumstances brings
along major risks for the inner equilibrium and health of the
disciple. The possible risks involved by an indiscriminate use of
the techniques connected with þiór-i nafas are very similar to
those described by the àcàryas of many contemporary yoga-
sampradàyas among whom a similar tendency away from the
extremely rigid disciplines regarding the restraint of the breath
can be equally recognised as no longer adequate in recent times.
Caution in increasing too rapidly the rhythm of every period of
conscious respiration and of raising the number of silent
invocations pronounced in its course are discouraged as they
invoke the risk of creating an inner unbalance and lasting mental
damage. Including such apparently crude recommendations as

261. This heat is said to dissolve the layers of fat around the heart thereby
contributing to its purification. Apart from its literal meaning, such
a perception obviously includes also a more subtle interpretation,
although the production of physical heat is certainly one of the
immediately perceptible effects of these techniques, often stressed
by the àcàryas of different yoga-sàdhanàs.

262 KmI, p. 24.
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expelling the breath exclusively through the nostrils in order to
avoid damaging the teeth, such advice is currently found in the
treatises of numerous Hindu masters. They reflect a general
tendency towards a simplification of the discipline considered
as within the reach of the average modern disciple.

Notwithstanding the master's opinion that generally
discourages this practice as not strictly necessary for the average
disciple, the detailed account provided by Ràmcandra regarding
breath-control exceeds by far that provided by the orthodox
Mujaddidãs and betrays the great importance attributed
originally to this science in the general context of the japa. As
confirmed by my personal observations while assisting at the
satsang of his successors at Kanpur and elsewhere, however,
simple and kept at a low rate, breath-control still constitutes a
fundamental ingredient of the spiritual discipline practised
today.

The description of the dhikr-japa is completed by a detailed
list of a range of secondary applications to which this technique
is liable, including the two, four and even six-stroke variety of
the dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt, the performance of which imitates in
every detail the guidelines provided by the Såfã authorities.
Although it does not occupy among Hindus the same prominent
rank which it holds among the Muslims initiates, this includes
a series of dietary prescriptions that should accompany the
performance of this dhikr, like recommending the consumption
of milk and fruit only, clear indication of an influence originally
pertaining to a Yoga discipline. For the sake of completeness,
the text provides also the description of a number of minor
invocations aimed at obtaining results in more contingent fields
often considered as dangerous, such as obtaining telepathic
capacities, communication with the spirits of the deceased, the
fulfilment of worldly desires, etc., some of which can be
distinguished as authentically Naqshbandã while others refer to
practices current among other Såfã orders, such as the
Shaññàriyya and the Qàóiriyya.263

The transmission of the dhikr is normally conceived as an

263. KmI, pp. 46-59.
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essential of the pact sanctioned between master and disciple,
which allows the neophyte effective entrance into the spiritual
discipline. Ràmcandra describes the method of his shaikh
regarding his Hindu disciples in particular but to some extent
also including his Muslim proteg�s in a rather unconventional
way:

. . . the method adopted by our murshid was that
normally to Hindus and in some particular cases also to
his Muslim disciples initiation was not conferred
immediately, and for a certain period the dhikr was
neither effectively transmitted nor even hinted at by
subtle allusion. Only after ascertaning the disciple's firm
desire to receive initiation after his acquaintance with
the method of the ñarãqa accompanied by his firm intent
to apply himself thoroughly to the inner discipline, did
the Shàh proceed to the performance of this ritual. . . .
Sometimes, this [intermediate] period could last for
months or even years. . . .264

This statement assumes great importance considering the
prominent position held by the dhikr as compared to that of the
muràqaba and other meditation techniques to which it is said
to be ultimately preferable. It represents the most concrete tool
for the initiate to participate actively through his own efforts in
his spiritual progress, while its absence implies the restriction
to an entirely passive attitude for those disciples whose initial
duty consists exclusively of attending their master's satsang,
defined in this context as a spiritual school (àdhyàtmika
pàñha÷àlà, råþànã madrasa).265 There emerges in unequivocal
terms the particularity of the cross-cultural sàdhanà adopted
by our Hindu authorities. The absence of the dhikr leaves the
potential initiate exposed to the grace of his satguru who, through
the transmission his tawajjuh, prepares the ground in the heart

264. KmI, p. 40.

265. AY, p. 224. In this passage, the author makes a subtle distinction
between the merely exterior satsang and the inner satsang which
constitutes part of the so-called `introverted discipline' (antarmukhã
sàdhanà) centred on and fixed entirely in the innermost heart.
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for a future post-initiatory involvement of the disciple. In this
role, the master is said to resemble the peasant who must
carefully plough the soil before planting the seed that promises
him an abundant harvest. Such a revised attitude, interpreted
in base of the dichotomy between jadhba and sulåk that compose
the Naqshbandã path, finds some analogies in the Hindu
disciplines included in the ancient Ràja-Yoga disciplines renewed
in later periods in the sahaja-yoga disciplines promoted by the
nirguõa sants. It underlines impressively the extreme
consequences derived from the tendency of increasing
simplification begun, in the specific context of the Islamic ñarãqa,
with the innovatory methods taught to Khwàja `Abd al-Khàliq
and Bahà al-Dãn al-Naqshband by al-Khiór.

Once the preliminary period of trial has lapsed, the subtle
invocation of a sacred syllable constitutes thus the primary
means at disposition of the Hindu initiates exactly like their
Muslim brethren from the very moment they are granted access
to the sàdhanà through the initiatory pact. Only after the inner
states of the seeker are variegated by the subtle influence
produced by its vibration the sàdhaka is said to be ready to
receive instructions in the performance of the methods of fikr
and muràqaba. However, the performance of the dhikr is never
altogether abandoned. It is rather gradually sublimated into a
more and more seminal state while progress is made in
concentration, meditation, contemplation and finally identifi-
cation, the principal steps of the mental discipline resumed under
the term fikr, which are concerned primarily with the refinement
of the faculty of thought.

 It is noteworthy that the descriptions regarding the
performance of the dhikr refer exclusively to the subtle organs
contemplated by the `ilm-i lañà'if of the Mujaddidãs while no
explicit reference ever appears in relation to the successive series
of cakras described elsewhere on a Tàntrik background. These,
we assume, belong to the successive stage of the sulåk. This
attitude is explained by the fact that our Hindu masters regard
the entire ̀ ilm-i sãna, concerned with the ascent of the five subtle
organs of the ̀àlam-i amr, as comprising the intermediate sphere
resumed in the h�daya-cakra. They, therefore, regard the
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conscious spiritual energy sent forth by the heart in relation to
the degree of jadhba, which describe the journey from the heart
to the àj¤à-cakra situated inside the skull, as the initial field of
application for these techniques.

The focus shifts at this stage from the heart, which is related
intimately to the manifestation of the Divine attraction (jadhba),
to the second phase consisting of the control and sublimation of
the psycho-mental component of the human nature, i.e., the mind
and the senses, which is comprised under the term sulåk. B�j
Mohan Làl explains as follows:

Our spiritual masters have given precedence to the
jadhba over the sulåk, that is to say they have antici-
pated the way and discipline related to the Divine
attraction integrating it, according to necessity, with
elements pertaining to the way of sulåk. The different
techniques employed for the control and purification of
man, buddhi, citta, ahaïkàra and the senses are referred
to as sulåk, in correspondence to what the Muslims call
`purification of the soul' (tadhkiya-i nafs, h�daya kã
nirmalatà). Since this important modification implies
the arrival of the jij¤àsu and devotee permeated by love
at the iùñapàda with the assistance of the spiritual
attraction transmitted through the heart, and since it
is moreover necessary to purify the interior agent
(antaþkaraõa), the compassion and the grace (dayà aur
k�pà) of the satguru are essential till the very begin-
ning.266

There derives that the immediate aim of the initiate consists of
the attainment of the condition of fanà or laya-avasthà. It is
reached mainly through the interior power (àntarik ÷akti) and
spiritual love (àdhyàtmik prem) of the master, further assisted
by the disciple's active involvement in the practice of the japa.
Eventually, it leads to a withdrawal of the mind and the senses
it governs from the objects of the outside world that eventually
results in a contraction of these inner faculties into the intimate

266. AV, pp. 229-30.
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spiritual chamber of the heart, regarded as the seat of the interior
Divinity. This helps the disciple to overcome or (to remain faithful
to the terminology used in this context) to realise the dissolution
of the limiting conditions of his individual existence (upàdhi)
and return to a sort of embryonic state of involution. Once this
stage, that goes along with the permanent recollection of ã÷vara,
is reached the journey begins from the àj¤à-cakra upwards along
the polar axis (dhruva-pàda) towards the superior states of
being.267

The various degrees crossed during that stage of vertical
ascent consist of the well-known Såfã maqàmàt that correspond
to Ràmcandra's descriptions of the cakras or lokas contained in
the aõóa and brahmàõóa dealt with in the preceding chapter.
The last of these `stations' is defined as the `station of
bewilderment' (maqàm-i þairat) in which the abhyàsã is said to
have lost the perception of the triple time while remaining still
in one place `like an idol-stature', detached from the ephemeral
ups and downs of the world and the impact its objects have
normally on the mind and liberated from any doubt in front of
the radiance of the paramàtmà.268 The saint who has reached
this sublime station appears outwardly involved in worldly affairs
just like any ordinary man, but inwardly he has reached the
degree of realisation of the avadhåta remaining untouched by
happiness and grief alike while unable to explain the reason for
his state.

We notice that in this description the author apparently
maintains the Mujaddidã idea of witnessing the supreme Truth
rather than an identification with It. He limits himself to replace
the Islamic term Allàh Ta'àlà with that of paramàtmà, a fact
that shows the still relatively considerable adherence to many
of his shaikh's Sufi teachings, although these already begin to
reflect his own Hindu heritage.

These descriptions develop along the lines of the Mujaddidã
doctrine, but maintain throughout the Hindu perspective

267. AV, p. 139.

268. KmI, p. 26.
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regarding the quality of this stage of realisation. Ràmcandra
here distinguishes two types of ̀bewilderment', the ̀ contemptible
bewilderment' (þairat-i madhmåm), typical for the state of stupor
when something goes beyond the comprehension of our mental
capacity, which is considered negative and is found among the
common folk (al-`awàmm), and the ̀ commendable bewilderment'
(þairat-i mamdåþ), which is considered positive and is limited
to the elite among the saints, as a sign of reaching the stage
when the limits of knowledge are transcended.

Such a perspective fits well into Ràmcandra's joint Mujad-
didã-Vaiùõava perspective and reflects the natural affinity
between the point of view held by the vi÷iùñàdvaita on one side
and the waþdat al-shuhåd on the other. Far from rejecting the
validity of knowledge (j¤àna, ma'rifat) as a means of access to
the higher degrees of spiritual identity, both propound a
relatively dynamic concept of the ultimate Truth. They, thus,
retain a certain degree of difference in union which sanctions
the superiority of completely selfless devotion to and meditation
on the Supreme Object of worship and service to the world over
the purely contemplative attitude assumed by the kevalàdvaita
and the waþdat al-wujåd.
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4

The Emergence of
Regional Hindu Sub-branches

A Kàyasth Path to Liberation?

THE death of Ràmcandra Saksenà in 1931, followed by that of
his younger brother Raghubar Dayàl in 1947 marked the end of
the first generation of Hindu authorities affiliated jointly to the
Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya and the Kabãr-panth. Thereafter, the
responsibility to face the numerous challenges arising from  the
generational passage was left to their disciples and designated
successors. The main line of succession focussed around the
authoritative figure of B�j Mohan Làl, the eldest son of Raghubar
Dayàl and his chief khalãfa at Kanpur and Lucknow, and
apparently proved stable enough to provide his satsang with a
cohesive energy for the next decade. But it was among the early
members of Ràmcandra's satsang at Fatehgarh that the seeds
of schism were sown ready to emerge after their master's death.
In contrast to the pattern followed by their predecessor, most of
these newly emerged leaders did not maintain a close relationship
with the contemporary Muslim authorities of the silsila but
began to claim independent authority on their own. Their effort
to institutionalise their satsang by expanding it into a widely
recognised spiritual mission with different headquarters across
India and abroad has often been accompan-ied by the increasing
tendency to omit any explicit mention of the sàdhanà's Islamic
origin, and to lay instead greater emphasis on the enduring
strength of India's indigenous spiritual traditions.
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From the written sources left by Ràmcandra we know that
he was well aware of and extremely concerned about the latent
danger of the sàdhanà's fragmentation among his chief disciples
after his departure from this world. In one of his writings, he
complains:

. . . Sincerely, until the present day this humble one
has not been able to comply fully with the methods and
determination needed to fulfil the task entrusted to
him, but certainly my heart acknowledges them.
Unfortunately, among my friends and dear ones and
all those who have accompanied me on this path there
is not a single person endowed with the required
determination and qualification to accept and acknowl-
edge the importance of the tenets of this new path. . . .
I consider it as my own utter failing that until now I
have never presented them with any textual support
[regarding the path], delivering all my teachings orally
according to the circumstances. I do not know who
among my intimate disciples has accepted and
understood them and to what extent they have done
so. . . .1

Conscious of the absence of a worthy successor in the intimate
circle of his desciples, Ràmcandra did not apparently  appoint a
chief khalãfa, but handed over responsibility for the surveill-ance
and organisation of his satsang partly to his younger brother at
Kanpur, partly to his only surviving son Jag Mohan Nàràyaõ at
Fatehgarh.2 Among other close disciples who had joined
Ràmcandra's company during the early stages of his mastership,
four appear of particular importance for the ongoing history of

1. JC, p. 434.

2. This is clearly stated in Ràmcandra's testament (wasiyat-nàma),
written in October 1930 and handed over to his son a few days
before his death (cf. JC, pp. 432-5). A copy of this manuscript
containing the master's last will adorns nowadays wall of the
room where the daily satsang of O§kàr Nàth takes place in a
part of the fragmented Raghubar Bhavan at Kanpur, as if to
legitimise outwardly his claim to successorship.
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the lineage. Each of them has perpetuated the tradition inherited
from their gurudeva in a particular way, and provided it with
the institutional fundamentals which have turned these newly
emerged satsangs or `missions' into widely acclaimed spiritual
centres attracting people of all ages and from different social
backgrounds.

A common characteristic one can observe among these sub-
lineages is the process of accentuated Hinduisation of both the
doctrinal background and the methodology of the Sufi ñarãqa
accompanied by the gradual omission of any mention of the
Islamic origin of the spiritual treasure from which it has drawn
so many aspects of its teachings. This tendency of gradual
absorption into an indigenous background has been a typical
phenomenon of Indian culture since ancient times and shows
the extreme vitality of the subcontinent's spiritual heritage
which, although undergoing numerous formal adaptations, has
survived in multiple facets largely unperturbed in its essential
features by the influences of modernity. The present study,
therefore, concludes with a brief glance at the four branches of
the Hindu Naqshbandiyya which have developed from the four
disciples of Ràmcandra just mentioned. An attempt is thereby
made to describe the lines along which each of these developed,
trying to single out distinctive elements and the underlying
common ideological framework that have accompanied the rise
of these independent branches of esoteric instruction.

Mathura: Personal cult or pathway towards liberation?

One of Ràmcandra's oldest and closest disciples was Dr.
Caturbhuj Sahày who first met his master as early as 1910,
reportedly on the banks of the Ganges at Fatehgarh while he
was in the company of Svàmã Brahmànanda. Caturbhuj Sahày
was born on 3 November 1883 at Chamkarã village in the Etah
district of western Uttar Pradesh in a pious Kàyasth household.
His father held the rank of superintendent of village accountants
(qànån-go) in the colonial administration of the British Raj.
However, following the death of his parents that left him an
orphan at the early age of fourteen, he was brought up by his
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maternal grandparents at Fatehgarh.3 After a standard
education in Arabic, Persian and English, he later pursued his
higher studies in Hindã and Sanskrit before enrolling and
graduating as a medical student at Agra Medical College.
Initially a fervent member of the ârya Samàj, he was reportedly
soon disappointed by the self-centred policy of its leaders.
Turning his back on the Hindu reform movement he fully
dedicated himself to exercise his profession as medical doctor in
Fatehgarh, where he eventually joined the emerging satsang of
Ràmcandra.4

In 1914, Caturbhuj Sahày received dãkùà into the lineage
and after serving his master for several years, he eventually
received the full licence (àcàrya padavã) from him in 1921 and
returned to his native town of Etah, where, in the late 1920s, he
began to organise his own satsang. On the occasion of
Mahà÷ivaràtrã 1930, following the example set by his guru, he
celebrated the first bhaõóàrà there in the auspicious presence
of Ràmcandra. Several years later, in 1951, he moved from Etah
to Mathura in order to be closer to his numerous followers living
in the Braj region that stretches out along the Yamunà river.

The message conveyed through his teachings largely reached
the public through the monthly review Sàdhanà which continues
to be published from the Sadhana Press at Mathura down to the
present day (1996), and through a series of works dealing with
different aspects of the spiritual discipline promoted by the
author. On 23 September 1957, Caturbhuj Sahày died at the age
of 74 at his home at Mathura leaving behind his wife, three sons
and two daughters. His successors appointed to continue and
consolidate his mission from the à÷rama at Mathura, include
his eldest son B�jendra Kumàr Sahày (d.1987), and Paõóit
Mihãlàl (1901-83), a learned bràhmaõa from Tundla, a small
country town near Agra.5 At present, the satsang and the annual

3. LVV, p.172

4. Sàdhanà aur anubhav, Ramashram Satsang, Mathurà, 1993, vol.
I, p. 6.

5. For a brief biographical note on these two figures, see LVV, pp.
262-3, 264-7.
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bhaõóàrà at Mathura are organised by his second son Hemendra
Kumàr Sahày.

The teachings

The spiritual discipline (sàdhanà) and associated doctrinal
background (siddhànta) expounded by Caturbhuj Sahày are to
a large extent explained with reference to the classical texts of
the Hindu tradition. The principal sources used for this purpose
are represented by the prasthàna-traya which constitute the bulk
of scriptural authority of the Vedànta and consist of the major
Upaniùad, the Brahma-Såtra including the comment (bhàùya)
of its two principal interpreters, ørã øaïkaràcàrya and ørã
Ràmànujàcàrya, and finally the Bhagavad Gãtà. He explains:

From the doctrinal point of view, the santmat and the
school of advaitavàda coincide with each other. Their
difference lies in the practical aspect of the sàdhanà.
The santmat is based on the balanced equilibrium of
the three components of karma, upàsanà and j¤àna.
Santmat does not reject any activity (karma) related to
the discipline of Yoga, ritual sacrifice, acetic exercises
and the method of jap, but integrates them with upàsanà
and j¤àna. . . . The Vedànta prescribes the performance
of all those actions which conform to each individual's
nature (svàbhàvika karma) and the devotion of the
Unqualified (nirguõa), and considers the devotion of
identity (abheda bhakti) as utmost, while refraining from
any other ritual activity.6

The methodology proposed by Chaturbhuj Sahày inserts itself
into the technical context of a Yoga-sampradàya. In its central
aspects it reverts around the last five stages of the eight-
membered (aùñàïga) module formulated by Pata¤jali in his Yoga-
Såtras and is integrated here and there with those notions
derived from the teachings of the Mujaddidã authorities which
were considered compatible with those of the sants and their
Tàntrik forerunners.

6. SkA, vol. I, p. 72.
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Compared with Ràmcandra's apparently simple, often na�ve
descriptions which are based more on a genuine intuition than
on thorough textual erudition, the expositions of Caturbhuj
Sahày show a much greater fluency in style and betray a closer
acquaintance with the classical Hindu concepts which is derived
from a systematic study of the traditional sciences. Consequ-
ently, in most cases Caturbhuj Sahày replaces the Koranic and
Persianate vocabulary used by the Mujaddidãs with that current
in the Sanskrit culture, leaving the former unaltered only in
explicit references to the methods taught by his master. His most
exhaustive opus, comprising seven volumes, is entitled Sàdhanà
ke anubhava (`The authority of the discipline') and reflects in
its style and content the sound erudition of an educated Hindu.
Only here and there do we come across single chapters and
sporadic references to the Såfã doctrines and methods,
particularly in relation to the technical aspects focussing on the
`science of the sound' and the dhikr.7 As with Ràmcandra, the
theoretical and purely doctrinal background regarding
cosmological and metaphysical issues has supplanted the Islamic
component resorting to those Hindu concepts regarded by the
author as the most suitable for his audience. Well acqua-inted
with the sacred language of Hinduism, Caturbhuj Sahày's
theoretical excursions are often interspersed with lengthy
Sanskrit quotations from the sacred texts. However, occasionally
a number of Persian and Urdu verses attributed to different
Såfã authorities are integrated in support of these elaborations,
thus, aligning him with the pattern of exposition traced by his
immediate spiritual ancestor albeit on a minor scale.

In the tradition of his lineage, the sàdhanà conceived by
Caturbhuj Sahày lays great emphasis on the devotional element
based on the disciple's love and unconditioned surrender
(upàsanà) to the master. Ultimately, the perfection of this inner
attitude is said to lead to the union with ã÷vara and, at a later
stage, to identification with the nirguõa Brahman. While
acknowledging the validity of the triple aspects of knowledge
(j¤àna), selfless devotion (upàsanà) and action in conformity to

7. SkA, p. 37.
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the cosmic order (dharma) as expounded in the Bhagavad Gãtà,
the superior aspect of this sàdhanà is defined by the author as
the `Yoga of love' (prem-yoga) and the `Yoga of surrender'
(samarpaõa-yoga), and is conceived as lying essentially beyond
this conventional tri-partition.8

Through a brief excursion into the process of manifestation
(s�ùñi kà pravàha) that draws inspiration from the pa¤càgnividyà
and pa¤cako÷a theory described in the Upaniùad, Caturbhuj
Sahày remains concerned with the description of the path which,
if covered in the opposite direction upwards, is said to lead those
desirous for knowledge (jij¤àsu) back to the original source of
immortality and beatitude. Though assuming a prevalently
gnostic and devotional perspective in the outlay of his sàdhanà,
this does not by any means imply that the other traditional
branches of Yoga, viz., Hañha-Yoga, Kuõóalinã-Yoga, Laya-Yoga,
etc., are not deemed as effective and useful for the progress of
the sàdhaka. These are rather seen as preliminary stages
concerned with the first four sheaths or veils (àvaraõa or ko÷a)
described by the Màõóåkya Upaniùad, viz., annamaya-ko÷a,
pràõamaya-ko÷a, manomaya-ko÷a and vij¤ànamaya-ko÷a, all
said to pertain to the sphere of the jãvàtmà and corresponding
respectively to the three kinds of karma-yoga, bhakti-yoga and
j¤àna-yoga. In an altogether similar fashion to the ânanda-Yoga
propounded by B�j Mohan Làl Saksenà, the ultimate discipline
proposed by the prem-yoga, claims to be concerned primarily
with the supra-individual sphere constituted by the
ànandamaya-ko÷a thereby providing the chance to overcome with
relative ease this last intermediate stage before reaching the
central core constituted by the paramàtmà. In view of the great
difficulties implied in the first and third type of realisation for
the majority of human beings, the author recommends the
upàsanà-màrga as the easiest of the traditional paths.9

Since this purpose is achieved through the assistance of the
spiritual master who constitutes the immediate point of reference
and sole object worthy of love and devotion for the disciple, the

8. SkA, p. 10.

9. Ibidem, p. 32.
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guru-÷iùya relationship occupies with Caturbhuj Sahày a rank
of utmost importance on a par with the pãr-murãdã relationship
that developed among the Såfãs.

na ham hain, na ã÷vara hai, keval guru hai;
guru ã÷vara hai, ã÷vara guru hai.

Neither `I' nor God, only the master alone exists;
he and God are ultimately identical.10

This relationship develops on three successive levels in
accordance with the inner approach of discipleship (÷iùyatva)
towards the master. On the first level, the disciple preceives the
master in his purely human form while in the awareness that
he is not an ordinary human being but endowed with numerous
powers and Divine knowledge. At the intermediate level, the
master is considered in the likeness of Divinity and finally, at
the third stage, the adept experiences the exitinction into and
identification with the essence of the object of worship
(sàkùàtkàra) during which it appears to him that it is the Divine
blessing (divya kalyàõa) alone which has enlarged this human
shape to his gurudeva. Such an interpretation leds directly to
the theory of the avatàraõa fundamental to the sant-doctrines
which provides a fertile ground for the assimilation of concepts
encountered both in classical Hiduism and in the prophetology
of the Semitic religions hinted at by Mãrzà Maÿhar and further
developed by the Hindu masters of our lineage. It explains the
increasing importance attributed to the human master in these
two esoteric traditions over the past centuries as he is perceived
as a living symbol of the realm of the transcendent that repres-
ents the latest stage in the development of the spiritual discipline
where the shaikh or satguru assumes the role of natural heir of
the ancient messengers and prophets or, in a Hindu perspective,
Divine descends (avatàra). In this connection Caturbhuj Sahày
affirms:

In past epochs, the paramàtmà has enforced the dharma
by assuming the shape of Ràmacandra and K�ùõa, thus

10. SkA, p. 33.
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manifesting the unseen in the human sphere. Nowadys,
It provides us assistance in crossing the ocean of pain
and torment assuming the shape of the guru. He is
identical to It. The only difference lies in the fact that It
is devoid of form (niràkàra) while he is endowed with
form (sàkàra) . . . .11

Only after the disciple has acquired the awareness of this
fundamental truth is he considered ready for official initiation
into the order the formal execution of which is still described
according to the Mujaddidã way.12 It is, therefore, not surprising
that Caturbhuj Sahày reiterates in terms very similar to those
encountered among Såfã shaikhs the importance for the aspirant
disciple of determining his choice carefully and without haste,
in order to avoid the risk of falling prey to the many self-styled
gurus who populate every corner of the world. Even after finding
the right person, said to be recognised by the infusion of a
spontaneous feeling of peace in the heart, the aspirant is advised
to refrain from asking immediately to be accepted as disciple,
but to wait and observe the master's habits and attitudes for a
while. As in the words of Kabãr,

guru miliyà tab jàniye àpa miñài santàp

When the guru comes to you, you will know and get rid
of the suffering of the self.13

11. SkA, p. 18.

12. In the chapter on initiation, the author nevertheless distinguishes
three kinds of dãkùà: mantra-dãkùà, conferring the ability to handle
the outer means of realisation, like the invocation (japa),
techniques of ascetics (tapa), the performance of devotional hymns
(kãrtana), etc., the second type, referred to as `spiritual initiation'
(adhyàtma-dãkùà), corresponds to the interiorisation of the
discipline performed exclusively at a subtle level and, hence,
unperceptible to the outside world which implies an inward
surrender to the master. The third and most elevated type of
initiation, termed àcàrya-dãkùà, is reserved to a very limited
number of initiates said to be chosen to receive the Divine order
of spreading a particular message to the people; for details, cf.
SkA, vol. I, chapter 2, pp. 19-27.

13. SkA, vol. I, p.13.
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Differing from Ràmcandra and his Såfã ancestors, Catubhuj
Sahày considers the control, purification and pacification of the
mind (fikr), summarised in the Såfã concept of tadhkiya-i nafs,
in connection with the ascending phase of the spiritual journey
(årdhva-gamana) to be the most immediate priority in his
sàdhanà. In its corrupted, uncultivated state, the mind is
considered as the main adversary to the spiritual ascent since it
is due to its intrinsic powers that it allures, seduces, tempts and
thereby ties the most intimate part of the human being (jãvàtmà)
to the lower relams of the gross world.

. . . the first enounter that we have to face is that with
our mind. The mind is similar to the honey-bee that . . .
dislikes remaining in its live but desires to run outside
covetous to taste the sweet juice of the buds in the form
of sensual pleasures . . . at one time it is seen sitting on
one flower, in another moment it reaches the next leaving
the first and then catches hold of the third and so on.14

These distracting impulses are presided over by the inner mental
governor (antaryàmã) consisting of a particular type of
consciousness which prevents every attempt to escape the
enchanting game (lãlà) and entangling net spun by the subtle
internal current to be successful. In the perspective of the
monotheistic religions, these powers are personified in the
conceptual figure of the anti-divinity personified as shaiñàn or
satan whereas the Indian doctrines describe it as màyà and,
with the later sants, as kàla-puruùa. As such màyà is analogous
to the dark, tàmasik aspect of the qualified Brahman.

The opposed forces, characterised by sattva, which are apt
to uplift the human being towards the subtle realms of the
spiritual world, are referred to as ̀powers of mercy' (dayàlu ÷akti).
Though the medium of the satguru, these celestial influ-ences
are said to exercise their corrective power on the inner states of
the neophyte. This current of grace alone (k�pà-dhàrà) is
considered sufficient to prepare the disciple for the initial stage

14. Our Yoga Sadhana, Ramashram Satsang, Mathura, n.d., p. 28.
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of the discipline constitued by the first stages of the upàsanà-
màrga which, according to Caturbhuj Sahày, consist of the three
degrees described by Pata¤jalã as dhàraõà, dhyàna and
pratyàhàra.

Caturbhuj Sahày describes the difference between this path
characterised by elements of utmost devotion and the
conventional Yoga disciplines as consisting mainly of the fact
that while the latter expect their followers to be capable of
strenuous and continuous efforts to achieve the final goal of
reacquiring the proximity and finally union with their Lord, the
path of devotion is based on the assumption that in reality the
Lord resides in the most intimate region of the heart (h�daya-
de÷a), therefore, rendering obsolete any far-fetched research, for
example, through the gradual penetration of the entire series of
subtle centres located in different parts of the body. Such a
position reminds us not only of the language used by the
Upaniùad in regard to the symbolism of the heart15 but recalls
also the frequent reference made among Såfãs to the Koranic
verse: ̀We are closer to you than your jugular vein'.   Unconcerned
with the extraordinary powers (siddhi) obtained through the
disclosure of the divinities presiding over each of the cakras, the
sàdhaka who follows this path is promised to reach his Beloved
straightaway recognising Him in a first moment in the guise of
the exterior guru and later, as he investigates His truth with
his interior eyes, in the hidden cavern of his heart.

With the assistance of the spiritual preceptor, the disciple's
aim at this stage consists of detaching himself from the sense of
egoism (ahaïkàra), technically achieved through the trans-
mission of the guru's flow of grace (tawajjuh) focussed on the
disciple's h�daya-cakra, that results in the state of effacement
of his perception as a separate individaul entity (be-khudã) and
eventually culminates in the identification with the immediate
point of reference (fanà fã'l shaikh). The familiar Såfã terminology
still used by Ràmacandra with regard to the methodology termed
alternatively as fikr or manana is here entirely replaced by the

15. Cf. Chàndogya Upaniùad, VIII.3.
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Yoga terminology concerned with the more advanced stages of
meditation, that is to say dhàraõà, dhyàna, pratyàhàra and
finally samàdhi. Based on the sensory introversion and the
mental concentration on the heart alone, these stages are
described on the base of the elucidations made by the author of
the Yoga-Såtra as gradually leading to the fixation of the thought
on the sole goal desired (dhàraõà) before culminating in the full
comprehension and identification with the object of mediation
during the stages of dhyàna and nirvikalpa samàdhi.16

Following Vyàsa's comment on the Yoga-Såtra, the author
introduces the five conceptual planes of consciousness inherent
to the mind (citta-bhåmi) as instable (kùipta), obscure (murha),
stable-unstable (vikùipta), fixed on a unique point (ekàgra) and
completely restrained (nirodha).17 While the first three are
common to all human beings and result in the incessant
production of waves of consciousness of obscure origin and beyond
control (vàsanà), the last two states are peculiar to those engaged
in the spiritual discipline. All five are put in relation to the three
essential qualities that permeate the emanations of the
primordial substance (prak�ti).

The primary task of the practitioner  therefore consists of a
sublimation of these restless and fickle mental states dominated
by the two inferior guõas, viz., tamas and rajas, into those last
two planes dominated by peace and beatitude. This goal is
achieved through the unification of the thought current
(ekàgratà), which is characteristic of the predominance of sattva-
guõa. It is analogous to the perpetual presence (þuóår-ã àgàhã)
described by the Mujaddidã authorities. Only at the very end of
every spiritual discipline, when the mind of the sàdhaka is
completely freed of any activity (nirodha), has the sàdhanà
properly speaking come to an end. The interior process will now
take place entirely on the plane of knowledge. Once even this
state is overcome, it will be possible to re-establish the original
state of harmony inherent in the triguõa prior to the process of

16. SkA, vol. III, pp. 142-3.

17. Ibid., p. 37; Yoga-Bhàùya by Vyàsa, I.1.
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manifestation (triguõàtãta), leading back to the unconditioned
state or kaivalyàvasthà that guarantees final liberation (mokùa).

The other fundamental means at disposal of the disciple who
follows the upàsanà-màrga consist of the technique of the
repeated invocation of the Divine name known as nàma-japa.
In the first volume of his work, Caturbhuj Sahày dedicates an
entire chapter to this particular method and the different aspects
it involves. Explicit reference to the methodology and terminology
used by the Naqsbhandã shaikh occupies hardly two out of twenty-
three pages that make up this chapter. Notwithstanding the
evident attempt to play down the importance of the Islamic ñarãqa
at the base of the major part of the technical explanations
provided in the course of this chapter, his elucidations
nevertheless still betray their Mujaddidã origin to those familiar
with the descriptions provided by the shaikh.

As with the original teachings of both the Mujaddidiyya and
most sant-sampradàyas, the two major categories of invocation
comprise the vocal one performed with the lips and the tongue
and the silent, inaudible invocation performed exclusively on an
inner, mental plane. However, the coresponding Såfã concept
dhikr-i khafã is introduced only at a very late stage and is a
rather marginal way, while the main focus remains centred on
the ajapà-japa method current among various Hindu traditions,
from the so'ham and the aham brahmàsmi used by the vedàntins
to the ràma-nàma used by many mediaeval north-Indian panths.
In a curious contradiction to this tendency, in the midst of an
entirely Hindu based exposition of the mantra-vidyà, Caturbhuj
Sahày distinguishes the two main groups of invocation regarded
as suitable for the purpose of illuminating the heart and
awakening the subtle centres as dhàtã and ùifàtã, without,
however, making the slightest mention regarding the origin and
etymology of the two terms. The first one related to the `name of
the essence' (ism-i dhàt), is said to consist of the sacred syllable
au§ as referring to the unqualified Principle of the Veda that
refracts itself in innumerable attributes (ùifàt guõa) and forms
(råpa) while descending into the world. In principle, the qualified
sounds (÷abda) derived from it can amount to an indefinite
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number. Faithful to the vision adopted in this lineage, Caturbhuj
Sahày deliberately refrains from suggesting any particular name
as preferable to another leaving the choice open to every single
devotee according to the personal divinity (iùñadevatà) adopted
for his worship:

Be the name invoked dhàtã or ùifàtã, if it is performed
with the right intention (÷raddhà) and fastened properly
to the mind, both will be surely effective. By whatsoever
name we invoke with sincere and determined intention
the Lord (bhagavàn), no sectarian difference should arise
out of this. For the sake of a wholehearted devotion alone
they are all equally qualified. . . .18

The only thing that matters for the performance of the jàpa is
that it regards the field of pure devotion as concerned with the
innermost part of the heart and thus directed towards the very
core of one's individual existence that connects one with the
superior states of Being. As such it constitutes the most effica-
cious tool for penetrating the intimate realm of the heart
necessary for the awakening of the interior, non-human guru,
to whom devotee ultimately surrenders himself. As Lord K�ùõa
says in the Bhagavad Gãtà:

yaj¤ànam japa yaj¤o'smi

Among all sacrifices I am the one performed through
invocation.

In a fashion similar to the descriptions given by various Såfã
authorities but encountered also among Hindus, the reader is
then provided with the description of four different kinds of subtle
invocations, the invocation of one, two, three and four syllables
(ekamukhã, dvimukhã, trimukhã and caturmukhã japa), referred
to by some Såfãs as `strokes' (óarb). The one-syllable invocation,
considered as the most preferable and easiest to perform, consists
of the mental invocation of the syllable au§. The two-syllable
jàpa which reproduces a rhythmical alteration of the two phases

18. SkA, vol. I, p. 48.
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of breathing, viz., inspiration and expiration, consists for the
vedàntin of the syllables so, corresponding to the phase of
inhalation, and ha§, pronounced during the phase of exhalation.
However, the utility of this jàpa nowadays is strongly doubted
and therefore rejected as of little use in a contemporary sàdhanà.

More importance is attributed to the three-stroke jàpa,
consisting according to the method adopted by Caturbhuj Sahày
of the formula au§ tat sat. The description of its performance
neatly imitates the method current among the Mujaddidãs with
regard to the dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt. It entails the pronunciation
of the syllable au§ pulling it from the navel up to the top of the
head, followed by that of the syllable tat while inclining the head
backward slightly in direction of the left shoulder and than
impressing with all force the final syllable sat on the subtle heart-
organ, located at exactly the same position as that of the lañãfa-
i qalb described by the followers of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã.19

This entire process must be accomplished during one complete
phase of respiration and has to be kept in rhythm with it. Its
correct and prolonged performance is said to result in the
illumination of the heart-chamber by the subtle light of
consciousness that irradiates from the current of kuõóalinã-÷akti,
pulled up along the channel of the suùumnà by the subtle sound-
vibration produced through the inner invocation of the syllable
au§. Through the numerous subtle arteries (nàóã) that extend
from that central organ, this subtle energy charged with the
jàpa irradiates to the entire body until every single organ and
member is permeated by the primordial vibration contained in
the akùara-syllable. Such a description comes too close to that
given by the Naqshbandã authorities of the utmost degree of
perfection reached by the technique of dhikr and referred to as
sulñàn al-adhkàr to be a coincidence It can be interpreted  in all
likelihood as consisting simply of a formal substitution of the
formula used for that purpose.20

19. SKkA, vol. I, pp. 52-3.

20. Cf. Durr al-Ma`àrif, note taken on Friday 17 Rajab AH 1231, p.
236; MuM, pp. 31-4.
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Last but not least, mention is made of the four-faced
invocation (caumukhã jàpa). This consists of the fourfold
repetition of the name Ràm, each corresponding to an expansion
into one among the four cardinal points. Its performance,
recommended while being posted in the svastikàsana and
keeping the eyes shut, requires full concentration on the outer
aspect of the spiritual guide while imagining that the paramàtmà
permeates one all around and inside. The silent invocation of
the ràm-nàm is then directed first towards the right shoulder
followed immediately by one on the left shoulder extending over
the phase of inspiration. During the phase of exhalation, the
jàpa should be directed first upwards to the head, then finally
downwards on to the heart. Although here too the master leaves
the choice of the name invoked to the preference of the individual
practitioner, the ràm-nàm is described as the most efficacious
for this type of performance, in a perpetuation of the tradition
current among the Kabãr-panthãs.21

The Såfã origin of these methods regarding the subtle
invocation appears undeniable and is reflected also in the
descriptions of the outer conditions to be observed. Their
performance is said to be equally efficient while following the
discipline of upàsanà-yoga and serves the sole purpose of
achieving the fixation of the mind on the Goal and later, through
the stage of dhyàna, the encounter (sàkùàtkàra) with it. The
efficacy of the method is determined by the rhythmic application
of the sacred syllable charged with spiritual energy on the
different centres of the subtle body independent of the religious
context to which the practitioner belongs. With specific reference
to Ràmcandra, Caturbhuj Sahày affirms:

Our Srã Mahàràjjã used to instruct me that while
practising the jàpa I should first of all preserve the
memory of my guru, and than, through the power of
imagination acquired by the discipline, pull the Divine
radiance of paramàtmà in front of me trying to consider
myself like a drop in Its endless ocean, and finally with

21. SkA, vol. I, p. 56.
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the help of the satnàm imagine to immerse my jãvàtmà
in the radiant current of Its light. . . .22

In conclusion, in a rare mention of the predecessors in the
paramparà, Caturbhuj Sahày reveals that the method regarded
as the most useful by his spiritual perceptor is that of the four-
syllable jàpa which he himself had practised for years on the
advice of his master Shaikh Faól Aþmad Khàn. Preferably, its
performance should be accompanied by a series of contingent
dietary prescriptions evidently based on the niyama restrictions
in the Yoga disciplines. These are meant to alleviate the danger
of being affected by the wave of heat produced on the subtle
level by the repeated invocation of the satnàm that irradiates
into the gross body from where it can possibly provoke a
psychological unbalance and mental disturbances. The
sophisticated techniques of breath-control and breath-suspension
that in the past used to accompany both the Såfã practices related
to the dhikr and the respective techniques used by the Hañha-
Yoga are largely abandoned among the masters of this lineage
in favour of an increased focus on meditation in line with their
more intellectual approach characteristic for the Ràja-Yoga
disciplines.

In conclusion of this brief excursion into the teachings of
this spiritual authority of the second generation of Hindu
Naqsbhandãs it is possible to affirm that notwithstanding the
progressive transposition of the sàdhanà into a background
based on various aspects of the brahma-vidyà, this does not imply
a departure from the principles set out by his predecessor
Ràmcandra on the base of the Såfã teachings received from his
Naqsbhandã shaikh, it rather illustrates once more the existence
of numerous points of contacts between the esoteric disciplines
set to meet in the particular context of this study and thereby
demonstrates impressively the intellectual liveliness of this
contemporary sant-paramparà beyond the delicate moment of
transition in the lifetime of ørã Ràmcandra.

With regard to the adaptations operated by Catubhuj Sahày

22. SkA, vol. I, p. 58.
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in regard to the `ilm-i dhikr, these remain essentially limited to
the formal substitutions regarding the Islamic formula of
invocation with those current among various Hindu traditions.
The following affirmation that concludes the sober and distanced
description of the Såfã invocational techniques provided by
Caturbhuj Sahày is a sufficient indication of the reason behind
such an attitude:

. . . jàpa, kãrtana, pràõàyàma, upavàsa, the awakening
of the subtle centres, all these ritual practices can be
safely defined as a mixture of elements pertaining to
both the Yoga and Bhakti disciplines. They have all been
derived from [the sacred traditions] of Hindustàn and
include their methods which too are extremely similar
to those of the Hindus: however, having reflected on the
contingent circumstances and their peculiar context, [the
Muslim] learned authorities have adapted them to their
particular requirements so as to increase the efficacy of
their method.23

Shahjahanpur: A universal movement

Another major branch that developed in the course of the second
generation of the Hindu lineage wihin the Mujaddidiyya goes
back to Madhe Mohan Làl alias Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpurã, a
close disciple of Ràmcandra's who later assumed the same name
as his illustrious spiritual preceptor. Born on 30 April 1899 at
Shahjahanpur in an affluent Kàyasth zamãndàrã family, his
father Badrã Prasàd, a locally renowned lawyer and special
magistrate, was able to offer his eldest son a higher education
in law. This was immediately followed in 1925 by his employ-
ment at the local Civil Court where he kept working till his early
retirement in 1955.24

Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpurã reportedly met his master for
the first time at Fatehgarh in 1922. After having been accepted
as his disciple, he remained for many years in close contact with

23. SkA, vol. I, p. 65.

24. LVV, p. 218.
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his spiritual perceptor mainly through an intense exchange of
letters in which he used to enclose notes made in a diary
describing his inner experiences and spiritual progress. After
the death of his satguru in 1931, he claims to have received hidden
instructions and teachings from him and the spiritual ancestors
of the Mujaddidã silsila according to the nisbat-i `uwaysã pattern
until 1955. The spiritual discipline allegedly revealed to him
through this intimate channel of supernatural communication
is described in numerous works whose nucleus consists for the
autobiographical âtma-kathà published in three volumes.25

In 1945, under the Uttar Pradesh Society Act, he founded
the `Sri Ràmcandra Mission' at Shahjahanpur, allegedly in
memory of his master, with the declared aim of spreading the
universal message he had received from him. Reportedly on the
instructions of his hidden guide, Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpåri set
out to imitate the example set half a century earlier by Svàmã
Vivekànanda and began to travel extensively around India to
promote his newly established mission, especially in the south.
He also undertook a series of journeys to North America, South
Africa and some European countries where he attracted a
number of Western disciples. His last journey abroad took place
in 1982 when he went to Paris to assist the members of his
satsang there. On his return to India, however, he fell seriously
ill and after a brief admission at the Vivekananda Hospital in
Lucknow followed by a prolonged stay at the All India Hospital
of Delhi, he eventually died on 19 April 1983 and received the
last rites in his native town. There, around the imposing
samàdhi-sthàna erected in his honour, a huge and well organised
à÷rama complex-cum-mediation centre had been developed under
his directions meant to accommodate the numerous national
and international followers of his newly proposed spiritual
discipline that came to be known under the name of sahaja
màrga.

25. This work was first published in English in 1947 under the title
The Autobiography of Rama Chandra edited in three volumes,
followed by its Hindã version three years later. The source cited in
the context of the present study is based on that English version.
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The teachings

Although the sàdhanà proposed by Ràmcandra Shàhjahàn-purã
remains in its principals faithful to the ñarãqa of his master, the
teachings of this self-styled missionary leader collected in the
abundant number of works attributed to him, show more than
the texts of any of the rival branches the desire to distinguish
itself through the introduction of a number of individual
modifications and reformulations. The lines along which these
develop reflect a distinctively scientific approach towards the
topic indicative not only of the author's educational background,
but they appear to have arisen out of the urgent need to
communicate the conceptions peculiar to traditional esoterism
to a large international audience strongly influenced by
modernity. For this purpose, unique among the authorities
affiliated to this lineage, his works have been translated into
most of India's major regional languages as well as into English.

Thus, the inclination towards a self-affirmation as spiritual
leader remains palpably present throughout his works. It
strangely contrasts with the sometimes exaggerated tributes and
homage paid to `our great master' and `the spiritual genius'
Ràmcandra Fatehgarhã, to whom the introduction of this method
of spiritual training is said to be entirely due.26 The way he
describes the purpose of the mission established by him reflects
the general attitude assumed by its founder throughout.

Shri Ram Chandra Mission was established at Shah-
jahanpur (U.P.) on 31st March 1945 in memory of this
great personality [ørã Ràmcandrajã], by me as his
successor, through his grace; and slowly it is attracting
the seekers of Truth from everywhere. I am happy that
the Master's grace is working in this respect and people
are attracted to benefit from his grace.27

Under the new name of sahaja-màrga, Ràmcandra Shàhjahàn-
purã has formulated a spiritual discipline assertedly based on
his own personal experience `irrespective of what ørã

26. Sahaja Màrga Philosophy, Shri Ràm Chandra Mission 1969, p. 4.

27. Ibid., p. 5.
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øaïkaràcàrya, ørã Ràmànujàcàrya and others might have said
about their own'. Its principal aim consists of providing means
of spiritual self-realisation and the awakening of the `sleeping
masses to Divine consciousness'. One of the most important outer
features of this sàdhanà is said to consist of the possibility to
follow it in conjunction with the normal worldly life of the
common man, that is to say in the g�hastha-a÷rama while
keeping in mind both factes of life, the worldly and the Divine.28

To achieve successfully the primary objective consisting of
the state of detachment from worldly bonds (vairàgya) and
considered in the Vedàntic context of the `fourfold discipline'
(catuùñaya sàdhanà) that follows the gnostic stage of discrimi-
nation (viveka),29 it is claimed that the ancient mechanical
methods involving forced austerity and penances (tapas) must
be set aside and replaced by more simple and natural means.
For this purpose, the sahaja màrga is defined along the lines of
Ràja-Yoga, enriched with `certain amendments and modifi-
cations to purge out superfluous elements from that system'.30

Following the overall pattern of the lineage, the practical aspect
of the sàdhanà is based mainly on the master's support meant
to assist the sàdhaka in awakening his latent inner forces and
to direct the flow of the Divine current (daivik dhàrà) through
his spiritual power transmitted by the yogic process of pràõàhuti
or transmission of vital energy to his herat, obviously intended
as the Hindu equivalent of the Såfã concept of tawajjuh. Thus,
once more one of the most distinctive features of this discipline
remains the shifting of the active task from the disciple to the
master who alone bears the responsibility for starting his
proteg�'s inner path of realisation.

The repeated stress on Ràja-Yoga encountered here as
among all authorities of the order underlines the importance of
the purely interior, that is to say mental and intellectual, practice
pursued in this sàdhanà. It focusses on the meditative aspect of
the discipline rather than attributing any major significance to

28. Sahaja Màrga Philosophy, p. 46.

29. Satya kà udaya, Shàhjahànpur, 1993, p. 98.

30. Sahaja Màrga Philosophy, p. 52.
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outer rules and regulations since these are regarded as
separative and, therefore, inappropriate for the universalistic
approach envisaged by the propagators of the cultural joint-
venture represented by all these lineages. Certainly, in some
measure this attitude arises out of the need to propose a
methodology that owes many of its ingredients to an Islamic
ñarãqa which, in order to remain applicable to a largely non-
Muslim following, had to cast aside the specifically Islamic
elements which could not easily be shared by those unfamiliar
with this background, focussing instead on the inner aspects of
the discipline that claims to transcend formal religious divisions.
The nirguõa-current represented within Hinduism by the
mediaeval sants, whose approach towards the Divine realities
was supposedly based on the metaphysical doctrines of the
Vedànta, and the Tantravàda, furnished the ideal frame-work
for such a renewed attempt of cultural symbiosis. Its actuality
in modern times shows the existence of a continuous thread of
thought that links the medieval sants with the heirs of Shàh
Faól Aþmad Khàn and his Hindu disciple Ràmcandra Saksenà.
Following the pattern of gradual replacement of the doctrinal
background developed around cosmological and metaphysical
theories set out by the first generation of Hindu Naqshbandãs,
it, comes therefore, as no surprise if all successive attempts to
absorb the methodology of the Mujaddidiyya into a Hindu context
insert themselves quite naturally into the intellectual terrain of
Ràja-Yoga, for that the `royal discipline' owes much of its
conceptual approach to the Vedànta in its largely intellectual
approach towards the goal of union with the Divine and liberation
(mokùa) from the tedious cycle of birth and death sanctioned by
the sa§sàra. Thus, in an attempt to shape a coherent and
homogeneous body of teachings, the technical terminology
employed in the formulation of Vedànta and sant doctrines are
extended to the exposition of the methodological aspect of the
sàdhanà.

According to Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpurã, the sàdhanà
consists primarily of the heart-meditation, pursued with the aim
of attaining to that ultimate state or central point (kendra-bindu)
considered to be the seat of the àdiguru that constitutes the
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primordial cause (àdi kàraõa) of creation in which everything
will be reabsorbed after the dissolution of the universe
(mahàpralaya). Meditation (dhyàna) and the gathering of
thought on one single point (ekàgratà) is recommended in order
to achieve the return to an embryonic and seminal condition by
reversing the process of creation (s�ùñi) reverting to the
primordial state of dissolution (laya, fanà). The constant practice
of this method is said to allow the abhyàsã to penetrate through
the indefinite number of subtle layers that have developed
through the incessant series of mental impressions (sa§skàra)
in the course of each cycle of existence around the
uncontaminable nucleus of the àtmà residing in the heart. Aided
by the steady supervision and assistance of the satguru, this
practice will lead the initiate back to the source of the primordial
stirring thought (upàdàna, kùobha) that brought the present
world into existence.31 It will eventually guarantee the
attainment of sàkùàtkàra (lit. what causes to be visible before
one's eyes), considered to be the final degree on the path of
realisation. This term, frequently encountered among the Hindu
authorities affiliated to the Mujaddidiyya, is taken from the
technical vocabulary of ørã Ràmànujàcàrya and compares very
closely to the Mujaddidã concept of muùàhada or `direct vision'.
It thereby combines, at least in its technical formulation, the
shuhådã point of view inherited from the paramparà's Muslim
ancestors with that held by the vi÷iùñàdvaita, which maintains
even on the highest stage of realisation the ultimately
unbridgeable difference between the immanent subject that
contemplates and the absolutely transcendent Object contempl-
ated.

Ranking as seventh among the eight members described by
Pata¤jalã's aùñàïga-yoga, dhyàna constitutes the starting point
of the discipline taught in this branch while, in consonance with
the Naqshbandã path, all preceding degrees are considered to
fall automatically into the lap of the earnest practitioner, thus,
saving him a lot of time and effort. Through this interior process,
it is believed that the rightly guided initiate is direccted by the

31. Efficacy of Ràja Yoga in the light of Sahaja Màrga, 1950, p. 2.
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four landmarks of the Vedànta doctrine, termed discrimination
and right cognition of the Truth beyond the numerous forms
assumed by the veil of màyà (viveka), the detachment of the
senses from and inner indifference towards everything except
that one permanent and unchanging reality (vairàgya), the
various degrees of concentrating and meditating on the sole
desired Object (÷ama, dama, uprati, titikùà, ÷raddhà and
samàdhàna), and finally the desire of a direct partaking at the
supreme Truth (mumukùa). This last step is traditionally descri-
bed as the crowning of the ancient process obtained after
successfully going through the three preliminary degrees of
enquiry. However, the modern method (paddhatã) described by
Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpurã differs from this perspective. It does
not consider the succeeding degrees of the eight-membered Yoga
as separate from each other but includes the right positioning
meant to confer stability to the body (àsana), the control of
conscious breathing (pràõàyàma) the concentration on a single
object (dhàraõà), deep meditation (dhyàna) and the condition of
perfectly equiliberated enstasy (samàdhi) in the practice of
innermost meditation (antargata dhyàna) in its fold.32

The highest degree of realisation consists, however, in
conformity with Pata¤jali, in the state of samàdhi and ekàgratà
which is divided into three stages. The first, termed `differenti-
ated self-revelation' (sampraj¤àta samàdhi) corresponds to a
state of self-effacement in which all senses and sentiments
(bhàva) are dissolved in a sort of deep sleep that leaves no
awareness of any object in the individual consciousness. This
state is analogous to that described in Såfã doctrine as fanà.
The second stage referred to as ̀non-differentiated self-revelation'
(asampraj¤àta samàdhi) is described by this master as a `state
of consciousness in unconsciousness' in which the initiate though
completely focussed on one single point (ekàgra-citta), reacquires
a partial awareness of his surroundings. This second type of
samàdhi is described as similar to the awareness a person deeply
immersed in the reflection on a particular problem maintains
of the surrounding environment while walking along a busy road,

32. Satya kà udaya, p. 105.
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thus preventing him from suffering a bad accident. The third
and most advanced degree of ekàgratà is termed sahaja samàdhi
and represents an innovative addition to the traditional
teachings. At this stage the initiate remains fully aware of his
actions and the mind is yet again focussed on the surrounding
environment while remaining firmly present in the real object
of Truth. Its lower consciousness returns to the outer world while
its higher consciousness remains with the Divine. Apparently,
its perceptions (pratyakùa) are involved in the affairs of the
ephemeral world, but in reality it is detached from it all,
remaining permanently in a state of sublime samràdha.

This description shows evident affinities with the Mujaddidã
concept of `supreme negligence' (ghaflat), characteristic of the
saints considered as `real heirs of the prophets' who, in a vision
superior to the ̀saints living in seclusion', dedicate their attention
to the rectification of their fellow human beings themselves
staying on a degree that allows them to act in this world while
remaining permanently connected with the superior abodes of
the Divine. Such a saint is said to have penetrated to the very
centre of the `knowledge of the quintuple fire oblation'
(pa¤càgnividyà) described by the ancient wisdom of the øruti.

To those who have attained to such a degree of
knowledge is unfolded in a natural manner the innate
wisdom (sahaja j¤àna) of the distinctive knowledge of
the elementary world (bhautika vij¤àna), which . . . they
can employ according to their desire.33

Those who are granted the privilege of attaining to such a lofty
station are comparable to the ancient seers of the golden age,
the �ùis, whose field of activity compares on a smaller scale to
that of the gods and whose degree (pada) is referred to as Vasu.
These �ùis, originally seven in number like the stars of the great
bear (saptarùi), show numerous similarities to those elevated
beings who, in the hierarchy of Islamic spirituality, are described

33. Satya kà udaya, p. 107. This concepts resembles very closely to
the description given by the Mujaddidãs of the `journey through
the things of the world' (sair dar ashiyà), corresponding to the
highest stage reached by the `perfect heir of the prophet'.
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as the poles of the seven climates (ñabaqàt) responsible for
maintaining the cosmic order in each of these regions. Above
these lies the polar abode of the dhruva inhabited by those who,
classified as munis, are said to possess the knowledge of the
entire brahmàõóa-maõóala. Their field of activity is even more
extensive and their duty consists of maintaining the purity of
the atmosphere (vàtàvaraõa) from all impure influences liable
to bring disorder into this world. This state is said to be attainable
through the illumination of the innermost space or `hylem
shadow' (sic!) of the heart.

Further up in the spiritual hierarchy, Ràmcandra
Shàhjahànpurã places the `Lord of the pole' (dhruvàdhipati) and
director of the poles' activities. This state is reached after
acquiring control over the navel-point (nàbhi-bindu). Acting
again under the authority of and in harmony with the universal
nature (prak�ti), their sphere of activity comprehends the entire
universe (vi÷va) including the safeguard of its spatial extension.

One of the most sublime places in this hierarchy is held by
the pàrùada whose intervention into the cosmic order is said to
be rendered necessary only under very particular circumstances,
including devastating wars such as Lord Ràmacandra's victory
over Ràvaõa and the battle of Kurukùetra34 or other important
events in the development of the cosmic manifestation. The
pàrùada co-ordinates the actions of all these subordinate
governors, limiting himself to a silent presence beyond the sphere
of action. The perfection of this sublime stage is related within
the microcosmic context to the sahasra-dala-kamala-bindu
situated at the very top of the skull.

On top of the entire spiritual hierarchy Ràmcandra Shàhja-
hànpurã places the mahàpàrùada, a rank very rarely conceded
to anyone. He is said to intervene only in those extremely
uncommon cases in which violent changes are due to occur in
the destiny of the world. As he who detains the supreme power,
the centre of its energy lies within the microcosm slightly at the
right of the occipital bone at the very top of the head.35

34. Satya kà udaya, p. 112.

35. Ràja-yoga kà divya dar÷ana, p. 32, diagram No. 5.
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The description of these spiritual degrees, again claimed to
be derived from the secret doctrine of Ràja-Yoga, represents a
very interesting addition to the notions already disclosed by
Ràmcandra and constitute a curious parallel to the spiritual
hierarchy known to Islamic esoterism, while is said to overview
the destiny of the Universe.36 It constitutes one of the most
stimulating contributions made by this authority towards the
understanding of the spiritual position held by the masters of
this spiritual lineage and evidences the depth of the traditional
roots at the base of a sàdhanà which claims to supplant the old
arrangements with a new one granted by the Divine power
(ã÷varãya ÷akti) to the present humanity in the wake of a period
of destruction which will show itself in the light of striking events
that are soon to come. The central theories of the path presented
by this somewhat eccentric personality, thus, integrate
themselves into the mainstream attitude and positions of the
lineage inherited from his illustrious predecessor, although the
desire for creating an individual imprint on the world vision to
which his path proposes itself to respond shine through in the
emphasis laid on the redemptory significance he attributes to
the mission at Shahjahanpur established by him. In this sense,
however, the notions regarding the final dissolution of the
universe (mahàpralaya) and its relation to the movement of the
polar star (dhruva tàrà) lead us to the belief that notwithstanding
the personal ambitions of some of these authorities, they still
represent an extremely stimulating spiritual lineage concerned
with some of the most delicate aspects of the sacred knowledge,
that is to say the knowledge regarding the modalities that govern
the cosmic cycle.

Sikandarabad: santmat or taùawwuf?

The headquarters of this branch in proximity to the capital Delhi
was established by Dr. K�ùõa Làl Bhañnàgar, yet another member
of the Kàyasth community who became one of the most intimate
disciples of the Saksenà saints at Fatehgarh and Kanpur. Born

36. For a detailed account of the single degrees comprised in the
spiritual hierarchy of Islam, their role and function, see M.E.
Blochet's work �tudes sur l`�soterisme musulmane (1979).
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on 9 October 1894 in the small town of Sikandarabad in the
Bulandshahr district of western Uttar Pradesh as the eldest
son of a public officer of the Public Works Department,
Bhagawat Dayàl Bhañnàgar, he belonged to a wealthy family
holding regular ties with the Ràdhàsoàmã satsang. His paternal
grandfather, V�ùabhànu, had been initiated by the second
Ràdhàsoàmã master, Rày Sàhib øàligràm, a pact later renewed
also with ørã Sàwan Singhjã, establisher of the order's Punjàbã
branch at Beàs. Following this tradition, his parents had both
made their vow of allegiance to these masters, and this
contributed to the devotional atmosphere of K�ùõa-bhakti in
which the young Kàyasth was to grow up.

Due to his father's posting at Fatehgarh, K�ùõa Làl spent
most of his youth in that town attending the local schools for
his primary education. His first encounter with Ràmacandra
reportedly occurred in 1914 in the local Exchequer Office
(khazànà) where his future gurudeva was employed as an
officer. Some nights later, the master repeatedly appeared to
him in a dream invoking the names of Allàh, Ràma and K�ùõa
and calling the young student to his feet. Although initially
reluctant to grant immediate initiation to his newly arrived
devotee, on the insistence of the latter this was eventually
conceded in that same year, followed in 1915 by the license to
organise his own satsang.

In 1916, K�ùõa Làl was married to one Candra Devã with
whom he was to have three sons and two daughters. After a
few unsuccessful attempts to earn his livelihood running a small
shop and working as a clerk in a local school, in 1919 he enrolled
at the Agra Medical College from where he successfully
graduated three years later. During that period he was granted
full license (ijàzat-i tà`amma, pårõa àcàrya padvã) and
appointed as khalãfa-i khaùùa with the mission to spread the
lineage's message.

After being employed for a short while in government
service K�ùõa Làl resigned from that position and began to
run a small clinic in his ancestral hometown of Sikandarabad,
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where he was to remain for the rest of his life participating in
the town's worldly and social life as well as attracting many of
his fellow-citizens to the spiritual path propagated from his
satsang. In his role of medical adviser he continued to serve his
master Ràmcandra and, after the death of the latter, he took
care of his younger brother Raghubar Dayàl alias Càcàjã.
Constantly engaged in the task entrusted to him by his spiritual
predeces-sors, he founded numerous centres of spiritual teaching
around northern India, including Baksar in Bihar, Gorakhpur
in eastern Uttar Pradesh, Bareilly, Ghaziabad, Kasganj and
Roorkee in western Uttar Pradesh and Alwar and Jaipur in
Rajasthan, In 1951, he met Sardàr Kartàr Singh Dhãïgrà (b.
1912) appointed shortly before the master's death as one of his
successors who guides till the present day a small satsang at his
residence in the Paharganj area close to the New Delhi railway
station.37

From 1958 onwards, while staying at Gorakhpur, K�ùõa Làl
established an intimate relationship with Dr. Akùay Kumàr
Banerjã, than principal of the local Mahàràõà Pratàp Degree
College and the author of a series of authoritative books on
Hinduism and Tantrism. He instructed the Kàyasth master in
the knowledge of the Veda and the Mãmà§sà while accepting
him as his spiritual guide.38 Among other main successors and
heirs appointed by Dr. K�ùõa Làl were his son Dr. Hari K�ùõa
Bhañnàgar (1923-87), who took over the responsibility for his
father's satsang at Sikandarabad,39 Dr. Sewatã Prasàd Sahàwarã

37. For a short biographical introduction to this authority whose
satsang I was able to attend for sometime during my sojourn at
Delhi, see LVV, pp. 272-3.

38. See Discourses on Hindu Spiritual Culture, 3 vols., Ramashram
Satsang Publication, 1971, 1974 and 1980, and The Philosophy of
Gorakhnath (with Gorakùa-Vàcana-Sa§graha), 1988.

39. For a biographical survey of him, see LVV, pp. 268-71. At present,
the local satsang and the annual bhaõóàrà are organised by his
eldest son Dr. Narendra Bhàratã, who also runs the small family-
run clinic first established by his grandfather. To him I am
indebted for furnishing me much information about his
grandfather's activities and teachings during my stay there from
14-16 February 1996.
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(1899-1989) at Kasganj (district Etah), Dr. øyàm Làl Saksenà
(1902-87) at Ghaziabad40 and Dr. Brijendra Kumàr Saksenà (b.
1938) at present Professor of Physics and Engineering at Roorkee
University (district Saharanpur).41

Apart from a limited amount of writings concerned with his
teachings, K�ùõa Làl began to publish from 1953 a monthly
review under the title Ràmsande÷a (`The message of Ràma')
containing a range of articles written by himself and by some of
his intimate disciples, which was meant to serve as a public
organ for the diffusion of the message propagated by the masters.
In line with the prevailing custom, he began to celebrate an
annual bhaõóàrà meeting held during the Da÷aharà festivities
at his residence at Sikandarabad in order to provide an occasion
for the members of the spiritual family to gather and meet each
other for an exchange of ideas, integrated by a series of speeches
delivered by the leading authorities and a series of common
meditation sessions.

In 1968, K�ùõa Làl's health began to deteriorate and his
public appearances were greatly reduced until, on 18 May 1970
(12 Rabã al-awwal AH 1390), he passed away at his home in
Sikandarabad.42 There, a commemorative chamber is still used
for the daily meditations and devotional singing sessions of his
local followers.

The teachings

What appears most striking in the teachings of Dr. K�ùõa Làl
Bhañnàgar is that, unlike the other authorities so far examined,
the process of Hinduisation brought forward from both a

40. For some biographical notes, see LVV, pp. 239-40.

41. Ibid., pp. 274-7

42. Interestingly, the biographies of this leader stress the coincidence
of this date with the date of death of the prophet Muþammad.
This may lead to the assumption that to some extent the memory
of the link with a Såfã tradition is kept very much alive among
the Hindu followers of this sàdhanà and reverts some importance
beyond the explicit statements made by the other leading
authorities in this generation.
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conceptional and a terminological point of view in the second
generation of this lineage occupies with him a far less important
role. Many of the technical terms employed by this authority
either maintain their original Såfã connotation reminiscent of
the Islamic ñarãqa, or alternatively propose a choice of both
Sanskrit terms and their Arabic or Persian correspondent. This
pattern reflects outwardly the different attitude assumed this
Kàyasth master who repeatedly hints at his spiritual connection
(nisbat) as going back to the messenger of Islam and
fountainhead of the spiritual lineage he had inherited from his
satguru.

Recognising the close relationship between Islamic taùaw-
wuf and Hindu santmat, K�ùõa Làl and some of his close disciples
have tried to identify some of the doctrinal elements common to
both brahma-vidyà and the `ilm-i Ilàhã, proposing a vision of the
sàdhanà that is declaredly based on the integration of both
traditions. This integrated version finds its expression in the
formulation of the seven steps (manzilàt, sopàn) of realis-ation
also referred to as haft khawàn or sapta dar÷ana. These seven
steps or degrees are identified as the following:

(1) the desire of knowing the Truth (ñalab, jij¤àsà)
(2) devotional love (`ishq, upàsanà)
(3) knowledge (ma`rifat, j¤àna)
(4) the perception of Divine unity (tawþãd, ekabhàva)
(5) indifference (istighnà, uparàm)
(6) annihilation of the ego (fanà, laya)
(7) permanence (baqà, pårõajãvan)43

The first degree, termed ñalab or jij¤àsà, is described as similar
to the innate desire of the new-born baby to suckle milk from
his mother's breast in order to be nourished, and crying if
prevented from reaching this goal. Provoked by this call, his
mother, in a gesture of pure love (`ishq), offers him her breast by
which the child recognises her out of innumerable women as his

43. Dr. Krishna Svarup, Faqãron kã sàt manzilen (santon kà sapta-
dar÷ana), Ramashram Satsang Prakashan, Sikandarabad, 1959,
p. 11.
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mother. This is knowledge (ma`rifat). Sucking eagerly the milk
from the mother's nipple, both the mother that nourishes and
the baby that is nourished, are so strongly attracted to each
other as to become like one, inseparable from each other. This
state of naturally belonging to each other without reflecting upon
it is termed as tawþãd.44

Clearly, the baby of this metaphysical image corresponds to
the neophyte and the mother to the spiritual master without
whose assistance it remains an extremely arduous, if not imposs-
ible task to achieve any spiritual growth. Again, the master's
vital role in guaranteeing the disciple's progress in the sàdhanà,
is depicted, as a prerogative that is shared not only by the
representatives of Islamic esoterism but also by those of Hindu
spirituality where it found its expression in the adaptation of
the devotionally oriented sants of mediaeval India whose legacy
our present-time masters assert to represent. Hence, the
reference to Kabãr's message expressed in the following verses
that hint at the stage described in the Såfã doctrines as `self-
extinction in the master' (fanà fã'l-shaikh):

jab main thà tab guru nahãn, ab guru hain main nàyaA
prem galã ati sàïkarã, yà men do na samàyaAA

When only I existed, there was no master, now only the
master exists and I am no moreA
United through the narrow path of love like a small
chain, oh none of us two did subsistAA

The second degree of realisation, reached after the search for
the true master is met with success, consists of passionate and
selfless love for the world and its Creator (`ishq, upàsanà). If
arising out of the knowledge that every action of God is
accomplished independently and unselfishly, it ultimately leads
to the selfless service (niùkàma sevà) of every single creature.45

The source of this infinite current of love consists at first of the
figure of the spiritual guide to whom the disciple must learn to

44. Faqãron kã sàt manzilen, pp. 20-1.

45. Ibidem, pp. 38-9.
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surrender. But on a more advanced level, once he has penetrated
the veils that cover the true light of his heart, it will be the
interior master through Whom the initiate, assuming the role
of heir of the great Divine descents (avatàra) of the past, will be
pervaded by selfless love for the surrounding creatures. He will
spare no effort to let them participate at the Truth through the
path which shines through them and illuminates their imme-
diate environment.

Such a description makes once more clear how the Kàyasth
authorities of this lineage integrate the Hindu perspective of
the Divine avataraõa smoothly with the position assumed by
the Naqshbandiyya Mujaddidiyya which considers its great
authorities as real heirs of the last Divine messenger. In the
same way these contemporary Hindu sants consider themselves
as the heirs of Lord Ràma or Lord K�ùõa who, followed by either
the Buddha, Muhammad or the Christ, have concluded the cycle
of godly envoys sent down to earth in order to re-establish the
Cosmic dharma shaken from time to time by the state of disorder
created by an imbalance between the major tendencies inherent
in Divine manifestation.

The third stage listed by K�ùõa Làl corresponds to knowledge
(`irfàn, j¤àna), metaphorically considered as the fruit growing
on the spiritual tree whose root corresponds to the desire to know
and whose trunk is put in relation with the application to a
means to acquire this wisdom. Associated with the Såfã trilogy
of sharã`at, ñarãqat and þaqãqat, or with the alleged Hindu
equivalent described in the Bhagavad Gãtà as karma, upàsanà
and j¤àna, knowledge is said to bear a close relation with the
intellect (`aql or buddhi) and ranks, therefore, highest among
these three degrees. Its most sublime level regards of the
knowledge of the Essence (`ilm-i dhàt) that provides the answer
to the fundamental question `Who are You?' or `Who am I?' But,
it is stressed in reality, knowledge is nothing but the result of
the previously achieved direct vision of the primordial origin
residing in the most intimate part of the heart, beyond the states
described in the Upaniùad as ̀ state of awakeness' (jàg�ta-sthàna)
and `state of dream' (svapna-sthàna) and beyond the Såfã
tripartition of the Universe into jabaråt, malakåt and nàsåt.
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Interestingly, this tripartition, already men-tioned by
Ràmcandra, does not constitute part of the standard Mujaddidã
terminology but rather belongs to the terminology used in Qàdirã
cosmology and among those orders generally associated with
holding a wujådã point of view. This appears even more
noteworthy as the position held by the Kàyasth authorities of
this order, although recognising the high rank of knowledge,
does not regard it as the highest one obtainable. Following ørã
Ràmànujàcàrya, and their predecessors in the sant environment
they, normally, subordinate it to the stage of pure selfless
devotion (upàsanà). In contrast, K�ùõa Làl descri-bes knowledge
as leading to certitude (yaqãn) intended as the certainty of the
Oneness of Reality (tawþãd or ekatà) which constitutes the
immediately following, fourth of the seven stages of realisation,
allegedly regarded as highest by the wujådãs.

In his description of the stage of tawþãd, K�ùõa Làl asserts
that the differences of perspective held by the adherents to the
doctrines of dvaitàdvaita, vi÷iùñàdvaita and kevalàdvaita are all
equally far from grasping the truth and that the dialectic
divergencies in their respective points of view are ultimately
illusory. But rather than criticising the specific perspective held
by each of these schools the author's position underlines once
more the aversion felt by the masters of this lineage to any sort
of purely speculative approach typical for the vedàntin. This
underlying assumption is equally present in the doctrinal
expositions of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã and his Såfã heirs, thus,
preparing the ground for their position resumed by the
Mujaddidãs in the formula hamà aÿ ost. In the words of K�ùõa
Làl:

. . . pure unity (tawþãd) does not and can never exist.
The affirmation of the One always presupposes the
persistence of duality. Until the notion of the lover
(`àshiq), that is to say the subject that affirms Unity,
and its [complementary] in the shape of the beloved
(ma`shåq), subsists, this residual duality will impede the
[experience of] pure  identity. . . this term reflects a
purely theoretical notion that has nothing to do with
real Unity . . . Truth (ÿaqq) is Truth, non-Truth (na-
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ÿaqq) is non-Truth Þ Divine Unity lies beyond these
two. . . .46

This simple statement describes in a very succinct manner the
position that underlies K�ùõa Làl's doctrinal version, and the
unconstrained way in which the technical vocabulary pertaining
to both the Mujaddidã and the sants teachings is mixed together
in an apparently loose manner betrays to an extraordinary extent
the synthetic vision characteristic of the entire lineage. In the
specific context of various degrees implied in the notion of tawþãd,
for instance, the author lists four categories current in Såfãs
teachings:

(a) tawþãd-i shar`ã, described as equivalent to the Hindu
concept of karma-kàõóa, based essentially on the
dogmatic acceptance of God's unicity (waþdat) and
recognising His transcendence reality.

(b) tauþãd-i ñarãqatã, described as equivalent to the Hindu
concept of upàsanà-kàõóa, and further subdivided into
two categories, namely tauþãd-i `af`àlã, regarding the
active aspect of the Divine that intervenes in nature,
and tauþãd-i ùifatã, that is to say the awareness that all
creatures are characterised by the reflections of the
divine attributes.

(c) tawþãd-i dhàtã, i.e., to consider everything as pertaining
to the essence of God.

(d) tawþãd-i þaqãqatã, i.e., the individual's total identi-fication
with the Divine.

This list, which clearly betrays its origin in the Mujaddidã
concept of the multiple reflections of the Divine, is then
associated to the Hindu concepts of (a) sàlokya, i.e., to penetrate
into the Divine realm; (b) sàmãpya, i.e., proximity to God; (c)
sàråpya, i.e., to participate consciously at the numerous Divine
aspects; and (d) sàyujya, i.e., to penetrate into and reach
identification with God's essence.

These are identified as four successive degrees of liberation

46. Faqãron kã sàt manzilen, p. 60.
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(mukti) gradually leading the initiate from a perspective of
duality towards the experience of Identity. They can be, therefore,
associated with what in the language of the Kabãr-Panthãs and
Ràdhàsoàmã saints is described as the degree of sun or ÷ånya,
already mentioned in the precedent chapter in the context of
Ràmcandra's concepts of the higher stages of being. Interspersed
with several sometimes extensive quotations of verses ascribed
to Kabãr (but more certainly to be attributed to later members
of the Dharmadàsã branch of the panth), the author attributes
the possibility to gain access to them as the result of the growing
intensity in the guru-÷iùya relationship which sees the spiritual
master as the immediate object of the initiate's longing and only
fix point of reference for attaining to the primary level of tawþãd
which culminates in the state of `self- effacement in the master'
(fanà fi`l-shaikh).

Once this primary goal is achieved, the spiritual traveller
has reached the fifth of the seven stations, termed according to
the vocabulary used by Islamic esoterism as istighnà (lit. `non-
dependence') and rendered in a terminology pertaining to
Pata¤jalã's classical Yoga doctrine as nirvikalpa-samàdhi. It is
said to bear a direct connection with the previous stage and is
defined as a deepening of that one, hence also identified with
the state of savikalpa-samàdhi. The initiate who has attained
to this degree has effectively reached the identification with the
Object sought for (dhyeya) and can, therefore, truly be termed
as yogã or Såfã.

In the technical vocabulary of the santmat this stage is
referred to as mahàsun or `great emptiness'. Those who have
attained to it are given the title of ha§sa or even paramaha§sa,
since, it is asserted, only at this level the entire meaning of what
the Såfãs intend with tark-i duniyà, the detachment from any
worldly tie, analogous to the Hindu concept of tyàga, is entirely
achieved and the initiate, although apparently related to the
world and its objects, is in reality totally independent of it (this
being the literal meaning of the Arabic term istighnà). To further
clarify the idea the underlying this notion, the author cites a
beautiful Persian couplet that emphasises the nirguõa
perspective held by him and his predecessors:
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sar birahnà nãstam dàram kullàh-i chàr tarkA
tark-i duniyà, tark-i `uqbà, tark-i maulà, tark-i tarkAA

My head is not naked but covered with a fourfold cap,
relinquishment from the world, from the hereafter, from
the Lord and from the very concept of relinquishment.47

A purely interior attitude is assumed by those who have explored
the full depth of detachment in their hearts. It is easy to
understand that the ideal tyàgã, in the view of our masters, does
not comply with the conventional archetype of the Vedic ascetic
living a life of hardship and penance in seclusion in a remote
place somewhere in the Himàlayas or the Vindhya mountains.
He is rather identified with the simple and honest householder
(g�hasthã) who combines the common responsibilities of social
life with an inner detachment from all worldly deeds resulting
from his proximity to the Divine inside himself. This state of
inner beatitude is referred to as sahaja samàdhi since it is said
to be reached without any need of undergoing painful exercises
of renouncement and self-castigation as the natural result of an
inner awareness reached exclusively through the surrender to
the master's benevolent flow of spiritual energy.

The next level on the seven-fold path is that termed as
`extinction' or `annihilation' (fanà or laya) and said to bear a
direct relation with the subtle centre located in the brain, referred
to by contemporary sants as bhanwara gufà or the ̀whirling cave'.
According to K�ùõa Làl, rather than merely pertaining to the
state of non-existence or non-subsistence of the individual (nãstã)
as commonly assumed, it indicates a spiritual state in
correspondence to the condition of deep sleep (suùupti) in which
the heart has returned to its primordial condition prior to its
illusory implication in and limitation by the outer objects. This
state is said to correspond to sat-cit-ànanda to which some sants
refer also as unmanã avasthà. Its negative description as `non-
being' or ̀non-existence' characterises its ineffable nature beyond
description.

47. Faqãron kã sàt manzilen, p. 75.
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Finally, the seventh and utmost degree contemplated in the
perspective of this sàdhanà is called `permanence' (baqà),
somewhat oddly rendered by the term pårõa-jãvana, (the `living
Principle') in reference of the àtman, since, in contrast with the
previous stage related to what is in fact of a fundamentally
ephemeral nature (only thus it is possible to refer to it as
something subject to extinction), this stage pertains to a stable
and permanent Reality, not subject to any alteration of time
and space, neither to birth nor to death, everlasting (bàqã), beyond
duality, beyond multiplicity, lying beyond the abodes of the gods.
It is said that while It bears no names, all names are
comprehended by It. It transcends the alpha and omega of the
entire Universe where only Truth (al-ÿaqq, satya) subsists.
Forever hidden to the eyesight, this is the Supreme Principle;
he who fully realises It becomes one with It and knows that he
has never been separated from It. Birth, youth, adulthood and
old age, all this reveals its fanciful truth in a Divine display of
the everlasting game of creation, on the unfolding of its
possibilities and their reabsorption, both on a macrocosmic and
microcosmic plane, which is unreachable even by knowledge.
This is the realm of the àtmà, the turãya of the Upaniùad whose
inner reflection lies at the utmost limit of the satyaloka or the
dayàla-de÷a of the Ràdhàsoàmãs.

Delhi: Continuity in diversity

The last authority to be discussed in the context of this lineage
is known as Ya÷ Pàl. Born on 5 December 1918 at Bulandshahr
to Sohan Làl, a head-clerk (munùarim) at the district's Judge's
Court, he spent the early years of his life in that town near Delhi
before moving to Allahabad for his higher education. After
successfully completing his studies there, he joined the P&T
Department as a telegraphist and retired from the position of
director in the department of telecommunications in December
1976.48

Unlike the other authorities discussed, he was not a direct
disciple of Ràmcandra Fatehgarhã but belongs to a yet later

48. LVV, p. 298.
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generation of authorities grown under the leadership of
Ràmcandra's nephew B�j Mohal Làl. Reportedly, Ya÷ Pal was
first introduced to his future spiritual guide by his paternal uncle
in 1942, but it was not until four years later while posted at
Calcutta, after a traumatic first-hand experience of the outbreak
of communal violence there in August 1946 during the events of
the `Direct Action Day', that he was reportedly driven towards
spiritual life that could `rise humanity above its beastly nature'.
Later, he was posted at Delhi and, on the suggestion of his
younger brother Satya Pàl, began to attend K�ùõa Làl's satsang
at Sikandarabad. There, in October 1948 during the annual
Da÷aharà meeting, he was officially introduced to his master
and in July 1949 he was granted initiation by B�j Mohan Làl
(dàdàjã),49 until in June 1951, after `merging completely with
his gurudeva', he was granted permission (ijàzat) to establish
his own spiritual circle.

After the sudden death of B�j Mohan Làl in January 1955,
while posted at Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh), Ya÷ Pàl was at loss
and decided to abandon every responsibility in the sàdhanà,
However, soon afterwards, assertedly following a dream in which
his master appeared to him delivering a series of instructions,
he regained confidence and decided to resume his role as spiritual
leader. Two years later, he organised his master's bhaõóàra at
Bombay, and sometime later he started to run an organised
satsang programme at Delhi culminating with an annual
meeting, held since 1958 on the day of Ràma-navamã.

Considering himself ever since as the undisputed leader and
heir of the entire lineage, in 1969 he laid the foundation for the
`Akhil Bharatiya Santmat Satsang' which was officially
registered in August of the same year. With a number of smaller
centres spreadout all over India, but also in Canada, the U.S.A.,
the Philippines and the U.A.E., the headquarters of this mission
are situated at the master's residence in New Delhi while the
annual bhaõóàrà is organised at the Anangpur à÷rama in

49. Highlights of Param Pujya Bhai Sahib's life, Akhil Bharatiya
Santmat Satsang, Delhi, 1992, p. 6.
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Faridabad district of Haryana, which is spacious enough to
accommodate and feed the great number of devotees gathering
on that occasion. There, he has established the `Shri Brij Mohan
School', recognised up to the eighth standard, where young
children are instructed according to the master's humanitarian
ideals.

As considered necessary for a charismatic leader of an
institution that claims to promulgate an integral spiritual
discipline, Ya÷ Pàl too claims authorship of a vast range of written
works supposedly based on the teachings received from his
`revered dàdàjã', which contain the most important doctrinal
guidelines and practical instructions for his followers spread over
vast areas of the country. Among these we find ânanda-Yoga,
published in two volumes and available in both Hindã and English
based on the instructions of B�j Mohan Làl  the quarterly
periodical Sant-Sudhà, containing various articles in both
languages and numerous other booklets including a lengthy
comment on the Bhagavad Gãtà.

The sàdhanà promoted by Ya÷ Pàl in the name of his guru
B�j Mohan Làl maintains the denomination attributed to it by
the son of Raghubar Dayàl, viz., ânanda-Yoga, the `Yoga of
beatitude'. Like all the other disciplines in this lineage regarded
as the subtle essence of Ràja-Yoga, ânanda-Yoga claims to suit
the needs of our days by eliminating most of the physical exercises
hitherto current in most disciplines while maintaining the
intellectual perspective held by the Vedànta. It leaves to the
master the task of cleansing the disciple's inner states
(antaþkaraõa) from the impurities created by the mental
impressions (sa§skàra) with the aim of taking him to the inner
experience of a lasting state of beatitude.

Said to be derived from the brahma-vidyà taught by Maharùi
Aùñàvakra to the enlightened king of the solar dynasty (sårya-
va§÷a) Janaka ̀Videha' of Maithilã, father of Lord Ràmacandra's
bride Sãtà, in the pre-historical period of the dvàpara-yuga,50

50. This idea is further elaborated in K�ùõa Làl's Aùñàvakra-Gãtàm�ta,
first published in two small volumes from the Akhil Bharatiya
Santmat Satsang at New Delhi in 1979, which deals extensively

®
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the science and method taught in this mission is not considered
a new invention but rather a reintroduction and revival of that
ancient knowledge dedicated to the people of India. Most
interestingly, the merit of this task is attributed to Khwàja Bàqã
Billàh, the spiritual guide of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã who
introduced the Naqshbandiyya to the Indian subcontinent in
the sixteenth century AD from Afghanistan and Central Asia,
thus, establishing a vital link between the ancient Hindu wisdom,
Islamic esoterism and the contemporary lineage of ours.

Based on the ideal of leading modern mankind, perceived
as increasingly weakened by the impact and comforts of its
twentieth-century lifestyle, towards the attainment of the most
sublime spiritual states in consonance with the performance of
their worldly duties, it proposes itself to bring about the merging
of the individual soul (jãvàtmà) with the immobile abode
(dhruvapàda) of the satpuruùa through the vitalisation of the
spiritual plexuses or cakras.

The frequent textual references quoted in support of the
elaborations made in his works apart from the usual sàkhãs
attributed to Kabãr, are taken largely from the Bhagavad Gãtà,
reflecting the background of the author's own religious tradition
oriented along the lines of the prevailing devotional current of
the nearby land of Braj, the K�ùõa-bhakti. His sàdhanà referred
to alternatively as sahaja-màrga, the ̀easy path', is said to consist
of a balance between the three paths described by Lord K�ùõa in
his sermon to Arjuna as the key to a successful spiritual
realisation, i.e., karma, j¤àna and upàsanà. It is said to lead
ultimately to the attainment of the state of sahaja samàdhi as
the perfection of sincere and selfless devotion to the master, the
spiritual ancestors and finally God.51

This discipline, for which an intense yearning and whole-
hearted devotion are the only necessary prerequisites, is based
on the grace (k�pà) and kindness of the Lord (ã÷vara), that

with and comments upon some selected verses of the Aùñàvakra-
Gãtà.

51. AnY, vol. I, p. 96.

®
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crystallises itself in the guise of the real master attracting the
chosen ones towards Himself. Acting through the material
support of his physical shape, the teacher's spiritual current
(àdhyàtmik dhàrà) is said to possess such a power of penetration
that even the slightest glance conveys into the heart of the
aspirant a feeling of immense joy, calmness and serenity (bhakti-
bhàva). This transfusion of power is known among the Hindu
masters of this lineage as ÷aktipat.52

The three fundamental ingredients of the discipline's
operational aspect consist of satsang, the company and service
of a truly qualified saint, a concept that re-echoes the Såfã idea
of suþbat, besides satnàm, the practice of invoking internally
the sacred name comparable to the Såfã method of dhikr, and
satguru, the affiliation and total surrender to the master, called
by the Såfãs shaikh or pãr-i kàmil. These three, referred to as
the `trinity of the path', constitute the entire edifice of the sant
teachings, referred to as santmat, and are complementary to
each other.

Since the ancient techniques of Laya-Yoga and Kuõóalinã-
Yoga that keep in view the awakening of the spiritual centres
from the målàdhàra upwards along the spinal cord, require a
strict discipline based on abstinence and contentment (brahma-
carya) the prerequisites of which are rarely found among the
human beings of the present age and rather irreconcilable with
the life of a householder (g�hastha), this discipline focusses
entirely on the concentration and meditation on the h�daya-
cakra, seat of the germ from which will germinate the spiritual
child under the influence of the master's current of pràõa.
Nourished and invigorated by the spiritual energy, thus, received,
the sàdhaka's pràõa is lifted spontaneously from the lower
regions centred around the seat of the latent power (kuõóalinã)
in the målàdhàra up to the subtle heart-organ, known by the
Mujaddidãs as lañãfa-i qalb, thereby provoking the rise of a state
of spiritual rapture (avadhåta or jadhba).

Only after the completion of this preliminary step, the

52. AnY, vol. II, ch.2, pp. 13-18. The related methodology is described
in ch. 8, pp. 84-9.
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initiate is ready to face the challenge of putting his feet on the
sulåk which is described unequivocally by Ya÷ Pàl as the gradual
penetration behind the quintuple sheaths listed by the Upaniùad.
The description of each of these five sheaths, however, follows
too closely the one given by Ràmcandra to offer any new clues
for the evaluation of this method.53

Once reached at this stage, the sàdhaka, now guided by the
inner master, will be able to concentrate his mind on that single
point (ekàgratà) at the centre of his heart from which not only
the spiritual light irradiates but in whose continuous palpitation
there also reverberates the name of the Supreme (japàjapa or
dhikr-i qalb) previously focussed on that very spot by the mind's
rhythmic invocation of the sacred syllable (mantra, dhikr-i khafã).
This technique, commonly known as sårat-÷abda yoga so
important among the Ràdhàsoàmãs, which leads to the expansion
of the subtle sound vibration (àntarik ÷abda or udgãtha)54 from
the region of the heart to the entire breast (in exact
correspondence to the maqàm-i sãna that comprehends the five
lañà-`if contemplated by the Mujaddidãs) lifts the subtle sound
vibration upwards towards the àj¤à-cakra located somewhere
on the forehead between the eyebrows (in correspondence to the
lañãfa-i nafs, known by the followers of Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã).
The diagram that illustrates the location of the central knots in
the human breast reproduces exactly that given by the
Mujaddidãs, although Ya÷ Pàl does not nominate any of of these
`centres'. Far greater importance is ultimately attributed by him

53. Madhhab aur Taþqãqat, 1989, pp. 129-34.

54. The latter term udgãtha, as also mentioned at by the author (AnY,
vol. I, p. 70), refers to Chàndogya Upaniùad, I.1-V.5 elucidating
the deeper significance of the sacred syllable AU© which
introduces every single hymn of the Veda. Acoustically symbolising
the Supreme Priniciple, this text recommends its use as the object
of meditation of the niràkàra or formless Divinity, for it is directed
towards the metaphysical essence of everything including in its
fold all the multiple aspects of manifestation. There, hence, results
the highly intellectual perspective that lies behind the often
repetitive expositions of the masters of this lineage, which draws
its ultimate inspiration from the very source of all sacred
knowledge in the Hindu tradition, the Vedànta.
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to the àj¤à-cakra or lañãfa-i nafs as the passage between the
intermediate, individual dominion of the piõóa-de÷a and the
universal realm of the brahmàõóa-man.

A particular feature that distinguishes Ya÷ Pàl's exposition
from that of other authorities in the same lineage consists of
the definition of his doctrinal perspective as iti-màrga or `path
of addition', said to go back to the teachings of Maharùi
Aùñàvakra. These are seen in contrast to the neti-màrga or `path
of denial and renunciation' hitherto most currently held by the
vedàntin or yogã, that is outwardly manifested through the choice
of the state of sa§nyàsa. Although the latter is recognised as
the shortest way for obtaining the desired results as it absolves
the sàdhaka from all other objectives but the one, leaving him
all energies for the pursuit of the spiritual quest, preference is
ultimately given to the iti-màrga which, in contrast, adds to the
daily responsibilities incumbent on the householder the quest
for the jãvanmukti-avasthà or `state of liberation from any
bondage while alive'. For the achievement of this objective, two
things are regarded as essential: the perpetual remembrance of
the Lord (smaraõa), comparable to the condition of þuóår-i àgàhã
or perpetual presence envisaged by the Naqshbandã through the
dhikr and referred to by the sants as japa; the second, directly
derived from the former, consists of the performance niùkàma
karma or selfless action which leaves no residual impressions
on the practitioner's subtle state that would condition the
projection of his jãva into a future existence. To illustrate this
point, the author quotes the well-known verses pronounced by
K�ùõa to Arjuna shortly before the start of the epic battle of
Kurukùetra:

tyaktvà karmaphalàsaïgam nityat�pto nirà÷rayaþA
karmanyabhiprav�ttopi naiva ki¤citkaroti saþAA

Having abandoned attachment for the fruits of action,
ever content, dependent on none, though engaged in
actions, nothing at all does he do.

Þ Bhagavad Gãtà, IV.20
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and also

gatsaïgasya muktasya j¤ànàvasthita cetasaþA
yaj¤àyàcarataþ karma samagram pravilãyateAA

Of the man whose attachment is gone, who is liberated,
whose mind is established in knowledge, who acts for
the sake of sacrifice, his whole action melts away.

Þ Bhagavad Gãtà, IV.23

Once again one can observe how the original  Såfã methodology
is integrated neatly into a Hindu doctrinal perspective without
creating any friction between the respective points of view since
the role of the heirs of the prophets as intended by Sahikh Aþmad
and his followers, and that of the modern sants who similarly
consider themselves as heirs of the divine avatàra Ràma and
K�ùõa ultimately share the same objective of proposing a
spiritual realisation that combines both the attainment of the
highest abode for the practitioner while maintaining his
responsibility to render selfless service to his fellow human being
in communicating him the message of a path open to a large
number of individuals even in the final period of the kali-yuga.

As it has emerged from these descriptions, the heirs of the
tradition begun by Ràmcandra Saksenà and his master Shàh
Faól Aþmad Khàn continue, each in their own peculiar way, to
perpetuate a sàdhanà that reunites elements based on a mixed
Hindu-Muslim background. Faithful to the principles set out by
their illustrious predecessors, they all start their elaborations
from the common ground prepared by him. Although we can
clearly recognise in their expositions a gradual shift towards a
more indigenised conceptual background and vocabulary, the
Islamic substratum of the Mujaddidã tradition can hardly remain
hidden to the attentive observer and illustrates the flexibility of
adopting different sacred teachings to a common purpose. This
tendency can be partially accounted for by the master's sounder
theoretical acquaintance with the classical Hindu texts borne
out of their expressed desire to exalt the `glorious spiritual
heritage of Hindu India'. Such an attitude reflects to some extent
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the changed attitude and the new role assumed by the educated
Hindu middle-class since the begin-ning of the century and in
particular after Independence. This is particularly marked in
the Kàyasth community which, in a sense, summarises the
general pattern of Hinduisation that accompaneid the growing
feeling of nationalism in India. It reflects the redefinition of the
community's social role over the last one-hundred years away
from their loyalty to and collaboration with the Islamic rulers
towards their full integration into and identification with
contemporary India proud of its deep millennarian culture,
claiming their place in modern society. As such, these authorities
act as natural vehicles of that peculiar Indian tendency to absorb
the impulses and stimuli received from outside and to synthesise
them in a fashion which, though reshaping its outer form, leaves
largely intact their underlying essence. All four examples, while
laying emphasis on slightly different elements in their teachings,
reiterate, thus, in great lines the doctrinal outlay proposed by
their spiritual guide and can, therefore, rightly be considered in
their own way as perpetuators of the modern sant tradition.
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Conclusion

THE Hindu offshoot of the Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya which
about a century ago began to spread from Fatehgarh and
Kanpur across the Ganges plain and adjacent areas is still alive
although on a reduced scale. Its period of major glory and force
of attraction went from around 1920, when its first and foremost
leader Ràmcandra Saksenà began to promote actively the
sàdhanà, he had inherited from his shaikh and which he
further elaborated, to 1955 when Ràmcandra's grandson B�j
Mohan Làl  Saksenà died at Lucknow. Since then, a gradual
process of fragmentation has allowed the contemporary
representatives of this branch to spread the discipline and its
connected message to various parts of India and abroad, while
at the same time losing much of its inner force and cohesion.
This development notwithstanding, some of its leaders in both
the spiritual and the genetic genealogies have carried on the
gradual cultural assimilation of the original Islamic ñarãqa into
a new Hindu environment in a fashion similar to that which
can be observed in other modern sant traditions, such as the
Ràdhàsoàmã satsangs at Agra and Beas.

In general terms it is possible to affirm that, while the
theoretical and doctrinal background of the original Mujaddidã
teachings has been largely replaced by those current among
the various sant-panths (in particular the Dharmadàsã branch
of the Kabãr-panth at Chattãsgarh to which Ràmcandra was
affiliated and by Ràdhàsoàmã teachings), yet the methods and
techniques which make up the practical aspect of the discipline
have been left substantially inalterated and therefore remain
essentially indential to those used by the Mujaddidãs. Very much
a part of the modern twentieth-century sant tradition with its
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accompanying component of social reform, Ràmcandra and his
successors significantly belong like most of their renowned
predecessors to the Vaiùõava tradition which is focussed around
this divinity's popular descents (avatàras) Ràma and K�ùõa.
Taking into due account the natural formal differences
intercurring between the two traditions, these take the central
place held by Muþammad among the Mujaddidãs in both his
historical and purely spiritual dimension. Beginning with Mãrzà
Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn, some of the leading authorities of the order
have cautiously hinted at the underlying parallels subsisting
between the Hindu avataraõa doctrine and the Semitic concept
of a series of prophets an law-giving messengers intervening in
crucial moments of human history with the task of restoring
order among those people who had forgotten their Divine origin.
Hence, the major affinity between the prophetical vision of the
Mujaddidãs and the Vaiùõava environment among Hindus in
general and sants in particular.

From the point of view of self-realisation, the perspective
held throughout the doctrinal elaborations of the Hindu
Naqshbandãs is that of the Vedànta, the most purley metaphysical
part of the Hindu doctrine which as brahma-vidyà, goes well
along with the gnostic aspect of the Såfã `ilm-i Ilàhã.  Here again
it appears more than a pure accident that the position assumed
by the Mujaddidã sants to a large extent reflects the viewpoint
held by ørã Ràmànujàcàrya's Vaiùõava vi÷iùtàdvaita which agrees
much better than ørã øaïkàràcàrya's Saiva kevalàdvaita with
the Såfã doctrine developed by Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindã known
as waþdat al-shuhåd.  It would be highly interesting to
undertake a thorough comparison of the two mentioned Vedànta
doctrines, one consonant with a Vaiùõava perspective and the
other corresponding to a øaiva perspective, with the two Såfã
doctrines, i.e Sirhindã's waþdat al-shuhåd and Ibn al `Arabã's
waþdat al-wujåd.

However, the `science of the subtle centre' or `ilm-i lañà'if,
peculiar to the Naqshbandãs and in many respects similar to
the Hindu cakra-vidyà common to most Tàntrik doctrines,
constitutes a common ground on which Ramcandra and
his successors have built a bridge to link the two traditions
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in both their theoretical and practical aspects. Only at a
later stage is the Mujaddidl methodology assimilated more
clearly to the techniques used by the Yoga-dar÷ana which
is defined as Ràja-Yoga in view of its peculiar stress on a
purely interiorised discipline consonant with the tendency
prevailing also among their Muslim predecessors.

It may, therefore, be conclude that in spite of notable formal
differences arising out of the different perspectives held by Islam
and Hinduism in general and by the Mujaddidãs and Kabãr-
panthãs particular, the example of the lineage of contemporary
sants analysed in the present study shows that the apparently
most irreconcilable positions held from an exoteric point of view
and the different social and ethical circumstances, are neverthe-
less insufficient to prevent the development of a common spiritual
terrain on which an encounter between these two great traditions
offers the chance for a real synthesis from above, in the twentieth
century just as it did in the fifteenth century at the time of Kabãr.
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Glossary of Technical Terms

abhyàsa the ̀ spiritual discipline', with emphasis
on its active, technical aspect consisting
of numerous exercises and inner
practices.

abhyàsã the `practitioner', i.e., the initiate who
is engaged in the various spiritual prac-
tices that are part of the sàdhanà.

`aks `reflection', that is to say the image of a
higher principle cast on one or more of
the lower degrees of reality.

akùara the unperishable, primordial sound
vibration consisting of the syllable o§.

`àlam lit. `world, dominion'; in the technical
context of the cosmological doctrine of
the Naqshbandãs, it denotes one of a
series of specific, hierarchical super-
seding degrees of existence.

`àlam-i amr the `world of order', so-called because it
came into being  instantly on the single
command (amr) of Allàh: Kun! (Be!) (cf.
Koran 36:82); it refers to the unmanifes-
ted world, situated beyond the `Throne
of Allàh' and the barzakh.

`àlam-i arwàþ the `world of spirits', part of the `àlam -i
amr; it  is said to contain the spirits of
all living beings prior to their descent
into the realm of creation.

`àlam-i kabãr lit. `the great world', hence denoting in
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Naqshbandã cosmology the macrocosm
or universe, divided into two hemisph-
eres along the equatorial axis consisting
of the barzakh.

`àlam-i khalq the `world of creation'; it constitutes the
lower hemisphere of the ̀ àlam-i kabãr or
macrocosm, the upper hemisphere being
constituted by the `àlam-i amr.

`àlam-i malakåt the `world of the angels and spirits'; it
refers to the subtle dominion within the
greater realm of the `àlam-i khalq,
immediately above the ̀àlam-i mulk and
is divided from it by the line of the
horizon (àsmàn-i duniyà).

`àlam-i mithàl the `world of the archetypes', part of the
`àlam-i amr; it contains the celestial
archetypes of all those entities that are
to be manifested in the course of
universal existence.

`àlam-i mulk the ̀world of dominion'; the term denotes
the dominion of the physical world
perceptible to the common senses, the
gross aspect of creation.

`àlam-i ùaghãr the ̀microcosm', that is to say the human
being conceived as a reflection of the
universe on a minor scale, sanctioned by
God's appointment of Man as his
viceregent (khalãfa) in the realm of
creation.

`aql the `intellect'; can denote both the
universal intellect (`aql al-kullã) and the
individual, human intellect.

`arsh al-muþãñ the ̀all-encompassing Divine throne', the
central spot of the universe whence the
entire creation came into being by
expansion around it, the focal point of
the Divine command following the
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descent of the order that sanctions the
passage from non-being to being.

avyakta lit. ̀unmanifested', referring to the realm
of non-manifestation; in the cosmological
doctrines of the Hindu Naqshbandãs, the
term denotes the intermediate degree of
the cosmos that constitutes the limit
between the seminal or archetypical
manifestation and the realm of form; as
such, it is put in relation with the
barzakh.

a'yàn al-thàbita the `Divine prototypes', denoting the
images arising in the Divine Intellect
prior to their taking shape in the realm
of creation.

bai'at lit., `the pact of allegiance', between the
shaikh and the disciple that sanctions
the formal initiation into a Såfã ñarãqa.

baqà `permanence'; denotes the state beyond
that of the extinction of the individual
attributes when the initiate fully
adheres to the Divine attributes of his
Creator.

barzakh generally, the term refers to something
that intervenes or lies between two
entities or dominions, at the same time
separating and linking the two; in
Naqshbandã cosmology, it denotes the
interval and link between the two
hemispheres that constitute the
universal `sphere of Possibility', the
`world of order' (`àlam-i àmr) and the
`world of creation' (`àlam-i khalq); cf.
Koran 18:53, where the term is put in
relation with the meeting-point of the
two oceans (majma' al-baþrain).

bàñin `the inner'; one of the names of Allàh,
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denotes the hidden, esoteric aspect of His
being, pertaining essentially to the
metaphysical realm.

bàz gasht `retreat'; the sixth of the eleven spiritual
principal which refers to the technique
of the dhikr; it denotes the interval in
the repeated rhytmical  invocation of the
dhikr to be observed by the initiate;
during this pause, the sàlik is advised
to invoke and reflect upon a specific
formula of request to God to concede His
love and knowledge upon him.

bhåta the `gross element'; these are tradi-
tionally numbered as five: earth (p�thvã),
water (ap), fire (tejas), air (vàyu) and
ether (àkà÷a); the resemblance with the
five subtleties of the `world of order' is
evident.

dà'irah lit. `sphere, circle'; the term denotes one
major state or degree of being, contain-
ing in its fold an indefinite series of
further sub-degrees.

dhàt the pure essence of Allàh without
considering any of His attributes.

dhikr lit. `recollection, remembrance'; in the
technical sense, it denotes a method
common to all Såfã orders representing
a powerful means of impressing the
subtle vibration produced by pro-
nouncing rhythmically the sacred
syllables, usually names of God, on the
subtle states of the initiate.

dhikr-i khafã the `hidden invocation', performed
exclusively on the inner, mental plane,
not audible to the surrounding world.

faió `grace' (pl. fuyåó); denotes the effusion
of spiritual blessings granted by Allàh
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to the earnest seeker of Truth as a sign
of His mercy.

fanà lit. ̀ extinction, dissolution'; an important
step on the esoteric path that denotes
the overcoming of the most immediate
individual limitations in the gradual
process of universalisation; the
perfection of this process is often
referred to as fanà al-fanà; an equiva-
lent to laya in Yoga doctrines.

fikr lit., `thought'; refers to the mental
activity in the wider sense; in the
technical context of the ñarãqa, the term
represents the series of techniques that
are concerned with the discipline of the
mind, bringing about an increasing
capacity of focussing, concentrating,
meditating and contemplating a series
of Divine aspects until penetrating the
inner truth contained in them; as such,
complementary to the dhikr and the
various aspects to this method.

ghaflat lit. ̀ forgetfulness', ̀negligence'; this term
can have two connotations: in its inferior
sense it refers to the condition of igno-
rance that characterises the uninitiated
common folk unaware of the
transcendent principles and inner truth
of things, similar to the Sanskrit avidyà;
in its superior sense, the Naqshbandãs
intend with this term the stuphor
arising out of the awareness reached in
the higher stages of realisation, that
man and God are two separate entities.

ghaib `hidden', the invisible world beyond the
realm of creation perceptible to the
common senses.
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g�hasthã-avasthà the condition of ̀householder'; the second
of the four phases that charac-terise
according to the ancient Hindu tradition
human life; in the context of the present
study, it denotes the way of life led by
the Hindu Naqshbandãs of active
participation in social life in all its
aspects reflecting the ideal sanctioned
by the Naqshbandã tenet of khilwat dar
anjuman; contrasts strongly with the
ascetic ideal that recommends the
withdrawal from the world and its
activities in order to reflect outwardly
the inner renounce as part of the
discipline.

þadãth a `Tradition', a saying attributed to the
prophet Muþammad, distinguished from
the Koran, which represents the word
of God revealed to His prophet through
the archangel Gabriel.

þàl a spiritual `state', attained to spontane-
ously and in most cases beyond the full
control of the initiate; hence, it is still
liable to vanish as sudden as it has
appeared.

þalqa `circle, an assembly'; the circle of
intimate disciples gathering around a
shaikh.

þaqãqat `truth, reality'; in the context of the
esoteric doctrine, the term denotes the
different degrees of insight into the
essential principles and their extensions
in the realm of immanence; in the
highest sense, it refers to the very goal
of every esoteric doctrine, the compre-
hension of the Divine in the aspect of
al-ÿaqq, supreme Truth.
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hiraõyagarbha the `golden germ', containing the
potentialities of the entire manifestation
in its fold, the possibilities of manifest-
ation in their seminal state, analogous
to the `world of order' in Naqshbandã
cosmology, corresponds to the head of
Brahmà in the context of the primordial
sacrifice or puruùa-såkta as mentioned
in the »gveda.

hosh dar dam `awareness while breathing'; the first of
the eleven principles that characterise
the Naqshbandã path since Bahà al Dãn
al-Bukhàrã al-Naqshbandã; refers to the
necessity to maintain a high level of
awareness in every moment of life,
during every single breath Þ hence,
similar in its implications to the Yoga
concept of pràõàyàma, although later
Naqshbandã practice does not call any
longer for the need of restraining or even
temporarily suspending the breath in
the couse of some spiritual exercises.

ijàzat `licence', `permission'; it refers to the
licence conferred by the shaikh to his
disciple to initiate and instruct indepen-
dently new aspirants to enter the ñarãqa.

`ilm knowledge, science; the Arabic equival-
ent to the Sanskrit vidyà.

`ilm al-ladunnã the `Divinely inspired science', of
non-human origin and, therefore,
pertaining essentially to the trans-
cendent realm, said to be revealed on
those exceptionally qualified human
beings whose role is to intervene; in most
cases, related to and transmitted
through the mysterious guide of the
transcendent, al-Khiór.
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`ilm-i þuóurã `intuitive knowledge'; refers to the
spiritual knowledge acquired while
proceeding on the path of esoteric
realisation, regarding the inner Truth
pertaining essentially to the transcen-
dent realm, the knowledge of the
spiritual principles that govern the
realm of immanence.

`ilm-i þuùulã `discoursive knowledge'; the knowledge
acquired on the rational plane though
the apprehension of mental notions,
hence the knowledge of the erudite and
the learned scholars.

`ilm-i làhã the `Divine science', esoteric knowledge,
pertaining to the Divine mysteries, the
equivalent to the Hindu brahma-vidyà.

jadhba `spontaneous attraction', `spiritual
rapture'; refers to the state which takes
the initiate suddenly and abruptly from
one condition to a higher state of aware-
ness that enables him to enter into
contact with the realm of transcendence,
said to be produced as a result of earnest
devotion and wholehearted surrender
either to the shaikh, to the ancestors in
the spiritual lineage, or directly to the
Lord.

jam'iyat `composure of the heart or mind',
analogous to the state of ekàgratà in the
Yoga discipline.

j¤àna `knowledge', `wisdom'; the intuitive
knowledge of the Sacred acquired
through an inner comprehension of the
doctrine.

j¤ànendriya the `faculties of knowledge', correspond-
ing to the five faculties of the senses
through the mind of the individual
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receives the multitude of sensual
impressions from the outside world:
these faculties consist of: the sense of
hearing (÷rotra), the sense of touch
(tvaca), the sense of sight (cakùus), the
sense of taste (rasana) and the sense of
smell (ghràna).

karàmat extraordinary deeds ascribed to a saint
in virtue of his spiritual achievements
that enable him to intervene, in an
apparently miraculous manner, on
various degrees of nature and its
elements.

karmendriya the ̀ faculties of action' through which the
individual intervenes in the surrounding
world; these are five, listed as: the
faculty of prension (pàõi), the faculty of
deambulation (pàda), the faculty of
excretion (pàya), the faculty of
generation (upastha) and the faculty of
speech (vàc).

kashf `opening', `disclosure'; refers to the
sudden revelation of a supernatural
truth, based on spiritual intuition.

khànaqàh `hospice'; the seat and residence of a Såfã
shaikh including residential quarters for
his disciples, a common space where the
spiritual instructions take place and,
usually, a mosque with the annexed
facilities.

kharq-i `adat a miracle or extraordinary deed,
apparently against the natural course of
things, synonym of karàmat.

khilwat dar anjuman `solitude amidst the crowd'; the fourth
of the eleven principles of the
Naqshbandã path that defines the
attitude assumed by the Såfãs linked to
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this ñarãqa, which sanctions their
involvement in the outer affairs of the
world while inwardly remaining
detached from it.

lañãfa lit., `subtle' (pl.: lañà'if) ; in the technical
context of the Mujaddãdiyya it denotes
the subtle centres or spiritual organs
located inside the human body, on which
the disciple is taught to focus as essential
part of his spiritual practice; analogous
to the cakra in Yoga disciplines. The five
subtleties of the `àlam-i khalq are listed
as: earth (khàk), water (àb), fire (àtish),
air (hawà) and breath (nafas); the five
subtleties pertaining to the ̀ àlam-i amr,
located inside the human body in the
heart region, are: heart (qalb), spirit
(råþ), secret (sirr), mystery (khafã) and
utmost mystery (akhfà).

ma'iyat `co-presence'; the degree reached by the
initiate during the stage of `major
sainthood', when he conceives himself as
acting in perfect harmony with the
Divine will, in the continuous awareness
of being in the company of his Lord.

maqàm `station'; refers to a major degree of
spiritual advancement acquired on a
permanent basis; by convention, these
are listed as ten, but can be multiple in
number.

muràqabat lit., `visualisation'; in the Naqshbandã
context, it denotes a series of meditation
exercises, the object of which varies
according to the degree of advancement
through the `spheres' or stages of the
esoteric path; the perfection of this
technique implies the contemplation of
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the object sought and, finally, its full
comprehension through identification
with the truth inherent to it; the total
number of visualisations is eighteen.

nafs the `soul', the psychological aggregate
pertaining to the subtle state of the
individual; it stretches out between the
subtle centre situated at the bottom of
the back, roughly in coincidence with the
målàdhàra-cakra known in Hañha-Yoga
doctrines, and the lañãfa-i nafs, situated
somewhere on the forehead, in coincid-
ence with the àj¤à-cakra.

nafs-i ammàra the `uncultivated soul' of the common
human individual, subject to the lower
human instincts and unreceptive to any
unveilings from the hidden world.

nafs-i lawamma the `blameworthy soul',that is to say the
subtle part of the individual aggregate
that is critically scrutinised by the
initiate for its deficiencies and weak-
nesses while proceeding in the process
of introspection during his spiritual
career.

nafs-i muñama'inna the `pacified soul', that is to say the
purified inner states of the disciple void
of its former corruption and in peace
with itself while experiencing the
closeness to its Creator; indicates the
final degrees of the initiatic process
defined by Muslim saints as `cleansing
of the soul'.

nafs-i nàñiqa the ̀ rational soul' referring to the faculty
of reason that is part of the subtle
dominion.

naÿar bar qadam `keeping one's eyes on one's steps'; the
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second of the eleven spiritual principles
that sanctions the necessity for the
initiate to keep a vigilant eye on every
single step forwards in the interior disci-
pline in order to protect himself from the
manifold dangerous distractions encoun-
tered on the way.

nigàh dàsht refers to the necessity to safeguard
carefully the degree of lasting aware-
ness acquired during the practice of
dhikr, creating a shield of protection
around one's inner states.

nuzål `descent'; this term denotes the advanced
stage of the Naqshbandã path, referred
to as ̀ journey from Allàh' (sair ̀an Allàh),
leading the initiate back from the
sublime Divine abode down into the
degree of contingent reality represented
by the created world; also referred to as
rujå' (`return').

prak�ti the `primordial substance' in the
Sàïkhya doctrine; also the feminine
principle, as such complementary to
puruùa; the matrix of universal manifes-
tation from which everything possess-
ing name and form has sprung; in the
context of the present study, often iden-
tified with màyà, the mind-alluring
image of universal manifestation in its
multiple facets.

pràõa the `vitalising breath' that animates
everything; its five modalities are listed
by the Upaniùad as: inhalation (pràõa),
inspiration (apàna), retention (vyàna),
expiration (udàna) and digestion
(samàna), which indicate their function
in the absorption of elements from the
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macrocosm into the microcosm and the
expulsion of individual elements from
the microcosm into the macrocosm;
closely related to the nafs of the Naqsh-
bandãs which in a similar manner is
conceived as being nourished by the
breath (nafas), hence the importance of
pràõàyàma and þabs-i nafas in the
respective doctrines.

puruùa lit. the ̀masculine principle' and essence;
by extension universal Man and, in a less
personal perspective, the underly-ing
principle or prototype of a degree of
existence; hence, in the cosmology of the
Naqshbandã sants, the term can denote
the supreme, unqualified principle as
satpuruùa, the principle of the dominion
of creation as kàla-puruùa and puruùa
as the universal mankind that is the
central creature in the present cycle.

qalb the heart, considered as the centre of the
microcosm and said to represent the
nexus with the transcendent world;
hence, the most important subtle organ
and starting point in the Mujaddidã
teachings from where the ̀way of jadhba'
is said to originate.

qurbiyat `proximity'; in the language of the
Naqshbandãs, the closeness to God
reached by the initiate in the advanced
stages of the path; in its superior inter-
pretation equivalent to the identifi-
cation with the Divine principle descri-
bed by the wujådã doctrine.

ràbiña `connection', `tie'; refers to the subtle
connection between pãr and murãd that
guarantees the active participation of
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the shaikh in the inner progress and
supervision of his pupil, mainly achieved
through the transmission of spiritual
energy (tawajjuh) by the murshid, focus-
sed on the subtle organs of the heart
region.

safar dar wañan `travelling in one's homeland'; the third
of the eleven Naqshbandã principles that
denotes the inner `journey' leading the
disciple from the purely human attribu-
tes upwards to the attainment of the
virtues connected with the angelic attri-
butes, and from there to the lofty station
of the Divine attributes; this `journey'
consists of an entirely inner process
leading through the various stages of the
microcosm and requires a high degree
of responsibility from the disciple.

sair `walk', `excursion'; the journey the
initiate undertakes whils progressing on
the spiritual path.

sair-i àfàqi the ` journey along the cardinal points';
denotes the first part of the process of
awakening the subtle organs during
which the initiate contemplates the
Divine truths in the spatial realm of the
cosmos that extends along the co-ordi-
nates of the cardinal points.

sair-i anfusã the `journey along the inner selves';
refers to the second stage of reintegra-
tion of the subtle organs when the
spiritual seeker contemplates the Divine
truths along the vertical axis of his inner
states departing from the focal point of
the interior `heart-chamber'.

sair-i naÿarã the `visual way'; refers to the final stage
of the Naqshbandã path which, strictly
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speaking, does not lead the initiate
through any further degrees of progres-
sion towards the Divine, but rather
implies an intensification of the vision
of It.

sair-i qadamã the `walkable way', consisting of the
various stages or maqàmàt through
which the sàlik advances in the process
of interior realisation, metaphorically
indicated as foot-steps on the inner path.

satnàm the `true name', indicating the essential
sound vibration reproduced while
invoking mentally a specific formula
containing the bãja or seed of that subtle
sound; can also refer to the degree of
utmost realisation among in some sant
doctrines which are based on the science
of the sound.

sharã`at lit., the ̀broad way' following which every
Muslim is secured salvation in the
hereafter; it refers to the exoteric,
religious Law sanctioned by the Koran
and the àþàdãth that comprehends the
guidelines to every aspect of social, legal,
religious and ritual behaviour incum-
bent upon the members of the umma.

ùifat `attribute', usually used in the context
of the innumerable attributes of Allàh
that qualify the Divinity (pl. ùifàt) and
thus distinguished from Its pure, un-
qualified aspect of al-Dhàt; the
Naqshbandãs distinguish the following
major categories of attributes.

ùifat-i salbiyya `the transcendent attribute', pertaining
to the transcendent aspect of the
Divinity, hence part of Its essential
aspects (ùifàt-i dhàtiyya).
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ùifat-i thabåtiyya `the affirmative attribute'; this category
of Divine attributes comprehends all
those that affirm positively the existence
of Allàh and His creation; it is described
as one step higher up in the heirarchy
of the Divine attributes as compared to
the `existential attribute'.

ùifati-i ióàfiyya `the additional attribute'; it refers to the
Divine attribute that brings things into
existence (ùifat-i takwãn); the existential
cause.

silsila `chain'; the chain of spiritual authorities
of a ñarãqa, which, if uninterrupted,
guarantees the link of the present-time
shaikh with the ancestors of the order
(buzurgàn-i ñarãqa) and, eventually, with
the fountainhead of all spiritual
blessings, the prophet Muþammad;
analogous to the Hindu concept of
paramparà.

ùuþbat lit. `company'; in the Såfã context, it
denotes the company of the spiritual
master enjoyed by his disciples, whose
presence alone is seen as the source of
spiritual benefits; similar to the Hindu
concept of satsang.

sulåk the way or path that is crossed by the
initiate or spiritual traveller (sàlik)
while progressing through a series of
gradually ascending steps or degrees.

sårat-÷abda the subtle sound current that pervades
the entire universe; among many sants,
it constitutes the base of their entire
discipline which develops around the
invocation of different names or syllab-
les containing in seminal form an
increasingly sublime degree of subtle
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sound vibrations and culminating in the
return to the essence contained in the
primordial sound, symbolically
represen-ted by the syllable o§
(sårat-÷ab-da-yoga).

ta'ayyun `determination', `individualisation';
denotes the various degrees of depend-
ance that limits every contingent being
(al-mumkin) to its Divine principle; the
latter is referred to as là ta'yyun, unde-
termined.

tadhkiya-i nafs `purification of the soul'; the process that
leads to the attainment of the `pacified
soul' (nafs-i muñama'inna) by substitu-
ting the lower, beastly individual
attributes with the laudable attributes
of the angels and, finally, the essential
attributes of the Divinity; part of the
descending path.

tajallã `irradiation'; the way through which
everything that exists in the universe
participates at the Divine nature; the
expansion of the Supreme into the realm
of contingence as a result of Its pri-
mordial desire to be known; divided
along two major categories: tajalliyàt-i
dhàtiya, the essential irradiation
pertaining to the higher degrees of the
non-maifested world, and the tajalliyat-i
ióàfiya, pertaining to the inferior
degrees manifested in the realm of
creation.

tanmàtra the subtle principles of the gross
elements described in the Sàïkhya
doctrine that lists them in correspond-
ence to the sensible qualities as: audible
(÷abda), tangible (spar÷a), visible (råpa),
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tasteable (rasa) and smelling (gandha);
these are in a way analogous to the five
subtleties said to pertain to the `world
of order' in the Naqshbandã doctrine.

tanzãh the realm of the transcendent, comple-
mentary to tasbãþ, referring to the
immanent realm.

ñarãqa lit. ̀path'; the term describes the initiatic
path leading the human being from its
peripherical position to the comprehen-
sion of the Divine mysteries, hence the
Såfã path, that comprises both the
knowledge of the doctrine and the
methodology to ascend to the higher
sphere of being; roughly equivalent to
the Hindu concept of sampradàya.

tasbãh the immanent realm pertaining to
creation, complementary to the trans-
cendent realm (tanzãh) of the Divine.

taùfiya-i qalb `cleansing of the heart'; an integral step
of every Såfã ñarãqa; in the Naqshband-
iyya, it refers to the initial stage of the
path consisting of the awakening of the
five subtle organs (lañà'if-i khamsa)
located in the heart region (maqàm-i dil)
and their re-unification with the princi-
ples in the `world of order'; part of the
ascending path.

tawajjuh the `spiritual attention' of the shaikh
that represents the means of transmis-
sion of the spiritual energy from his
inner states to those of his disciple,
thereby screening his inner states and
assisting him in his inner growth.

tawþãd the all-transcending Unity of the Divine,
the term denotes the supreme
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metaphysical principle in the wujådã
tradition of taùawwuf.

`ubådiyat the state of `supreme servanthood'; in
Mujaddidã terminology, this denotes the
highest degree of realisation correspond-
ing to the sublime awareness that man
is essentially the servant of the all-
transcendent God and that in the
conscious  acceptence of this role lies the
highest degree of human perfection.

`uråj `ascent'; this term is used in the
Mujaddidã doctrine in reference to that
part of the spiritual part conceived as
an ascent towards the spheres of
sainthood that are part of the `journey
towards God' (sair ilà Allàh) and the
`journey in God' (sair fã Allàh).

vàsanà lit., `vortex'; indicates the incessant flow
of thoughts in the uncultivated human
mind distracting it from the concentra-
tion on and fixation of one particular
object; in Såfã teachings, these are
known as khañràt.

wajd `rapture', arising of an intense feeling of
love and devotional self-surrender.

wàjib al-wujåd the `Necessary Being', an epithet of God
intended as the only essential being as
compared to the possibilities (mum-
kinàt) of his creation, whose existence
is essentially contingent and dependent
on Him for everything.

waqåf-i `adadã `numerical awareness'; refers to the
technique of breath control while being
engaged in the practice of the dhikr-i
nafã o ithbàt, for which a series of uneven
numbers is strongly recommen-ded.
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waqåf-i qalbã `awareness of the heart'; the last of the
eleven principles, can possibly indicate
the increasing degrees of awareness
maintained while being engaged in the
practice of dhikr.

waqåf-i zabànã `awareness of the tongue'; a particular
aspect of the technique of breath-control
indicating the necessity to increase
gradually one's awareness of the inner,
spiritual states in connection with a
partial restraint of the breath and its
different phases.

waswasa `evil inspiration'; the term refers to any
mental distraction arising out of the; in
the religious perspective of Islam, this
mental suggestion is said to be whis-
pered by shaiñàn in order to distract the
earnest seeker from focussing on the real
goal, viz., Allàh.

wilàyat `sainthood'; the degree of universalis-
ation attained to after transcending the
narrow limitations of the individual
existence; in the context of the
Naqshbandã ñarãqa, this degree is
reached after completing the journey
through the sphere of universal
Possibility.

wilàyat-i kubrà `major sainthood'; the second degree of
sainthood, corresponding to the
completion of the ̀ journey towards Allàh'
(sair ilà Allàh) that sanctions the
beginning of the `journey in Allàh' (sair
fã Allàh).

wilàyat-i ùughrà `minor sainthood'; the first degree of
sainthood reached after the five lañà'if
located in the human breast are
awakened and have re-ascended to their
original realm in the `world of order'.
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wilàyat-i `uliyà         `supreme sainthood', reached according
to the Mujaddidãs when the sàlik has
begun his descending journey from Allàh
back towards the immanent realm of
creation (sair dar ashiyà'), endowed with
a high degree of awareness of the Divine
mysteries that guide him in his mission
of intervening for the correction of the
world and its people.

yàd dàsht `accomplished remembrance'; the eight
of the eleven principles denotes the
perfection of the state of yàd hard.

yàd hard      `remembrance' the fifth of the eleven
Naqshbandl principles, implying the
necessity to increase the level of subtle
awareness while being engaged in the
practice of invoking silently the dhikr;
in fact, it is the very dhikr that acts as a
tool for imprinting the remembrance of
Allàh on the subtle organ of the heart
thus contributing to the mind's capacity
to focus increasingly, on the very aim of
the discipline represented by the name
invoked.

ÿàhir         `the apparent'; one of the names of Allàh,
denotes the exoteric aspect of His
creation and as such complementary to
the inner, esoteric aspect of His essence
(al-bàñin).

zill       `shadow', intended by the Naqshbandãs as
the reflection of a higher degree of
reality on a lower degree of existence,
similar to the concept of `aks.
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Appendix I

Noble Genealogy (shajra-i sharãf) of the
Mujaddidiyya Maÿhariyya Na'ãmiyya

Faóliyya

1. ÿaórat Shaikh Aþmad Sirhindã (d. 28 úafar 1034/30 Nov.
1624 Sirhind)

2. ÿaórat Shaikh Ma`såm Sirhindã (d. 9 Rabã`al-awwal
1079/7 Aug. 1668 Sirhind)

3. ÿaórat Shaikh Sa`ãf al-Dãn Sirhindã (d. 19 Jumàda al-
awwal 1095/24 Apr. 1684 Sirhind)

4. ÿaórat Shaikh Når Muþammad Badàyånã (d. 11 Dhã'l-
Qa`da 1135/2 Aug. 1723 Delhi)

5. ÿaórat ÿabãbullàh Mãrza Maÿhar Jàn-i Jànàn (d. 10
Muþarram 1195/6 Jan. 1781 Delhi)

6. ÿaórat Mawlànà Na`ãmullàh Bahràichã (d. 5 úafar 1218/
27 May 1803 Bahràich)

7. ÿaórat Shàh Muràdullàh Thànesarã (d. 21 Dhã'l-Qa`da
1248/11 Apr. 1833 Lucknow)

8. ÿaórat Sayyid Abål ÿasan Naùãràbàdã (d. 1 Sha`bàn
1272/7 Apr. 1856 Nasãràbàd)

9. ÿaórat Mawlànà Khalãfat al-Raþman Aþmad `Alã Khàn
(d. 9 Rabã`al-awwal 1307/3 Nov. 1889 Kàimga¤j)

10. ÿaórat Faól Aþmad Khàn Rà'ãpurã (d. 22 Sh`bàn 1325/1
Oct. 1907 Ràipur Khàss)

11. Mahàtmà ørã Ràmacandra Saksenà Mahàràj (d. 14
August 1931 Fatehgarh)
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12. Mahàtmà Caturbhuj Sahày (d. 23 September 1957
Mathurà)

12. Mahàtmà Dr. K�ùõa Làl Bhañnàgar (d. 18 May 1970
Sikandaràbàd)

12. Mahàtmà Ràmacandra Shàhjahànpurã (d. 19 April 1983
Shàhjahànpur)

12. Mahàtmà ørã Raghubar Dayàl Saksenà (d. 7 June 1947
Kànpur)

13. Mahàtmà Ya÷a Pàljã Mahàràj (b. 5 December 1918 Delhi)
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Appendix II

A SCHEMATIC outline of the subtle centres' (lañà'if, cakra) location
in the human organisation according to the authorities of the
Mujaddiddiyya Maÿhariyya:1

1. These schemes have been taken from Shàh Abål ÿasan Zaid Fàråqã:
Madàrij al-Khair (Urdu version), p. 32, and Mawlawã Shàhgul Qàdirã:
Tadhkira-i Ghawtbiyya, Allahwale ki Qawmi Dukan, Lahore, n.d.,
pp. 147, 151.
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Muþammad Afóal Siyàlkotã
(ÿàjã), 17, 29-30, 33

Muþammad Bàbà al-Samnànã
(Khwàjà), 160n

Muþammad Bàqã Billàh
(Khwàja), 171, 190n, 191n

Muþammad ÿasan (Maulànà), 49

Muþammad ÿasan Khàn (ÿàjã),
75n

Muþammad Hàshim Kishmã, 20n

Muþammad Jamàl, 66

Muþammad Jamãl, 44

Muþammad Ma'ùåm (Khwàja),
19, 109n, 164, 170, 190n

Muþammad Maÿhar (Shàh), 107n

Muþammad Na'ãm Allàh Khayàlã,
111n

Muþammad Naùãràbàdã (Sayyid),
53

Muþammad Naùãr `Andalãb', 12,
43n

Muþammad Pàrsà, 183n

Muþammad Roshan Bahraãchã,
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Muþammad Shàh, 37

Muþammad Yàr (ÿàjã), 66

Muþammad Zubair (Shàh), 18

Mu'ãn al-Dãn Chishtã (Khwàja),
75n, 206n

Munshã Kàlã Prasàd, 93n

Nabhàn Miyàn Jalàlã, 75n

Nàdir Shàh, 13

Na'ãm Allàh Bahràãchã (Maulawã),
15n, 16, 29, 40n, 41-49, 54, 66,
107n, 111n, 126n, 157

Najm al-Dãn al-Sabzawàrã
(Sayyid), 53

Nàmadeva, 201n

Nasãr Allàh Ghàzãpårã (ÿaórat),
67n

Nawàb Aùaf al-Dawla, 53

Nawàb Najãb al-Dawla, 51

Nawàb Shuja al-Dawla, 50n, 53n

Niyàz Aþmad Khàn, 73n

Nizàm al-Dãn Awliyà' (ÿaórat),
17n

Når al-ÿasan (Maulawã), 54

Når Muþammad (Qàóã)

Når Muþammad Badàyånã
(Sayyid), 17, 21, 33, 43n, 106

Omkar Nàth Saksenà, 48n, 69n,
101n, 103n, 106, 199, 314n,
336n

Pàlñå  úàþib, 202, 209n

Pandit Mihãlàl, 338

Paramahamsa Menhãdàs, 212

Patañjalã, 272n, 278n, 339, 357

Pãr Muþammad Lakhnawã
(Shàh), 42

Qaqshàl, 15

Qalandar Bakhsh (Maulànà), 47,
48

Qilzàã, 72

Quñb al-Dãn Bakhtyàr Kàkã
(ÿaórat), 17

Ràdhe Mohan Làl Saksenà, 199

Rafã' al-Dãn (Shàh), 43n, 110n

Raghubar Dayàl Saksenà, 69n, 76,
81, 97-98, 101-02, 104-06, 198-
99, 249, 335, 363, 374

Ràã Dàs, 201n

Ràã øaligràm Bahàdur úàþib, 203,
203n, 204, 209, 211n

Ràjà Ràm, 15n

Ràjendra Kumàr Saksenà (Prof.),
102

Ràmakrishna Paramahamsa, 196

Ràmànanda, 201n, 225

Ràmànujàcàrya (ørã), 222, 224,
246, 282, 316, 354, 357, 368

Ràmcandra Saksenà, 72-73, 76,
79-97, 205-06, 316

Ràmcandra Shàhjahànpårã, 97,
352-53, 354, 361

Ràm Mohan Rày, 196

Ràmsvaråp Saksenà, 83

Ra'uf Aþmad Ràmpurã (Shàh),
107n, 108n, 112n

Rohillas, 20, 37

Safdar Jang, 37, 50n

øakuntalà Devã, 101n,104
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Sambharãdàs, 81

Sardàr Kartàr Singh Dhãngrà,
363

Sawan Singhjã, 362

Senà, 201n

Sewatã Prasàd Sahàwasã, 363

Shàh-i `âlam II, 40, 52

Shahàmat Khàn, 60-61

Shàh Jahàn

Sharaf al-Dãn Yaþyà al-Manerã
(Shaikh), 322

Shihàb al-Dãn `Umar al-
Suhrawardã (Shaikh), 138

Sikhs, 4, 11, 19, 47

øiv Dayàl Singh, 202-03, 209,
211n, 215n, 224n

øãva Pratàp Naràyan, 104

ørã øaïkaràcàrya, 222, 224, 281,
281, 354

Såraj Màl, 37

Svàmã Brahmànanda, 83, 100,
205, 209, 319, 337

Svàmã Kàrpàtrijã, 196

Svàmã Vivekànanda, 353

òàþ Shàh, 50

Thàkur Karan Singh, 218n

Thanà Allàh Pànipatã (Qàóã), 19n,
21, 41, 46, 164n, 186n

Tukàràm, 202

Tulsã úàþib Hathràsã, 202, 204,
208, 211, 212n, 213, 219, 283

`Ubaid Allàh Aþràr (Khwàja), 144,
161, 164, 190

`Umar al-Fàråq, 47

`Uways al-Qaranã, 182

Vallabhàcàrya (ørã), 222

Vi÷vakarman, 237n

Wali Allàh Dihlawã (Shàh), 12,
36n, 41, 110n, 124, 126n, 186n,
217, 217n, 254, 286, 289

Walã Allàh Lakhnawã, 67

Walã al-Dãn Kashmãrã Chishtã, 72

Wilàyat ÿusain Khàn, 73,75

Yàj¤avalkya, 268

Yash Pàl, 372

Yåsuf al-ÿamadànã (Khwàja), 18n



`abd, 151

`adam, 132, 143, 224, 253, 274,
280, 305

àgàhã-i dawàmã, 160

aþadiyat-i mujarrada, 132, 161

aþadiyat-i ùarfa, 173

ahl-i hunåd, 67

ahl-i kitàb, 10

ahl-i ma'rifat,112,

akhfà, 126,128,134n

`aks, 134,386,405

`ain al-yaqãn, 147

`àlam, 119, 385

`àlam-i ajsàm, 246, 274n

`àlam-i amr, 119, 122, 126, 132,
139n, 165, 179, 250-52, 264-65,
274, 276n, 281, 296, 299n, 300,
331, 385-87, 394

`àlam-i arwàþ, 139n,385

`àlam-i jabaråt, 303

`àlam-i kabãr, 115, 126, 174, 247,
249, 274, 286, 385

`àlam-i khalq, 120, 122, 126, 139n,
179, 232, 249, 251-52, 258n,
262, 274, 295, 385-87, 394

`àlam-i lahåt, 281, 304

`àlam-i malakåt, 177, 180, 252,
263-64, 386

`àlam-i mithàl, 139n, 155, 180,

251, 264, 297, 299n, 386

`àlam-i mulk, 180, 253, 263-64,
386

`àlam-i når, 119

`àlam-i quds, 137,180

`àlam-i ùaghãr, 115, 125, 386

al-`Alãm, 146

amr, 114, 119, 134n, 148, 232,
270n, 290, 293, 298, 385

`anàùir-i arba', 113n, 126, 263

anàniyat, 136

anbiyà'-i ulå al-`azm, 129, 147, 181

`aql, 126n, 238, 367, 386

`aql-i kullã, 272, 277, 280

aqrabiyat, 132n, 143, 176

al-`arsh al-muþãñ, 120, 230, 252,
264, 276, 281, 306, 386

`àshiq, 151, 368

al-`awàmm, 52,334

awliyà', 135

awliyà'-i ishrat, 136, 185n

awliyà'-i `uzlat, 136, 185n

a'yàn al-thàbita, 146, 387

al-`Azãz, 232

bai'at, 11, 21, 54, 83n, 84, 162, 182,
187, 315, 387

baqà, 54, 132, 313, 365, 372, 387
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baqà bi Allàh, 313

baqà-i baqà, 319-20

baqà bi'l-baqà, 313

baraka, 107n, 114n, 132n, 163, 189

al-Bàrã, 230

barzakh, 122, 122n, 130, 132, 138,
250-51, 253, 257n, 264, 294,
297, 385, 387-88

bashariyat, 145

bashãr, 10, 30

al-Basãr, 146

al-bàñin (Bàñin), 119, 126, 146,
189, 387, 405

bàz gàsht, 161, 388

be-khudã, 62, 152, 261, 317, 320-
21, 345

bid'at, 187

but-parastã, 25

Chishtiyya, 35, 63n, 165n

cilla, 63

dà'ira-i þaqà'iq-i anbiyà', 153

dà'ira-i imkàn, 119, 173, 247, 249,
264, 294, 297, 300, 313

dà'ira-i kamàlàt-i thalàtha, 147,
180

dalãl-i sa'àdatm, 21

dhàt, 130, 142, 270n, 275, 306, 388

dhàt-i aþadiyat, 117

dhàt-i muñlaq, 86, 227

dhàt-i pàk, 132

dhikr, 157, 158-70, 173, 188, 318,
320-24, 326-30, 376, 340, 349,
378, 388-89, 396, 403, 405

dhikr-i ism-i dhàt, 159, 188

dhikr-i khafã, 33n, 160, 205, 296,
322, 325, 326, 347, 377, 388

dhikr-i khafã-akhfà, 326

dhikr-i lisànã, 160

dhikr-i nafã wa ithbàt, 160, 161n,
166-67, 179, 329, 349, 403

dhikr-i qalb, 160, 324, 325, 377

dhikr-i råþ, 322, 325

dhikr-i sirr, 322, 325

dhikr-i zabànã, 160, 322

al-Dãn, 7,55, 159

dozakh, 120

faól, 314

faió, 28, 142, 144, 153, 170, 188,
314-15, 388

fanà, 25, 54, 129, 132, 136, 138,
140, 265, 280, 305, 313, 321,
332, 357, 365, 371, 389

fanà fã Allàh, 313

fanà-i fanà, 318

fanà-i qalb, 174

fanà fã'l-shaikh, 306, 345, 366, 370

fanà-i nafs, 169

fatþ-i bàb, 137, 298, 302

fikr, 172, 318, 320-21, 331, 344-45,
389

fiñrat, 115, 237

futåþàt, 58n,72

ghaflat, 159, 181, 285, 316, 359,
389

ghaib håwiyat, 281

þabãb, 177



þabs-i nafas, 166, 265n, 327, 397

þàdith, 25

þadãth, 17, 42, 66-67, 70, 79, 84,
87, 98, 100, 107, 228, 390

þadãth qudsã, 117, 118n, 152, 156

þadãth al-þaþãþ, 118n

þaóràt-i khamsa, 275

hai'at-i waþdànã, 133, 147

þairat, 180, 274, 285, 316, 333

þairat-i madhmåm, 334

þairat-i mamdåþ, 334

þàl, 21, 89, 138, 138n, 164, 185,
273, 390

þalqa, 21, 30, 47, 55, 63, 109, 390

þaqà'iq-i mumkinàt, 119

þaqãqat, 27, 157, 162n, 170, 367,
390

þaqãqat-i aþmadã, 154-55

þaqãqat-i ibràhãmã, 153

þaqãqat-i jam', 130n

þaqãqat-i Ka'ba-i Rabbànã, 155

þaqãqat-i muþammadã, 117, 153-
55, 236

þaqãqat-i måsawã, 153

al-ÿaqq, 123, 153, 275, 284, 307,
313, 368-69, 372, 390

hastã, 224, 253, 305, 318

þayàt-i abàdã, 183n

al-ÿayy, 146

hidàyat, 84

þikmat-i ilàhã, 136,172

hoshyàrã, 143

þuóår-i àgàhã, 346, 378

þuóår-i dà'imã, 162, 178, 322, 325

ijàzat, 18, 42, 45, 70, 87, 96, 98,

373, 391

ilhàm, 139,172

`ilm-i dhàt, 367

`ilm-i þuþålã, 110, 146, 220, 392

`ilm-i þuóårã, 146, 220, 391

`ilm-i Ilàhã, 214, 365, 382, 391

`ilm al-ladunnã 110, 180, 184n,
256n, 392

`ilm-i laþà'if, 112, 124-25, 135, 157,
206, 255, 262, 267, 275-76, 285-
86, 289, 309, 331, 382

`ilm-i sãna, 268, 314n, 331

imàmbàra, 39

insàn al-kàmil, 112, 148, 157, 181,
229, 236, 237n, 254

`irfàn, 367

irshàd, 185

`ishq, 127, 365-66

ism-i dhàt, 323, 347

istiftà, 25

istighnà, 366, 370

istighràq, 280

iñminàn, 132

ittiþàd, 132, 176

jadhba, 23n, 32, 45, 174, 214, 266,
266n, 267, 267n, 268, 297n,
303, 314n, 316-18, 331-32, 376,
392, 397

jàgãr, 80n,81

jalàlã, 56

jamàlã, 56

jam'iyat-i qalb, 162, 392

jannat, 120

jihàd, 58n

jinn, 120

jism-i laþãf, 240, 273, 276
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kàfir, 29,

kalàm, 116

kalima-i shahàda, 168

kalima-i tawþãd, 11,

kalima-i tayyiba, 160,169

kamàlàt-i nubuwwat, 133, 298

karàmàt, 57, 393

kashf, 68, 172, 266n, 280, 393

kathãf, 120, 138, 240, 242, 257

kawn, 112

khafã, 126, 128

al-Khàliq, 114, 230, 241, 249, 251

khalq, 56, 113, 128n, 134n, 148,
265, 276, 293, 297-98

khàndàn, 23, 110n, 187

khatima al-anbiyà', 154, 163n

kharq-i `adat, 21, 273, 393

khatm al-nubuwwat, 132

khatm-i khwàjagàn, 58n,

khañràt, 162, 171, 173, 322, 403

khawàùù, 52

al-Khiór, 27, 32-33, 166n, 167,
167n, 205, 256, 317n, 331, 392

khilàfat, 18, 42, 45, 70, 83n, 87,
88, 99, 101, 110, 114

khilwat dar anjuman, 19, 87, 205,
306, 390, 393

khirqa, 70-71

Kubrawiyya, 183

là-makàniyat, 120, 243n, 251, 302

là-ta'ayyun, 156-57, 281, 401

lauþ-i maþfåÿ, 120, 156

lañà'if-i khamsa, 127, 174, 401

lañà'if-i sab'a, 129

lañãf, 120

lañãfa, 175, 190, 287, 394

lañãfa-i akhfà, 128, 132, 137, 138n,
286

lañãfa-i khafã, 128, 132, 286

lañãfa-i nafs, 130, 132, 143-44, 178,
263, 377-78, 395

lañãfa-i qalb, 24, 127, 130, 138, 163,
173, 188-89, 277n, 286, 288,
290, 293-94, 349, 376

lañãfa-i råþ, 128, 131, 165, 275,
286, 324

lañãfa-i sirr, 128, 131, 286

ma'båd, 153

ma'bådiyat-i ùarfa, 152,181

madhhab, 78

maþabbiyat, 153-54

maþbåb, 156,177

maþbåbiyat, 153-55

maþfil, 39, 50

maþwiyat, 261, 280

ma'iyat, 136, 139, 143, 174, 313,
394

majdhåb, 32n, 141

makhlåq, 113

malakiyat, 145

malàmat, 141

malfåÿàt, 109, 113n, 125n

al-Màlik , 328

ma'målàt, 109

mansab, 15

maqàm, 32n, 138, 138n, 141, 150,
316, 394

maqàmàt-i `ashrah, 266

maqàm-i rióà, 144, 168n, 178

ma'rifat, 172, 334, 365-66



mashrab, 129, 134, 175

ma'shåq, 151, 368

mast, 89

mi'ràj, 112, 151-52, 243

muþàfaþat, 161

muþibb, 154

muràqabat, 34, 157, 170-82, 280,
330-31, 394

muràqabat-i ism-i bàñin, 146

muràqabat-i ism-i ÿàhir, 146,

al-Murãd, 146

murãd, 56n

Mujaddidiyya, 4, 6, 9, 28, 38, 40,
57n, 59-60, 64n, 111-12, 119n,
127, 131, 140, 150, 155, 170,
182n, 188, 195, 197, 205, 208,
215, 217, 227n, 255, 282, 289,
307, 309, 318, 335, 352, 356,
366, 381, 393

mujàhada, 32n

mujtahid, 53

murãd, 134, 136, 140-41, 145, 266,
397

murshid, 158, 218, 254, 397

mushàhada, 129, 161, 191, 244,
270, 357

mushà'ira, 12

mushrikãn, 25

al-Mutakallim, 146

mu'taqid, 29

nabã, 30, 148

nafs, 126, 128, 128n, 138, 144, 176,
183, 263-65, 273, 292n, 294,
297, 395, 396

nafs-i ammàra, 129, 131, 143, 263,
395

nafs-i lawàmma, 272, 279, 395

nafs-i muñma'inna, 129, 131, 139,
143, 272, 280, 292n, 395, 401

nafs-i nàñiqa, 126n, 263, 263n,
288, 290, 292, 395

Naqshbandiyya, 4-6, 9, 28, 35, 40,
42, 54, 79, 86-87, 97n, 98, 100,
101, 119n, 125n, 159, 179,
182n, 187, 195, 197, 208, 315,
317n, 337, 366, 374

nawàfil, 152n,170

naÿar bar qadam, 395-96

nigàh dàsht, 161, 396

nisbat, 84, 100, 162, 165, 315,
315n, 365

nisbat-i `uwaysã, 353

nãstã, 234, 253, 305, 371

nubuwwat, 133, 147

nuqña-i suwaida, 288, 294, 295,
326

når, 114

når-i muþammadã, 135

nuzål, 136, 169n, 180, 266, 396

pardàkht, 163

pãr-murãdã, 24, 91, 184n, 327, 342

al-Qàdir, 146

Qàdiriyya, 42, 125n, 165n, 214,
295, 329

al-qalam, 120,156

qalb, 126, 128n, 132, 257n, 297,
394, 397

qalb-i  kabãr, 130n

qalb-i mudawwarã, 277

qalb-i nilofarã, 280

qalb-i ùanawbarã, 128, 138, 164,
174, 279

qàlib, 128, 133, 263, 274, 285
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qiyàmat, 122

qurbiyat, 123, 132n, 397

quñb, 69, 83, 255

quñb al-irshàd, 68, 180

quñb al-zamàn, 57n, 66

al-Rabb, 151

ràbiña, 27, 157, 191, 193, 315, 397

rasål, 118, 148

rawàfió, 36n

risàlat, 148, 179

råþ, 114, 126, 128, 250, 283, 284,
394

råþ al-muþammadã(-yya), 117,
119, 156, 229, 229n, 234

rujå', 136, 148, 396

rå'ya, 18, 84

ùaþàba, 23, 36n, 38

ùaþib-i waqt, 106

saów, 141n, 143, 176

sair, 112, 135n, 398

sair `an Allàh bi Allàh, 136, 148,
396

sair al-bàñinã, 32n

sair dar ashiyà', 136, 359n, 404

sair fã Allàh, 136, 142, 147, 403-
04

sair-i àfàqã, 137, 175, 297, 398

sair ilà Allàh, 132, 136, 313, 403-
04

sair-i anfusã, 137, 139, 139n, 175,
295, 297, 398

sair-i jadhbã, 266

sair-i naÿarã, 181, 398

sair-i qadamã, 181, 399

sair-i sulåkã, 266

sair-i tafùãlã, 141

ùalàt, 151

samà', 22n, 30, 141

al-Samã', 146

shahàda, 141n

shahãd, 16

sharã'at, 22, 81, 90, 169-70, 178,
182, 186, 309, 319, 326, 367,
399

shaññàþàt, 140

Shaññàriyya, 329

shirk, 153,187

ùifàt-i ióàfiya, 130, 400

ùifàt-i salbiya, 142, 399

ùifat-i takwãn, 277n

sirr, 126, 128, 394

ùuþbat, 57, 73, 184, 376, 400

Suhrawardiyya, 183

sukr, 140,176

sukån, 274, 280, 315

sulñàn al-adhkàr, 139, 160n, 165,
296, 349

sulåk, 23n, 32, 49, 78, 79, 131,
135n, 144, 166n, 175n, 179,
181, 214, 266n, 267n, 288,
297n, 299-300, 314n, 316, 318,
331-32, 377, 400

sunnat, 21, 22n, 45, 60, 169, 185,
187

ta'ayyunàt, 136, 401

ta'ayyun-i awwal, 117, 141, 146

ta'ayyun-i pubbã, 117, 153

ta'ayyun-i jasadã, 153

ta'ayyun-i mumkinàt, 142

tàbi'ãn, 23



tabarrukàt, 71n

ta'bãr, 31

tadhkiya-i nafs, 130, 144, 164, 166,
169, 265, 332, 344, 401

tahajjud, 152n

tajallã, 129-32, 401

tajalliyàt, 227, 241, 275

tajalliyàt-i asmà' o ùifàt, 117

tajalliyàt-i dhàt-i dà'imã, 147

tajalliyàt-i ùifàtiya, 123

tanazzulàt, 117, 241

tanzãh, 118

tarbiyat, 188

tark-i duniyà, 370

taùawwuf, 108, 110, 155, 205, 214,
218, 295, 365, 402

taùawwur-i shaikh, 28n, 191, 193

tasbãþ, 63, 118, 318, 401-02

taùfiya-i qalb, 130, 140, 166, 265,
277n, 401

tawajjuh, 20, 21n, 23n, 54-56, 68,
84, 88-89, 188-92, 233, 238,
238n, 239, 278n-79n, 287,
287n, 314, 330, 345, 355, 397,
402

tawba, 187

tawþãd, 25, 141, 143, 176, 222, 365-
66, 368, 369, 370, 402

ta'ziya, 39

`ubådiyat-i ùarfa, 402, 282, 306

`ulåm al-bàñin, 108

`ulåm al-Õàhir, 55

uns, 154

`uråj, 129, 135, 169n, 265, 291,
299, 403

`urs, 47, 73n,

`uwaysã, 184

waþdat al-shuhåd, 110n, 119n,
124, 233, 240, 334, 382

waþdat al-wujåd, 117n, 124, 174,
233, 240, 252, 289, 334, 382

wajd, 21, 62, 185, 403

wàjib al-wujåd, 117, 136, 141, 403

walã, 30, 134n, 148, 317

waqåf-i `adadã, 166, 403

waqåf-i qalbã, 163, 164, 164n, 403

wàridàt, 174

wasãla, 189

waswasa, 140, 163

waþãfa, 68, 102n, 163, 182, 318

wilàdat-i ma'nawã, 183

wilàdat-i sårã, 183

wilàyat, 129, 134, 266, 298, 317,
404

wilàyat-i kubrà, 132, 143, 404

wilàyat-i malà-i `àlà, 144

wilàyat-i `uliyà', 18, 144, 179, 404

wilàyat-i ñughrà, 139, 274n, 405

wujåd-i muñlaq, 119n

yàd dàsht, 161, 162, 164, 405

yàd kard, 159, 160, 160n, 405

yaqãn, 368

al-þàhir (ÿàhir), 126, 146, 176,
263, 405

zàwiya, 45

ÿill, 134, 405
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abheda bhakti, 339

abhyàsa, 286, 309, 310, 385

abhyàsã, 301, 303, 325, 333, 357,
385

àcàrya, 96

àcàrya-padvã, 87, 96, 338, 362

adhiùñhàtà, 257, 260

àdhyàtmik prem, 332

àdimàyà, 231, 233, 246

àdi-puruùa, 228

advaita, 222, 230

aha§kàra, 232, 238, 247, 250,
264, 273, 276n, 332, 345

ajapàjapa, 205, 328, 347

àj¤à, 290

àj¤à-cakra, 290, 290n, 292-94,
300, 308, 326, 332, 395

àkà÷a, 237, 239, 260, 264, 270,
270n, 294, 300

akùara, 226, 226n, 244, 323, 349,
386

ànanda, 88, 245, 250, 273, 274,
278, 281, 282, 316

ànandamaya-ko÷a, 273-74, 280n

ânanda-Yoga, 314, 341, 374

anhad-÷abda, 295

annamaya-ko÷a, 270,341

antaþkaraõa, 238, 278, 332, 374

àntarik guru, 294, 303

àntarik ÷abda, 377

àntarik ÷akti, 332

antaryàmã, 240n, 257, 262, 280n,
344

antyeùñi, 96, 106

anubhava j¤àna, 222

apara-brahma, 233

apauruùeya, 296n, 325

ardhàvatàra, 256n

arhat, 88n,

ârya-Samàj, 90, 92, 93n, 97n

asampraj¤àta samàdhi, 358

àsana, 358

aùñàïga-yoga, 278n, 357

àtmà, 227, 250, 269, 278, 279, 284-
85, 291, 357, 372

avadhåta, 303, 317, 317n, 333, 376

avatàra, 204-05, 216n, 255-56,
267n, 271, 342, 367, 379, 382

avidyà, 245, 272, 273, 389

avyakta, 228, 305, 387

avyàk�taþ, 246, 248, 251, 257, 270

bhakti, 2, 192, 201, 225

bhakti-yoga, 341

bhanóàra, 69n, 99n, 104-05, 210n,
219n, 338-39, 363-64, 373
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bhanwar-gufà, 298, 304, 306, 371

bhàva-sàgar, 301

bhrå-cakra, 256n

bhåta, 239, 252, 259, 264, 271, 388

bãja, 250, 264, 399

bodhisattva, 88n, 148n, 307n

brahma-cakra, 300

brahmacarya, 376

brahmaloka, 241, 298n, 304

brahmàõóa, 252, 256n, 261, 263n,
270, 286, 291, 292

Brahmapura, 252

brahmarandhara, 290, 302

brahma-vidyà, 79, 208, 391

buddhi, 177n, 234, 238, 238n, 272-
73, 276n, 280, 301-02, 367

cakravartin, 81n

cakra-vidyà, 125, 206, 216, 255,
258n, 269, 286, 309, 382

candraloka, 241, 251n, 264, 299n

caturyuga, 31, 216n

catuùñaya-sàdhanà, 272n, 355

caumukhi jàpa, 350

chàyàvàda, 225, 246, 300

cit, 274

Citragupta, 80n, 93n

citta, 238, 250, 263n, 276n, 294

citta-v�tti, 277n, 321

Dàdå-panth, 205, 323

dar÷ana, 25, 235, 301, 383

Dariyà-panth, 204n

da÷àvatàra, 31, 256n

dayà, 307, 332

dayàlå-de÷a, 372

dayàlå-÷akti, 344

devaloka, 225, 241, 297

devatà, 144n, 257

devayàna, 242, 296n, 297-98, 304

dhàraõà, 176n, 345, 346, 358

dharma, 25, 205, 341, 342, 367

dhruva, 360

dhruva-pàda, 332

dhruva-tàrà, 361

dhyàna, 176n, 325, 345-46, 350,
357

dhyeya, 370

dãkùà, 338, 343n

drùñi-yoga, 212

dvàpara-yuga, 374

dvija, 183n

ekàgratà, 278n, 326, 346, 357, 358,
359, 377, 392

g�hastha-à÷rama, 355

g�hasthi(a), 88n, 205, 227, 371,
376, 390

gudà-cakra, 258, 288, 292

gurudeva, 314, 327, 337, 342, 362,
372

ha§sa, 292n, 303, 304n, 317, 370

Hañha-Yoga, 260, 268, 290, 293,
299, 314, 341, 351, 395

hiraõyàõóa, 250

hiraõyagarbha, 246-47, 257, 259,
264, 279, 391

h�daya-cakra, 260-61, 286, 288-
89, 292-93, 331, 345, 376

h�daya-de÷a, 345

ã÷vara, 226, 230, 233, 251, 255,



263n, 273, 280-81, 283, 313,
327, 333, 340, 348, 375

iùñadevatà, 327, 348

iùñapàda, 226n, 332

iti-màrga, 378

jàg�ta, 308

jàg�ta-avasthà, 276

jàg�ta-sthàna, 367

japa, 321, 321n, 322, 324-25, 327,
329, 343n, 348n, 349-50, 352

japàjapa, 323, 377

jij¤àsu, 332, 341, 365

jãvanmukti, 303n, 306, 307, 378

jãva, 242, 247, 262, 279, 378

jãvàtmà, 270, 276, 291, 341, 344

j¤àna, 241, 282, 315, 334, 365, 367,
375, 392

j¤àna-kàõóa, 241

j¤àna-màrga, 223, 310

j¤àna-netra, 259n

j¤àna-yoga, 341

j¤ànendriya, 235, 240n, 259, 271,
273, 295, 392

Kabãr-panth, 83, 86, 99-100, 201,
204, 204n, 205, 210, 222, 226,
231, 233, 249, 253, 257, 268,
284, 291, 293, 298-99, 303,
306-07, 312, 319, 323, 335, 350,
370, 381, 383

kaivalyàvasthà, 347

kàla, 232, 243, 300, 300n

kàla-de÷a, 242

kàla-loka, 242-43

kàla-puruùa, 232-38, 240, 249,
251, 253, 344, 371, 397

kali-yuga, 31n, 371

Kalki-avatàra, 256

kaõñha-cakra, 260, 292, 294, 326

kàraõa-÷arãra, 280

karma, 282, 305, 310, 367, 375

karman-devatà, 305

karma-yoga, 341

karmendriya, 235, 240n, 259, 271,
273, 295, 393

kasbã, 301, 303

kãrtana, 352

krama-mukti, 303n, 304, 306

k�pà, 301, 307, 314, 332, 375

k�pà-dhàra, 344

K�ùõa, 10, 30-31, 33, 256n, 267n,
278n, 279, 342, 348, 362, 367,
375, 378-79, 383

kuõóalini-÷akti, 216n, 274n,349

Kuõóalinã-Yoga, 216, 268, 341, 376

laya, 261, 357, 365, 371, 389

laya-avasthà, 313, 332

Laya-Yoga, 216, 341, 376

liïgendriya-cakra, 259n, 261

Màdhyamika, 224n

mahàbhåta, 242

mahàparsàda, 360

mahàpralaya, 357, 361

mahà-tawajjuþ, 233, 238n

mahàsun, 370

mahà÷ånya, 298, 304-5

manana, 321, 321n, 345

manas, 126n, 177n, 238, 240n,
263n, 271, 272, 276, 294

mànavaloka, 254
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manomaya-ko÷a, 271, 341

mantra, 300, 377

mantra-dãkùà, 343n

mantra-vidyà, 295, 321, 323, 347

Manu, 240n, 306

manvantara, 31, 216n, 240n, 256n

màyà, 231, 236-37, 244-46, 250,
253, 259, 305, 323, 344, 358,
396

màya-de÷a, 242-43, 252

Meru (Mount), 130n, 306

m�tyu-loka, 307

mokùa/mukti,  227, 298, 313, 356,
370

mukti-dvàra, 290, 296

mumukùa, 358

nàbhi-bindu, 360

nàbhi-cakra, 261, 292

Nànak-panth, 201, 203, 212, 226,
268, 284, 296n, 312

Narharã, 224

neti-màrga, 378

niràdhàra, 231n

niràkàra, 284, 343, 377n

niràlamba, 231n

Nira¤jana, 224

nirguõa, 2, 6, 180n, 202, 203, 222,
227, 261n, 284, 291, 299, 308,
313, 316, 319, 331, 356, 370

nirguõa-bhakti, 269

nirguõa Brahman, 223, 226, 243,
340

nirodha, 346

nirvikalpa-samàdhi, 370

niùkàma-karma, 378

niyama, 351

o§kàra, 226

pa¤cabhåta, 114n

pa¤càgnividyà, 113n, 227, 227n,
275, 341, 359

pa¤ca-ko÷a, 269, 341

panth, 201, 213, 242, 252, 381

parabrahma, 249, 301, 307

paramaha§sa, 304, 304n, 317,
318, 370

paramànanda, 281n, 282, 307, 316

paramàrtha, 227, 281

paramàtmà, 80n, 88, 215, 222,
227, 227n, 234, 239, 255, 270n,
293, 306, 322, 324, 333, 341-
42, 350

parame÷vara, 291n

paramparà, 83, 97n, 98, 102, 201,
205, 213, 219, 227, 291, 351,
357, 400

paravidyà, 314

pàrsàda, 360

piõóa, 250, 256n, 257, 261, 264,
270, 291, 292, 293, 300

piõóadàn, 104n,

piõóa-de÷a, 378

piõóa-÷arãra, 286

pit�yàna, 251

pradhàna, 236, 236n

pràj¤a, 279, 281, 281n, 306

prakà÷a, 245, 295

prakrti, 233-39, 244-46, 254, 261,
360, 396

Prajàpatã, 226, 230

pralaya, 304



pràõa, 376, 396

pràõàhuti, 355

pràõa-bindu, 288, 290

pràõàyàma, 265n, 352, 358, 391

pràõamaya-ko÷a, 271, 341

prasthàna-traya, 339

pratyàhàra, 278n, 345, 346

pratyakùa, 359

prem-màrga, 293

prem-yoga, 341

pårõàvatàra, 256n

puruùa, 228n, 233, 235-40, 261,
396-97

puruùottama, 230, 240

racanà, 237

ràja-hamsa, 303

rajas, 244

Ràja-Yoga, 268, 272n, 294n, 298,
314, 331, 351, 355-56, 361, 374,
383

Ràmacandra, 10, 30-33, 267n, 268,
342, 367, 379,

råpa, 229, 239, 248, 274n, 284,
347, 402

÷abda, 306, 325, 347, 402

÷abda-màlà, 290

sacakhanóa, 298, 304, 306

sàdhaka, 322, 325, 331, 341, 345,
346, 355, 376, 377, 378

sàdhanà, 212n, 223, 235n, 254,
268, 276, 278n, 283, 286, 308,
310, 311-15, 324, 328, 330n,
335, 336-41, 344, 346, 349, 351,
354-56, 361, 364, 364n, 365-66,
372-73, 375, 379, 381, 385

saguõa Brahman, 226, 230, 237n

saguõa, 180n, 202, 227, 284

sahaja, 296, 305, 316

sahaja-màrga, 353-5, 375

sahaja-samàdhi, 359, 371, 375

sahaja-yoga, 296, 331

sahasra-dal-kamal, 288, 290, 298-
99, 300n, 360

sàkàra, 284, 343

sàkùàtkàra, 342, 350, 357

÷aktipat, 376

sàlokya(tà), 313, 369

samàdhi, 176n, 280, 346, 358

samarpaõa-yoga, 341

sàmãpya(tà), 313, 369

sa§nyàsa(in), 88n, 378

sampradàya, 213, 221, 299, 328,
339, 347, 402

sampraj¤àta-samàdhi, 358

sa§sàra, 278n, 299, 356

sa§skàra, 278, 357, 374

sanàtana dharma, 7

sandhyà, 90

sant(s), 2, 6, 7, 33, 200, 204, 205,
208, 212-15, 217n, 220-22, 239,
255, 262, 283, 293-94, 302,
308, 317, 319, 323, 339, 342,
356, 367-69, 376, 379, 380,
382-83, 397, 399

santgati, 318

÷ànti, 274, 280, 315

santmat, 212, 212n, 339, 365, 376

sàråpya(tà), 313, 369

sat, 230n, 274, 326, 349

sat-cit-ànanda, 274, 280, 280n,
281, 371

satde÷a, 242

satguru, 94, 209, 254, 279n, 294,
294n, 295, 296n, 301, 306, 311,
327, 330, 342, 344, 353, 357
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satloka, 241-43, 298, 304

satnàm, 226n, 295, 323, 351, 376,
399

satprakà÷a, 275, 278n

satpuruùa, 229, 231-34, 236-38n,
240, 241, 241n, 246, 248-49,
254, 259, 306, 397

satsaïg, 87, 91n, 94, 99n, 102n,
103-04, 106, 192, 203n, 204,
209-10, 212, 219n, 279n, 291,
299, 311, 312n, 329-30, 330n,
335-36, 336n, 337-38, 353, 363,
373, 376, 381, 400

sattva, 279, 280, 344, 346

satyaloka, 298, 306, 372

÷auca, 90, 327

savikalpa-samàdhi, 370

sàyujya(tà), 313, 369

siddhànta, 310, 369

siddhi, 273, 345

÷ãva-netra, 290, 294, 296

smaraõa, 378

÷raddhà, 348, 358

÷rã-sampradàya, 225

srùñi, 357

÷ruti, 222, 297, 359

sthåla-÷arãra, 240, 252, 257, 272,
276, 292

såkùma-÷arãra, 240, 253, 263, 273,
276

sun, 370

÷ånya, 224, 298, 304, 370

sårat-yoga, 212

sårat-÷abda-yoga, 296, 299, 377,
400-1

sårya-dvàra, 296n

suùumõà, 216n, 349

suùupti, 279, 308, 371

svabhàvika karma, 339

svapna, 308

svapna-avasthà, 277n

svapna-sthàna, 367

svastikàsana, 350

÷veta-÷ånya, 303

taijasa, 276, 277n

tàlå-cakra, 258n

tamas, 244, 277, 346

tanmàtra, 239, 252, 259, 264, 273,
301n, 402

Tantra-Yoga, 223, 261n, 321

tapas, 355

tattva, 238-39, 241, 259

thatàgata, 129n

tãrthaïkara, 129n

triguõa, 244, 257, 346

trikuñi, 288, 290, 298, 300, 301,
303

triveõã, 298

turãya, 281, 283-84, 307-08, 372

tyàga/ã, 370-71

udgãtha, 377, 377n

unmani-avasthà, 371

upàdhi, 333

upàsanà, 201, 282, 310, 327, 339,
340, 365-68, 375

upàsanà-màrga, 225, 341, 345,
347

upàsanà-yoga, 350

upavàsa, 370-71

vairàgya, 272n, 355, 358

Vai÷vànara, 276n



vàjra-jàpa, 323

Vajrayàna, 224n

Vàlmikã, 31n

vàsanà, 247, 247n, 259, 279n, 346,
403

vàsanànanda, 278

videha-mukti, 241, 303n, 304, 307

vidhvà-vedan, 92

vidyàrambha, 82

viràñ (viràj), 246, 248, 277, 277n

viràñ-de÷a, 252

viùayànanda, 277

vi÷uddha-cakra, 294

viveka, 116n, 272, 272n, 304, 355

vik�ti, 237

wahbã-màrga, 307

Yama, 232, 300n

yama-niyama, 90

yathàrtha, 304

Yogàcàra, 224n
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